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Foreword and Introduction

I am pleased and, indeed, very proud to write the Foreword to this timely book on
‘‘Lex Sportiva: What is Sports Law?’’, on which vexed question opinion is traditionally divided amongst academics and practitioners.
In this context an international Conference was held in Djakarta, in September
2010, on ‘‘The Concept of Lex Sportiva Revisited’’. This Conference was organized by Pelita Harap University (UPH) in cooperation with the Indonesia Lex
Sportiva Instituta and the ASSER International Sports Law Centre. It was supported by the Office of the Minister of Youth and Sport of the Republic of
Indonesia, the National Olympic Committee, and the Indonesian Professional
Football League. At the conclusion of this Conference, the ‘‘Jakarta Declaration on
Lex Sportiva’’ was adopted and signed on behalf of the newly-established Hague
International Sports Law Academy (HISLAC). The Djakarta Conference was, in
fact, the first initiative taken by the Academy whose primary ambition is to
organize and/or contribute to workshops, seminars and conferences on international law, of excellence. The ‘‘Djakarta Declaration on Lex Sportiva’’, as well as
the Opening Address by Mr. Janez Kocijančič, on behalf the Academy, at the
Djakarta Conference are included in this book.
In this context, it is worth setting out here the HISLAC’s explanatory note to
the Conference, which inter alia reads as follows:
In international academic literature and at international meetings and conferences concerning themes in the area of ‘‘sport and the law’’, the question is historically discussed
whether a separate discipline of ‘‘(international) sports law’’ actually exists, and if so
which criteria should be used to identify it and what belongs to it, what it involves. So far,
the debate has not run along any structured lines, meaning that different points of view and
angles have never been systematically compared amongst experts so as to attempt to
possibly reach pertinent conclusions on that basis. This is not only important for the
identification and positioning of ‘‘sports and the law’’ or ‘‘international sports law’’ from a
purely academic perspective: such a delimitation of the field could also be a practical aid
in determining learning materials of such a legal subject or focal area to be taught at
universities and elsewhere. The Conference serves to bring together several prominent
authors on the subject in order to exchange views with each other and with the Conference
participants.
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Foreword and Introduction

In addition to the papers of the Djakarta Conference, a selection of most relevant English-language articles on the subject of ‘‘Lex Sportiva: What is Sports
Law?’’ are included in the book, the final contribution being the inaugural lecture
delivered by Professor Robert Siekmann at his accession of the newly-established
Chair of International and European Sports Law in the Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR), in June 2011.
This book is not only an important contribution to the debate on whether there
is such a thing as ‘‘Sports Law’’, but will also stimulate further discussion amongst
sports lawyers, academics and researchers on this fascinating and engaging subject. For all of them, this book, I would submit, is essential reading. I, therefore,
warmly commend this book to all those with an interest in sport and the continually evolving interface and interaction that exists between sport and the law, as
well as the different ways in which they influence one another. And I would also
heartily congratulate the editors on publishing it!
Djakarta, Autumn 2011

Hinca I. P. Pandjaitan SH MH ACCS
Executive Director
Indonesia Lex Sportiva Instituta
Honorary Member of HISLAC

International Conference on Lex Sportiva
Djakarta, 22 September 2010

1. Opening Address on Behalf of the Hague International Sports Law
Academy (HISLAC)1
Janez Kocijančič2
Dear colleague Dr. Rita Subowo, Chairperson of the Indonesian Olympic
Committee, esteemed Rector Professor Jonaan Parapak, esteemed Professor
Bintan R. Saragih, ladies and gentlemen, distinguished guests,
I have been given a difficult task to deliver the opening address on behalf of
The Hague International Sports Law Academy (HISLAÓ). Although it is hard to
speak to such experts as some of you are, allow me, nevertheless, to go through
some basic issues of sports and law:
Sport is a very important phenomenon of the modern society
1. It strengthens some basic human values, it establishes sports ethics and it
enhances social cohesion and solidarity. It is beneficial for the public health and
I would even say it constitutes an element of democracy.
2. It brings people, especially young people, together, regardless of the social,
religious, political, gender and other differences. Moreover, it helps them to
overcome these differences.
3. It increasingly represents an important economic activity.
4. In the EU (White book on sport of EU Commission) 2006—sport represents
3.7 % of EU GDP (in my country Slovenia 2.7% in comparison with 2.2% GDP
coming from agriculture)
5. It is an important employer: for example, in the EU it employs 5.4% of the
entire European workforce; that is 15 million workers.
6. It gradually narrows the division between developed and developing countries,
or better said, emerging countries. This boundary is disappearing in sports and
1
2

Previously published in: 3-4 The International Sports Law Journal (ISLJ) (2010), p. 10.
President of the National Olympic Committee of Slovenia.
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belongs more and more to the past. Just look at the extraordinary sports
achievements of China, Caribbean and some African countries, just take into
the account the choice of the next organizer of the summer Olympic Games in
Rio de Janeiro of Brazil.
There is no doubt that sport is subject to the rule of law. But at the same time
sport is an area which belongs to the civil society and should, therefore, enjoy
large autonomy, including essential self-regulation, which consequently results in
the creation of numerous autonomous rules (e.g. rules of the game, organizational
rules, etc.)
This international conference is going to explore the difficult question of the
so-called ‘‘lex sportiva’’. The basic theoretical problem of the legal science in sport
is to define the specificity of sport. That means that we have to define what the
particular characteristics of sports are, i.e. the typical features which compared to
other social substructures (like culture or science) allow a set of specific sports
rules, or in other words, which allow even the sport exception or immunity,
complete or partially, with many theoretical and practical legal problems involved.
In short, we have to examine what is so important in sporting problems and
relations that it could command different legal treatment.
In addition to the principle of specificity, our special attention should also be
given to the autonomy of sport, although this principle is less disputed. It is more
than logical and largely accepted that the state and political authorities should not
intervene in the organizational structure of sports.
When we discussed these problems in the Executive committee of European
Olympic Committees we came to the conclusion that the application of ‘‘specificity’’ and ‘‘autonomy’’ of sport so far, is still not regarded as the guiding principles for the relationship between the public sector and civil society. That is why
legal certainly is still missing.
Besides that, financial resources for a sport funding program in Europe remain
doubtful.
These are not only the questions for the lawmakers, politicians and sports
leaders. Before they act it would be advisable that they know the results of the
analysis, the positions and the advice of the sports legal science. Before they or we
act we should use our critical and analytical minds.
This is why a small group of sport lawyers, enthusiasts and scientists, who met
on different occasions and at some congresses of the International association of
the sports law, came to the conclusion that we have to join our forces and do
everything needed to bring the sports legal science to a higher level. We are aware
that high standards of sports legal science exist in some countries, at some
universities and in some institutes, we know of some brilliant scholars, but the
international exchange of views, the international circulation of knowledge and the
high level of scientific dialogue is still missing.
Therefore, a small group of us, Professor Robert Siekmann, Professor Klaus
Vieweg, Professor James Nafziger and myself decided to found The Hague
International Sports Law Academy. You are aware that The Hague is supposed to
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be the legal capital of the world and that is the reason why we think that our
Academy belongs there, especially also because the famous Asser Institute is
located in The Hague. We are planning to organize the activities and legal events
all over the world. With great pleasure I am announcing that this meeting in
Jakarta is our first activity and we are going to continue this way.
Let me, at the end, tell you that our wish to found the academy has never been a
reflection of an ambition to form and run yet another parallel institution and that
we do not consider ourselves to be competing with other present organizations in
the field of legal science. Our aim is not competition and not quantity; on the
contrary, we would like to direct our efforts to the quality. With this in mind,
I wish the Dean Professor Bintan R. Saragih and all the participants fruitful
deliberations and challenging exchange of views.
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What is Sports Law?
Timothy Davis

Abstract ‘‘What is sports law’’ is a question often asked by students, academics,
lawyers and lay persons. The person attempting to respond often searches in vain
for a response that is cogent and demonstrates some modicum of understanding of
‘‘sports law.’’ Perhaps the difficulty in articulating a response is, in part, a result of
uncertainty related to what information is being sought. Is the ‘‘what is sports law’’
query intended to focus our attention on the content of the practice of sports law?
In other words, which substantive areas of practice fall under the rubric of sports
law? Specifically, is the role of the sports lawyer intended as the principal focus of
the question? In this regard, perhaps what is sought is information concerning the
range of services provided by the attorney who practices in the sports law context.
Finally, perhaps the person who asks ‘‘what is sports law’’ seeks an answer to a
more fundamental consideration—does such a thing as sports law exist? In other
words, is sports law recognized as an independent substantive area of the law such
as torts, contracts or employment law?
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1 Introduction
‘‘What is sports law’’ is a question often asked by students, academics, lawyers and
lay persons. The person attempting to respond often searches in vain for a response
that is cogent and demonstrates some modicum of understanding of ‘‘sports law.’’
Perhaps the difficulty in articulating a response is, in part, a result of uncertainty
related to what information is being sought. Is the ‘‘what is sports law’’ query
intended to focus our attention on the content of the practice of sports law? In other
words, which substantive areas of practice fall under the rubric of sports law?
Specifically, is the role of the sports lawyer intended as the principal focus of the
question? In this regard, perhaps what is sought is information concerning the
range of services provided by the attorney who practices in the sports law context.
Finally, perhaps the person who asks ‘‘what is sports law’’ seeks an answer to a
more fundamental consideration—does such a thing as sports law exist? In other
words, is sports law recognized as an independent substantive area of the law such
as torts, contracts or employment law?
I will attempt to focus on each of these questions beginning with the last inquiry
first: does sports law represent an independent corpus of law? I will also explore
the relevance of attempts to resolve the issue. Is determining whether sports law is
a field of law merely a matter of academic curiosity or a matter imbued with
broader implications?
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2 ‘‘Sports Law’’ or ‘‘Sports and the Law?’’
2.1 The Debate
Those engaged in the debate concerning whether sports law constitutes a substantive area of law tend to adopt one of three positions: 1) no separately identifiable body of law exists that can be designated as sports law and the possibility
that such a corpus of law will ever develop is extremely remote; 2) although sports
law does not presently represent a separately identifiable substantive area of law,
recent developments suggest that in the near future it will warrant such recognition; or 3) a body of law presently exists that can appropriately be designated as
sports law. I turn initially to a discussion of the views of those who adhere to the
first of these three positions.

2.1.1 The Traditional View: ‘‘Sports Law’’ Does Not Exist
The traditional view is that sports law represents nothing more than an amalgamation of various substantive areas of the law that are relevant in the sports context.
According to this perspective, the term sports law is a misnomer given that sport
represents a form of activity and entertainment that is governed by the legal system
in its entirety.1 Notes one commentator, ‘‘I have often said there is no such thing as
sports law. Instead it is the application to sport situations of disciplines such as
contract law, administrative law … competition law, intellectual property law,
defamation and employment law … [R]emember there is no such thing as sports
law.’’2 Adopting this sentiment, the authors of a leading ‘‘sports law’’ textbook
propose that ‘‘the term ‘sports law’ is somewhat misleading. In reality, sports law is
nothing more or less than law as applied to the sports industry.’’3 In elaborating,
these authors state that ‘‘the study of ‘sports law’ does not involve an entirely
unique or discrete body of special principles divorced from traditional legal concepts.’’4 In sum, adherents to the traditional perspective argue that ‘‘sports law
simply entails the application of basic legal precepts to a specific industry’’ that are
drawn from other substantive areas of the law.5 Consequently, no separately
identifiable body of law exists that can be characterized as sports law.

1
2
3
4
5

Weiler and Roberts 1993.
Gardiner et al. 1998, at 71 (quoting Woodhouse 1996).
Cozzillio and Levinstein 1997, at 5.
Id. at 7.
Id.
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2.1.2 The Moderate Position: ‘‘Sports Law’’ May Develop
into a Field of Law
Other commentators have begun increasingly to question the traditional view that
no corpus of law exists that can be characterized as an independent field of law
called sports law. Amongst the critics of the traditional view, are those who have
staked out what represents a middle ground. Professor Kenneth Shropshire
acknowledges that developments, such as state and federal legislation impacting
sports (for example, state statutes regulating sports agents, and federal statutes
such as Title IX), suggest a ‘‘growing sports-only corpus’’ of law.6 Professor
Shropshire concludes, however, that the body of sports-only law has not reached a
point of maturation such that a ‘‘unique substantive corpus’’ exists that can be
categorized as sports law.7 Consequently, he believes it is more appropriate to
apply the ‘‘sports and the law’’ rather than the ‘‘sports law’’ designation to legal
matters that arise in the sports context.8
Another adherent to the moderate position is Professor Burlette Carter who
argues that sports law is in the midst of an exciting, yet challenging, transformative
process.9 According to Professor Carter, this process parallels the increased focus
by law schools on sports, and the growing significance of sports regulation to
participants, organizations and communities.10 She believes that these developments will better shape the contours of this emerging field of study.11 This in turn,
will eventually transform sports law from ‘‘a course without a corpus’’ to a widely
recognized independent substantive area of law.12
Similar sentiments were expressed in the groundbreaking treatise authored by
John Weistart and Cym Lowell—The Law of Sports.13 Therein, the authors
addressed the following question: ‘‘Is there really any such thing as ‘the law of
sports’?’’14 At the outset, they noted the hypothesis expressed by traditionalists
that no such thing exists as sports law since there is no body of law unique to
sports.15 Writing in late 1970s, they observed, however, that based upon their
research it soon became clear that there were many areas in which sports-related
problems required a specially focused analysis. On some matters, there are legal
doctrines which apply in the sports area and nowhere else. This is the case, for
example, with respect to such diverse matters as baseball’s antitrust exemption and

6

Shropshire 1998, 182.
Id.
8
Id.
9
Carter 1999, 245.
10
Id.
11
Id.
12
Id.
13
Weistart and Lowell 1979.
14
Id. at xviii.
15
Id.
7
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some of the tax rules to be applied to the recapture of depreciation on player
contracts.16
Weistart and Lowell also identified another phenomenon that might lend credence to the notion of the existence of sports law as a field of study. They noted
factual peculiarities residing in sports that require the unique application of generally applicable legal doctrine and thus produce results that would not occur in
other contexts. They provide examples drawn from amateur and professional
sports:
‘‘In the area of amateur sports, for example, the proscription against sex discrimination is
based on the same political and sociological notions which have led to statutes and court
decisions outlawing sex discrimination in employment, housing, and public benefits.
However, none of these areas raise the issues (and tensions) which are posed by the
significant differences in the revenue-generating potentials of traditional men’s and
women’s sports … Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act do not contain different language
to be applied in sports cases. In that sense, then, the law relevant to the sports industry is
the same as will be applied to other areas of commerce. A glance at the cases, however,
will suggest that there is a good deal of judicial reasoning in the sports areas which is not
very conventional.’’17

Weistart and Lowell conclude their analysis by emphasizing areas in which the
factual uniqueness of sports problems require specialized analysis. In this regard,
they caution courts to take care in drawing analogies. Thus, while not expressly
adopting the position that recognizes the existence of a course of study called
sports law, Weistart and Lowell strongly suggest that two phenomena, the unique
application of legal doctrine to the sports context and the factual uniqueness of
sports problems that require the need for specialized analysis, support the notion
that a body of law called sports law might exist.18

2.1.3 ‘‘Sports Law’’: A Separate Field of Law
Finally, I examine the views of those who argue that sports law currently exists as
a field of law. Adherents to this view emphasize the growing body of case and
statutory law specific to the sports industry as evidence of the existence of a
separately identifiable body of law.19 A leading advocate of this perspective is a
British scholar, Simon Gardiner, who also demonstrates that the ‘‘sports law’’ or
‘‘sports and the law’’ debate has not been confined to the United States. Pointing to
the increasing body of judicial and legislative law specific to sports, Professor
Gardiner argues that

16
17
18
19

Id.
Id. at xviii–xix.
Id. at xix.
Greenberg 1998, at vii.
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‘‘[I]t is true to say that [sports law] is largely an amalgam of interrelated legal disciplines
involving such areas as contract, taxation, employment, competition and criminal law but
dedicated legislation and case law has developed and will continue to do so. As an area of
academic study and extensive practitioner involvement, the time is right to accept that a
new legal area has been born—sports law.’’20

Commentators also propose that references to sports law as merely an amalgamation of various other substantive areas of the law ignores an important present
day reality—very few substantive areas of the law fit into separate categories that
are divorced from and independent of other substantive areas of the law.21 Doctrinal overlap exists not only within sports law, but within other areas of law as
well. According to Professor Carter, ‘‘the field of sports law has moved beyond the
traditional antitrust and labor law boundaries into sports representation and legal
ethics, sports and corporate structure, sports and disability, sports and race, sports
and gender, sports and taxation, international issues in sports law and numerous
other permutations.’’22
Proponents of the sports law designation and those sympathetic to the view,
also argue that reticence to recognize sports law as a specific body of law may
reflect attitudes regarding the intellectual seriousness of sports. In this regard, they
emphasize the tendency to marginalize the study of sports rather than treat it as any
other form of business.23 The intellectual marginalization of sport has been
attributed, in part, to the belief that social relations extant in sports were not
deemed proper subjects for reconstruction into legal relationships.24 Thus, private
and public law were considered ‘‘inappropriate [mechanisms for] controlling the
social norms of sport.’’25 The competing and increasingly predominant view,
however, casts sports as a significant economic activity suitable, like other big
businesses, to regulation whether it be self or external.26
Notes Professor Carter:
‘‘The historical conception of sports law within the general realm of legal matters—the
treatment of this field as not on par with other forms of legal practice—derives from our
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Gardiner et al. 1998, at 74.
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general assumptions about the nature of sport itself and the athletes who participate in it.
The notion is that sport is not like business; it is merely entertainment.’’27

Professor Carter’s conclusion that sport, notwithstanding such earlier assumptions, ‘‘is now a business,’’28 finds validation in numerous ways. For example, a
1998 issue of The Nation, the first issue in the magazine’s history to focus on
sports, assigned a figure of $350 billion to what the editor characterized as the
gross national sports product.29

2.2 Factors for Evaluating What Constitutes a Field of Law
The debate concerning sports is not extraordinary given that questions regarding
the substantive legitimacy of new fields of law are quite common.30 For instance,
similar controversy has accompanied the development of other new fields of law
such as computer law.31 In a treatise on computer law, its author acknowledges
that computer law is not a body of law, like contract or tort law, but rather is
comprised of a collection of legal doctrine.32 Nevertheless, the author argues that it
should be recognized as a specific body of law given that this collection of legal
doctrine shares a common feature—‘‘they have all been created or altered by the
emergence of computer technology.’’33 He gives two additional reasons for recognizing computer law as a field of law: first, computers have unique characteristics that substantive areas such as contracts have not addressed, and second,
computers have ‘‘far-reaching effects’’ on society.34
Likewise, before they gained recognition as specific fields of study, bodies of
law as diverse as labor law,35 health law,36 and environmental law37 endured
27

Carter 1999, at 241.
Id. at 242.
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Gardiner et al. 1998, at 73.
31
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Id.
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37
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similar fates. Indeed, the process of recognizing a new legal category has been
characterized as slow moving because it signifies the occurrence of a fundamental
change in society.38 Inherent in this transformative process is the development of
new patterns of behavior and cooperation that seek common acceptance.39
Several academic and practical factors may provide indicia that an area has
matured to the point of common acceptance. These include the following:
1. Unique application by courts of law from other disciplines to a specific
context40;
2. factual peculiarities within a specific context that produce problems requiring
specialized analysis41;
3. ‘‘issues involving the proposed discipline’s subject matter must arise in
multiple, existing, common law or statutory areas;’’42
4. ‘‘within the proposed discipline, [the] elements of its subject matter must
connect, interact, or interrelate;’’43
5. decisions within the proposed discipline conflict with decisions in other areas
of the law and decisions regarding a matter within the proposed discipline
impact another matter within the discipline44;
6. ‘‘the proposed discipline must significantly affect the nation’s (or the world’s)
business, economy, culture, or society;’’45
7. the development of interventionist legislation to regulate specific
relationships46;
8. publication of legal casebooks that focus on the proposed discipline47;
9. development of law journals and other publications specifically devoted to
publishing writings that fall within the parameters of the proposed field48;
10. acceptance of the proposed field by law schools; and,
11. recognition by legal associations, such as bar associations, of the proposed
field as a separately identifiable substantive area of the law.
Although these factors provide guidance, meticulous analysis of them may not
yield a definitive answer to the question under consideration—is sports law a field
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of study? Whether a specific body of law should be recognized as such is an
inexact science. Notes Professor Gardiner,
‘‘[t]he process by which legal areas are identified, constituted and named is a complex one
and often to some extent arbitrary. There is no official recognition procedure. It is a
process of legal practitioners and academics recognizing the growing application of the
law to a new area of social life.’’49

In the end, whether sports law is recognized as an independent field of law may
turn on the perceptions of those who practice, teach and engage in scholarship
related to sports law. Professor Carter asks that we consider the following:
‘‘But what makes a field a field? The answer is that a field becomes a field not because it is
inherently so but because in our public legal dealings we shape it as such, defining the
concepts and legal norms that will prevail uniquely in that context. It becomes a field
because enough people with power on all sides are so affected by it to require some special
treatment of it in the law. For many years, sports law has been somewhat removed from
the things that make a field a field—the litigation that establishes a common law specific to
the concerns of the participants, the scholarship that provides conceptual and theoretical
guidance (and sometimes misguidance), and the legislative and administrative action that
creates a statutory and regulatory base.’’50

3 Substantive Areas of Law Implicated by Sports
Whether or not sports law represents a separate corpus of law, few would deny that
it touches diverse substantive areas of law. Indeed, the challenge and the opportunity for the attorney who handles sports related matters are derived in large
measure from the diverse substantive areas that sports law encompasses.
As cogently expressed by one scholar, ‘‘[s]ports law, with its wide variety of legal
aspects, probably encompasses more areas of the law than any other legal discipline.’’51 The following discussion attempts to illustrate how the ‘‘sports industry
intersects the law at every cross.’’52 It also provides illustrations of and citations to
cases that may someday be considered historically significant in the emergence of
sports law as a field of law even though subsequent developments may have
lessened their precedential value.
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3.1 Contract Law
Despite having been displaced considerably by antitrust and labor law as it relates
to defining relationships, contract law retains a vitally important role in the
business of sports.53 Collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) are largely governed by labor law principles. Nevertheless, contract law principles retain their
importance with respect to the interpretation and application of the terms of
CBAs.54 Moreover, freedom of contract is one of the fundamental premises
underlying the justification for CBAs.55
In addition, contract principles remain relevant with respect to terms of player/
team contracts that are open to individualized negotiation, notwithstanding uniform player contracts in the major team sports.56 For example, in professional
football the following are provisions that are subject to individualized negotiation:
a. The amount of a signing or reporting bonus.
b. The time of payment of bonus.
c. The desirability of a loan.
d. The length of the contractual relationship.
e. Skill or injury guarantees.
f. Function of initial-year salary and annual increments.
g. The importance of final year salary.
h. Option clauses.
i. Salary adjustment agreements.
j. Roster bonuses.
k. Individual and team incentives.57
Beyond player/team agreements, principles of contract law are relevant to the
creation, formation and enforcement of a wide variety of agreements that are
struck in the sports world. These include endorsement contracts, coach/team
contracts, arena lease agreements, and student-athlete/university scholarship
agreements and letters of intent.58
The vast array of sports related matters to which contract principles are relevant
produces an equally vast array of disputes, the outcome of which often turns on the
application of general contract principles. Thus, courts have relied upon familiar
contract law concepts such as the doctrine of consideration, the parol evidence
rule, the statute of frauds, and the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing in
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resolving disputes related to the forgoing types of sports related contracts. Set forth
below are several illustrations, gleaned from countless examples, of key cases in
the development of a jurisprudence of sports law that apply contract law principles
to the sports context.

3.1.1 Player Contracts
Interpretation
Sample v. Gotham Football Club, Inc.59: A former professional football player
sought to recover, inter alia, for breach of a personal services contract.60 The
parties requested the court to determine ‘‘whether the simultaneous execution of
several instruments result[ed] in one contract or several separate agreements.’’61
Applying contractual rules of interpretation, the court found that the proper
characterization of the document must be ‘‘ascertained from a reading of the
several instruments, and [examining] the facts and circumstances at the time of
execution of the contract.’’62

Breach and Remedy
Boston Celtics Ltd. Partnership. v. Shaw63: The Boston Celtics, a professional
basketball team, sought enforcement of an arbitrator’s decision that a player be
required to fulfill his promise to exercise his contractual right to cancel the second
year of his contract with an Italian team.64 The cancellation of his contract with the
Italian team would have allowed Shaw to compete for the Celtics.65 Finding that the
arbitrator acted within the scope of his authority, the First Circuit upheld the district
court’s granting of a preliminary injunction.66 It upheld the arbitrator’s decision
that the player’s promise was proper under the terms of the National Basketball
Association (NBA) CBA and had a plausible basis.67 Finally, the court rejected the
player’s argument that the unclean hands and unconscionability doctrines precluded the court from granting injunctive relief on behalf of the team.68
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59 F.R.D. 160 (S.D.N.Y. 1973).
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908 F.2d 1041 (1st Cir. 1990).
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Id. at 1049.
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3.1.2 Coaching Contracts
Deli v. University of Minnesota69: Deli, a former University of Minnesota gymnastics coach sued the institution seeking recovery based, inter alia, upon promissory estoppel regarding certain oral promises made by the athletic director.70 The
court defined promissory estoppel as sounding in contract.71 Consequently, extracontractual damages such as those arising from emotional distress were held to be
non-recoverable under promissory estoppel absent a specific statutory provision
permitting such recovery or the existence of an independent tort.72
Rodgers v. Georgia Tech Athletic Association73: In a former head football
coach’s ‘‘breach of contract action against [an athletic association] to recover the
value of certain perquisites that had been made available to him as the head
coach,’’74 a state appellate court applied several fundamental principles of contract
law, including: (1) an employee may be entitled to damages for breach of contract,
but ordinarily ‘‘has no right to recover [his] position and title;’’75 (2) upon a
wrongful termination, an employer is obligated to pay an employee the amount set
forth in the contract that the employee was to receive as compensation for his
services76; (3) the perquisites to which a discharged employee is entitled to recover
requires a determination of the intention of the parties to the employment contract77; (4) where a contract is ‘‘susceptible of two constructions, that interpretation
which is least favorable to the author should generally be accepted;’’78 (5) upon
breach of an employment contract, damages should be measured by the ‘‘actual
loss sustained by the breach, and not the gross amount due under the contract;’’79
and (6) ‘‘a party is entitled to recover profits that would have resulted from a
breach of a contract … where the breach is the result of the other party’s fault,’’
and where the profits were within the contemplation of the parties at the time they
entered into the contract.80 Applying the foregoing principles, the court concluded
that the coach was entitled to recover certain perquisites, namely those to which he
was entitled by virtue of his position as head football coach.
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Vanderbilt University. v. DiNardo81: The university brought a breach of contract action against its former head football coach when he resigned to become
football coach for Louisiana State University.82 Vanderbilt sought monetary relief
pursuant to a clause providing that the university was entitled to damages in the
event the defendant left the university to become coach at another school before
the expiration of his contract term.83 The district court awarded damages, pursuant
to the clause, in the amount of $281,886.43.84 Applying contract analysis
regarding liquidated damages provisions, the Sixth Circuit upheld the clause as an
enforceable liquidated damages provision.85 In so doing, it rejected defendant’s
characterization of the clause as a penalty or as a ‘‘disguised overly broad noncompete provision.’’86 The court found that the district court’s use of ‘‘a formula
based on DiNardo’s salary to calculate liquidated damages was reasonable given
the nature of the unquantifiable damages in the case.’’87 The court noted that
‘‘Vanderbilt hired DiNardo for a unique and specialized position, and the parties
understood that the amount of damages could not be easily ascertained should a
breach occur.’’88

3.1.3 Individual Sports
Rooney v. Tyson89: The Court of Appeals of New York was requested upon
certification of a question from the Second Circuit Court of Appeals to determine
whether an oral professional services contract pursuant to which a boxer promised
to retain his trainer ‘‘for as long as the boxer fights professionally’’ might constitute a contract for a definite duration and thus avoid the strictures of the
employment at-will doctrine.90 The court ruled that the pertinent language created
a contract for a definite duration, the length of which would be defined by the
commencement and conclusion of the boxer’s career.91
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3.1.4 Student-Athlete/University Relationship
Jackson v. Drake University92: A former student-athlete sued Drake University
alleging, among other things, breach of contract in that the school failed to
provide him with an opportunity to develop his athletic skills through participation in intercollegiate competition. The court rejected the breach of contract
claim as a consequence of its refusal to imply a right to play basketball into the
agreement.93 The court’s ruling was premised on the classical contract rule,
which provides that ‘‘where the language of a contract is clear and unambiguous,’’ the express terms control and additional obligations will not be imposed
pursuant to implication.94
Waldrep v. Texas Employers Insurance Ass’n95: A former student-athlete
sought workers compensation benefits from Texas Christian University (TCU) for
a spinal cord injury that he incurred during a football game in which he played for
TCU.96 In affirming a jury’s verdict in favor of TCU, the court held as a matter of
law that the plaintiff was not an employee of the college when he played football.97
The court rejected Waldrep’s argument that the Letter of Intent and Financial Aid
Agreement he signed constituted an express contract of hire.98 In rejecting
plaintiff’s contention, the court relied on the contract principle that ‘‘the most basic
policy of contract law … is the protection of the justified expectations of the
parties.’’99 Analyzing these documents in the context of ‘‘the background of circumstances surrounding [their] execution,’’100 the court concluded the facts
revealed the intent of the parties was that Waldrep was an amateur and not a
professional.101

3.1.5 Agent/Player Relationship
Zinn v. Parrish102: In a dispute between an agent and a player, the court found that
the contract established the standard for assessing the agent’s competency as one
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of reasonable effort.103 The court also applied a good faith standard to agent
services not governed by the contractually established standard of care.104

3.2 Labor Law
With the exception of soccer, players in all of the major team sports in the United
States are represented by labor unions. Because of this, labor law and antitrust law
have emerged to impact significantly the law that governs teams sports in the
United States. Two commentators note, ‘‘[i]n the three decades of active union
representation in professional sports, this process has produced decisions that
illustrate virtually all the important doctrinal spheres in contemporary labor
law.’’105 These authors further note the development of a ‘‘distinctive jurisprudence that has evolved for sports labor relations.’’106 This distinct jurisprudence is
an outgrowth of judicial resolution of disputes ranging from certification of
player’s bargaining units, to the exclusivity of a union’s bargaining authority, to
whether parties governed by a CBA have bargained in good faith.
Delineated below are illustrations of disputes in sports that have implicated
general labor law principles so as to contribute to the development of a labor law
jurisprudence for sports.

3.2.1 Intersection of Labor and Antitrust
Brown v. Pro Football, Inc.107: Professional football players, who were assigned to
developmental squads of substitute players, brought an antitrust suit against
football club owners challenging the latter’s unilateral imposition of a fixed salary
after a good faith impasse in contract negotiations.108 The Supreme Court rejected
plaintiffs’ antitrust claims inasmuch as the owners’ conduct fell within the scope of
the ‘‘non-statutory’’ labor exemption to antitrust liability.109 Specifically, the Court
held that given that the owners’ action occurred ‘‘during and immediately after a
collective bargaining negotiation,’’ and was an integral part of the bargaining
process, the ‘‘non-statutory’’ labor exemption was applicable.110
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3.2.2 Good Faith Bargaining
Silverman v. Major League Baseball Player Relations Committee, Inc.111:
A federal district court refused to impute statements regarding an inability to pay
higher salaries made by Major League Baseball’s commissioner and club officials
to the clubs’ bargaining committee, which had the exclusive authority to engage in
collective bargaining on behalf of clubs. The refusal to impute such statements
rendered inapplicable the general principle that employers cannot in good faith
claim financial inability to pay higher salaries and then refuse to produce financial
data to support such assertions.

3.2.3 Exclusive Bargaining
North American Soccer League v. NLRB112: ‘‘Professional soccer league sought
review of NLRB finding of unfair labor practice[s].’’113 The court held that the
soccer clubs and the league were joint employers.114 The collective bargaining unit
was appropriate and did not deprive the clubs of due process.115

3.2.4 Grievance Arbitration
Sharpe v. National Football League Players Ass’n116: Former professional football
player sought recovery from players union alleging breach of fair representation by
the union.117 The contract between the player and club stipulated that any contractual disputes between the parties would be submitted to binding arbitration
according to the terms of the National Football League (NFL) CBA.118 Due to this
contract language and the inextricably interdependent relationship between claims
alleging an employer’s breach of a CBA and a union’s breach of fair representation, the court granted the union’s motion to dismiss.119 It specifically found that
a player must have received an adverse decision from an arbitrator before the court
could entertain the player’s breach of fair representation claim.120
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Morris v. New York Football Giants, Inc.121: Professional football players
brought actions against teams claiming they were entitled to compensation of 10%
of the contract amount when the players were released before the season began.122
The court held that the CBA had expired.123 Nevertheless it held that pursuant to
the players’ individual contracts, they were required to submit disputes to arbitration.124 In reaching this result, the court rejected the players’ assertion that the
arbitration clause should be deemed an unenforceable adhesion contract due to the
players’ inability to negotiate any terms other than those involving compensation
and duration.125 The court found that the arbitration clause was not an adhesion
contract for the following reasons: (1) plaintiffs’ status as highly paid, sophisticated professional athletes with considerable bargaining power; (2) plaintiffs’
representation by experienced agents and/or counsel; (3) the lack of evidence of
attempts by plaintiffs to negotiate regarding the arbitration provision; (4) the
conspicuousness of the arbitration clause; and, (5) the lack of evidence unreasonably favorable to the defendants.126

3.3 Antitrust Law
Since 1970, antitrust law and in particular, the Sherman Act, have severely impacted
the structure of relationships in professional sports.127 Notwithstanding baseball,
which was deemed exempt from antitrust laws, antitrust emerged as a force that
weakened the restrictive rules and regulations that afforded team owners greater
leverage in their relationships with players. Set forth below are illustrations of
several instances in which antitrust law has impacted legal relationships in sports.

3.3.1 Professional Sports
Reserve System
Flood v. Kuhn128: A professional baseball player alleged that Major League
Baseball’s player reserve system violated federal antitrust laws.129 Applying the
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judicially constructed baseball exemption to antitrust laws, the Court rejected the
player’s claim.130 The Court also concluded that due to Congressional acquiescence in the longstanding exemption, Congress, not the Court, was the proper body
to change the exemption and to remedy any ‘‘inconsistency and illogic’’ that it
produces.131

Free Agency
Mackey v. NFL132: Players challenged the National Football League’s rule
requiring a club to compensate a player’s former club for acquiring the player as a
free agent.133 The court found that the league’s constraint on player mobility
constituted an unreasonable restraint of trade in violation of the Sherman Act.134
The court refused to apply the nonstatutory labor exemption to antitrust laws
notwithstanding the existence of a CBA.135 The court created a three-prong test for
determining when federal labor policy should be given preeminence over antitrust
laws: (1) where the restraint primarily affects only parties to the collective bargaining relationship; (2) the subject restraint concerns matters that are mandatory
subjects of collective bargaining; and (3) the agreement is a product of bona fide
arm’s length bargaining.136 Applying the test to the facts before it, the court
rendered the exemption inapplicable since the league and its players did not
engage in arm’s length negotiations regarding the restraint (known as the Rozelle
Rule which required compensation for signing of free agents).137

Franchise Relocation
Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum Commission v. NFL (Raiders I)138: An NFL rule
requiring three-fourths of its member teams to approve a franchise’s moving into
another team’s territory was challenged as an unreasonable restraint of trade in
violation of the Sherman Act.139 In holding that the NFL was subject to antitrust
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liability, the court found that the league was not a single entity and therefore could
be found to have conspired in restraint of trade.140

Television Contracts
Chicago Professional Sports Ltd. Partnership. v. NBA141: The Chicago Bulls
professional basketball team and television superstation WGN, challenged, as a
violation of the Sherman Act, an NBA rule that limited the number of games that
the station could carry.142 The court held that the Sports Broadcasting Act did not
preclude the 20-game rule from violating the Sherman Act.143 Concluding that the
NBA constitutes a joint venture rather than a single entity, the court adopted the
Rule of Reason as the framework within which to assess the legality of the
20-game rule which limited output.144 In finding a violation of the Sherman Act,
the court was unswayed by NBA proffered justifications that the restriction prevents clubs from misappropriating the NBA’s property right to exploit its symbols
and success, and that it prevented ‘‘free-riding.’’145

3.3.2 College Sports
National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Board of Regents146 Members of the College
Football Association brought an antitrust action challenging the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA) plan for televising college football games as
violating Section 1 of the Sherman Act.147 The Court held that the plan constituted
a restraint of trade in that it limited the ‘‘members’ freedom to negotiate and enter
into their own television contracts.’’148 The Court further held, however, that the
plan would violate the Sherman Act only if it constituted an unreasonable restraint
of trade.149 Rejecting the application of a per se rule of analysis, the Court nevertheless found the restraint unreasonable pursuant to a Rule of Reason analysis.150
In often cited dictum, the Court also stated ‘‘[i]t is reasonable to assume that most
of the regulatory controls of the NCAA are justifiable means of fostering
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competition among amateur athletic teams and therefore procompetitive because
they enhance public interest in intercollegiate athletics.’’151
Law v. NCAA152: This class action suit brought by college basketball coaches
with ‘‘restricted earnings’’ status challenged an NCAA rule that capped their
annual compensation at $12,000 during the academic term and $4,000 during the
summer.153 Applying a ‘‘quick look rule of reason’’ analysis, the court concluded
that the limitation on compensation had ‘‘obvious anticompetitive’’ effects and
thus violated the Sherman Act since it artificially lowered the price of coaching
services.154 The court was not persuaded by the three justifications offered by the
NCAA: cost reduction, maintaining competitive equity and providing opportunities for younger coaches.155

3.4 Tort Law
Generally, tort principles applicable in other contexts are equally applicable in
sports settings. Nevertheless, because of the unique characteristics of sports, the
application of certain tort doctrine is imbued with difficulty such as in cases of tort
liability stemming from on-the-field conduct. In this regard, Weiler and Roberts
state:
‘‘Sports, however, pose a unique problem to the law of personal injury. The aim of a
sporting event is to produce spirited athletic competition on the field or floor. In sports
such as boxing, football, and hockey, a central feature of the contest is the infliction of
violent contact on the opponent. In other sports, such as basketball and baseball, such
contact is an expected risk, if not a desired outcome, of intense competition. Even sports
such as golf that are intrinsically non-violent for their participants may inflict harmful
contacts upon the spectators. This characteristic feature of sports requires the law to
undertake a delicate balancing act when it tailors for use in sports litigation the standards
of liability developed to govern relationships in very different aspects of life.’’156

This quote reveals that tort represents another area in which a distinctive jurisprudence is developing in the sports context. Illustrations of the jurisprudence of
personal injury in sports include:
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3.4.1 Liability for Player-to-Player Conduct157
Hackbart v. Cincinnati Bengals, Inc.158: A professional football player sought
recovery for injuries sustained when a player intentionally struck him during a
game.159 The court was asked to consider whether general principles of law that
govern liability for the infliction of injuries were inapplicable in instances where
the injury occurs in the course of a game.160 Rejecting the lower court’s reasoning,
the Tenth Circuit concluded that ‘‘there are no principles of law which allow a
court to rule out certain tortious conduct by reason of general roughness of the
game or difficulty of administering it.’’161 It adopted recklessness as the proper
standard for measuring liability in this context.162
Nabozny v. Barnhill163: A goaltender of a soccer team brought a tort action for
an injury sustained during a soccer match.164 The court articulated the general rule
that ‘‘in the sports context, a player is liable in a tort action for injury if his conduct
is such that it is either deliberate, willful or with a reckless disregard for the safety
of the other player.’’165 It also held on the facts before it that where a safety rule is
contained in a set of rules governing conduct of an athletic activity, a participant
who is trained and coached by knowledgeable personnel is charged with a duty to
refrain from engaging in the activities proscribed by the rule.166

3.4.2 Assumption of the Risk
Lilley v. Elk Grove Unified School District167: A student, who broke an arm while
participating in extracurricular wrestling, sued his middle school for negligence.168
Finding that the lower court had granted summary judgment based upon the
principle that primary assumption of the risk operated as a complete defense to a
negligence claim, the court held that injury is an inherent risk of wrestling.169 The
court reasoned ‘‘[i]mposition of a duty to protect student athletes from any risk
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inherent in a sport like wrestling would fundamentally alter the nature of the sport
and, in some instances, effectively preclude participation altogether because the
threat of liability would make schools reluctant to offer sports as an extracurricular
activity.’’170 In reaching the foregoing conclusion, the court found that the following facts did not preclude application of the primary assumption of the risk
doctrine: injury to the plaintiff while participating in a demonstration with an
instructor, and the existence of a statutorily mandated duty imposed upon teachers
to protect students.171 The court stated that the question of primary assumption of
the risk turns on the nature of the activity and the relationship of the parties to the
activity.172 It further stated the general rule that in a sports setting ‘‘a co-participant may be held liable only for intentional injuries or for conduct that is so
reckless as to be totally outside the range of ordinary activity involved in the
sport.’’173
Everett v. Bucky Warren, Inc.174: In this tort action, the plaintiff alleged that the
manufacturer, retailer, and school were negligent in supplying a defectively
designed hockey helmet and that the manufacturer and retailer were strictly liable.175 The court held that the defendants were not liable on the negligence counts
because the plaintiff assumed the risk.176 The evidence was sufficient to find the
manufacturer and the retailer strictly liable for defective design.177

3.4.3 Defective Equipment
See Everett v. Bucky Warren, Inc.,178 discussed in Part 3.4.2 supra.

3.4.4 Medical Malpractice
Krueger v. San Francisco Forty Niners179: A professional football player brought
an action against the team and physicians for fraudulent concealment of medical
information.180 Applying the ‘‘informed consent doctrine,’’ the court concluded
that facts which demonstrated the team physician failed to inform the player of the
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continuing risks associated with his injuries established the requisite intent for
finding of fraudulent concealment by the team.181

3.4.5 Educational Malpractice
Ross v. Creighton University182: A former student-athlete sued Creighton
University alleging, inter alia, that the institution was negligent in recruiting him
despite knowledge that he was unable to adequately perform college work and in
failing to provide him with the support services necessary to allow him an educational opportunity.183 The Seventh Circuit predicted that Illinois courts would
follow the rule adopted by the majority of other courts in refusing to recognize
causes of action sounding in negligent admissions and educational malpractice.184
The Seventh Circuit adopted policy considerations advanced in other courts in
reaching this result, including: difficulties in developing a satisfactory standard of
care; inherent difficulties involved in determining the cause and nature of damages; potential financial burden placed on educational institutions arising from a
flood of educational malpractice lawsuits; and problems related to judicial oversight of the day-to-day operations of schools.185

3.4.6 University Liability to Student-Athletes
Kleinknecht v. Gettysburg College186: A negligence action was brought against a
college by the parents of a former lacrosse player who suffered a fatal heart attack
during practice.187 The court held that the college owed a duty of care to take
preventative measures so as to provide treatment to student-athletes in the event of
an emergency.188 The imposition of a duty was premised largely on the special
relationship between the college and the student that arises from the studentathlete participating in a school-sponsored activity for which he has been recruited
by the college to play.189
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3.4.7 Liability to Fans
Hayden v. University of Notre Dame190: A fan, who was seated near a football
goal post, was injured following a scramble by other fans for a ball that landed
near her seat.191 The net behind the uprights failed to prevent the ball from sailing
into the seats.192 Plaintiff alleged that the university owed her a duty of care to
protect her under these circumstances due to her status as an invitee.193 Defendant
did not contest plaintiff’s invitee status. Rather the university argued that it owed
no duty to protect plaintiff from the criminal acts of third parties.194 Applying a
totality of the circumstances approach, the Indiana Court of Appeals found that the
defendant possessed a duty to protect plaintiff from the misconduct of other fans
and reversed the trial court’s summary judgment in favor of defendant.195

3.5 Constitutional and Statutory Law
Traditionally, private law was viewed as providing the principal legal mechanism for
regulating the sports industries. As noted supra, labor and antitrust law represented
public law incursions into a realm deemed best governed and regulated by private
agreement. However, public law concepts, in addition to labor and antitrust law, play
an increasingly important role in governing legal relationships in sports. For example, federal legislation, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Title IX
and Title VI, holds potential to drastically reshape relationships in sports. Moreover,
constitutional principles have been called upon to adjudicate the respective rights of
parties involved in the sports world, such as assertions that mandatory drug testing
programs violate First and Fourth Amendment rights. Constitutional law doctrines
have also been invoked to challenge NCAA eligibility rules and assertions that due
process protections have not been afforded to athletes. Illustrations of cases in which
constitutional and statutory law has been relevant include:

3.5.1 Drug Testing
Veronia School District 47 J v. Acton196: A drug policy adopted by a school
district authorized random urinalysis of students participating in interscholastic
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athletics.197 A student athletics participant and his parents sought declaratory and
injunctive relief from the district’s enforcement of its drug testing program on
grounds that it violated the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and the
State of Oregon’s constitution.198 The United States Supreme Court initially found
that drug testing programs such as that adopted by the district constituted a search
subject to the strictures of the Fourth Amendment. In finding that the drug testing
policy did not violate the Fourth Amendment, the Court focused on the lessened
privacy expectation of student-athletes.199 This lessened expectation could be
derived from the ‘‘‘communal undress’ inherent in athletic participation’’ and from
the fact that athletes voluntarily subject themselves to a higher degree of regulation
than students generally.200 This, coupled with the unobtrusive nature of the drug
testing program and the importance of the governmental interest at stake, led the
Court to conclude that the invasion of privacy was not significant enough to violate
the Fourth Amendment.201

3.5.2 Due Process
NCAA v. Tarkanian202: Jerry Tarkanian sued the University of Nevada-Las Vegas
and the NCAA alleging, among other things, that his suspension for various
recruiting and other NCAA violations abridged his Fourteenth Amendment
rights.203 With respect to the NCAA, the Court dismissed the plaintiff’s claim
holding that the NCAA, by virtue of developing standards and rules, did not
engage in state action.204

3.5.3 Racial Discrimination
Cureton v. NCAA205: A federal district court granted summary judgment on behalf
of African-American student athletes who filed suit against the NCAA.206 The
students alleged that the minimum standardized test component of ‘‘Proposition
16’’ initial eligibility rules violated Title VI of the Civil Rights laws.207 The Third
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Circuit reversed the district court’s ruling that the NCAA is subject to Title VI.208
The Third Circuit rejected the lower court’s reasoning that the NCAA is a recipient
of federal funds because it administered the National Youth Sports Programs,
which receives federal funds, and because NCAA member institutions, many of
which receive federal funds, have delegated control of their athletic programs to
the NCAA.209

3.5.4 Gender Discrimination (Title IX)
Cohen v. Brown University210: Women student-athletes filed a class action against
Brown University alleging sexual discrimination in the school’s athletics programs
in violation of Title IX.211 In imposing liability on the university, the court held
that a Title IX violation occurs if an institution ‘‘ineffectively accommodates its
students’ interests and abilities in athletics, regardless of its performance with
respect to other Title IX areas.’’212
Communities for Equity v. Michigan High School Athletic Ass’n213: Plaintiffs,
consisting of female student-athletes and their parents, filed a class action suit
alleging discrimination by the Michigan High School Athletic Association.214 The
discrimination allegedly consisted, inter alia, of providing more participation
opportunities for boys than for girls, requiring girls to play in non-traditional
seasons, operating shorter seasons for girls than for boys, and providing inferior
athletic facilities for girls athletic tournaments in comparison to boys athletic
tournaments.215 Plaintiffs claims were based on Title IX, the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and provisions of the Michigan Civil Rights
Act.216 The court considered whether exercising controlling authority over a
federally funded program is sufficient to trigger Title IX even if the defendant is
not a direct recipient of federal funding.217 Answering this question in the affirmative, the court found that the evidence presented a ‘‘genuine issue of material
fact regarding the extent to which the MHSAA exerts control over interscholastic
athletics.’’218 With respect to the plaintiffs’ Equal Protection claim, the court held
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that the Athletic Association is a state actor, in part, because it found that the
actions of the Association may be ‘‘fairly attributed to the state.’’219
Mercer v. Duke University220: Plaintiff asserted that Duke University discriminated against her in its intercollegiate football program in violation of Title IX.221
In claiming a violation of Title IX, plaintiff argued that the statute does not provide
a blanket exemption for contact sports.222 The Fourth Circuit validates the notion
that single sex teams are permitted in ‘‘contact sports’’ such as football.223
Nevertheless, it held that a university may waive the exemption.224 Thus ‘‘where a
university has allowed a member of the opposite sex to try out for a single-sex team
in a contact sport, the university is … subject to Title IX and therefore prohibited
from discriminating against that individual on the basis of his or her sex.’’225
Neal v. Board of Trustees226: The court of appeals reversed a district court’s
issuance of a preliminary injunction in favor of male athletes, who alleged that the
institution’s decision to eliminate spots in the men’s wrestling program violated
Title IX and the Equal Protection Clause.227 Relying on Cohen v. Brown
University, the court recognized the notion of institutional control as it relates to
granting institutions considerable deference in determining how to achieve gender
proportionality, including reducing men’s athletic opportunities. After reviewing
existing precedent, the court noted that
‘‘[e]very [court of appeals], in construing the Policy Interpretation and the text of Title IX,
has held that a university may bring itself into Title IX compliance by increasing athletic
opportunities for the underrepresented gender (women in this case) or by decreasing
athletic opportunities for the over-represented gender (men in this case) …’’228

3.5.5 Disability
Knapp v. Northwestern University229: Northwestern University declared a studentathlete permanently medically ineligible to play on or practice with its intercollegiate basketball team because of a cardiac condition that could be exacerbated
by such participation.230 The athlete sued the university alleging that its refusal to
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permit him to play violated § 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.231 Reversing
the district court, the Court of Appeals held, as a matter of law, that plaintiff’s
cardiovascular impairment did not render him ‘‘disabled’’ within the Rehabilitation
Act. According to the court, ‘‘[a]n impairment that interferes with an individual’s
ability to obtain a satisfactory education otherwise, does not substantially limit the
major life activity of learning … Because learning through playing intercollegiate
basketball is only one part of the education available to Knapp at Northwestern,
even under a subjective standard, Knapp’s ability to learn is not substantially
limited.’’232 In so ruling, the court emphasized that Northwestern would permit
Knapp to have access to all of the academic and nonacademic services and
activities it offered with the exception of basketball.

3.6 Other Substantive Areas
In addition to the forgoing, legal practice in the sports context may require
familiarity with additional substantive areas of the law including: agency, criminal
law, tax, real estate, intellectual property, professional responsibility, entertainment and communications law.

4 Practicing Law in the Sports Context233
Practice for the attorney involved in the business of sports can be varied and
substantively rich. As discussed above, the practice of law in the sports realm
encompasses virtually every substantive area of the law. Thus the sports law
attorney can be viewed as the ‘‘ultimate general practitioner’’ given the broad array
of legal subjects that must be mastered.234 In addition, the functions that can be
served by the sports lawyer are likely to vary. ‘‘The sports lawyer may serve a
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transactional function,235 a litigation function,236 or some hybrid combination of
both. In all capacities, an intimate knowledge of the idiosyncrasies of this relatively new enterprise is essential.’’237 This certainly belies the idea of many law
students, novice practitioners and lay persons who equate the practice of sports law
to the representation of players in their contract negotiations. Agent representation
of players, though perceived as glamorous, exciting and fast paced, represents a
negligible part of the functions and opportunities that attorneys may be called upon
to perform in the business of sports.238 Nevertheless, I begin with a discussion of
the various services that the athlete agent may perform for his or her client.

4.1 Representing Athletes
The role of agents extends beyond the commonly held belief that their job is to
negotiate a contract with a club. These functions were recently described as
including the following:
‘‘contract negotiations, tax planing, financial planning, money management, investments,
estate planning, income tax preparation, incorporating the client, endorsements, sports
medicine consultations, physical health consultations, post-career development, career and
personal development counseling, legal consultations and insurance matters.’’239

The diverse nature of the services that athlete agents perform is indicative of the
broad array of professional services and substantive expertise required of attorneys
who represent others involved in the sports industry. A brief summary of services
that might be performed on behalf of certain participants in the business of sports
is provided below.
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action.’’ Cozzillio and Levinstein 1997, at 8.
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4.2 Representing Coaches
Increasingly, coaches seek professional representation. In this context, the lawyer
may be called upon to perform numerous tasks, including: negotiating and drafting
employment contracts on behalf of coaches with their teams, both professional and
collegiate; negotiating and drafting endorsement contracts with merchandisers
such as shoe and apparel manufacturers, as well as with television and radio
stations; and, representing coaches in team and league related disputes.240

4.3 Acting as Counsel for a Major or Minor League Sports League
or an Individual Team
Apart from negotiating contracts with individual players, the lawyer who acts as
counsel for a team or league will need to negotiate contracts with employees
including coaches and administrative staff. The attorney who acts in this capacity
may serve multiple other functions including: negotiating lease agreements
relating to sports venues and construction related contracts; negotiating endorsement contracts with sports merchandisers; negotiating television and radio contracts; supervising labor, tort, antitrust, breach of contract and other types of
litigation; interpreting and applying collective bargaining agreements; managing
player grievances relating to collective bargaining agreements; and, representing
teams in legal matters involving leagues and vice-versa.241

4.4 Representing Educational Institutions
Attorneys working within this aspect of the sports industry will also be called upon
to represent their clients in broad and varied ways, including: representing colleges
and universities in negotiating and enforcing employment contracts with coaches,
athletic directors and other athletic related administrators and personnel; representing colleges and universities in lawsuits addressing such matters as compliance
with NCAA rules and regulations and Title IX compliance; representing a university with respect to facility agreements and negotiating marketing related
contracts; developing, protecting and enforcing intellectual property rights; acting
as a compliance officer within a university’s athletic department; representing
secondary school districts in litigation related matters such as those involving tort
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liability, Title IX, and the American with Disabilities Act; and, developing and
providing risk management advice to school districts.242

4.5 Representing Sports Facilities
The attorney who represents a sports facility may be called upon to perform a
range of services, including: negotiating and monitoring contracts with teams,
concessionaires, governmental authorities and contractors; and representing or
supervising outside counsel in litigation relating to matters such as tort liability
stemming from injury to spectators, ADA disputes and breach of contract.243

4.6 Other Areas of Representation
Apart from the areas identified above, the attorney who practices in the sports law
context may provide services including: representing athletes engaged in individual sports; representing promoters of various types of sports related events
including boxing, tennis and golf tournaments and college football bowl games;
representing national and international federations and other bodies that govern
sports such as the PGA, and the International or US Olympic Committees; and
representing media interests (for example, television and radio networks, sports
journalists and broadcasters, as well as their employers) and organizations that
seek commercial endorsements from sports figures.244

5 Conclusion
At the beginning of this paper, I asked if the question regarding sports law’s
character as a separate discipline is merely a matter of academic curiosity.
No doubt, some will say the debate is only relevant to academics. Such a conclusion, however, may be too myopic. As alluded to above, such an attitude fails to
recognize that the development of sports law can be viewed as evidence of the
transformation of relationships in the sports context.
In a more fundamental sense, however, perhaps the significance of whether
sports law is a field of practice may lie in the perceptions of those of us who
practice, study or write in the area. Do we perceive ourselves as engaged in an
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important, rigorous, intellectually stimulating area of practice and study? Moreover, do we view our endeavors as worthy of the respect of our colleagues who are
engaged in other fields of practice? In short, perhaps the relevance of the question
resides in whether we feel that we can take pride in working in an area that is
respected as having substantive value and is considered a vital part of the legal
community.

6 Bibliography of Select Sports Related Legal Resources
6.1 Textbooks, Treatises and Select Resource Books
• Herb Appenzeller, Risk Management in Sport: Issues and Strategies (Carolina
Academic Press 1998).
• Walter T. Champion, Jr., Sports Law in a Nutshell (West Group 1993).
• Walter T. Champion, Jr., Fundamentals of Sports (Clark Boardman Callaghan
1990).
• Phyllis Coleman & Robert M. Jarvis, Sports Law: Cases and Materials (West
Group 1999).
• J. Doyce Cotten & Jesse T. Wilde, Sports Law: For Sports Manager (Kendall/
Hunt Publishing Co. 1997).
• Michael J. Cozzillio & Mark S. Levinstein, Sports Law: Cases and Materials
(Carolina Academic Press 1997).
• Alfred D. Mathewson & Kenneth L. Shropshire, Sports and the Law: A Modern
Anthology (Carolina Academic Press 1999).
• Martin J. Greenberg & James T. Gray, Sports Law Practice (Lexis Law
Publishing 2d ed. 1998).
• Michael Jones, Sports Law (Prentice Hall 1999).
• Lisa Pike Masteralexis, et al., Principles and Practice of Sport Management
(Aspen Publishers 1998).
• Matthew C. McKinnon, et al., Sports Law (Lupus Publications 2000 ed.).
• James A. R. Nafziger, International Sports Law (Transnational Publishers 1988).
• Kenneth L. Shropshire, Careers in Sports Law (American Bar Assoc. 1990).
• Gary A. Uberstine, Law of Professional and Amateur Sports (Callaghan 1998).
• Paul C. Weiler & Gary R. Roberts, Sports and the Law: Text, Cases, Problems
(West Group 2d ed. 1998).
• John C. Weistart, & Cym H. Lowell, The Law of Sports (West Group 2d ed.
1979).
• Glenn M. Wong, Essentials of Amateur Sports Law (2d ed. 1994).
• Glenn M. Wong & Jesse Wilde, The Sports Lawyers Guide to Legal Periodicals
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• Ray Yasser, et al., Sports Law: Cases and Materials (Anderson Publishing 3d ed.
1997).

6.2 Sports and Entertainment Law Journals and Newsletters

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal
Columbia-VLA Journal of Law and the Arts
Comm/Ent (Hastings Communications and Entertainment Law Journal)
DePaul-LCA Journal of Art and Entertainment Law
Detroit College of Law at Michigan State Univ. Entertainment and Sports Law
Journal
Entertainment and Sports Lawyer ABA Forum on the Entertainment and Sports
Industries
Florida Entertainment, Art & Sport Law Journal
Fordham Intellectual Property, Media & Entertainment Law Journal
Journal of the Legal Aspects of Sports (Publication of SSLASPA)
Law Journal Extra—Sports and Entertainment Law (on line)
Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law Journal
Marquette Sports Law Review (formerly Journal)
On the Record (Newsletter of National Sports Law Institute)
Seton Hall Journal of Sport Law
Southern California Sports & Entertainment Law Journal
Sports Lawyers Journal
SSLASPA (Society for the Study of Legal Aspects of Sports and Physical
Activity) Newsletter
The Sports Lawyer (Newsletter of Sports Lawyers Association)
UCLA Entertainment Law Review
University of Miami Entertainment & Sports Law Review
Villanova Sports & Entertainment Law Journal
Virginia Journal of Sports & the Law

6.3 Other Helpful Publications

•
•
•
•

NCAA News
Sports Business Daily
Street & Smith’s Sports Business Journal
The Sports Marketplace
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Is There a Global Sports Law?
Ken Foster

Abstract How can international sporting federations be regulated by law? This
question is analytically dependent on a narrower question, whether there is a
definable concept called international sports law. This article distinguishes between
‘international sports law’ and ‘global sports law.’ International sports law can be
applied by national courts. Global sports law by contrast implies a claim of immunity
from national law. Conceptually, it is a cloak for continued self-regulation by
international sports federations and a claim for non-intervention by national legal
systems and by international sports law. It thus opposes a rule of law in regulating
international sport.
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1 Introduction
The globalisation of sport has moved the focus of legal regulation increasingly
onto international sports federations. These organisations control and govern
international sport. They have rulebooks and constitutions. They take decisions
that can have profound effects on the careers of players and that have important
economic consequences. They are autonomous organisations and are independent
of national governments. How they are governed and how their activities are
regulated are key questions. In particular they claim an immunity from legal
proceedings that is almost unique amongst international NGOs. The IAAF
expressed a typical attitude among international sporting federations in 1992.
When sued in the American courts for banning Butch Reynolds from international
athletics, the governing body of the sport replied, ‘Courts create a lot of problems
for our anti-doping work, but we say we don’t care in the least what they say.
We have our rules, and they are supreme.’1
In this article, I address the question of how, if at all, international sporting
federations can be regulated by law. This question is analytically dependent on a
narrower question, whether there is a definable concept called international sports
law. I propose a distinction between ‘international sports law’ and ‘global sports
law.’ International sports law can be applied by national courts. Global sports law
by contrast implies a claim of immunity from national law. Some authors have
used the concept lex sportiva in a superficial manner to describe what is happening
with the globalisation of sports law. I argue that lex sportiva should be equated to
‘global sports law.’ To define it thus as ‘global sports law’ highlights that it is a
cloak for continued self-regulation by international sports federations. It is a claim
for non-intervention by both national legal systems and by international sports law.
It thus opposes a rule of law in regulating international sport.

1

The vice-president of the IAAF (International Amateur Athletics Federation), explaining why
they refused to recognise the US courts, in Reynolds v. IAAF [1992] 841 F.Supp 1444, 1452
(S.D. Ohio). Quoted in Jacobs and Samuels 1995, 557, 583.
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2 International Sports Law v. Global Sports Law
Initially it is necessary to distinguish between the concepts of ‘international’ and
‘global’ sports law. International law deals with relations between nation states.
International sports law therefore can be defined as the principles of international
law applicable to sport. Nafzinger has argued that, ‘as an authoritative process of
decision-making and legal discipline, international sports law is as much a matter
of international law as of sports law.’2 He clearly sees it as a branch of international law. For him, one of the chief aspects of international sports law is that it
uses the jus commune, that is, the general principles of international law.
International sports law is, however, wider than those principles that can be
deduced from public international law alone, and includes additional ‘rule of law’
safeguards that are significant in sport. These include the principles underpinning
constitutional safeguards in most western democracies. A provisional list would
include clear unambiguous rules, fair hearings in disciplinary proceedings, no
arbitrary or irrational decisions, and impartial decision-making. These are general
legal principles that can be deduced from the judgments of national courts in sports
law cases.
Global sports law, by contrast, may provisionally be defined as a transnational
autonomous legal order created by the private global institutions that govern
international sport. Its chief characteristics are first that it is a contractual order,
with its binding force coming from agreements to submit to the authority and
jurisdiction of international sporting federations, and second that it is not governed
by national legal systems. It would be in Teubner’s phrase truly a ‘global law
without a state.’3 It is a sui generis set of principles created from transnational
legal norms generated by the rules, and the interpretation thereof, of international
sporting federations. This is a separate legal order that is globally autonomous.
This implies that international sporting federations cannot be regulated by national
courts or governments. They can only be self-regulated by their own internal
institutions or by external institutions created or validated by them. Otherwise they
enjoy a diplomatic-type immunity from legal regulation.
This distinction between international and global sports law reproduces the
difference between a model of internationalised and globalised sport as developed
by Houlihan.4 He argues that ‘internationalised sport,’ like international law,
is firmly based on nation states. Internationalised sport is often funded by state
subsidy and has a national framework of regulation.
‘Globalised sport’ by contrast has nationally ambiguous or rootless teams,
‘sport without a state,’ as in professional road cycling or Formula One motor
racing, where teams are named after corporate sponsors. Globalised sport has a
uniform pattern of sport that diminishes national traditions and local diversity.
2
3
4

Nafziger 1999, 225, 237.
Teubner 1997b.
Houilhan 1991.
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Sports rely on commercial sponsorship rather than state funding. Houlihan summaries the different frameworks of regulation thus:
‘Globalised sport would be typified by minimal regulation or a pattern of self-regulation
while under conditions of internationalised sport national of regional (e.g. European
Union) systems of licensing, certification and training would produce a mosaic of distinctive regulatory systems and patterns of ‘‘good governance.’’’5

This distinction of Houlihan’s between internationalised and globalised sport in
turn builds on Hirst and Thompson, who have argued that there is a distinction
between an internationalised and a globalised economy.6 For them, an internationalised economy is characterised by a world system in which national economies are predominant and the principal organisational form is the multinational
corporation, firmly located in a single national economy. These features allow the
regulatory control of such corporations to be placed within a national framework
or in an international regime based on supra-state institutions. On the other hand,
a globalised economy subsumes distinct national economies into an ‘autonomised
and socially disembodied’ global economy. This makes governance and the regulation of transnational corporations, which are genuinely rootless and footloose,
fundamentally problematic.
This clear distinction between international and global sports law shows that
they are different concepts, which need careful analysis. To conflate the two
concepts into a single concept, called lex sportiva, is misleading. In particular to
describe what is happening with the globalisation of sports law as lex sportiva is to
imply that international sporting federations are legally immune from regulation
by national legal systems. This allows the private regimes of international sporting
federations, such as the IOC or FIFA, to be legally unaccountable except by
arbitration systems established and validated by those very same private regimes.

3 International Governance of Sport
International sporting federations legislate and create their own general norms.
They operate a discrete independent regulatory regime globally. In this sense they
are a legally plural regime independent of nation states. They can thus be said to
create an ‘international governance of sport.’ Is there is a distinct character to the
rules that emerge from this international governance? Can these rules rightly be
termed lex sportiva so that they should be immune from national legal regimes?
Do international sporting federations have a distinct sphere of legal autonomy for
their governance of sport? To answer these questions needs a careful analysis of
the definitions used in this field.

5
6

Id.
Hirst and Thompson 1999.
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The rules that are applied to sport can be classified into four types:
1 The rules of the game. Each sport has its own technical rules and laws of the
game. These are usually established by the international sporting federations.
These are the constitutive core of the sport. They are by definition unchallengeable in the course of the game.
2 The ethical principles of sport. These are not technical formal rules but govern
issues of fairness and integrity. They cover what is usually referred to as ‘the
spirit of the game.’ These general principles can be at issue whenever sporting
associations are challenged in the courts. They represent a distinct ‘legal’ order
with its own characteristics that are specific to each sport. But this is an internal
lex specialis, not distinctively global even when administered by international
sporting federations.
3 International sports law. This is accepts that there are general principles of law
that are automatically applicable to sport. Basic protections, such as due process
and the right to a fair hearing, are by this route incorporated into sport and
represent a ‘rule of law’ in sport.
4 Global sports law. This describes the principles that emerge from the rules and
regulations of international sporting federations as a private contractual order.
They are distinctive and unique.

3.1 The Rules of the Game
First, there are the rules of the game. Without rules there is no game. It is of the
very essence and foundation of sport that there are agreed rules by which to play.
The jurisdiction over, and the regulation of, these technical rules by international
sporting federations is separate. An external legal order does not create the
technical and constitutive internal rules of sport. The rules of a game are essentially meaningless and arbitrary. If the laws of football say that a goal at football is
scored in a certain way, or that a try at rugby is worth four points, this is an area of
regulation that cannot be legally challenged.
These internal legislative rules are constitutive of the sport. But does that render
them inviolate? The traditional view has been that it does. The distinction between
the rules of the game and other matters that international sporting federations regulate is clear in principle but not necessarily easy to draw in practice. The Court of
Arbitration for Sport tried to draw a line of demarcation in an award at the Atlanta
Olympic Games in 1996.7 This concerned the disqualification of a boxer for a low
blow against the rules. The Panel described the traditional theory that there is a
‘distinction between what can be submitted to a court or arbitration panel—rule of
law—and what cannot—the game rule.’8 It however admitted that this was a vague
7
8

Mendy v. IABA; OG. Atlanta 006.
Id., para. 7.
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distinction and that the more modern theory was to ignore the distinction in ‘high
level sport’ because of the economic consequences.9 On this view there is no
automatic legal immunity for the game rules. They are indistinguishable from any
other kind of rule. The Panel however accepted that the judicial power to review the
application of the game rules was ‘limited to that which is arbitrary or illegal,’10 or in
violation of ‘social rules or the general principles of law.’11 This suggests that even
the rules of the game may not be immune from legal review. However, in Agar v.
Hyde, the Australian High Court considered whether a governing body could be held
to be negligent when drafting the rules of the game or for failing to alter the rules.12
The Court decided that they could not.

3.2 The Ethical Principles of Sport
A second distinctive type of rules governs what can loosely be described as the
essence or spirit of sport, or sporting principles. These might be described as the
equitable principles behind the formal rules of sport. The reflection of these
equitable principles can be seen in the general purpose offence that exists in most
sporting association’s rules of ‘bringing the sport into disrepute’ or some similar
formula. Here international sporting federations are trying to reserve to their own
sphere of regulation the moral principles that they see as inherent in sport. There
are at least four distinctive strands to this type of rule: fairness, integrity, sportsmanship, and the ‘character of the game.’
1 A key element in sport is the uncertainty of outcome. To preserve this key
commercial and competitive factor, it is felt necessary to produce fair and equal
contests. A clear example of this is the handicapping of horses to carry different
weights in a race to give each horse the same chance of winning. How such
equalisation of opportunity can be achieved in any particular sporting contest
can only be determined by those with the necessary technical expertise. Such a
technical judgement is normally considered to be beyond the review of the
courts. Racehorse trainers sometimes complain that their horses are unfairly
handicapped. There is central handicapping in British racing, so that a horse’s
rating applies to any race that it could enter. There is no appeal allowed by the
Rules of Racing against this rating. But what if a rating was given maliciously to
prejudice deliberately the connections of the horse? Would the courts intervene?
2 A second strand to these ‘sporting principles’ is the honesty and integrity of
sport. Many activities that are legally and morally acceptable outside the
sporting arena may become unacceptable within it. Restrictions on officials and
9
10
11
12

Id., para. 8.
Id., para. 11.
Id., para. 13.
[2000] 173 ALR 665.
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players betting on games, or the taking of money from bookmakers for inside
information, can appear to threaten the integrity of the sport and be punishable
within the rules of the sport. Doping regulations have stringent standards that
mean that the standard of proof that is applied for doping offences is lower than
that of the criminal law.
3 A third strand is sportsmanship or the spirit of the game. This refers to the good
faith in which the players of the game interpret the rules and understandings of
the sport, so that certain actions whilst not strictly against the laws of the game
are nevertheless just ‘not cricket’ and against the spirit of fair play. Just what is
and is not against the spirit of the game, it is argued, can only be identified and
understood by those who have played the game. It is an insider’s esoteric art and
cannot be applied by an outsider.
4 The fourth and final distinctive element is the character of the sport. Changing
the technical rules of the sport can have profound economic and sporting
consequences and so alter the essential character of the sport. Motor racing
provides an example where the regulations on technical specifications can be
more decisive than the skills of the drivers. It is argued that the supervision and
alteration of such regulations need to be given to experts with a feel for the
character of the sport and not subject to external review.

3.3 International Sports Law
A third set of rules is what I would call international sports law. This is the
location of legal rules as commonly understood. For example, the Court of
Arbitration for Sport in a recent arbitration said they comprised a major element of
lex ludica:
‘all sporting institutions, and in particular all sporting federations, must abide by general
principles of law … Certainly, general principles of law drawn from a comparative or
common denominator reading of various legal systems and, in particular, the prohibition
of arbitrary or unreasonable rules and measures can be deemed to be part of such lex
ludica.’13

What is the source of these general principles? One answer might be that they
are part of international customary law—the jus commune. Mertens has listed
principles such as ‘pacta sunt servanda,14 equity, the doctrine of proportionality,
doctrines of personal liability, the prohibition of unjust enrichment, and the doctrine of clausula rebus sic stantibus.’15 These are universal principles of law that
cannot be ignored by international sporting federations, and they can and should be
13

AEK Athens & Slavia Prague v. UEFA (Court of Arbitration for Sport 98/200; award 20/08/
99) para. 188.
14
Agreements are binding.
15
An agreement is abrogated when there is a fundamental change in circumstances.
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enforced by any available legal institution that has jurisdiction. Their universal
character means that international sporting federations are not free to apply or
interpret them as they wish. Their autonomy is limited.

3.4 Global Sports Law
A final type of rule is contained in ‘global sports law.’ This is the unique and
distinctive site for creating new norms that have social and legal force. It rests
conceptually on being able to show that international sporting federations can
create their own norms. These are created in the practice, rules and regulations of
international sporting federations.
I would confine the term ‘global sports law’ to these norms. To exist it requires
all these conditions:
1 An organisation with constitutional governing powers over international sport.
This would normally, but not necessarily, be an international sports federation.
However the legislative competence of the organisation is necessary to create
the normative underpinning that gives social obligation to the rules that are
created.
2 A global forum for the resolution of disputes. There needs to be an external
system of international arbitration, either on an ad hoc basis or through an
international institution. This must have a global jurisdiction and can apply all
aspects of ‘international sporting law.’
3 Global sports law has distinct and unique norms. These norms are however only
the custom and practice that originate within international sporting federations.
They need to be sufficiently generalised and harmonised within this transnational context to be valid.
4 But they are not a set of comparative law principles: ‘general principles of law
drawn from a comparative or common denominator reading of various legal
systems’ to quote the Court of Arbitration for Sport above. This is encompassed
by international sports law.
5 Global sports law creates an ‘immune system’ that is respected by national
courts. It is de-localised and does not require specific recognition or validation
by a national legal system. This is because it is inherently transnational. It
operates as a constitutional directive to national courts that there are global
principles that grant autonomy to the global sporting system. The context of
international sport is thus declared to be one where states are unable or
unwilling to regulate.
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3.5 Lex Sportiva
The fundamental distinction between international sports law and global sports law
is crucial. Recently, various authors have argued for the distinctiveness of
‘international sports law’ but in doing so they describe it as lex sportiva.16 This
usage creates confusion; conflates ‘international’ and ‘global’ sports law as I have
defined it; and disguises a crucial policy choice as to whether international sports
federations can be allowed to be self-regulating.
This view of lex sportiva has been put forward, for example, by the authors of a
recent textbook on sports law.17 This deserves respect, for one of the authors,
Beloff, is a distinguished advocate and arbitrator for the Court of Arbitration for
Sport. He argues that sports law is ‘inherently international in character’ because
its ‘normative underpinning’ is in the constitutions of international sporting
federations.18
Lex sportiva for Beloff has three main elements:
• it has transnational norms generated by the rules and practices of international
sporting federations,
• it has a unique jurisprudence, with legal principles that are different from those
of national courts, and which is declared by the Court of Arbitration for Sport,
and
• it is constitutionally autonomous from national law.
This suggests that Beloff sees lex sportiva as an example of global law, without
using the term; ‘its normative underpinning derives not from any treaty entered
into between sovereign states but from international agreements between bodies,
many of which are constitutionally independent of their national governments.’19
This appears to be distinguishing between global sports law, as a contractual
private order that makes its own rules, and international law, as constituted by
treaties between nation states, which may apply to sport.
Beloff continues by seeing the distinctiveness of this global sports law,
lex sportiva, reflected in the emerging jurisprudence of the Court of Arbitration for
Sport. This is an agent of the global sovereign power in sport, the International
Olympic Committee. Beloff claims that the legal principles that it applies are sui
generis principles not found elsewhere. The implication is that these principles are
not derived from national legal systems and thus cannot be enforced through

16
Beloff et al. 1999; see also Caiger and Gardiner 2000, 301–3, where they write of a ‘distinct
lex sportiva.’ Maclearn says that this is ‘a term coined by the Acting General Secretary of Court
of Arbitration for Sport, Matthieu Reeb, at the time of the publishing of the first digest of Court of
Arbitration for Sport decisions stretching over the period from 1983–1998.’ Maclearn 2001, 379
at fn. 11. Teubner, however, quotes a 1990 source, Simon 1990, in Teubner 1997a.
17
Beloff et al. 1999.
18
Id., 4.
19
Id., 5.
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national courts. It also implies that these are not principles found in international
law. This too is characteristic of global law.
As well as being international and distinctive, Beloff also argues that the
function of lex sportiva is to demarcate realms of authority in the sporting context.
He says that that the foundation principle, the ‘cornerstone’ of lex sportiva, is to
allow ‘autonomy for decision making bodies in sport’ and to establish a
‘constitutional equilibrium’ between courts and sports federations.20 This implies
that the context of international sport is one where nation states are unable to
regulate.
Beloff thus implictedly uses the distinction between international and global
sports law. ‘International sports law as inherently international in character’ is a
descriptive claim by Beloff but analytically it conflates international and transnational norms into a single ambiguous term.21 Either ‘international sports law’ as
used by him reflects distinct and original principles that are specific to the nature of
sport, that is, the transnational norms that characterise global law, or it is a subdivision of public international law drawing on the same type of sources as other
subdivisions. This difference needs to be made clear if only because it is crucial to
the issue of self-regulation.
Beloff states that ‘international sports law’ is more than an aggregation of
national norms. This implies that there is a distinct and special body of law.
He argues that ‘international sports law’ produces sui generis principles not found
elsewhere. This seems to claim conceptual originality for such doctrines, which
places them in the category of global law, rather than a view that these doctrines
are reflective or analogous to doctrines found elsewhere in international law.
However, when Beloff lists the sources of ‘international sports law,’ he appears
to imply that it is a subdivision of public international law drawing on the same
type of sources as other subdivisions.22 A careful analysis of these supposedly sui
generis principles reveals that they are familiar examples of international law
applied to a new situation. They are separate and identifiable legal sources well
known to international lawyers. Lex sportiva as a set of unique norms seems to
disappear.
For Beloff, the doctrinal and conceptual principles of an ‘international sports
law’ cannot be developed fully except by a discrete institution. Without an
international sports court, there can be no distinct jurisprudence and without that
there is, for him, no real international sports law. So the recognition of the Court of
Arbitration for Sport as the prime institutional source of ‘international sports law’
is a key feature of Beloff’s argument, but again this is characteristic of a global
sports law.
Beloff also argues that the foundation principle, the Grundnorm, for
‘international sports law’ is autonomy for the decision-making process of

20
21
22

Id., 4.
Id., 5.
Id., 217–20.
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international sporting federations. This is an argument for legal immunity and nonintervention in the affairs of a private body. Beloff’s description suggests that there
is some kind of constitutional settlement, a ‘constitutional equilibrium’ which
‘international sports law’ prescribes, that defines the issues on which national
courts will not or cannot interfere. It is unclear how this balance is achieved. Is it
granted by the national courts themselves, recognising the autonomy of
international sporting federations, or is the ‘constitutional equilibrium’ prescribed
by the international legal order? Beloff seems to indicate, in a final attempt at the
definition of ‘international sports law,’ that ‘at its centre [is] an unusual form of
international constitutional principle prescribing the limited autonomy of nongovernmental decision making bodies in sport.’23 Yet again this appears to be a
description of global sports law. Overall the conclusion is Beloff is using the
specific characteristics of global sports law (unique norms, separate institutional
interpretation, constitutional autonomy), whilst nevertheless describing the jurisprudence in a way that is consistent with international sports law.
Lex Sportiva as Lex Mercatoria So Beloff’s proposed lex sportiva is ambiguous
as to whether it is international sports law or global sports law. His lex sportiva
contains sufficient elements that suggest that he is arguing for the emergence of an
autonomous legal order outside the review of national legal systems. I therefore for
the purpose of analysis will assume that he is describing as lex sportiva what I
have defined as a global sports law.
Lex sportiva deliberately invokes the concept of lex mercatoria. Lex mercatoria
has a long history and a considerable literature.24 There is no agreed meaning as to
what is included in the concept lex mercatoria. Three key elements in it however
seem to be:
• its norms are generated by the international custom and practice of commercial
contracts and these practices have become standardised,
• arbitration is deemed to be superior to litigation as a method of settling disputes,
and
• it can contain provisions to prevent the application of national laws.
These three key elements are more or less identical to the three elements listed
above as central to Beloff’s use of the concept lex sportiva. It seems relevant
therefore to assume that the theoretical problems that are likely to be encountered
in using the concept lex sportiva will mirror those that have already been widely
discussed in the literature of lex mercatoria.
There are two fundamental questions about the nature of lex mercatoria that are
highlighted in this literature. First, can an arbitrator decide an international dispute
on principles of law that are independent of any national legal system? Second,

23
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if the answer to this is positive, how do these unique principles of lex mercatoria
get their binding legal force?
The first question implies that there are general principles of law independent of
national legal systems, which can be readily identified. One list includes the following, ‘pacta sunt servanda, equity, the doctrine of proportionality, doctrines of
personal liability, the prohibition of unjust enrichment, and the doctrine of clausula
rebus sic stantibus.’25 These are general principles, however, that may not be
entirely independent of national systems. Some might argue that these are principles of international customary law that national courts may have a duty or
discretion to apply. Others may argue that they are simply an articulation of
principles implicit comparatively in all legal systems. Whatever their status, they
do not appear as independent legal principles that will override national law.
Another way of posing the same question is this: can an arbitrator apply lex
mercatoria independently of any national legal system? It is clear that the parties
to an arbitration can agree to have their dispute resolved by any applicable law if
that is their express or implied intention. This could include an agreement to
resolve the dispute by reference to ‘general principles of law.’ How could such an
arbitration award be enforced? Only in practice by the machinery of a national
legal system that is prepared to recognise the validity of the arbitration. The
national legal system is needed to make lex mercatoria effective.
The second question is how does lex mercatoria get its binding force? Is it
necessary for it to be validated by national law as a legitimate source of law, or can
the contracting parties to an arbitration agree to exclude national laws and apply
only lex mercatoria, or does it apply independently of national legal roots and the
wishes of the parties? It is the last of these possibilities that would be the strongest
example of lex mercatoria as an autonomous legal order independent of any
validating root in any national legal system.
As Teubner has argued, the ultimate validation of lex mercatoria must rest on a
rule of recognition that private orders of regulation can create law and thus an
acceptance of the legal pluralist argument that not all legal orders are created by
the nation state.26 An autonomous legal order, on this argument, can emerge from
a transnational network of commercial practice. However, as Teubner further
argues, this produces ‘the paradox of self-validating contract.’ This law/rule is
valid because we agree that it is valid.
The validity of the private order of lex mercatoria thus cannot logically rest on
contractual agreement.
One way out of this paradox is ‘closed circuit arbitration.’ This refers to a
process where a self-regulating constitution creates a global private order with
procedural rules that require disputes to be referred to the private institution that
created and legislated for the private order in the first place. This is what closes the
circuit. An alternative way out of the paradox is what Teubner calls
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externalisation. A reference of a dispute to an external institution by contractual
agreement still leaves the problem of self-reference. An external arbitrator judges
the validity of an agreement to apply lex mercatoria by reference to the agreement
that validates her power. However, Teubner argues that this externalisation allows
the private order to generate its own ‘official and organised’ law that is different
from the spontaneous order of customary norms and is the necessary precondition
for the development of a dynamic lex mercatoria.
Beloff’s argument for a lex sportiva seems to be analogous to the arguments for
a lex mercatoria and to ignore or minimise the same problems of validation. How
and where does this private contractual order gain its legitimacy?

4 Global Sports Law and its Autonomy
This section addresses the issue of global sports law as an autonomous legal order.
Rather than rely on an argument that there is an autonomous lex sportiva, international sporting federations have to date claimed that they are non-accountable to
national legal regimes on other grounds. This claim for legal autonomy has previously been based on international law principles and has taken several forms.
There are four main arguments.
First, the widest and boldest version of this claim is that international sporting
federations are simply not legally accountable. Rather like English trade unions
from 1906 to 1982, they are legally immune for all their actions. This immunity of
international sporting federations stems from both their international nature and
from the character of their governance. The international sporting federation with
many elements of this diplomatic immunity, enshrined in international customary
law, is the International Olympic Committee. Indeed the International Olympic
Committee operates almost as a quasi-state, and states are of course not triable in
national courts by virtue of international law.
The international status of the International Olympic Committee as an equal
international personality was implied by the US courts in litigation arising out of
the decision by the United States Olympic Committee not to send a team to the
1980 Moscow Games as a protest against the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.27
The powers of the USOC stemmed from the Amateur Sports Act 1978, which
spoke of the USOC representing the United States ‘as its national Olympic
committee in relations with the International Olympic Committee.’28 This wording
implied that the process was one of international negotiation with an equal state
actor. The Act did not create nor grant legal powers to the USOC, rather it
recognised the existing authority and that this stemmed from the International
Olympic Committee directly. The judgment said that:

27
28

Defrantz v. USOC [1980] 492 F.Supp 1181.
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‘Congress was necessarily aware that a National Olympic Committee is a creation and a
creature of the International Olympic Committee, to whose rules it must conform.
The NOC gets its power and its authority from the International Olympic Committee, the
sole proprietor and owner of the Olympic Games.’

This ‘state actor’ status of the International Olympic Committee is also implied
in its constitution. Rule 1 of the Olympic Charter states that the International
Olympic Committee is ‘the supreme authority of the Olympic Movement,’ and
Rule 9.2 says that the ‘authority of last resort on any question concerning the
Olympic Games rests with the International Olympic Committee.’ There has been
legal debate as to whether the International Olympic Committee has status as an
international legal personality.29 It defines itself as an international non-governmental organisation. The classic definition of international legal personality has
been the capacity to enter into legal obligations at the international level and to
enter into relations with other international persons such as nation states. The
International Olympic Committee undoubtedly satisfies these criteria. In addition
the Swiss Federal Council, which is where the International Olympic Committee is
domiciled, has legislatively granted the International Olympic Committee a special
legal status that recognises it as an international institution. However the application of similar arguments to other international sporting federations such as
FIFA is less sure.
Second, a more limited claim than total immunity is for the superior level of
regulation by international sporting federations. They create a hierarchy of interlocking norms that ensures that they have jurisdiction over everyone and everything connected with the sport internationally. This translates into a claim that
their own regulations have precedence over national laws and that athletes have a
primary obligation to those rules rather than to the law of the land. It is this claim
that makes lex sportiva of interest to legal pluralist theorists. In most examples of
legal pluralism, the claim that there are parallel legal orders within a nation state is
ultimately translated into an implicit or explicit recognition that a field of semiautonomous validity is permitted to the parallel field by the superior national legal
regime. What is different with lex sportiva is that it trumps national law and makes
the sports person primarily obligated to the rules of the international sporting
federation. On this analysis, this is a claim that, as an international institution, an
international sporting federation can by their rules and regulations create global
law and this will therefore be recognised as binding by national courts.
This does not however seem to be the view of the English courts. In Cooke v. FA
in 1972 they were adamant that the ‘binding authority’ of FIFA’s regulations were
not a defence available to a national association when it was found to be acting in
restraint of trade.30 In 1981, Lord Denning said in Reel v. Holder, ‘we are not
concerned with international law or with sovereignty. We are simply concerned with
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30

Ettinger 1992, p. 97, at fn. 83.
Cooke v. FA, The Times, 23 March 1972.
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the interpretation of the rules of the IAAF.’31 In their study, Wise and Meyer
conclude that:
‘It appears that UK courts do not recognise international, continental or national sports
governing bodies as having the status of governmental or quasi-governmental organisations. Nor do they recognise them as having or bestow upon them any sovereignty or
sovereign or sovereign-like immunity from being sued or from execution against their
assets.’32

These conflicting pressures can leave national sporting associations caught in
the middle. On the one hand, they are agents and members of their international
sporting federation and as such they are expected and contractually bound to obey
their regulations. Failure to do so will normally result in sanctions being imposed
by the international sporting federation, which could lead to suspension or
expulsion from the international sporting federation. In sporting terms this is a
serious deterrent and severe penalty for any national association and for the sports
people under its jurisdiction who will find themselves excluded from international
competition. On the other hand, a failure to obey national laws will bring them into
conflict with their courts and can result in court orders against them.
Third, lex sportiva can be seen as a directive to national courts that they must
follow. It sets global standards and principles that delineate the respective areas of
regulatory competence. In other words, it draws the line for non-intervention by
courts and legislatures into the affairs of international sporting federations and by
extension, in so far as they are agents of the international sporting federation, into
the affairs of national sporting federations. The US courts refused to interfere with
the programme of the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games declaring that:
‘a court should be wary of using a state statute to alter the content of the Olympic Games.
The Olympic Games are organised and conducted under the terms of an international
agreement – the Olympic Charter. We are extremely hesitant to undertake the application
of one state’s statutes to alter an event that is staged with competitors from the entire
world under the terms of that agreement.’33

Fourth, international sporting federations also claim autonomy for their methods of dispute resolution. They attempt to have exclusive jurisdiction and prevent
athletes from accessing national courts. They do this in various ways. One is to
state in the rulebooks that decisions are ‘final and binding’ and that the athlete has
no final appeal to the courts. These can be termed sporting ‘exclusion clauses.’
A second method is to make compulsory in their rules that disputes can only be
taken to private arbitration. This arbitration panel will usually be an ‘independent’
appeal body set up by the international sporting federation or increasingly the
Court of Arbitration for Sport. Here the genuine independence of the arbitration
body as well as the compulsory nature of the arbitration clause can become a legal

31
32
33

Reel v. Holder [1981] 3 All ER 321.
Wise and Meyer 1998, 1478.
Martin v. International Olympic Committee [1984] 740 F.2d 670 (9th Cir.).
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issue. In both these examples, the real consent of the athlete to the provisions of
the rulebook can also be a legal issue. A third way is that athletes are now being
asked to sign agreements not to take legal action against international sporting
federations as a precondition of taking part in international competitions. Such
waivers have been used at the last three Olympic Games. The intent of these
tactics is to create a zone of private justice within the sporting field of regulation,
which excludes judicial supervision of, or intervention with, decision-making.
It denies athletes access to national courts and leaves them dependent on the
arbitrary justice of the international sporting federations themselves. They can
claim justice only from an arbitration panel created and appointed by the international sporting federation itself, or at best the Court of Arbitration for Sport.

5 Conclusion
The essence of global sports law or lex sportiva is that it is an argument for selfregulation or for a private system of governance and justice. This raises the possibility that lex sportiva as a legal concept will be used to disguise fundamental
issues of regulation. Lex mercatoria is a false analogy. Lex mercatoria is ultimately
justified as a private autonomous global law because it rests on contract. Lex
sportiva rests on a fictitious contract. Although the relationship between an international sporting federation and an athlete is nominally said to be contractual,34
the sociological analysis is entirely different. The power relationship between a
powerful global international sporting federation, exercising a monopoly over
competitive opportunities in the sport, and a single athlete is so unbalanced as to
suggest that the legal form of the relationship should not be contractual. Rather like
the employment contract, a formal equality disguises a substantive inequality and a
reciprocal form belies an asymmetrical realtionship. This inequality makes it
misleading to use lex mercatoria as an analogy for the development of ideas about
lex sportiva.
I conclude by asking what the principles of intervention are that national courts
should use in dealing with international sporting federations, using the four categories employed above.
1 The rules of the game are best left to self-regulation simply because they are
constitutive. This essential characteristic makes them unchallengeable by any
institution including national courts. Any suggestions otherwise by the Court of
Arbitration for Sport are to be regretted. Whilst it may be correct that international sporting federations are liable for foreseeable injury caused by the
danger inherent in the formal rules of the game, this is a risk that they can
34
Although this assumption was questioned in Modahl v. British Athletic Foundation, No. 2,
unreported, 12 Oct. 2001. The Court of Appeal, by a majority, was able to find evidence that a
contractual relationship had been established between an athlete and her national association.
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legitimately carry. The remedy for this fault lies in compensation not in a
rewriting of the rulebook. I would justify this area of self-regulation not on the
ground of autonomy for private organisations but in the constitutive nature of
the basic rules of the game.
2 The ethical principles of sport are autonomous and outside the review of
national courts. This is because the nuance of what is broadly called ‘the spirit
of the game’ is best treated as a technical question. It is thus akin to a trade
usage or customary norm, which can be proved independently for a court by
experts from within the sporting field. However, this is not an unlimited
autonomy. The presumption should be capable of rebuttal and the national
courts should have jurisdiction if economic damage is caused by arbitrary or
irrational decisions.
3 The general principles of the rule of law as expressed by international sports law
are implied into the governance of international sport. If not expressly incorporated into the rules or practice of international sporting federations, they must
be applied either by transnational arbitration or by national courts. These general principles cannot be excluded even by express agreement. Such attempts
must be declared void.
Global sports law, in so far as it exists, is trying to become a lex sportiva that
will be an autonomous transnational legal order. This will allow it to be respected
by national courts. There are necessary pre-conditions however for a lex sportiva
to be recognised as autonomous by national legal systems: a global constitutive
body, a global forum for dispute resolution, transnational and unique norms.
Global sports law has some way to go before these three criteria are fulfilled.
1 Most international sporting federations have a global monopoly over their sport.
The International Olympic Committee still has some way to go before it has a
global legislative and constitutional power over international sport. So the
constitutional framework is not complete. Harmonisation of rules has some way
to go.
2 The Court of Arbitration for Sport as the institutional forum is similarly not
globally comprehensive. It has improved by becoming more independent of the
International Olympic Committee and thus satisfying Teubner’s criterion of
externalisation but it does not yet cover all sports.
3 The norms of global sports law need to be unique. They cannot simply be the
incorporation of general principles of public international law, for these have an
independent validity and application. The rule of law in sport also operates upon
sport and does not emerge from the practice of international sporting federations. So the unique context of lex sportiva cannot come from either of these
sources. There needs to be a distinctive jurisprudence.
Until the independent legitimacy and validity of lex sportiva is complete,
we cannot have arrived at a global sports law correctly so called. Until then lex
sportiva is a dangerous smoke screen justifying self-regulation by international
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sporting federations and the danger is that their customs and practices will be
accepted as legitimate. Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?
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Lex Sportiva
James A. R. Nafziger

Abstract The CAS deserves acclaim for two decades of high quality, productive
arbitration of sportsrelated disputes. Among its accomplishments is the gradual
development of a new and useful jurisprudence derived from its awards. This lex
sportiva, though still incipient, is emerging as a means of resolving and potentially
helping avoid a broad range of sportsrelated disputes. Principles and rules derived
from CAS awards are becoming more clear on such issues as the jurisdiction and
review powers of the CAS, eligibility of athletes, and the scope of strict liability in
doping cases. The conformity of these principles and rules with the process of
international sports law underscores their legitimacy. A truly effective body of
jurisprudence generated by CAS awards, however, will require more development
before the emerging lex sportiva can become a truly effective regime of authority.
Much will depend on the ability of the CAS to address lingering questions about its
impartiality and certain ambiguities in its institutional status that greater formalization of its proceedings would create. Its resemblance to a judicial body,
in particular, might be seen to contradict provisions in the CAS Code of SportsRelated Arbitration. It is likely, however, that the role of the lex sportiva in helping
shape international sports law will continue to expand.
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1 Introduction
Arbitral awards are normally binding only in the cases and on the parties to which
they are addressed. Unlike judicial decisions in common-law systems, arbitral
awards therefore have no currency as stare decisis. At the most, they may
sometimes constitute a lex specialis.
In practice, however, the awards and opinions of the CAS provide guidance in
later cases, strongly influence later awards, and often function as precedent. Also,
by reinforcing and helping elaborate established rules and principles of international sports law, the accretion of CAS awards and opinions is gradually forming a
source of that body of law. This source has been called the lex sportiva.
The concept of a lex sportiva, as a coherent and influential corpus of practice,
has been identified with the lex mercatoria or law merchant, a venerable source of
law that is said to form the foundation of international commercial practice and
commercial arbitration.1 Leaving aside the jurisprudential questions about the
status of the lex mercatoria,2 the association of the two terms may be somewhat
1

Lord Mansfield, in a memorable statement, described the lex mercatoria in Latin: non erit alia
lex Romae, alia Athenis; alia nunc, posthac; sed et apud omnes gentes et omni tempore, una
eadem lex obtinebit. (‘It will not be the law of Rome or the law of Athens; not one law now,
another hereafter; but one and the same law, for all people and for all times.’) Luke v. Lyde, 97
Eng. Rep. 787 (1759). For commentary on the analogy between the lex sportiva and the lex
mercatoria, see Panagiotopoulos 2003, pp. 17–18.
2
The following critique of the lex mercatoria argues that, unlike international sports law and the
lex sportiva, it has developed solely on the basis of commercial practices, rather than on the basis
of national and international law. The questions that the lex mercatoria raises, as follows, are a
reminder of the importance of nurturing the growth of a lex sportiva that generally conforms with
public norms and expectations: ‘The most successful case of law without a state has been lex
mercatoria… Practitioners of international commercial law are involved in a battle about
fundamental questions: Should national courts recognize lex mercatoria’s ‘‘private justice’’ as a
new positive law with transnational validity? Could such an ambiguous normative phenomenon
which is ‘‘between and beyond’’ the laws of the nation-states and at the same time ‘‘between and
beyond’’ law and society be applied by arbitration bodies according to the rules of the law of
conflicts? Does it contain distinct rules and principles of its own? Obviously, a new legal practice
has been established with its own substantive law and its own judgemade law that cannot be
integrated in the traditional hierarchies of national and international law.’ Teuber 1997, pp. 763,
769–70.
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strained. On one hand, the lex mercatoria, having developed from commercial
practice over hundreds of years, enjoys a cachet of custom.
Also, the lex mercatoria extends comprehensively to international commercial
activity and institutions. Moreover, the lex mercatoria enjoys recognition in both
private and public sectors, having a claim in some legal systems to authority as
public law.
On the other hand, the lex sportiva is the product of only a few hundred arbitral
decisions within a limited range of disputes over a historically short period of time.
It is still more of a lex ferenda than a mature lex specialis. Also, the concept of a
lex sportiva is not as comprehensive of its subject as the lex mercatoria. Instead,
it is limited to arbitral awards within the larger sphere of international sports law.
Although by one interpretation the term is very broad, nearly coinciding with the
term ‘international sports law,’3 the present commentary adopts the normal limitation of the concept to CAS awards. Both the status and general scope of the
emerging lex sportiva are therefore much less substantial than the lex mercatoria
within their respective spheres of application. Still, the lex sportiva may eventually
develop into a sort of lex mercatoria of sports arbitration.

2 The Scope of the Concept
Although the term lex sportiva is generally confined to CAS awards, its scope needs
to be clarified. It will be helpful, first, to review choice-of-law rules applicable to
CAS arbitration. According to the procedural rules of the CAS, the parties to ordinary
arbitration proceedings may exercise autonomy by agreeing to the substantive law to
be applied by the tribunal or by authorizing it to proceed ex aequo et bono. If the
parties do not choose their own law or agree to proceedings ex aequo et bono, Swiss
law applies.4 Either the chosen law or Swiss law then provides the rules for decision,
on the basis of which the lex sportiva may develop. It is unlikely, as yet, that the
parties would choose the lex sportiva itself or even some blend of the lex sportiva
with national law to govern a resolution of their dispute.
Do such issues as the arbitrability of a dispute, the validity of an arbitration
agreement, or judicial remedies against awards fall comfortably within the scope
of the lex sportiva?
3
See Adolphsen 2003, pp. 281, 282, 300 (suggesting the possibility of a lex sportiva free of the
compulsions and requirements of national rules).
4
Court of Arbitration for Sport 1995. The tribunal’s procedures are not subject to party
autonomy, however. Also, the rules for resolving disputes during Olympic competition,
as distinguished from ordinary arbitration, do not provide for party autonomy, given the
exigencies of prompt decisions. Instead, the applicable law ordinarily includes the Olympic
Charter, applicable regulations, general principles, and rules of law the application of which the
tribunal deems appropriate. Swiss whole law, including its choice-of-law rules, would prioritize
party autonomy to choose the law, and, failing that, the rules of law with which a case in question
has the closest link. See B. v. FIBA, Digest of CAS Awards 1986–1998, at p. 300.
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The Secretary General of the CAS has suggested that they do not; instead, they
fall within the lex arbitrii of Swiss Law.5 That is so regardless of the actual
location of a CAS hearing and award because the seat of the CAS for legal
purposes is always in Lausanne, Switzerland.
Consequently, the Swiss Federal Act on Private International Law governs
issues within its competence in all CAS arbitrations even when one of more of the
parties is domiciled or has its registered office outside Switzerland.
What about arbitral pronouncements on the human rights of athletes or on labor,
antitrust (competition) and other regulatory law? They, too, would appear to fall
outside the scope of the lex sportiva, as would any awards deviating from the
requirements of mandatory (Swiss) law or public policy (ordre public). Also,
many commercial issues bearing on sports but not directly affecting athletes do not
fall comfortably within the jurisdiction of the CAS. Moreover, pronouncements
about the structure and relationships among constituent federations and other
institutions within the Olympic Movement would seem to be exces de pouvoir.

3 The Purposes of the Concept and Some Implications
An obvious purpose for developing a lex sportiva is to guide later awards and
thereby stabilize expectations about arbitration of particular issues. Consistency of
decision-making is a hallmark of any creditable method of dispute resolution.
A fully developed lex sportiva would help apply three values that the principle of
stare decisis serves: efficiency of the legal process, predictability or stability of
expectations, and equal treatment of similarly situated parties. Thus, ‘[t]he lex
sportiva will clearly be more beneficial than decisions taken ex aequo et bono.
It would form part of the law. The law provides more predictability which is
necessary for the clear determination of the rights and obligations of the parties.’6
A broader purpose for developing a lex sportiva is to provide authoritative
interpretations of the principles and rules of international sports law—for example,
provisions of the Olympic Charter—by means of arbitral awards. Eventually,
repeated interpretations may shape the development of international sports law
well beyond CAS proceedings. Indeed, that is a stated purpose of the CAS,7 and it

5

See Reeb 1999, pp. 233, 236.
Oschütz 2003, pp. 507, 516. But see a listing of the advantages of more informal methods of
sportsrelated disputes that would not ordinarily contribute to the formation of the lex sportiva,
Blackshaw 2002.
7
See Court of Arbitration for Sport, Reeb, ed., II Digest of Awards 1998–2000 (2002) at xxx,
[hereinafter Digest of CAS Awards], as follows:
The Digest of CAS Awards 1986–1998 recorded the emergence of a lex sportiva through the
judicial decisions of the CAS. It is true that one of the interests of this court is to develop a
jurisprudence that can be used as a reference by all the actors of world sport, thereby encouraging
the harmonisation of the judicial rules and principles applied within the sports world.
6
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is capable of performing this casuistic function as its decisions on anti-doping
sanctions demonstrate.
A further application of the lex sportiva is within the administrative review
processes of sports organizations, especially the appellate panels of the international sports federations (IFs) such as the International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF). There is a critical need for such guidance to enhance the integrity
and credibility of the IFs and to improve their image as essential elements in the
regime of international sports. Otherwise, their administrative and appellate
decisions tend to spark suspicions and controversy. All too often, IF decisions
appear to be based on political expediency. In two leading cases, for example, the
IAAF lifted anti-doping suspensions against world-class medalists Merlene Ottey
of Jamaica and Javier Sotomayor of Cuba.8 In both instances clear scientific
evidence to support their suspensions seems to have been compromised by either
faulty review of the evidence (Ottey) or extrinsic factors such as empathy by the IF
administrative council with the particular athlete (Sotomayor) that called into
question both the independence and the binding force of the arbitration. It is hard
to escape the conclusion that ‘the IAAF panel was no more independent in its
actions than the national panels whose decisions they were reviewing [and that an]
international arbitration system that is not independent and for which there is a
political override, no matter how well intended, will ultimately bring both itself
and its sports federation into dispute.’9
IF decisions such as in the Ottey and Sotomayor cases have important implications for the future of international sports competition and its organizational
structure. Such decisions bespeak a critical need for the kind of corrective jurisprudence that the CAS can supply in the absence of other independent and impartial
tribunals with special competence to hear international sports-related disputes.
Over time CAS arbitration can also lend greater coherence, rationality, uniformity,
and influence to international sports law. It is in everybody’s interest to pursue these
objectives for the sake of greater predictability and stability of expectations.
The more the teleology of CAS is directed toward greater predictability and
stability of expectations, however, the more formal the arbitral process may be
viewed. That perspective would give rise to expectations of fully reasoned opinions, rules of evidence, meticulous use of precedent, and other characteristics of
litigation. Fulfilling such expectations in CAS proceedings might seem to
strengthen the process of international sports law in attaining greater stability and
integrity, confidence in the consistency of outcomes among the cases, and growth
of a reliable corpus of interpretation, a lex specialis.
The merits of a robust lex sportiva may be questioned, however. Ordinarily,
arbitration represents a happy compromise between the uncertainties of more
informal methods of dispute resolution, such as negotiation and mediation, and the

8

Ottey v. IAAF, IAAF Decision, 3 July 2000 (unpublished); Sotomayor v. IAAF, IAAF Decision,
24 July 2000 (unpublished).
9
See McLaren 2001b, pp. 379, 390.
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formality and inflexibility of adjudication. The opportunity to choose specialized
experts to decide a dispute is a particularly attractive feature of arbitration. What
would arguably be lost by formalizing the CAS process, however, are several other
advantages of arbitration: confidentiality; relatively low cost; simplified procedures; speed; mediative quality; capacity to help restore, preserve and maintain
relationships between disputing parties; flexibility and customization to particular
circumstances and the wishes of the parties; and international enforceability.10
Delays and transactional costs mount as formality increases, and formalized
arbitration more and more begins to resemble litigation.
Fortunately for parties to CAS arbitration, the Code of Sports-related Arbitration discourages an approximation of adjudication. The Code restricts discovery of
evidence, protects confidentiality between the parties, encourages conciliation and
mediation within the CAS framework, allows party autonomy in choosing the
applicable law, provides for party discretion and flexibility in selecting the arbitral
panel, and offers an alternative of expedited procedure. The parties’ costs of
arbitration are limited to relatively modest fixed rates.
Appeals are free of charge. Timelines for conciliation and appeals procedures
are a matter of a few months rather than years. Moreover, the Code provides that
awards will not be made public (as court decisions normally are) unless an award
so provides and all parties agree.
Happily, CAS practices have conformed well to the Code. They have been
sufficiently flexible, however, to enable the CAS to tailor its exercise of discretion
to the circumstances of individual cases so as, for example, to strike appropriate
balances between privacy and the public interest, depending on the nature of a
dispute.
Despite these constraints on formalization of the CAS, the aspiration to create a
lex sportiva may arguably give a judicial cast to its proceedings. A judgment in
2003 by the Swiss Federal Tribunal bears out this observation. At issue in A. & B.
v. IOC11 was a publiclaw appeal of a CAS award in the previous year. The
controverted arbitration concerned a decision by the IOC Executive Board to
disqualify two cross-country skiers on the basis of positive tests for doping during
three competitions in December 2001 and in February 2002 during the Salt Lake
City Winter Games. The appeal also challenged the two-year suspensions that
were subsequently imposed on the skiers by the International Ski Federation (FIS).
The court first established that the CAS ruling at issue involved points of law
and not just sporting rules (rules of the game) on the basis that the serious sanction
of suspension from competition constituted ‘a genuine statutory punishment that
affects the legal interests of the person.’12 Much of the court’s opinion thereafter
addressed a claim that the FIS, IOC, and CAS lacked a requisite independence and

10

For an acknowledgment of several of these advantages by the Secretary General of the CAS,
see, Reeb 2002, pp. 21, 25.
11
Swiss Fed. Trib., 1st Civil Chamber, Judgement of 27 May 2003.
12
Id. para. 2.1.
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impartiality. After examining claims of institutional and personal bias and
exhaustively reviewing the history of the CAS and its decoupling from the IOC in
1994, the court concluded that the CAS was sufficiently independent of the IOC
and FIS for its decisions to be considered ‘true awards, equivalent to the judgements of State courts.’13
The court’s litmus of verity in arbitral awards—‘true’ awards are equivalent to
judicial decisions—bespeaks its general characterization of the CAS as a body ‘more
akin to a judicial authority independent of the parties.’14 But how can CAS deliberations be assimilated to adjudication if the plaintiffs, according to the court, had
freedom to select arbitrators and procedures? And how can CAS decisions be
assimilated to judicial decisions if their publication remains within the discretion of
the CAS and only with the consent of the parties? Nevertheless, the court observed
that ‘[a] true ‘‘supreme court of world sport’’ is growing rapidly and continuing to
develop.’15 The court further observed that ‘states and all parties concerned by the
fight against doping … endorse the judicial powers [sic] of the CAS.’16
It is hard to imagine that the court in A. & B. v. I.O.C. actually meant to equate
arbitral proceedings with adjudication. Perhaps the Swiss court’s identification of
the CAS with a court of law was only metaphorical. If not, then the Swiss court
must have been prepared to vest authority in the CAS to resolve the very issues of
public law, human rights, and due process (natural justice) that have been presumed to lie beyond the tribunal’s competence. That may be acceptable under
Swiss law, which governs the CAS, but may arouse serious apprehensions among
prospective foreign parties sufficient to deter them from submitting their disputes
to the CAS for arbitration.
For a prospective party not bound to CAS jurisdiction by any prorogation
provisions, the idea of conceding plenary, binding, more or less judicial authority
to an arbitral body that is governed, at least to the extent of the lex arbitrii,
by national law may simply be unacceptable. Worse yet, formalized arbitral
decisions on sensitive issues of public law, labor relations and human rights may
invite parallel litigation in other legal systems. In any event, the Swiss court’s
puzzling obiter dictum complicates the growth of the lex sportiva.
The CAS would be well advised to proceed cautiously in constructing the lex
sportiva.
Nobody would deny that the tribunal needs to assume a strong enough stature to
withstand extravagant interference by domestic courts17 and expect that its awards
13

Id. para. 3.3.4.
Id. para. 3.3.3.2.
15
Id. para. 3.3.3.3.
16
Id. para. 3.3.4.
17
Even limited immunity from interference by domestic courts may generate tensions, of course.
See, e.g., Sturzaker and Godhard 2001, pp. 241, 248 (discussing an Australian court decision,
Raguz v. Sullivan (2000) N.S.W.C.A. 240, that established the international character of CAS
arbitration regardless of its physical location on the basis that its juridical seat, by prior agreement
between the parties to a dispute, was Lausanne, Switzerland).
14
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will be recognized and enforced under the New York Convention on Arbitral
Awards.18 But the CAS runs considerable risk when it allows itself to be presented
as an institution resembling a national court of law, with all of the expectations and
problems associated with international recognition and enforcement of court
judgments and all of a party’s skepticism about the impartiality of a foreign court.

4 The Case Law
Leaving the jurisdictional questions aside, what has been the range of disputes
before CAS panels?19 What does the CAS case law teach? How well-developed is
the lex sportiva?
From its beginning, the CAS has given advisory opinions and decided contentious cases involving two dominant themes: jurisdictional questions and eligibility of athletes for sanctioned competition. Most of the latter cases have involved
athletes whose eligibility for competition had been suspended or terminated for
life by national sports bodies or IFs on the basis of anti-doping sanctions imposed
by their national sports bodies or international federations. In one of its first cases,
which was conducted in camera, the CAS decided a dispute between an athletic
club and a national sports body that had imposed a sanction against the club.20
In another early case, the tribunal rendered an advisory opinion in favor of the
Norwegian Olympic Committee in which it upheld the right of an NOC to exclude
an athlete from sanctioned competition for life after violating the NOC’s antidoping rules within the IOC framework.21
Over time the CAS has fashioned specific rules and principles from its decisions
with broad application. For example, equitable considerations have softened CAS
18

United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards,
opened for signature 10 June 1958, 330 U.N.T.S. 3, 21 U.S.T. 2517.
19
For a presentation of the decisions of the CAS ad hoc tribunals, see Kaufmann-Kohler 2001.
20
The IOC’s summary of the decision is as follows: ‘The Court of Arbitration for Sport, based in
Lausanne, has just delivered a verdict which makes a welcome development towards quicker and
simpler settlement of sports conflicts. The case to be resolved started with a protest by a club
against a sanction imposed on it by its federation.
After exhausting all the possibilities for appeal provided for in the federation’s statutes, the
club brought a legal action before the civil courts. Rather than pursue a slow and expensive
procedure, however,—and that is what constitutes the interest of the case—the parties decided by
common assent to instruct the Court of Arbitration for Sport to look into the validity of the
federation’s decision. The federation agreed, it is important to note, to submit the validity of a
decision issued by its highest statutory instance to evaluation by the Court of Arbitration for
Sport.
After consultation, the CAS delivered its verdict on 30 January 1987, confirming the validity of
the decision taken by the highest instance of the national federation. However, the verdict will not
be published, as the proceedings took place in camera in accordance with the Statute of the CAS.
Olympic Rev., March 1987, at p. 96.
21
Olympic Rev., May–June 1987, at p. 287.
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review of anti-doping sanctions against athletes. Despite a prevailing rule among
IFs of strict liability for doping, CAS awards generally disclose an inclination to
avoid unnecessarily harsh results.22
These awards, in turn, have helped shape the World Anti-Doping Code. Second,
in determining the validity of such sanctions, the CAS has consistently relied on
the authority of international sports law such as the IOC’s Medical Code and Drug
Formulary Guidelines, at least until their replacement by the World Anti-Doping
Code, rather than its own construction of doping standards and sanctions.23 Third,
an important advisory opinion of the CAS helped resolve jurisdictional issues in
doping cases by establishing the priority of IFs over NOCs in the event of a
jurisdictional conflict between them.24 In a fourth case, Ragheeb v. IOC,25 the
CAS confirmed that it could review an issue of eligibility only on the basis of an
arbitration agreement or a specific accreditation of an athlete for competition by
the IOC. Because CAS decisions have conformed closely with trends and
expectations within the larger process of international sports law, they have been
playing a role in defining and refining the applicable rules in that process.
In confirming its broad jurisdiction, the CAS has not hesitated to deny claims
based on a manipulation of rules for strategic advantage. In one case, for example,
the CAS reprimanded an NOC for violating the principle of fair play by improperly
seeking disqualification of a competing team to elevate the standing of its team in
competition even though the NOC had not been directly injured by the competing
team.26
Another important contribution of CAS jurisdictional decisions is the noninterference rule according to which the CAS will not interfere with the rules of
the game or official calls in the course of competition. In drawing a line between
nonreviewable rules of the game and reviewable rules that transcend the immediacy of competition, three cases of the CAS are instructive. The first arose out of

22

A.v. XXX, CAS 2001, A/317 (2001); TAS 96/156 (1997). See generally Wise 1996, at p. 14.
See, e.g., CAS award in NAG 2 (1998) (reinstating the gold medal of the winner of the
snowboarding giant slalom at the 1998 Winter Games in Nagano, Canadian Ross Rebagliati, who
had tested positive for use of marijuana).
The CAS found, under the Medical Code, that the IOC had no competency to disqualify
Rebagliati in the absence of the requisite agreement between the IOC and the International Ski
Federation (FIS) to provide for tests for cannabinoids (marijuana and hashish). The CAS further
found that marijuana was not listed as a banned substance in the Drug Formulary Guide that had
been published for athletes participating in the Nagano Games.
24
TAS 94/128 (1995).
25
Ragheeb v. IOC, CAS, 30 August 2000 (unpublished).
26
See CAS award in NAG 4 & 5 (1998) (reprimanding the Czech NOC for contesting the
eligibility of a United States naturalized hockey player who had played for the Swedish team at
the 1998 Winter Games in Nagano). Despite its conclusion that the player had been ineligible to
compete in matches already concluded in Nagano, the CAS refused to order forfeiture of the
disputed matches involving the Swedish team. Forfeiture would have accrued in the standings to
the advantage of the Czech team.
23
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an incident during the 1996 Atlanta Games.27 In reviewing a referee’s disqualification of Boxer M for landing a below-the-belt punch on his opponent, the CAS
applied customary international standards, drawn particularly from practice in the
United States, France, and Switzerland. The CAS concluded from the general
practice that a technical decision, standard or rule during competition—in other
words, a nonreviewable game rule—is shielded from arbitral or judicial scrutiny
unless the rule or its application by sports officials is arbitrary, illegal, or the
product of a wrong or malicious intent against an athlete. In such cases, the rule or
its application is reviewable. Sanctions appearing to be excessive or unfair on their
face are also reviewable. The rationale for the Boxer M decision was two-fold: that
IFs have the responsibility to enforce rules, and referees or ring judges are in a
better position than arbitrators to decide technical matters.
A second application of the non-interference rule was the AOC Advisory
Opinion.28 There the CAS considered the reviewability of a decision by the
international swimming federation (FINA), less than a year before the 2000
Olympic Games, to approve the use of fullbody (‘long john’) swimsuits. These
highly elastic suits, which were first marketed by Speedo, attempted to simulate
natural sharkskin. They were designed to increase a swimmer’s speed and
endurance, to reduce drag, and possible to enhance the buoyancy of the swimmer.
The FINA Bureau, after lengthy discussion, ruled that ‘the use of these
swimsuits does not constitute a violation of the FINA Rules.’29 In response to this
ruling, the Australian Olympic Committee (AOC), concerned about possible
claims of unfairness at the Sydney Games, asked the CAS for an advisory opinion.
The AOC inquired whether the FINA ruling had complied with FINA’s own rules
and whether, in any event, use of the suits would raise contestable issues of
fairness. In a thorough and thoughtful opinion, the CAS properly held that FINA
had reached its decision in compliance with its own rules and that its ruling, which
was tantamount to approval of bodysuits, did not raise any reviewable issues of
unfair procedure, bad faith, conflict with general principles of law, or
unreasonableness.30
In the third case regarding the non-interference rule, the CAS again applied this
approach in an advisory opinion that had been requested by the Canadian Olympic
Committee.
Among the issues was whether the Council of the International Badminton
Federation (IBF) had acted within its jurisdiction and its published Rules when it
made certain changes in scoring of events. The CAS ruled that it had not. The
opinion by Ian Blackshaw, consistent with the dictum in the AOC Advisory
27

M. v. Ass’n Internationale de Boxe Amateur (AIBA), CAS Ad Hoc Division (O.G. Atlanta
1996), in Digest of Awards, supra n. 7, at p. 413.
28
Advisory opinion at the request of the Australian Olympic Committee, TAS 2000/C/267 AOC
[hereinafter AOC Advisory Opinion].
29
Id. at p. 12.
30
Id. at pp. 19–21. But see Soek 2000, at p. 15 (criticizing the advisory opinion for failing to
resolve the issue of fairness of the controversial bodysuits).
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Opinion, held that the IBF, having failed to comply with its own Rules, had
exceeded its powers. The IBF Council’s decision to change the scoring was
therefore ultra vires.31

5 The Legacy of CAS Awards
In examining the jurisprudential legacy of the emerging lex sportiva, two studies
of CAS case law are especially instructive. In one of them,32 a leading CAS
arbitrator examined the cases heard by the Ad Hoc Division at the 2000 Games in
Sydney. In the first part of his study,33 he divided the fifteen cases arising from the
2000 Games into five broad categories: doping violations, IF suspensions of athletes, commercial advertising issues, disputes with sports officials, and nationality
issues as a matter of eligibility.
In one of the doping cases34 a German athlete, Dieter Baumann, petitioned for
removal of a two year ban Baumann’s eligibility that had been imposed by the IOC
under a strict liability rule. The IAAF claimed that the CAS was without jurisdiction
because at that time its Bylaws did not recognize CAS jurisdiction. The CAS
examined Rule 29 of the Olympic Charter, which provides that ‘their statutes,
practice and activities [of all IFs] must be in conformity with the Olympic Charter.’35
Under Rule 74 of the Olympic Charter,36 the IAAF was therefore subject to the
jurisdiction of the CAS. Also, the principle of res judicata did not apply to bar CAS
review of the IAAF decision because neither Baumann nor the IOC had been a party
to the IAAF arbitration. Acting therefore as an appeals court over the IAAF, the CAS
upheld the IAAF decision to suspend Baumann’s eligibility on the basis that the
IAAF had properly addressed the evidence. In a similar due process or natural justice
claim, the CAS upheld a suspension by the IAAF of Mihaela Melinte.37
The most highly publicized case decided by the Ad Hoc Division of the CAS in
Sydney involved Andrea Raducan, a young Romanian gold medalist in the
Women’s Individual All-Round event in gymnastics.38 After she failed a drug test,
31

Advisory opinion at the request of the Canadian Olympic Committee, CAS 2003, C/45.
This study, by arbitrator Richard McLaren, may be found in two sources: McLaren 2001a, b,
p. 515.
33
35 Val. U. L. Rev. p. 379.
34
Baumann v. IOC, CAS Ad Hoc Division (O.G. Sydney 2000), reprinted in Digest of CAS
Awards, supra n. 7 at 65.
35
Olympic Charter, Rule 29 (2003).
36
Id., Rule 74, which provides that ‘[a]ny dispute arising on the occasion of, or in connection
with, the Olympic Games shall be submitted exclusively to the Court of Arbitration for Sport,
in accordance with the Code of Sports-Related Arbitration.’
37
Melinte v. IAAF, reprinted in Digest of CAS Awards, supra n. 7, at p. 111 [hereinafter Melinte
case].
38
Raducan v. IOC, CAS Ad Hoc Division (O.G. Sydney 2000), reprinted in Digest of CAS
Awards, supra n. 7 at p. 665.
32
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the IOC revoked the award of her gold medal. On Raducan’s petition on appeal,
the two issues before the CAS were whether only a de minimis amount of a
prohibited drug (pseudoephedrine) that had been found in her system, together
with the circumstances of her ingestion of the substance—in pills given to her by
her team doctor as a flu remedy—were sufficient to relieve her from responsibility
and a consequent revocation of her gold medal. The CAS, applying an established
rule of strict liability to uphold the invalidation of Raducan’s performance, found
that the de minimis amount of the drug in her bloodstream and the circumstances
of her ingestion of it were relevant only to the discretion given to the IOC in its
application of disciplinary sanctions. The IOC, however, softened its decision,
simply revoking her medal without imposing any additional disciplinary measures.
Two cases involved suspensions from eligibility of weightlifters.39 In one of the
cases40 the CAS confirmed its independence by refusing to be bound by a Samoan
court order that had exonerated one weightlifter. In the other case, the CAS struck
down an IOC decision.
In these and other cases before and after Sydney, the CAS has made clear that
the only acceptable basis for suspending the eligibility of an athlete is an explicit
rule.41
The Ad Hoc Division in Sydney also heard a commercial case42 involving an
alleged infraction of a Bye-law to Rule 61 of the Olympic Charter that regulates
the size and other aspects of commercial advertizing on clothing. What is
important about the case was a determination that inconsistency in applying the
Bye-law among competitors was immaterial.
The CAS seemed to be saying that two wrongs do not make a right. Other cases
confirmed the established presumption that CAS arbitration would not reverse
in-competition decisions.43
Two cases involved the nationality and alleged statelessness under the Olympic
Charter of Cuban-born athletes, one competing for the United States and the other
for Canada.44 In a series of decisions in those cases that were based on Rule 46 of
the Olympic Charter concerning nationality of athletes,45 the CAS addressed

39

Samoa Nat’l Olympic Comm. & Sports Fed’n v. IWF, CAS Ad Hoc Division (O.G. Sydney
2000), reprinted in Digest of CAS Awards, supra n. 7, at p. 28 [hereinafter Samoa]; Tzagaev v.
IWF, CAS Ad Hoc Division (O.G. Sydney 2000), reprinted in II Digest of CAS Awards, supra n.
7 at p. 101.
40
Samoa, id.
41
See McLaren 2001a.
42
FFG v. SOCOG, CAS Ad Hoc Division (O.G. Sydney 2000), reprinted in Digest of CAS
Awards, supra n. 7, at p. 137.
43
See text, supra n. 28–31; Melinte case, supra n. 37.
44
USA Canoe/Kayak v. IOC, CAS Ad Hoc Division (O.G. Sydney 2000), reprinted in Digest of
CAS Awards, supra n. 7, at p. 13; Miranda v. IOC, id. at p. 3; Perez v. IOC, id. at p. 53; Canadian
Olympic Comm. v. IOC, id. at p. 83; In the Matter of Perez, id. at p. 91.
45
Rule 46 provides in material part as follows: ‘Any competitor in the Olympic Games must be
a national of the country of the NOC which is entering him.’ Bye-law 1 to Rule 46 provides that
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issues of interpretation, res judicata, estoppel, the balance between fairness and
finality in arbitration, and third-party interests.46
In the second part of the same study of the lex sportiva,47 the author expanded
his enumeration of the five categories of arbitral decisions in Sydney by adding
two categories that have been discussed earlier in this chapter, namely, those
involving the jurisdiction of the CAS and the manipulation of sporting rules for
strategic advantage.48
A second major study of the lex sportiva, which was funded by the European
Union, focused sharply on the CAS appellate cases involving doping issues.49 The
investigation principally examined the extent to which the CAS cases revealed a
more or less deliberate harmonization of public law and sports law to promote an
effective anti-doping regime.
The authors of the study came to two important conclusions.
First, the study determined that there was only a limited possibility of extracting
harmonizing information from the CAS awards. Second, the authors of the study
emphasized the limitations of relying on tribunals, rather than legislative reform,
to accomplish any program as ambitious as a harmonization of rules. ‘In one sense
… the CAS is at the ‘‘wrongend’’ of the process [of harmonization] as it only
received a case [– it cannot actively seize a case –] when all other remedies have
been exhausted.’50 A correlative limitation is that the CAS cannot play an active
role in developing a harmonized anti-doping regime. On the other hand, ‘if there
were no CAS, or equivalent body, it is difficult to believe that the [more or less
national] systems of strict liability would have survived so long without destructive domestic legal challenge.’51
The authors of this second study of CAS awards made three suggestions to
enhance the legitimacy of the CAS and, implicitly, to bolster the role of its
emerging lex sportiva. First, the CAS, on a principle of transparency, should make
its jurisprudence more freely available, presumably by releasing transcripts,
recordings or other renditions of all but the most confidential discussions of issues.
Second, the tribunal should distill a set of fundamental procedural rights from its
(Footnote 45 continued)
‘[a] competitor who has represented one country [in designated competition] and who has
changed his nationality or acquired a new nationality, may participate in the Olympic Games to
represent his new country provided that at least three years have passed since the competitor last
represented his former country.’
46
See summary in McLaren 2001b, at pp. 399–402.
47
See McLaren 2001a, p. 523.
48
See text at supra n. 20, 26.
49
See Gardiner 2001. (N.B. EU Project No. C 116-15: Legal Comparison and Harmonization of
Doping Rules, Final Report within the framework of the EU pilot project for campaigns to
combat doping in sport in Europe, commissioned by European Commission (EU), DirectorateGeneral for Education and Culture, Prof. Klaus Vieweg, Academic Coordinator, and Dr Robert
Siekmann, Project Manager; eds).
50
Id. at p. 8.
51
Id. at p. 9.
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case law that it will expressly guarantee (presumably extending beyond the
assurances of those rights implicit in its own procedural rules). Third, the CAS
should avoid the present interchange of arbitrators, legal counsel appearing before
arbitrators, and the arbitrators themselves so as to avoid even the appearance of
bias that might be derived from such interchange of personnel. Ultimately, the
reputation of the CAS relies on the twin pillars of independence and impartiality.
Indeed, the study concludes with the observation that ‘[a] truly independent and
distinct body of arbitrators/sports judges should have a future priority.’52

6 The Future
The CAS deserves acclaim for two decades of high quality, productive arbitration
of sportsrelated disputes. Among its accomplishments is the gradual development
of a new and useful jurisprudence derived from its awards. This lex sportiva,
though still incipient, is emerging as a means of resolving and potentially helping
avoid a broad range of sportsrelated disputes. Principles and rules derived from
CAS awards are becoming more clear on such issues as the jurisdiction and review
powers of the CAS, eligibility of athletes, and the scope of strict liability in doping
cases. The conformity of these principles and rules with the process of international sports law underscores their legitimacy. A truly effective body of jurisprudence generated by CAS awards, however, will require more development
before the emerging lex sportiva can become a truly effective regime of authority.
Much will depend on the ability of the CAS to address lingering questions about its
impartiality and certain ambiguities in its institutional status that greater formalization of its proceedings would create. Its resemblance to a judicial body,
in particular, might be seen to contradict provisions in the CAS Code of SportsRelated Arbitration. It is likely, however, that the role of the lex sportiva in helping
shape international sports law will continue to expand.
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Is There A Lex Sportiva?
Michael J. Beloff

Abstract The question posed in the title of this article deserves the description of
a hardy perennial. Whether there is such a coherent entity as sports law, or whether
sports law is only a mosaic randomly aggregated from a variety of what are
accepted to be discrete legal areas—contract, tort, intellectual property, administrative—is the subject of constant debate. The question is not purely academic, an
epithet which cynics tend to apply to an issue of no practical significance. Those
who contend for the former proposition do so partly out of a desire to enhance the
status of the subject, which is not to say that those who contend for the latter
proposition have any motive to diminish it. But the proponents clearly adopt the
Latin phraseology to endow the subject with a spurious antiquity—sometimes
using the alternative term lex ludica—although that carries with it in mistranslation unhappy overtones of ludicrousness. The question is ‘‘not of huge importance’’ but not of no importance. The answer is probably, and it may be a little
disappointingly, a bit of both.
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The question posed in the title of this article deserves the description of a hardy
perennial. Whether there is such a coherent entity as sports law, or whether sports
law is only a mosaic randomly aggregated from a variety of what are accepted to
be discrete legal areas—contract, tort, intellectual property, administrative—is the
subject of constant debate. The question is not purely academic, an epithet which
cynics tend to apply to an issue of no practical significance. Those who contend for
the former proposition do so partly out of a desire to enhance the status of the
subject, which is not to say that those who contend for the latter proposition have
any motive to diminish it. But the proponents clearly adopt the Latin phraseology
to endow the subject with a spurious antiquity—sometimes using the alternative
term lex ludica—although that carries with it in mistranslation unhappy overtones
of ludicrousness. The question is ‘‘not of huge importance’’ as two Irish commentators have recently written1—but not, in this respectful English submission,
of no importance. The answer is probably, and it may be a little disappointingly, a
bit of both. As an American scholar has opined:
‘‘A fully developed lex sportiva would help apply three values that the principle of stare
decisis serves: efficiency of the legal process, predictability or stability of expectations:
and equal treatment of similarly situated parties.’’2

Sports law has certainly adopted the clothing of a recognised discipline. There
are many books on sports law. Their titles3 prove conclusively there are many
ways to skin a cat—Sports Law, the Law of Sport, Sport and the Law—and jeux
being notoriously sans frontiers—European Sports Law and even International
Sports Law.
There are, especially in the USA, courses, with consequent degrees in sports
law, where potential agents learn the rudiments of legal principles (which in real
life they will conveniently ignore), or where those who plan to play sports professionally can find an excuse for attendance at university. More importantly, there
are sports specific tribunals,4 at the pinnacle of which stands the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in Lausanne,5 to whose jurisdiction now most major

1

Cox and Schuster 2005, at p. 5.
Nafziger 2004, p. 50.
3
Beloff et al. 1999; Lewis and Taylor 2004; Cox and Schuster 2005; Hallgren 2004; Nafziger
2004.
4
In England, the Sports Dispute Resolution 2 Panel, in Japan the Sports Arbitration Agency, as
to which see Goganchi 2005.
5
With outposts in Sydney (1996) and Denver (1996) [transferred to New York (1999)]. The
reasons for fixing the seat in Lausanne (which is the seat of the devolved bureaus too) were
articulated in the decision which the President of the Division issued in July 1996 when
determining that the seat of the CAS ad hoc Division at the Atlanta Games would also be there:
‘‘2. The determination of the seat of an arbitral tribunal creates a link between the arbitration and
a set of municipal rules governing arbitrations. The seat of the arbitration is also relevant when
deciding the origin of an arbitral award for purposes of later enforcement.’’ Whenever the seat of
an arbitration is in Switzerland and at least one party is not a Swiss domiciliary, Ch.12 of the
Swiss Private International Law Act of December 18, 1987 (PIL Act), which entered into force on
2
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international sports federations subscribe,6 and which is the main, but not the only
source of sporting jurisprudence. CAS appears itself to recognise the special nature
of sports law by requiring of its members among other qualities ‘‘recognised
competence with regard to sports law,’’ something sufficient but not necessary,
since it continues ‘‘and/or international arbitration’’ (CAS Code 2004, s.14). But
the Swiss Federal Court has recently described it as a true Supreme Court of world
sport,7 and while that same Court can review CAS’ s decisions, it does so within
strict limits reminiscent of those recognised by common law courts reviewing the
exercise of an administrative discretion.8
A special feature of CAS service lies in its provision of Ad Hoc Panels, a
mobile legal unit (now a fixture at Olympic and Commonwealth Games and at the
(Footnote 5 continued)
January 1, 1989, will apply (Art.176 PIL Act). It contains rules specifically framed to respond to
the needs of international arbitration. These rules are in line with the general trends of present day
international arbitration, as they are expressed in other recent legislation.
Chapter 12 PIL Act in particular requires the arbitrators to grant due process. Art.182, para.3
PIL Act reads as follows: ‘‘Whatever procedure is chosen, the arbitral tribunal shall ensure equal
treatment of the parties and their right to be heard in adversary procedure.’’
Chapter 12 PIL Act also affords the parties remedies against the award. A party may bring an
action for vacation of an arbitral award on the grounds that the arbitral tribunal was not properly
constituted, had no jurisdiction, ruled beyond the claims submitted to it, failed to grant due
process, or rendered an award irreconcilable with public policy (Art. 190 PIL Act). Unless the
parties agree otherwise, this action for vacation of the award must he brought before the Swiss
Federal Supreme Court (Art 191 PIL Act).
Chapter 12 of the Swiss Private International Law Act provides for the jurisdiction of the Swiss
Supreme Court to set aside arbitral awards. Chapter 12 also provides for supervisory jurisdiction
of the courts at the seat of the arbitration to aid the arbitration process while it is in progress.
6
Latterly the IAAF in 2001 and FIFA in 2002.
7
AB v IOC Swiss Federal Tribunal, 1st Council Chamber Judgment, May 27, 2003. McLaren
1998; McLaren 2001; Beloff 1996; Beloff 2001; Leaver 2002; McLaren and Clement 2001;
Beloff 2005; Pinna 2005. Arbitrators sign declarations of independence and can be challenged for
cause: McLaren and Clement 2005. C. Rochefoucault, ‘‘Twenty Years of the CAS’’ CAS
Newsletter No.2, p. 13. For the reported jurisprudence see three volumes edited by M. Reeb
1982–1996, 1996–2000, 2000–2004 (hereinafter ‘‘Reeb 1’’; ‘‘Reeb 2’’; ‘‘Reeb 3’’) (Kluwer Law
International, 1998, 2002, 2004). Reeb 3 contains a succinct description of the history and
operation of CAS, pp. xxxii-xxii.
8
N et al. v FINA, Reeb 2, p. 775. CAS’s status as an independent tribunal was acknowledged in
Gundel v FIA, Official Digest of Federal Tribunal Judgments 1993, Reeb 1, 566. AB v IOC cit
sup. The substantial autonomy of CAS was further confirmed by a decision of the Court of
Appeal of New South Wales on September 1, 2000 in the matter of Angela Raguz v Rebecca
Sullivan (2000) NSWA Reeb 2, 783, relating to a dispute about which of two judokas should be
nominated as the Australian representative for the Olympic Games in the women’s under 52 kg
category. The dispute had been resolved against Ms Raguz and in favour of Ms Sullivan by an
award of the Sydney Panel of CAS. Ms Raguz sought to challenge the award by seeking leave to
appeal on a question of law arising out of it. It was decided that the court’s jurisdiction was
precluded by the existence of an exclusion agreement to which Ms Raguz had subscribed, within
s. 40 of the domestic Commercial Arbitration Act 1984. CAS is rigorous to avoid being affected
by prejudice or discrimination. NJYW v FINA, CAS 98/208, Reeb 2, 234 [8]: or by rumour: B v
FINA, CAS 98/211 [57].
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European Football Cup), whose decisions have to be handed down within 24 hours
of an application being filed. As the Swiss Federal Court observed:
‘‘In competitive sport, particularly the Olympic Games, it is vital both for athletes and for
the smooth running of events that disputes are resolved quickly, simply, flexibly and
inexpensively by experts familiar with both legal and sports related issues.’’9

Many Tribunals have to act swiftly and reach interlocutory decisions: the Ad
Hoc Panel has to act swiftly and reach final decisions. Their accelerated judicial
process may be likened to speed chess: but speed chess is still chess.
Of course sports law is entwined with general law. Sportsmen enter into contracts, since few are the sports which remain faithful to their origins as a source of
fun, not fees, although their contracts will naturally reflect the distinctive features
of their occupation. They are subject to the law of tort,10 as well as the criminal
law both on and off the pitch, pool, rink, track or court, although both laws have to
adjust to the fact that many sports are contact sports, and in most there is at least a
risk of contact, and fashion the boundaries of what is or is not acceptable
behaviour in its light.11
Boxing is, indeed, a sport in which the very purpose is to inflict injury upon
another; and in a scholarly analysis travelling somewhat off-piste (since the case
itself involved the compatibility of prosecutions for sado-masochistic activity with
human rights principles), Lord Mustill, an English Law Lord confessed himself
defeated in search for an explanation of boxing’s legitimacy12:
‘‘I intend no disrespect to the valuable judgment of McInerney J in Pallante v Stadiums
Ply Ltd (No.1) [1976] VR 331 when I say that the heroic efforts of that learned Judge to
arrive at an intellectually satisfying account: of the apparent immunity of professional
boxing from criminal process have convinced me that the task is impossible. It is in my
judgment best to regard this as another special situation which for the time being stands
outside the ordinary law of violence because society chose to tolerate it.’’

Sportsmen enjoy intellectual property rights, and sport has inspired some creative development of the law in this area-more on the other than on this side of the
Atlantic.13

9

AK v IOC, Reeb 3, 674.
The judicial responses are not constant. In actions. arising from collisions between racing
horses, the New York courts have applied a standard of reckless disregard, the Australian courts a
standard of ordinary duty of care, and the courts of England and Wales the latter standard while
holding that the behaviour necessary to breach that standard was one of the reckless disregard.
See Charlish (unpublished).
11
For a recent statement recognising this fact, in a criminal assault case, see R v Barnes (Court
of Appeal (Criminal Divisions) England), Case No. 2003/063.14/35 at [15]. Interestingly a CAS
Panel has said: ‘‘The notion of assault in the World of Sport is a broad one, covering any act
likely to infringe the physical integrity of a person, even if the victim was not physically injured.’’
See Cissé v UEFA, CAS 2004 A/SS. Also see Anderson 2005.
12
R v Brown [1994] 2 A.C. 212 at p. 268.
13
Farnsworth and Silkin 2001; Gelder 2005; Smith and Trizapurkar 2004.
10
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The English Sex Discrimination Act 1975, s.44, has an exception for competitive sport,14 and the English Gender Recognition Act 2004, s.19 has one for
transsexuals15—the female of the species being adjudged at any fate in the field of
play to be, notwithstanding the contrary view of the imperial poet Rudyard Kipling, less deadly than the male.16
Yet a further indication of the sensitivity of ordinary law to the peculiarities of
sport is the line drawn between sporting and economic activity by the European
Union17 so as to take various sports rules beyond the reach of the pro-competition
and freedom of movement provisions of EU law.18 The key test is that the rule in
question must be ‘‘of a sporting interest only,’’ so, for example, it embraces
restriction on the selection for national teams to nationals: but certainly does not
require the selection for local teams to local players only. The galacticos of Real
Madrid came from many countries, and two of the major English Premier’s
League football clubs have recently fielded teams bereft of a single Englishman!
Moreover, words which bear one meaning in ordinary legal instruments may
bear another in instruments governing sport:
• Was Taiwan ‘‘a country’’ for the purposes of the IAAF rules? (Reel v Holder).19
• Was Monaco in the European Union for the purposes of UEFA rules? (Celtic v
UEFA).20
• Does change of nationality in the Olympic Charter include becoming stateless?
(Perez No.2).21
• Was Israel in Europe for purpose of FIFA football transfer regulations? (Hapoel
v Santander).22
• What was meant by domicile in the Commonwealth Games Rules? (Cowley v
Healey).23

14

Beloff 1976, Ch.3, para. 21.
Not altogether satisfactorily; see Charlish 2005. See also Bradford 2005, p. 78.
16
‘‘The Female of the Species.’’ The poet’s observation appears to have been based on he-and
she-bears.
17
See, generally, Beloff 1999, at xi; and for a recent restatement see the European Court of
Justice decision in Case T-303/02 Mecca v Medina and Madjen v Commission, which spoke of
‘‘the purely sporting nature of anti-doping legislation.’’ See also: AEK Athens v UEFA, CAS 98/
200, Reeb 2, 38 [79]-[84]).
18
UEFA’s statutes used to confine CAS’s jurisdiction is ‘‘civil disputes’’ as distinct from
‘‘disputes of a sporting nature,’’ so drawing another boundary, Real Madrid v UEFA, CAS 98,
Reeb 2, 490.
19
[1981] W.L.R. 1126.
20
CAS 98/201, Reeb 2, 106. It was held that the concept of ‘‘nation’’ or ‘‘country’’ have different
meanings than that in the usual language, it being understood that those concepts-within the
context of football—do not correspond systematically and/or strictly to the existing political
borders of the concerned territories.
21
CAS OG SYD 2000/005, Reeb 2, 625.
22
CAS 2004/A/594.
23
T.L.R., July 26, 1986.
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A distinction is conventionally drawn between legal nationality and sporting
nationality,24 a topic of increasing importance as sporting mercenaries sell their
talents to the highest bidder.25
Sports law frequently has no necessary legislative base—in the United Kingdom it is substantially untouched by statute. This is not because ratione naturae it
repels legislation—in other countries, for example Malaysia, sport is heavily
regulated by statute. France has the French Act on Sports of July 16, 1984. The
USA has the Amateur Sports Act—but rather because it enjoys an international
substructure; at the pinnacle is the Olympic Charter and the rules and regulations
of the major international sports bodies, FIFA, the IAAF, FIA and the like, under
whose ultimate authority regional and local bodies operate in a complex pyramid
of interlinked regulations.26 The WADA Code 2004 is further evidence of sports
law’s globalisation.27
In Sports Law, the present writer and his co-authors propounded a distinction
between horizontal law—a body of rules which applied across the range of relevant human activity- and vertical law—which was an activity driven body of rules.
Torts or trusts fall into the former category. Sports law, like aviation or banking
law falls substantially into the latter. But that does not mean that sports law is in
any sense devoid of principled foundations.
The formula used for the CAS Ad Hoc Panels at successive summer Olympics
(Atlanta, Sydney, Athens); winter Olympics, (Nagano and Salt Lake City);
24

IBA, CAS 98/215, Reeb 2, 698 at [27].
Most of the star track athletes of the Gulf States are ethnic Kenyans.
26
OWG, Salt Lake City, 2002, Reeb 007, 3.523. Sports Tribunals are sensitive to hierarchies. In
Prusis and the Latvian Olympic Committee v International Olympic Committee, the AHD at Salt
Lake City had to decide whether the IOC was entitled to withdraw Prusis’ accreditation. The
International Bobsleigh and Tobogganing Federation (the FIBT), whose regulations provided for
a mandatory two-year penalty for a first offence, nonetheless decided to suspend Prusis from
competition for three months only and retroactively so as to enable him to compete in the Winter
Olympics. The IOC Executive Board objected to this contrived clemency. The Panel ruled the
IOC could not take any action in regard to a specific sport which could be regarded as prejudicial
to the independence and autonomy of the International Federation administering that sport. It
referred to the well-known CAS Advisory Opinion, UCICONI, CAS 94/128, Reeb 2,477, in
which the CAS Panel stated: ‘‘At all events, the IFs possess the principal competence with regard
to establishing rules in the fight against doping, which appears to be the best solution, given the
necessity of ensuring the application of identical standards wherever the competitions relating to
a specific sport are taking place. Uncertainty concerning the applicable rules with regard to
doping is harmful to judicial security. For all that the Panel, like the IOC itself, does not lose sight
of the importance of respecting the independence and autonomy of the IFs in the administration
of their sport.’’
Equally the Panel will be slow to interfere with the application of a well-publicised policy of a
federation, V v FCS, CAS 2001/A/318 at [16]; Bassani-Antiravi v IOC, OWG Salt Lake City
2003 003, Reeb 3.585. Only NOCs, not the IOC, can enter competitions in the Olympic Games:
N v FEl, CAS 98/129; UCI v DCUs, Reeb 2, 205: lFs doping rules have precedence over NOCs,
AEK Athens v UEFA, CAS 98/200, Reeb 2 38 ([18]): national federations over leagues.
27
Pound 2002.
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Commonwealth Games (Kuala Lumpur and Manchester) reflected this character. It
directed the Tribunal to complement its application of relevant regulations with the
‘‘general principles of law and the rules of law, the application of which it deems
appropriate.’’
In locating these principles and rules, sports law borrows, magpie-like, from
private law as well as public, appropriately mixing Latinisms with French phrases,
civil and common law concepts.28 It is the author’s personal observation, based on
experience of five Ad Hoc Panels with arbitrators from every region and every
legal background that concepts of justice are, at any rate to ethical lawyers, shared
across the globe.29
In substantive law, freedom of contract,30 pacta sunt servanda,31 force majeure,32 Clausula rebus sic stantibus,33 good faith,34 venire contra factum proprium
or estoppel,35 ultra vires36 and the protection of legitimate expectations37 all
feature. Ancillary to substantive law are interpretative guides such as in dubio
contra proferentum,38 nulla crimen, nulla poena-sine lege,39 the presumption
against retroactive punishment,40 the lex mitior,41 the prohibition on double

28

Beloff et al. 1999, at pp. 9–13.
In COC & Kibunde v IOC, OG Sydney 2000/004, Reeb 2, p. 617, the Panel said: ‘‘Il est exact
qu’un règlement sport, doit respecter non seulement la loi mais également les principles généraux
du droit.’’ (‘‘A sporting regulator must respect not only the law but also the principle of justice’’).
30
Id.
31
Id.
32
Id.
33
Id.
34
Id.
35
IAAF v USTAF, CAS 2002/0/401. The IAAF’s failure to identify and enforce a rule requiring
disclosure by a member federation of all positive dope tests was held to be estopped in fairness to
athletes who had relied on non-disclosure from relying on the rule belatedly ([74]). For a sequel,
see IAAF v USTAF No.2, (2004) SLR 1, also GFA v UEFA, CAS 2002/0/4/0 at [36]-[37]; Perez
No.3, CAS OG SYD 2000/009, Reeb 2, 651, [13]; NZOC v SLOC, OWG Salt Lake City 2006
006 Reeb 3, 604, [18] (SLOC bound by their acceptance of entries of two athletes for both slalom
and giant slalom). See also Pietro 2004.
36
CAS 2003 C/45 (Advisory Opinion). IBF had failed to comply with its own rules in changing
the scoring in certain events.
37
Prusis v IOC (‘‘Prusis’’), OWG Salt Lake City 2002001, Reeb 3, 573 legitimate expectation
([15]): ‘‘A decision that impacts upon the legitimate expectation of an athlete that his entry would
he accepted is much more than a. purely administrative decision’’ ([18]).
38
Quigley v UK, CAS 94/129; A v FINA 2000/A/37 at [8].
39
Tsagaev v lWF, CAS OG SYD, Reeb 2, 658.
40
UCI v FFC, CAS 2000/A/289, Reeb 2, 724.
41
C v FINA, CAS 96/149, Reeb 1.25 ([27]).
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jeopardy,42 equal treatment,43 proportionality44 purpose is more important than
letter—although letter remains the best indication of purpose.45
This recognition of the international nature of sport finally influenced the shape
of the new CAS code, effective from January 1, 2004, which, while leaving Swiss
law as the national law to be enforced, absent agreement of parties to another
system, for first instance cases (r. 45), has now permitted—echoing the Ad Hoc
Panel’s jurisdiction—in appellate cases resort to ‘‘the rules of law, the application
of which the panel deems appropriate’’ as an alternative to the relevant regulations,
the law chosen by the parties, or the domicile of the decision-maker (usually
Switzerland) (r. 58).46
But this quilt of principles is not of itself a lex sportiva, which is less the
deployment of recognised principles of law in a sporting context (suitably modified) than principles which have their primary function in that context. In speaking
of a lex sportiva, it is useful to bear in mind the law whose description it echoes—
the lex mercatoria, recently described in the English Commercial Court as the:
‘‘general law of merchants a law to which same international tribunals have regard … but
… not the law of a country which is capable of ascertainment by expert evidence from
practitioners in the country.’’47

and which governs ‘‘the substantive rights and duties of parties to certain types
of international transactions to the exclusion of substantive law.’’48 These elements
are visible in the less mature sporting analogue.49 In AEK v Athens v UEFA, which
concerned a rule prohibiting multi-ownership of clubs in the same competition the
Panel observed:
‘‘Sports Law has developed and consolidated along the years, particularly through the
arbitral resolution of disputes, a set of unwritten legal principles—a sort of lex mercatoria
for sports, or, so to speak, a lex ludica—to which national and international sport federations must conform, regardless of the presence of such principles within their own
statutes and regulations or within any applicable national law, provided they do not
conflict with any national public policy’ (ordre publique) provision applicable to a given
case.’’50
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See Prusis, supra n. 37, [15].
Nabokov v IIHF, CAS 2001/A/357 (ice-hockey rules: eligibility to compete for a national
team), Reeb 3, 503 [9], [26].
44
C v FINA, CAS 95/116, Reeb 2, 205.
45
Purposive construction C v FINA, CAS 96/149, Reeb 1.25 [20]-[22].
46
This will avoid the oddity by which, e.g., parties disputes over a contract of employment itself
governed by the law of another jurisdiction should be resolved by CAS according to Swiss law:
See observation in Ortega v Fenerbahce, CAS 2003/O/48 at [14].
47
Shamil Bank v Beximer Pharmaceutica/s Ltd [2(03) EWHC 218; [2003] All E.R. (Comm)
849.
48
Coppé-Lavalini SAN v Ken-Ren Chemicals [1994] 2 All ER. 449.
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See Nafziger 2004, at pp. 48–49.
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AEK Athens v UEFA, CAS 98/200, Reeb 2, [156].
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Some of the sinews of a lex sportiva are the constituent instruments of the
sports themselves. These play various roles: regulating the allocation of powers
within the sports governing bodies; rules regulating competitions; rules regulating
the playing of the game itself. All of these are in principle justiciable, but judicial
or arbitral self-restraint shows that in practice so-called game rules are not. For at
the heart of the lex sportiva lies a paradox, namely that one of its key objectives is
to immunise sport from the reach of the law, to create in other words a field of
autonomy within which even appellate sports tribunals should not trespass. The
referee, umpire or other match or competition official must be allowed free play
within his own jurisdiction. And he must be free to err, subject only to any
corrective mechanism contemplated by the rules themselves. Sports law in short
recognises subsidiarity.
In Yang v Hamm, a post-Athens Panel had to decide whether to reallocate the
medals in the men’s gymnastics all-round final when the bronze medallist had been
a victim of erroneous marking by the judges as to the difficulty of his parallel bars
exercise. It summarised the state of the art, in this way stating:
‘‘The extent to which, if at all, a Court including CAS can interfere with an official’s
decision is not wholly clear. An absolute refusal to recognise such a decision as justiciable
and to designate the field of play as ‘domain into which the King’s writ does not seek to
run’ in Lord Atkin’s famous phrase51 would have a defensible purpose and philosophy. It
would recognise that there are areas of human activity which elude the grasp of the law,
and where the solution to disputes is better found, if at all, by agreement. It would
contribute to finality. It would uphold, critically, the authority of the umpire, judge or
referee, whose power to control competition, already eroded by the growing use of
technology such as video replays, would be fatally undermined if every decision taken
could be judicially reviewed. And, to the extent that the matter is capable of analysis in
conventional legal terms, it could rest on the premise that any contract that the player has
made in entering into competition is that he or she should have the benefit of honest ‘field
of play’ decisions, not necessarily correct ones.’’52

It went on to say, however, ‘‘Sports law does not, have a policy of complete
abstention,’’ and referred to earlier decisions, Segura v IAAF53 where the challenge
was to a referee’s decision that a walker had ‘‘lifted’’ contrary to the rules of
walking, and Korean Olympic Committee (KOC) v International Skating Union
(ISU),54 where the challenge was to the disqualification of a Korean skater, Kim
Dung-sung, in the final of the men’s 1,500 m short-track skating event, and the
Panel expressly characterised the approach as one of self-restraint, not absence of
jurisdiction. Abstention is justified for a variety of reasons: arbitrator’s lack of
expertise in the technical side of sport; the inevitable element of subjectivity,
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Balfour v Balfour [1919] 2 K.B. at p. 919.
Upon review, the author considers that it would be more logical (if complete abstention were
the true position) to say that the contract was that the player would accept the referee’s decision,
right or wrong, honest or dishonest.
53
CAS ex; 00/013, Reeb 2, 680.
54
KOC v ISU, OWG Salt Lake City 2002 007, Reeb 3, 611.
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resulting in part from different physical perspectives, in judging, for example,
whether a tennis ball was in or out; the fear of constant interruption to the course of
play; the opening of floodgates; and the problems of rewriting a result after the
event.55
The qualified immunity of the field-of-play rule from quasi-judicial review has
been extrapolated to challenges to the efficacy or the accuracy of technical
equipment. In the Sydney Olympics, the Bulgarian rower Nekyova finished second
in the women’s single sculls in the time of 7.28.783 behind Ekaterina Karsten who
finished in the time of 7.28.741 and requested the ad hoc Division to allocate gold
medals to both athletes, on the basis that the photo-finish was not accurate. Her
reliance on a video of the race produced by a commercial television channel which
appeared to contradict the assessment of the photo finish produced by the ‘‘officials,’’ Swatch, failed.56 And in Hamm v Yang the immunity was extended even to
the admitted judging error. The Panel said:
‘‘An error identified with the benefit of hind-sight, whether admitted or not, cannot be a
ground for reversing a result of a competition. We can all recall occasions where a
video replay of a football match, studied at leisure, can show that a goal was given,
when it should have been disallowed (the Germans may still hold that view about
England’s critical third goal in the World Cup Final in 1966), or vice versa or where in
a tennis match a critical line was mistaken. However, quite apart from the consideration, that no one can be certain how the competition in question would have turned out
had the official’s decision been different, for a Court to change the result would on this
basis still involve interfering with a field of play decision: Each sport may have within
it a mechanism for utilising modern technology to ensure a correct decision is made in
the first place (e.g., cricket with run-outs) or for immediately subjecting a controversial
decision to a process of review (e.g., gymnastics) but the solution for error, either way,
lies within the framework of the sport’s own rules; it does not licence judicial or
arbitral interference thereafter. If this represents an extension of the field of play
doctrine, we tolerate it with equanimity. Finality is in this area all important: rough
justice may be all that sport can tolerate.’’57

Sports courts or sports tribunals may interfere only if an official’s field-of-play
decision is tainted by fraud. As Lord Denning, who bas strong claims to be
England’s outstanding judge of the last century, once said with characteristics
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In CAS 2004/A/704, in favour of Hamm, the Panel noted: ‘‘The event was not a single
apparatus event, but an all round one. After the parallel bars there was one more apparatus on
which the competitors had to perform i.e. the high bar. We have no means of knowing how Yang
would have reacted had he concluded the competition in this apparatus as the points leader rather
than in third position. He might have risen to the occasion; he might have frozen (his marks on
the high bar were in fact below expectation and speculation is inappropriate.’’
56
CAS OG SYD, 2000, IR Reeb 2, 674.
57
The qualified immunity of the so-called ‘‘game rule’’ or ‘‘field of play’’ was reiterated in a
number of cases at the Athens Olympics: the interim application in CAS OG/OO5, (2) and OG/
04/007 [8.6] (rowing: trespass into another’s lane).
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pithiness ‘‘Fraud unravels everything.’’58 It is not so much that there is a presumption of regularity as that there is a bias in favour of a result already reached.
So game rules59 are not a species of sub-law or non-law, or even what Michael
Riesman has called micro-law.60 They are justiciable: but sports bodies will exercise
circumspection in the exercise of judging. Referees or umpires must, however,
apply game rules,61 and not ignore them since ‘‘a deviation from a mandatory game
rule undermines the utility of the rule, and, moreover, may affect the outcome of the
game or tournament.’’ In one case, having decided that as a matter of construction of
the IFC rules, the starter is the sole judge of whether a race shall he stopped when
there has been a collision within 200 m of the start, the CAS ruled that whether he
stops a race in those circumstances is entirely a matter for him.62
The boundary between game rules and legal rules is well recognised, even if its
lines are sometimes blurred. A CAS Panel said:
‘‘The Rules of the Game’ (sometimes also called ‘Technical Rules’) are the rules which
are intended to ensure the correct course of the game and competition respectively. The
application of such rules cannot, save in very exceptional circumstances, lead to any
‘judicial review.’ The ‘rules of law’ are of a different nature. They are proper statutory
sanctions that. can affect the judicial interests of the person upon whom a sanction has
been imposed other than in the course of the game or competition. For this reason they
have to be subject to judicial review.’’63

But even where rules of law stricto sensu are engaged, the concept of subsidiarity is potent. Common law courts provide numerous illustrations of the reticence
of courts to interfere with the decisions of sports regulators which turn on discretion, appreciation, or even construction of their own rules, or decisions as to
satisfaction of the criteria for a licence to participate in a particular sport64 or
eligibility for particular competitions.65
In Cowley v Heatley66 Browne-Wilkinson V.C. said: ‘‘sport would be better
served if there was not running litigation at repeated intervals by people seeking to
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The Panel noted in KOC v ISU, supra n. 54: ‘‘5.1 The jurisprudence of CAS in regard to the
issue raised by this application is clear, although the language used to explain that jurisprudence
is not always consistent and can be confusing. Thus, different phrases, such as ‘arbitrary,’ ‘bad
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challenge the decisions of the regulating bodies.’’ Render under sports the things
that are sports’ and to courts the things that are legal.
Subsidiarity in procedure is linked to finality in substance: another reflection of
which is found in time limits. In the matter of time limits, the lex sportiva adopts an
attitude more akin to that of the common law than of equity, taking the strict
approach of the former rather than the flexible approach of the latter. Sir John
Romilly once stated, ‘‘at law time is always of the essence of the contract …’’67 By
contrast, ‘‘the Court of equity was accustomed to relieve against a failure to keep the
date assigned … if it could do justice between the parties’’68 The logic is impeccable. Absent a strict reliance on time limits, there is anarchy. A professional
football game lasts—extra time apart—for 90 minutes: it is, in the classic tautological cliché of the football manager, ‘‘a game of two halves.’’ If anyone doubts the
importance of adhering to that rule, they need only listen to the fans of a football
side which holds a narrow lead, as by a crescendo of oral whistling, they seek to
persuade the referee to use his own mechanical whistle to bring the game to an end.
A count in professional boxing is meant to last 10 seconds; a boxer who is
knocked down for longer than that is deemed to be knocked out. One of the most
famous of sporting controversies concerns the long count which Gene Tunney was
allowed as he sought—in the event unsuccessfully—to recover from a punch
thrown by the redoubtable Manassa Mauler, Jack Dempsey. The indulgence of the
referee on that occasion, undoubtedly in the views of the most experts, cost
Dempsey the fight and with it the title of world heavyweight champion. This
emphasis on the importance of the adherence to time limits (and scheduled dates)
can be found in many situations. One concerned the refusal of a Turkish club to
play against an Israeli club in Israel for perceived security reasons: ‘‘the obligation
to appear and compete at the dates and in the venue indicated in the calendar is
‘the most basic obligation in the sporting system.’’’69 UEFA were held entitled in
another case to refuse to allow players who had registered late to play in the UEFA
Cup.70 Even in the arcane game of one-day cricket—a sport ‘which in its more
protracted form used to be dubbed the Englishman’s version of eternity—the
significance of the so-called over rate has been stressed not only for ‘‘the orderly
management of the game and its administration,’’ but also because of its impact on
television and publishing throughout the world.71
The CAS Athens jurisprudence emphasised the importance of the observation
of time limits. In allowing a last entry to a kayaking competition on the basis that
the Federation was estopped from insisting on its rules, the Panel said:
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‘‘We would have been inclined to dismiss the appeal in the light of the considerations
emphasised by both IOC and ICF as to the importance of respecting clear and well
publicised entry time limits. Nothing we say should be interpreted as undervaluing the role
that such limits play in international sport.’’

and
‘‘if the exceptional nature of the circumstances on which we rely is appreciated by the
Kayaking community (and indeed NOCs generally) it will be realised that we do not open
the door to recurrent bypassing of entry deadlines; only a key of a special kind will unlock
the door’’72

In any competition, it is imperative that competitors arrive in time for their
event. They cannot expect an adjournment, still less one with retrospective effect.
Otherwise what was a competition would become chaos. In the Munich Olympics
of 1972, the Soviet sprinter, Valery Borzov, won two gold medals in the sprints.
It is often forgotten that in the blue riband event—the 100 metres—he may have won
his title by default since two American athletes, Eddie Hart and Ray Robinson (and
their culpable coach), mistook the scheduled start of the’ heat in which they were due
to run, and watched in horror on television. The races took place without them.
In Sydney, Jesus Kibunde, a Congolese boxer, was barred from participating in
the boxing preliminaries of the lightweight category, because, as a result of a
sequence of unfortunate occurrences (the cancellation of a flight, visa and customs
problems), he had missed the initial weigh-in and medical examination.
The Panel held that the relevant rule was unequivocal73; it had a practical
foundation; and could not be waived even by reference to fundamental principles
of the Olympic movement. Any such waiver of the rule would have involved a risk
to other competitors and a departure from the principle of equality of treatment. It
would have been unfair to all other competitors to overturn the draw hours before
the start of the competition when they had prepared themselves for several days on
the basis that it was final.
If finality is one objective; fairness is another74: ‘‘The principle of procedural
fairness is surely among the unwritten principles of sports law.’’75 It is a key
principle of sports law is that participants should be dealt with fairly. This principle included not introducing a rule affecting a competition after the competition
had started.76 The concept of a ‘‘level playing field’’ or to use a phrase, obscure to
those of civil jurisdictions—‘‘it’s not cricket’’—captures the underlying principle.
In the duo of Cap Verde cases, which involved the question of whether an
expatriate member of the smallest delegation at the Atlantic games could be
expelled from the village for the heinous offence of seizing the national flag from
72
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the official who was to conduct the miniscule team into the stadium, an analogy
was drawn between fairness on and off the field:
‘‘It is not without significance in this context that the such principle of the Olympic
Charter stresses the importance of ‘fair play’ which in the view of the Panel is as pertinent
to the disciplinary process as it is to competitive sport.’’77

So important is the principle that it trumps or overrides contrary rules or
practices. In Athens the Panel said:
‘‘CAS will always have jurisdiction to overrule the Rules of any sport federation if its
decision making bodies conduct themselves with a lack of good faith or not in accordance
with due process. In this regard bath applicants have made submissions that there was a
lack of due process. If such were found to be the case the Rules of Sailing might well be
applied to this dispute.’’78

There were other cases in Athens when CAS also emphasised several times the
importance of natural justice or due process while never finding that it had not
been complied with.79 However fairness, as always, is moulded by context.80 A
hearing is not normally required before an interim suspension: ‘‘The rationale for
summary reaction to a positive test is obvious: the public interest of the sport
trumps the private interests of the athlete.’’81
The concept of fairness has been used to allow a competitor to challenge before
CAS an allegedly incorrect decision by the IOC not to forfeit all the medals of
cross country skiers founded to have committed a doping offence in respect of one
event. The Panel said: ‘‘It is difficult to imagine an interest more worthy of protection that the interest of an athlete in securing a gold medal which s/he considers
to have won fairly.’’82
A third principle is that sports regulators must display fidelity towards their own
rules. In an Athens case, the Panel said:
‘‘We were unsympathetic to the revelation by the ICF, to which we have already referred,
that the methodology as drafted has been departed from for reasons of practicality or even
such values as positive discrimination in favour of female athletes. Rules are there to
provide guidance to administrators and those who are administered; if inconvenient or
obsolete, they should be constitutionally altered, not simply ignored.’’83
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In another case at the same Olympics where an FEI letter mentioned in support
of its position in the arbitration certain internal discussions and decisions referring
to the interpretation of an Article, the Panel said:
‘‘The Panel must emphasise, for the avoidance of doubt, that the interpretation of the FEI
Regulations, as indeed of the rules of any sporting body, is a question of law. While it is
always necessary to seek a purposive and contextual construction of such rules so as to
discern their true intent and effect, a body cannot impose by discussion or decision after
the coming into force of the rules, a meaning which they do not otherwise bear. The Panel
must add that while in practice the FEI (or any other body in similar circumstances) must
form an initial view as to the meaning of its rules, it is the Panel which is vested with the
function of finally determining that meaning, subject only to any recourse (if any) to the
Swiss Federal Tribunal (see Article 21 of the ad hoc Rules).’’84

In Sydney, the IWF Executive Board decided to suspend the whole Bulgarian
weightlifting team in the light of three positive tests recorded by Bulgarian
weightlifters at the games. The Panel commended the IWF’s objectives in the
battle against doping, but noted the ‘‘fundamental and no less legitimate
requirement of having a legal basis for disciplinary action.’’85 A fourth principle
reflects a bias towards allowing sportsmen to compete if possible. In Perez, as
already noted, the Panel construed the phrase ‘‘who has changed his nationality’’ in
r. 46 of the Olympic Charter to encompass statelessness:
‘‘It is the Panel’s view that the word ‘change’ should be given a broad meaning to inc1ude
a situation where a person becomes stateless. If a text may be interpreted in two ways, the
Panel has no hesitation in resolving the ambiguity in favour of an athlete who is guilty of
neither wrongdoing nor even negligence in terms of the Olympic Charter. The word
‘change’ is appropriate to describe the passing from one form to another, that is from
‘nationality’ to ‘statelessness’. Based on the evidence of the Cuban law before the Panel
which, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, it feels bound to accept, that is what
happened here.’’86

In Perez No. 2, the Panel also stated:
‘‘The purpose of nationality in international law is not to give governments any form of
proprietary interests in individuals, as though they are chattels. Nor is it to enable those
who govern a country to use individuals as the instruments of their policy. These considerations are reinforced in circumstances where, as here, the uncontradicted evidence is
that in return for the domain sought to be exercised over Mr Perez seven years after his
leaving the country, Cuba apparently withholds from him the benefits of fundamental civil
rights, such as those of freedom of movement and respect for property. The notion that
Cuba in these circumstances should be in a position to prevent Mr Perez from competing is
offensive to two core principles of the Olympic Charter, namely that the interests of
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athletes are fundamental (Rule 3(1)), and that Olympic competition is among athletes and
not countries (Rule 9(1)).’’87

When FINA rules did not identify whether entry for the Olympics by a particular date referred to the swimming events as a whole, or individual events
within them, and the practice was to allow late swimming, the Panel gave the
benefit of the doubt to the athlete, thus elevating fairness above strictness in the
athlete’s interest.
‘‘Perhaps this practice is too lax, or perhaps to the contrary the flexibility is
required in order to accommodate a wide variety of sports and a wide variety of
NOCs. But if there is to be a change it should be the result of calm policy
deliberations and not an abrupt exclusion which penalises an unsuspecting and
blameless athlete.’’88
It has been held too that a federation or NOC must pursue a policy of transparency in its selection criteria given that ‘‘the decision on the selection of an
athlete may constitute the opportunity of a lifetime for an athlete.’’89 Nor can there
be retrospective amendment of those criteria,90 and selection procedures must be
adhered to (Watt v ACE).91
In AEK Athens v UEFA, the Panel held that: ‘‘the prohibition of arbitrary or
unreasonable rules and measures can be deemed to be part of such lex ludica,’’92
although the actual rule under scrutiny, which prohibited clubs with the same
owner from participating in the same competition was upheld.93 Rules which give
a club (but not a player) an option to extend an employment contract are said to
offend against such law.94 So too are disproportionate punishment,95 or
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suspensions which (unless expressly so provided) run otherwise than from date of
the offence.96
Fundamental to the idea of fairness to sportsmen and honesty of results is the
strict liability rule in doping offences, in which even inadvertent absorption of
banned substances is penalised,97 so that it is no defence to an athlete to claim that
he was the victim of mislabelling, contaminated stock, or faulty advice.98
‘‘It is the trust and reliance of clean athletes in their sports and not the trust and reliance of
athletes in their physicians and coaches which merit the highest priority in the weighing of
the issues in the case at hand … At the starting line a doped athlete remains a doped athlete
regardless of whether he or she has been victimised by his physician or coach.’’99

As was said in Quigley v UIT100:
‘‘the vicissitudes of competition, like those of life generally, may create many types of
unfairness, whether by accident or the negligence of unaccountable persons, which the law
cannot repair.’’

The Panel continued:
‘‘It appears to be a laudable policy objective not to repair an accidental unfairness to an
individual by creating an intentional unfairness to the whole body of other competitors.’’

In this instance, the interests of the many have to be preferred to the interests of
the one.
There were further pragmatic considerations. To prove guilty intent would be
difficult when all the key facts were known to the athlete only. To prove actual
enhancement of performance would necessitate adduction of expert evidence.
Litigation in which mens rea or efficacy was in issue would be damaging to finality
of results, and destructive of the budgets of many sports bodies. Principled
objections founded on such positive concepts as the presumption of innocence,
natural justice, and right to work, and negative ones such as restraint of trade or
anti-competitive practice have been dismissed. The European Court of Human
Rights held that strict liability offences do not violate Art. 6(2) of the Convention
(presumption of innocence in criminal cases),101 and still more recently the
European Court of Justice has accepted the compatibility of such offences with
the pro-competition provisions of the Treaty of the European Union.102 Although
96
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the sometime President of the IAAF Tribunal, Judge Laurens Tarasti, appears to
have taken the view that proof of due care and attention might exculpate an athlete
in whose bodily fluids prohibited substances were found,103 this article of belief
has been roundly denounced as heresy by CAS.104 Nor will much heed be paid to
technical points only.105
‘‘If the Panel is satisfied the sample tested came from the person or horse in question, and
that the chain of custody is established, that no question of communication arises, that the
equipment used to test was appropriate and that the results were correctly interpreted, then
it should not be deterred from upholding a verdict as to the presence of a prohibited
substance merely because some departure from procedure may be proven, still less
because of matters inherent to the validity of the test.’’

If however the presence of the prohibited substance was the result of a malicious
act of a third party, the athlete may discharge the burden which lies upon him.106
But the rigours of the rule are tampered by a number of considerations each of
which operates as a quid pro quo. First, CAS, demanded that a strict liability
standard must be clearly articulated.
‘‘The fight against doping is arduous and it may require strict rules. But the rule makes and
rule appliers must begin by being strict with themselves. Regulations that may affect the
careers of dedicated athletes must be predictable. They must emanate from duly authorised
bodies. They must be adopted in constitutionally proper ways. They should not be the
product of an obscure process of accreditation. Athletes and officials should not be confronted with a thicket of mutually qualifying or even contradictory rules that can be
understood only on the basis of de facto practice over the course of many years of a small
group of insiders.’’107

For example, CAS reinstated the gold medal of the winner of the snowboarding
giant slalom, the Canadian Ros Rebagliatti, at the 1998 Winter Games in Nagano,
who had tested positive for the use of marijuana, since under the relevant code,
marijuana was not then—though it is now—listed as a banned substance.108 CAS,
however, used ‘‘the fundamental principle upon which the IOC is based and the
IOC’s corresponding duty to fight doping and promote sports ethics’’ to override
103
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an IOC interpretation of one of their rules ‘‘which would allowan athlete excluded
from the Olympics banned for doping to retain any medals gained at such
Games.’’109 There are, moreover, obligations on national and international federations to keep athletes aware of their code.110
Secondly, the regulator has to establish the element of the offence to the level of
‘‘comfortable satisfaction.’’111
Thirdly, a bright line has been drawn between the sanctions relevant to the
competition in which the athlete is proved to have had tik presumed benefit of
drugs, and those relevant to the athlete’s longterm future. In respect of the latter,
all circumstances may be taken into account, and here the degree of fault, if any, of
the athletes, comes into critical focus.
By far the most controversial disqualification in Sydney was that of the
Romanian gymnast Raducan who underwent a doping test after the event on
September 21, 2000 which revealed the presencelof pseudoephedrine.112 The IOC
Executive Board decided to disqualify her from the women’s (athletic) individual
all-round event and to withdraw her gold medal. The Panel said:
‘‘The anti-doping code considers doping as a strict liability offence. This means that no
intentional element is required to establish a doping offence. The mere presence of the
forbidden substance in the urine sample is sufficient.’’

Raducan had therefore committed a doping offence pursuant to the Anti-Doping
Code of the Olympic Movement. Article 3, para.3 of that Code provides that:
‘‘Any case of doping during a competition automatically leads to invalidation of the result
obtained (with all consequences, including forfeit of any medals and prizes), irrespective
of any other sanction that may be applied.’’

As to that, the Panel stated:
‘‘It supports the strict consequence of an automatic disqualification—severe as it may be in
that it effects the gold medal winner – in a matter of fairness to all other athletes … This is
why factors such as the athlete’s age (she was 17 on September 30), her weight, the need
for medication (there were other medicines available, as wen as procedures to be followed,
where medication with a banned substance is required for health reasons), the fact the drug
may not have enhanced the performance, and the gymnast’s reliance on the team’s doctor
were all held irrelevant. Such matters were, however, taken into account in not imposing a
sanction beyond disqualification.’’113
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In A v FIFA,114 the Tribunal emphasised the importance of respecting the
athlete’s right of personality, and allowing him or her the opportunity to disprove
negligence or intent and so escape suspension. The Tribunal referred to the fact the
suspension ‘‘clearly affect the honour and social standing of the athlete concerned
and are a stigma on his future.115 However:
‘‘The unintended consumption of foodstuffs or supplements responsible for the presence of
a prohibited substance in an athlete’s body is hardly an unusual occurrence, let alone a
‘truly exceptional circumstance’ justifying a lowering of the usual time of a
suspension.’’116

Fourthly, the fundamental rights of athletes must be respected.117
Underlying all these, several strands of a lex sportiva is a vital consideration.
In sport, results should not only be fair, but be seen to be fair. Where the Panel
upheld the rules prohibiting multi-club ownership within the same competition, the
Panel spoke of:
‘‘the connection between the notion of integrity in football and the need for authenticity
and uncertainty of results from both a sporting and an economic angle’’

and mentioned that integrity:
‘‘has a critical core which is that, in the public’s perception, both single matches and entire
championships must be a true test of the best possible athlete, technical, coaching and
management skills of the opposing sides … this particular requirement is inherent in the
nature of sports.’’118

The integrity and fairness of competition also influenced the construction of the
IBA rules governing the waiting period for an athlete who changed sporting
nationality.119
There remains the question: should the law intervene in sport at all? In the
opinion of the present writer, it is not an issue of desirability but of inevitability.
Sport, once a recreation, is now a business. Not only individual reputation, but
national prestige can be at stake in a game’s outcome. For spectators as well as for
participants, sport may be a major, if not the major part of their lives. In such
circumstances, lawyers have a duty, not a choice, to seek to bring order and justice
to the table. In that valuable exercise, the development of a lex sportiva will play a
vital part.
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The Substance and Illusion of Lex Sportiva
Allan Erbsen

Abstract Analyzing CAS offers a rich vein of potential insights into international
sports law and international arbitration that remains to be mined. CAS’s jurisprudence fills what until recently was a disturbing legal vacuum in international
sports. Before the creation of CAS, the rights and obligations of athletes and
officials were ill-defined and were enforceable—if at all—only through costly and
lengthy litigation in national courts or in arbitration before tribunals staffed by the
same sports federations whose actions the tribunals were asked to judge. Legal
claims were thus difficult to frame, difficult to pursue, and, for political outsiders,
difficult to win. Since the creation of CAS, rights and obligations have become
more clearly defined and understood, adjudication is more accessible, and arbitrators are more independent. CAS has thus made litigation a more viable remedy
and deterrent than it was twenty years ago, spotlighting legal norms on a stage
where law previously played a more marginal role. The task ahead is to describe,
justify, and critique these evolving norms without relying on illusory labels.
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1 Introduction
The Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) has developed a fascinating jurisprudence that unfortunately has acquired a misleading name that obscures its nuances.
An increasingly popular account of CAS’s twenty year history posits that CAS has
created a novel body of international sports law called lex sportiva. Commentators
do not agree on what lex sportiva means, but many share a belief that it exists. The
term’s inscrutability amplifies its allure, blending the legitimizing cachet of Latin
with the malleability of opaque concepts such as ‘lex’ and ‘sport.’
The concept of lex sportiva cannot meaningfully describe or justify CAS’s
jurisprudence. When initially coined, the term lex sportiva evoked visions of an
ascendant new form of sports regulation that probably helped CAS to gain recognition and establish itself as a respected and authoritative court. But the term has
outlived its usefulness. Lex sportiva is now an umbrella label that encompasses
several discrete methodologies of lawmaking, distilling a medley of variables into
an oversimplified motto. Descriptive and normative scholarship about CAS would
benefit from a more subtle account of how CAS has tailored general legal principles to the circumstances of disputes involving athletes and sports officials.
Rather than creating a nebulous lex sportiva, CAS has developed four distinct
types of law. The scope and applicability of each type depends on the extent to
which a written contract or rule governs the outcome of a dispute. First, when CAS
concludes that an authoritative text—such as a contract, federation bylaw, or
antidoping code—contains provisions that clearly answer a contested question,
CAS will almost always apply the text without any normative analysis of whether
the textual rule is sound. In this context, CAS functions as an enforcer of norms
negotiated by the parties or imposed by a regulator. Second, CAS panels in rare
instances will set aside even a clear textually authorized rule if the rule contravenes core notions of justice or equity shared by the arbitrators, although panels
claim this authority more often than they exercise it. CAS thus occasionally acts as
a source of norms that frame the outer limits of regulatory discretion. Third, when
a text seems applicable but its terms are ambiguous, CAS will attempt to interpret
the text using basic principles of contract law tailored to the needs of the sports
community. If ambiguity arises from a conflict between multiple applicable texts
from different sources, then CAS will prioritize competing texts based on its
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understanding of the relative authority of different sources in the regulatory
hierarchy of international sports. The accumulation of CAS awards analyzing
ambiguous and conflicting texts has created a common law of interpretation that
guides CAS panels, educates the drafters of new rules, and shapes the expectations
of regulated entities. Finally, when recourse to an authoritative text cannot resolve
a dispute—or when one party’s conduct estops it from relying on a text—CAS will
infer from the parties’ grant of jurisdiction that it has the power to create common
law filling the textual gap. The ensuing interstitial common law embodies CAS’s
normative preferences for how best to govern international sports, and usually
relies on basic due process and equity principles that serve as a common currency
of intellectual exchange acceptable to arbitrators drawn from dozens of countries
with diverse legal traditions. This common law in turn functions as a set of default
rules that aid in the interpretation of ambiguous texts, as CAS will presume that a
contract or bylaw adopts previously articulated CAS doctrines unless the text
clearly specifies otherwise.
CAS jurisprudence thus blends four types of norms: a norm favoring the
enforcement of texts as written, an offsetting norm positing that fundamental due
process and equity principles may sometimes trump otherwise authoritative texts,
norms governing the proper manner of determining what texts mean, and norms that
aid in articulating the rules that apply when texts alone do not resolve a disputed
question. The following chart summarizes CAS’s approach to legal analysis.
Role of Texts
Clear and Sufficiently Just
Clear but Unjust
Ambiguous
Contradictory
Silent/Estoppel

CAS Approach
Apply Text
Supplant Text
Construe Text
Prioritize Competing Texts
Fill Textual Gaps

Nature of CAS Law
Contractual
General Equitable Norms
Interpretative Common Law
Interpretative Common Law
Interstitial Common Law

A hypothetical example illustrates CAS’s general approach to adjudication.
Imagine that a particular recurring problem in sports can be addressed by either of
two rules: Rule A or Rule B. Further suppose that CAS strongly prefers Rule
A based on CAS’s intuitions about fairness and its general sports-related expertise.
If a sports federation promulgates an authoritative text—such as an antidoping
code—that clearly requires Rule B, then CAS is unlikely to override the textual
commitment to Rule B despite its strong preference for Rule A. CAS might impose
Rule A if Rule B is exceptionally egregious, but otherwise CAS will defer to the
applicable text. However, if the applicable authoritative texts are silent on the
question of whether Rule A or Rule B applies, CAS will apply Rule A. If the texts
are ambiguous, and could be read either as supporting Rule A or Rule B, CAS will
adopt one of two approaches that usually lead to the application of Rule
A. Sometimes CAS will apply traditional rules of contract interpretation—which in
the hands of skilled lawyers are easily pliable—to reach its preferred result (or, if
CAS has no preference, the result that seems most consistent with the drafters’
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intent). Alternatively, CAS may apply its preference for Rule A as a default rule
and hold that any text that does not clearly specify Rule B must be read to adopt
Rule A, reasoning either that the drafters intended to adopt the default rule or that
readers would assume that the default rule applied.
The foregoing model highlights animating principles of CAS jurisprudence that
the lex sportiva label obscures. Indeed, the reality of how CAS operates contradicts
the popular image of lex sportiva. Descriptions of lex sportiva seem to envision
CAS arbitrators as legal idealists creating a new form of substantive law. But the
typology above suggests that CAS arbitrators often act as legal positivists who
operate in a world governed by private agreements and who seek to augment rather
than supplant textual sources of rules regulating primary conduct. Likewise, while
conventional accounts of CAS’s methodology focus on distinctions between different types of substantive claims—such as challenges to doping sanctions and
appeals of field-of-play referee decisions—the typology above is transsubstantive,
suggesting that CAS’s approach to adjudication does not depend (at least initially)
on what a case is about and is more a function of how deeply each party’s
arguments are rooted in an authoritative text.1 The typology outlined in this essay
thus challenges assumptions that often underlie the concept of lex sportiva. Recognizing the conflict between these models is a necessary step toward a deeper
descriptive understanding of how CAS functions and more nuanced normative
assessments of CAS’s approach to dispute resolution and of the specific common
law principles that CAS has developed.
The fact that CAS primarily interprets and applies law written by others does
not mean that its efforts are rote or that its holdings are objectively predetermined.
Interpretation is an art rather than a science, and CAS arbitrators appointed
because of their special expertise in sports leave their own subjective stamp on
texts that they construe. Likewise, even though CAS’s interstitial common law
relies on generally accepted due process and equity principles, these principles
acquire a sports-specific flavor when filtered through arbitrators’ collective sportsrelated experience. The resulting common law is not, as implied by lex sportiva, a
novel branch growing away from general legal norms so much as a distinctive vine
growing around them.
The following sections briefly illustrate how the above typology manifests itself
in practice and note some of its implications. A comprehensive analysis of CAS
jurisprudence and sub-categorization of the typology would require far more space
than is available here. The goal of this essay is simply to initiate debate and
discussion by introducing an alternative descriptive model for thinking about CAS
and offering a few examples of the model’s normative significance. Section 2
elaborates on how the lex sportiva concept frustrates rather than furthers

1

Of course, after CAS has addressed a fact pattern once, arbitrators might develop inclinations
about how to treat similar claims in the future. But at least in the first instance, the substantive nature
of a claim appears less important than the source of law that the parties identify to support it.
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understanding of CAS and its jurisprudence. Section 3 uses examples from CAS
decisions reviewing antidoping prosecutions to illustrate the typology and to
demonstrate the distinct mechanisms by which CAS interprets legal rules and
creates legal norms. Finally, Sect. 4 suggests avenues for future scholarship about
the nature and content of CAS’s jurisprudence and, more broadly, about the role of
specialized international arbitration tribunals in tailoring general legal norms to
recurring fact patterns within their areas of expertise.

2 Negative Effects of the Lex Sportiva Label
The idea that arbitration of international sports disputes is creating a lex sportiva
has gained increasing resonance over the past decade. The term lex sportiva—
which was coined only in 19902—now appears in CAS’s official descriptions of
itself,3 in CAS opinions,4 in articles by academic specialists in sports law,5 in
articles by scholars who study general international law,6 in law school textbooks,7
in presentations by sports officials,8 and informally in academic conferences and
gatherings of experts in the field. Yet, as the essays by Ken Foster and James
Nafziger elsewhere in this volume attest, there is broad disagreement about what
sources of law and forms of reasoning lex sportiva encompasses. The increasing
use of lex sportiva as an amorphous euphemism for legal innovations affecting
international sports entails several troubling consequences.
First, the notion that a single monolithic lex governs sports disputes blurs
distinctions between the sources of positive law on which CAS arbitrators can rely.
For example, lex sportiva sometimes seems to refer to the comprehensive regime
of private law that arises from the web of agreements and bylaws that bind athletes, national Olympic committees, national governing bodies for particular
sports, international sports federations, and public and private anti-doping
agencies.9 These overlapping documents collectively establish the rights and

2

See Foster 2003, 18 n. 16.
See, e.g., 3 Digest of CAS Awards, at xiv (2004) (statement of CAS President Keba Mbaye); 2
Digest of CAS Awards, at xxx (2002) (statement of CAS Secretary General Matthieu Reeb).
4
See, e.g., In re CONI, CAS 2005/C/841, Slip Op. at 12; Miller v. British Cycling Federation,
CAS 2004/A/707, Slip Op. at 13; Yang Tae Young v. FIG, CAS 2004/A/704, Slip Op. at 15.
5
See, e.g., McLaren 2001, pp. 379, 391–405.
6
See, e.g., Fischer-Lescano and Teubner 2004, pp. 999, 1036.
7
See, e.g., Mitten et al. 2005, p. 334.
8
See, e.g., Masback 1999.
9
For example, an American swimmer competing in an elite-level international race is bound by
at least eight sources of private law: (1) the rules of the local club to which the swimmer belongs;
(2) the rules of USA Swimming, which is the national governing body for swimming in the
United States; (3) the rules of the United States Olympic Committee, to which USA Swimming is
subordinate; (4) the rules of the Federation Internationale de Natation (FINA), which is the
3
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obligations of most participants in major international sports, and thus are a source
of law analogous to contracts or statutes, or a hybrid of both.10 But lex sportiva is
also used to describe an autonomous form of self-governance that sports officials
aspire to create by placing themselves beyond the control of sovereign courts and
regulators.11 When used in this sense, lex sportiva refers to the quasi-sovereign
nature of arbitration awards that fill the void created by the use of arbitration
clauses to preempt litigation in national courts. Alternatively, lex sportiva can refer
to the body of equitable principals that CAS arbitrators invoke when crafting
specific holdings,12 or the body of CAS precedent that influences future CAS
awards.13 Lumping these distinct sources of positive law and institutional legitimacy under a single vague heading does not serve any useful analytic purpose. To
the contrary, the lex sportiva label fosters confusion and uncertainty about what
CAS panels are doing when they purport to identify legal principles that influence
the outcomes of adjudicated disputes.
Second, lex sportiva is beginning to assume an almost mythic role as a source
of natural law that when invoked obviates any effort to justify its application. The
perceived legitimacy and elasticity of the term lex sportiva enables it to function as
a refined form of ipse dixit, sparing arbitrators from the tricky yet necessary task of
explaining the normative foundations for their reasoning.14 The concept of lex
sportiva thus has the odd effect of stunting the rationalization of jurisprudence that
it purports to describe and justify.
Finally, recognizing lex sportiva as a distinct and self-replicating source of
legal principles tends to exaggerate the extent to which international sports law
differs from other types of law. Although CAS tailors its reasoning to the unique
(Footnote 9 continued)
international federation that governs swimming; (5) the rules of the International Olympic
Committee, to which FINA is subordinate; (6) the rules imposed by the organizers of the race; (7)
the World Anti-Doping Code, which is an agreement signed by numerous non-governmental
organizations and several agencies of sovereign states; and (8) the rules of the United States AntiDoping Agency (which despite its name lacks formal sovereign power).
10
See In re CONI, CAS 2005/C/841, Slip Op. at 12 (describing the World Anti-Doping Code as
a form of lex sportiva). Cf., B v. FIBA, CAS 1992/80, 1 Digest 297, 302 (enforcing federation
regulations as a form of private law that apparently displaces national law).
11
See Foster 2003, at p. 2 (arguing that ‘lex sportiva should be equated with efforts’ by sports
federations to use ‘global sports law’ as a ‘cloak for continued self-regulation’ and avoidance of
‘intervention’ by sovereign actors).
12
See Beloff 2001, pp. 39, 56 (contending that lex sportiva includes the ‘general principles and
rules [that] are the common heritage of major systems of law, applied in the sporting context’);
AEK Athens & SK Slavia Prague v. UEFA, CAS 1998/200, 2 Digest 38, 103 (referring to such
principles as a lex ludica).
13
See Yang Tae Young v. FIG, CAS 2004/A/704, Slip Op. at 15 (suggesting that CAS decisions
constitute a lex sportiva that subsequent CAS panels should consider); Reeb 1998, at p. 67
(observing that continued accumulation of CAS awards may create a lex sportiva).
14
See, e.g., Miller v. British Cycling Federation, CAS 2004/A/707, Slip Op. at 13 (asserting
without citation that ‘lex sportiva requires that a suspension [for a doping offense] run from the
time an athlete is prevented from practicing her or his sport’).
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circumstances of the sports context in which cases arise, its jurisprudence is no
more a lex sportiva than general commercial and tort law applied to potato merchants is a lex tuber.15 When one digs beneath the surface of most CAS opinions
addressing sports-related subjects such as doping, refereeing, or eligibility to
compete, one usually finds that arbitrators are relying on basic concepts of contract
interpretation supplemented by traditional interstitial common law rulemaking and
application of equitable doctrines to areas that the parties’ agreements have not
addressed. A reader of CAS’s opinions can quibble with how arbitrators define and
apply traditional legal concepts to the facts of particular sports cases, but it is
difficult to discern any fundamental sports-specific innovation in the core reasoning of most awards. CAS’s jurisprudence is thus best conceptualized not as an
entirely new species of law, but rather as a subtle adaptation of general legal norms
to the idiosyncrasies of a specific regulatory environment.
The lex sportiva label thus overstates the novelty of international sports law
while understating its nuance. Meaningful normative analysis of CAS’s jurisprudence requires a more refined account of how CAS arbitrators identify legal
principles that can be used to resolve sports-related disputes. The model discussed
above in Sect. 1 lays the foundation for such an account, and the opinions discussed below in Sect. 3 illustrate some of the concepts that the model describes.

3 Examples Illustrating CAS’s Approach to Adjudication
The cloud of doping scandals that has enveloped international sports offers a small
silver lining for scholars by generating a large body of CAS opinions. Doping
cases have constituted the bulk of CAS’s caseload, leading to a relatively robust
jurisprudence that illustrates the model introduced in Sect.1.16 Of particular
interest are cases addressing: the propriety of adopting strict liability offenses, the
need for sanctions that are proportionate to an athlete’s culpability, the standards
for assessing the reliability of scientific evidence, the scope of regulators’ inherent
disciplinary powers, and the general background norms that CAS applies to
decipher and fill gaps in ambiguous or incomplete texts.
CAS awards resolving appeals from doping sanctions illustrate the central role
of textual analysis in CAS’s approach to legal reasoning. At first glance, doping
cases might seem likely to constitute the core of a novel lex sportiva because the
international sports community has created a privatized analogue to the criminal
15

For a discussion of how general legal principles should adapt to novel factual contexts without
losing their general character, see Easterbrook 1996, p. 207.
16
CAS’s reasoning in doping cases typifies an approach to adjudication that is also evident in
decisions addressing such issues as the reviewability of referees’ decisions, the selection of
members for national teams, and the interpretation of commercial contracts. However, these areas
of CAS jurisprudence are comparatively less developed, and in any event a comprehensive
analysis of their nuances would be beyond the scope of this brief essay.
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justice system that operates at or beyond the fringes of national legislative and
judicial control. The sports world has its own quasi-criminal antidrug codes, its
own quasi-police forces empowered to take athletes’ blood and urine both in and
out of competition, its own forensic laboratories, its own prosecutors, and its own
courts. It would not be surprising if this complex system implicating fundamental
rights to procedural fairness motivated CAS to impose its own brand of antidoping
law based on its normative preferences for how best to regulate primary conduct
and control adjudication. Yet such common law exists only as a gap-filling adjunct
to law derived from texts, and CAS has usually refused to impose norms that
would contradict otherwise applicable textual rules.
Jurisprudence addressing strict liability for doping offenses illustrates CAS’s
preference for textual rules over non-textual norms while highlighting the nuances
of CAS’s interpretative methodology. The doctrine of strict liability—which virtually all sports federations have adopted—deems an athlete guilty of a doping
offense based on the presence of a prohibited drug in the athlete’s body regardless
of whether the substance was ingested intentionally or accidentally. This presumption of guilt is harsh given the ease with which athletes can inadvertently fail
drug tests by ingesting tainted nutritional supplements or consuming medications
with unlisted or unknown ingredients. Yet strict liability is also a valuable tool for
enforcing antidoping codes given the practical difficulty of distinguishing athletes
who intentionally cheat from those who are merely negligent or unlucky. Despite
the high stakes and conflicting values that strict liability implicates, CAS panels
have been unwilling to second-guess regulators’ decisions to adopt and enforce nofault liability standards. Instead, CAS has held that strict liability applies when
controlling texts say it applies, but that strict liability does not apply if controlling
texts do not affirmatively authorize it.17 If controlling texts are ambiguous, CAS
construes them against the drafter (and thus in favor of athletes) to require fault as
a condition of liability.18 Similarly, CAS construes rules governing burdens of
production and proof to protect athletes’ rights to present plausible defenses.19

17

See USA Shooting & Quigley v. UIT, CAS 1994/129, 1 Digest 187, 194 (‘[I]f such a [strict
liability] standard is to be applied, it must be clearly articulated.’); ARcycling AG v. UCI, CAS
2004/A/477, Slip Op. at 23 (‘[A] strict liability regime must be expressly set out by the applicable
rules and cannot be presumed.’). CAS applies the same textualist approach to deciding which
drugs are prohibited and which may be consumed without penalty. For example, in two cases
where athletes argued that testing positive for cannabinoids (marijuana derivatives) should not
constitute a doping offense, CAS reached opposite conclusions based on its analysis of the
applicable federation rules. Compare Hall v. FINA, CAS 1998/218, 2 Digest 325 (affirming
sanction because swimming federation’s rules prohibited marijuana) with Rebagliati v. IOC, CAS
OG 1998/02, 1 Digest 419 (vacating sanction because skiing federation’s rules did not prohibit
marijuana).
18
See Quigley, supra n. 17 at 197 (‘The fight against doping is arduous, and it may require strict
rules. But the rule-makers and the rule-appliers must begin by being strict with themselves.
Regulations that may affect the careers of dedicated athletes must be predictable … They should
not be the product of an obscure process of accretion.’).
19
See Bouras v. IJF, CAS 1998/214, 2 Digest 308, 318–19.
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CAS’s approach to strict liability thus simultaneously illustrates its deference to
textual sources of positive law, its development of interstitial common law—here,
norms favoring fault-based liability and the right to raise defenses—when controlling texts are silent, and its application of its own common law precedents as
default rules to guide interpretation of ambiguous texts.
CAS generally has rejected athletes’ efforts to invoke a textual norms that
would mitigate the harshness of textually required strict liability rules. For
example, many athletes have argued that the duration of a doping sanction must be
proportional to an athlete’s degree of fault, and thus that strict liability alone
cannot justify lengthy minimum suspensions from competition. CAS’s reaction to
these arguments has been inconsistent, but in general textual rules have trumped
proposed exogenous constraints. Early CAS decisions endorsed the principle that
sanctions should ideally be proportional to an athlete’s culpability, but expressly
disavowed any willingness to compel such proportionality when the applicable
federation rules clearly required minimum suspensions of one, two, or even
four years. As one panel explained: ‘It is for individual governing bodies to
determine whether or not it is appropriate to … allow flexibility in deciding
sanctions and penalties … [We] would not presume to substitute any other rule for
the inflexible one chosen for better or worse by the [federation].’20 A subsequent
panel changed course and invoked general principles of law—without citation to
any particular law21—to justify reducing a suspension period below the minimum
that the applicable federation rule required.22 More recently, however, CAS has
stated that while it has the ‘authority’ to override mandatory minimum suspensions, it would ‘hesitate a long time’ before doing so, and has affirmed a lifetime
suspension for even a first doping offense.23 In contrast, when federation rules
20

NWBA v. IPC, CAS 1995/122, 1 Digest 173, 184. See also Chagnoud v. FINA, CAS 1995/141,
1 Digest 215, 221 (‘such a development [of flexible sentencing discretion] is possible only if the
applicable rules allow it’); Meca-Medina & Majcen v. FINA, CAS 1999/A/234-235 Slip Op. at 31
(‘The Panel shares the view [of the triallevel tribunal that the suspension is too long], but is
equally constrained by the law.’).
21
The panel cited only to prior CAS precedents discussing the proportionality norm. See
Bouras v. IJF, CAS 1998/214, 2 Digest 308, 322, citing NWBA and Chagnoud, supra n. 20.
This reliance on CAS precedent was odd because the Bouras panel was in theory applying
French law, while the precedents that it cited were based on Swiss law. Compare Bouras at 315
(concluding that French law applied) with NWBA at 176 (concluding that Swiss law applied)
and Chagnoud at 218 (concluding that Swiss law applied). Moreover, both the NWBA and
Chagnoud decisions had rejected CAS’s authority to supplant textually required minimum
sentences. See supra n. 20.
22
Bouras, supra n. 19, at 322–23. CAS may also set aside a rule that nominally requires a
minimum suspension when the federation acts inconsistently with the rule by occasionally
treating the textually-specified minimum as discretionary rather than mandatory, in effect
estopping itself from enforcing the mandatory aspect of the rule in future cases. See Chagnoud,
supra n. 20, at 221–22.
23
Reinhold v. FISA, CAS 2001/A/330, 3 Digest 197, 204-205. See also IAAF v. MAR &
Boulami, CAS 2002/A/452, 3 Digest 440, 452 (suggesting that the IAAF’s rules preclude CAS
panels from relying on ‘mitigating circumstances’ to reduce minimum suspension periods).
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permit discretion in sentencing—or when CAS creatively interprets them to do
so24—CAS appellate panels will reduce sentences based on their assessment of an
athlete’s culpability.25 Panels continue to imply that they have authority to set
aside mandatory minimum suspensions, but the opinions that suggest such
authority do not invoke it, either because the challenged suspension is deemed
appropriate,26 or because the applicable federation rules are sufficiently flexible to
ensure proportionality without intervention by CAS.27
Jurisprudence regarding proportionality demonstrates that while CAS has
cautiously embraced the notion of substituting its own normative preferences for
the decisions of rulemakers, it has usually been deferential. To the extent that CAS
has favored proportional sanctions, it has generally pursued that preference under
the aegis of interpreting rules rather than invalidating them,28 and has led by
encouragement rather than direct action. CAS’s approach has yielded dividends, as
its lingering threat of invalidating disproportionate minimum suspensions apparently influenced the new World Anti-Doping Code’s creation of a multi-tiered
penalty scale.29
A revealing test of CAS’s conflicting commitments to textual deference and to a
proportionality norm will occur when athletes begin to challenge sanctions
imposed under the new Code. The Code requires a one year minimum suspension
for a first offense even if an athlete acts without any ‘significant’ fault.30 A second
offense without significant fault triggers an eight year minimum suspension.
It is difficult to imagine how CAS’s prior statements supporting a proportionality
norm can tolerate holding that ‘insignificant’ fault justifies a one or eight year
suspension.31 But it is equally difficult to imagine that CAS will invalidate a
provision of the World Anti-Doping Code, which was the product of a lengthy and
delicate consultative process involving hundreds of sports organizations. Whether
CAS’s positivism trumps its idealism remains to be seen.
24

See, e.g., Foschi v. FINA, CAS 1996/156, Slip Op. at 50-53, 58; FFTri & ITU, CAS 1993/109,
1 Digest 497, 471–75.
25
See, e.g., Haga v. FIM, CAS 2000/A/281, 2 Digest 410, 422 (applying flexible federation
rule); Kabaeva v. FIG, CAS 2002/A/386, Slip Op. at 23 (same); V v. FINA, CAS 1995/150, 1
Digest 265, 273 (noting that FINA’s counsel ‘admitted’ that CAS had authority to reduce the
athlete’s suspension).
26
See, e.g., Baxter v. IOC, CAS 2002/A/376, 3 Digest 303, 309-10; Susin v. FINA, CAS 2000/A/
274, 2 Digest 389, 408-09; Poll v. FINA, CAS 2002/A/399, 3 Digest 382, 395; N, J, Y & W v.
FINA, CAS 1998/208, 2 Digest 234, 253.
27
See, e.g., T v. FIG, CAS 2002/A/385, 3 Digest 334, 346-47 (asserting authority to impose a
proportionality norm but apparently relying on a federation’s flexible textual rule to justify
reducing the length of a suspension); Bray v. FINA, CAS 2001/A/337, 3 Digest 206, 224 (same);
Leipold v. FILA, CAS 2001/A/312, Slip Op. at 13–14 (same); Aanes v. FILA, CAS 2001/A/317,
Slip Op. at 17–24 (same).
28
See supra n. 24.
29
See World Anti-Doping Code Art. 10.5.
30
See id. at Art. 10.5.2.
31
See id.
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Another illustration of CAS’s reluctance to impose exogenous constraints on
text-based authority is its approach to evaluating the work of laboratories that
analyze organic samples for evidence of drug use. Laboratories wield extraordinary power in the antidoping system. A laboratory report asserting that a sample
has tested positive for a prohibited substance is dispositive in most adjudications
because rules requiring strict liability and mandatory suspensions preclude virtually all of an athlete’s possible defenses. An athlete’s best hope of avoiding a
penalty is to eliminate the factual predicate for a doping charge by challenging the
integrity of the lab’s analysis.
CAS decisions addressing challenges to the reliability of laboratory procedures
are remarkably deferential to texts that authorize labs to conduct particular tests
and to texts that create procedural protocols. CAS has recognized that in theory
‘findings of doping infractions must be made or confirmed with the highest possible degree of certainty’ and that ‘[w]here doubt has been created with regard to
the test procedure, such doubt must go to the benefit of the athlete.’32 In practice,
however, CAS has been reluctant to second-guess lab officials’ assertions about the
reliability of their own procedures. For example, CAS has held that a federation
rule authorizing a lab to conduct a test constitutes ‘compelling evidence’ that the
test is reliable,33 that the small number of labs that perform antidoping tests
constitute a scientific community that can validate their own protocols,34 and that a
lab’s violation of general industry accreditation standards is not a basis for
annulling its results.35 Likewise, when athletes contend that labs should have taken
extra steps to make their analysis more reliable, CAS will refuse to require procedures beyond those in the lab’s own protocols. As one panel explained: ‘[T]he
established IOC testing procedures need to be applied strictly … It cannot be the
task of CAS to amend on a case by case basis the rules established by the International Olympic Committee and applied by the IOC accredited laboratories.’36
CAS has left open the possibility that a ‘gross violation’ of general scientific

32

USA Triathlon v. Smith, CAS 1999/A/241, Slip Op. at 17.
Susin v. FINA, CAS 2000/A/274, 2 Digest 389, 397.
34
See Muehlegg v. IOC, CAS 2002/A/374, 3 Digest 286, 294.
35
See Poll v. FINA, CAS 2002/A/399, 3 Digest 382, 389 (‘The Panel relies upon the
accreditation process and is without authority to intervene and impose its views on the laboratory
procedures to be applied by accredited labs.’). However, in an interesting example of interstitial
common law-making, a CAS panel held that when a federation rule requires testing by an
accredited lab, but does not specify whether the lab must receive separate accreditation for each
type of test that it performs (as opposed to a general accreditation authorizing it to conduct all
types of drug tests), then the absence of specific accreditation shifts the burden of proof regarding
the reliability of the lab’s analysis: the federation must prove that the analysis is reliable rather
than waiting for the athlete to prove that it is unreliable. See IAAF v. MAR & Boulami, CAS 2002/
A/452, 3 Digest 440, 451. The Panel rationalized the burden-shifting rule based on its assessment
of the ‘necessary balance’ between regulatory interests and athletes’ rights. Id.
36
Haga v. FIM, CAS 2000/A/281, 2 Digest 410, 420.
33
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standards might invalidate even a textually authorized laboratory procedure,37 but
has not indicated how it would determine when such a violation has occurred.
In contrast, when a lab materially errs in implementing its own protocols and
there is no textual rule specifying the consequence of the mistake, CAS precedent
suggests that acquittal is the appropriate remedy.38 Moreover, if a lab conducts a
test for which there is no written protocol—in effect adopting an ‘I know it when I
see it approach’ to doping detection—then CAS may invalidate the test results
even if they appear reliable, apparently on the theory that a written protocol is
necessary to confer legitimacy on the testing process and to facilitate third-party
review.39
Precedent involving testing protocols for nandrolone further illustrates CAS’s
textualist approach in cases involving disputed scientific conclusions. Nandrolone is a prohibited steroid that humans produce endogenously in small amounts.
Doping codes that prohibit nandrolone therefore have to allow for the fact that
many athletes will test positive for at least some minute quantity of nandrolone
metabolites. The appropriate allowance has been hotly disputed. Scientists
generally agreed (until recently)40 that a test result showing a concentration of
nandrolone metabolites below 2 ng/ml was consistent with endogenous production and that a concentration exceeding 5 ng/ml was proof of exogenous
ingestion.
But concentrations between 2 ng/ml and 5 ng/ml could either be natural or
evidence of cheating. Not surprisingly, athletes who were prosecuted based on test
results in the 2-5 ng/ml grey area sought to avoid liability by arguing that the
results could not establish illegal ingestion with sufficient certainty. CAS’s
response was consistent with the model proposed in this essay. Before authoritative texts clarified the legal significance of a test result in the 2–5 ng/ml range,
CAS filled the textual gap with a common law norm drawing on general principles
of fairness to require scientific certainty and therefore held that test results in the
disputed grey area could not justify a conviction.41 However, after the IOC
developed written protocols endorsing nandrolone prosecutions based on test
results exceeding 2 ng/ml, CAS deferred to the IOC’s resolution of disputed

37

Poll v. FINA, CAS 2002/A/399, 3 Digest 382, 389.
See USA Triathlon v. Smith, CAS 1999/A/241, Slip Op. at 17 (addressing the consequences of
a calculation error and statistical anomaly admitted by the lab). Cf., T v. FIG, CAS 2002/A/385, 3
Digest 334, 339 (‘[T]here is consistent CAS case law that makes clear that deviations from the
testing procedures prescribed by the relevant federation will only invalidate the results of an
analysis where they are sufficiently material as to call into question the reliability of the test.’).
39
UCI v. Hamburger, CAS 2000/A/343, 3 Digest 226, 235. The panel in Hamburger invalidated
a positive test report arising from a lab’s use of ad hoc testing protocols, although it is unclear to
what extent the invalidation was premised on the lab’s use of unwritten subjective procedures,
and to what extent it depended on additional oddities in the lab’s analysis. See id. at 237 (noting
an inconsistency in the lab’s statistical reporting).
40
See infra n. 43.
41
Bernhard v. ITU, CAS 1998/222, 2 Digest 330.
38
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scientific questions and abandoned its prior precedents that were inconsistent with
the new IOC policy.42 A CAS panel acknowledged that the evidence supporting
the 2 ng/ml threshold was ‘less than overwhelming’ and supported by only limited
data, but nevertheless held that: ‘The Panel’s mandate is adjudicative: to interpret
and apply the doping rules established [in the relevant text] … The Panel therefore
has no authority to substitute its views for those of the IOC.’43
Opinions assessing the reliability of laboratory techniques and reports thus
illustrate CAS’s deference to textual authorizations of disputed conduct and CAS’s
sparing use of general norms as a background constraint on behavior. The existence of a written federation rule or written laboratory protocol authorizing a
particular procedure is usually sufficient to immunize the procedure from attacks
by expert witnesses challenging its reliability. In contrast, laboratory procedures
performed in violation of, or in the absence of, an authorizing text are vulnerable
to invalidation. This textualist approach to scientific evidence is probably both too
tolerant and too strict,44 but is consistent with CAS’s general method of
adjudication.
Another illustration of CAS’s deference to written rules and creation of interstitial common law are a group of cases in which CAS rejected attempts by sports
federations to invoke ‘inherent power’ as a justification for disciplinary action
against athletes suspected of drug use. These cases illustrate that CAS defers not to
people or institutions, but rather to texts, apparently on the grounds that ex ante
written codification of regulatory power ensures transparency, fosters predictability, and avoids arbitrary conduct. For example, CAS has rejected an attempt by
the IOC to bar from the Olympics an athlete whom the IOC believed had been
improperly cleared to compete by his national federation’s antidoping tribunal,45
and invalidated an international federation’s decision to suspend all members of a
national federation after a suspiciously large number of members failed drug

42
See Meca-Medina & Majcen v. FINA, CAS 1999/A/234-235, Slip Op. at 23 (explicitly
refusing to follow the Bernhard decision).
43
L v. IOC, CAS 2000/A/310, 3 Digest 127, 141, 143. New scientific evidence suggests that the
2 ng/ml threshold might be too low, and that CAS may have been hasty in subordinating its
common law favoring scientific certainty to its norm favoring deference to written testing
protocols. See World Anti-Doping Agency Explanatory Technical Note, dated 31 May 2005
(stating that concentrations of nandrolone metabolites below 10 ng/ml might not necessarily
reflect exogenous ingestion).
44
Regulators face strong political pressure to develop scientific tests for detecting each new
innovation in cheating, which creates an impetus to hasten novel scientific procedures into use
without the robust validation that prudence would warrant. Deference to written protocols is thus
not an ideal way of ensuring the reliability of scientific evidence in doping cases. Moreover,
anecdotal evidence suggests that the 33 laboratories accredited by the World Anti-Doping
Agency are of varying quality, such that a uniform level of scrutiny may needlessly find faults in
the better labs and overlook errors by the weaker labs.
45
See Prusis v. IOC, CAS OG 2002/001, 3 Digest 573.
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tests.46 In both cases, CAS applauded regulators’ tough stand against drug use,47
acknowledged that the challenged disciplinary actions would be valid if textually
authorized,48 but found that claims of ‘inherent power’ could not justify sanctions
that did not have a textual foundation.49 More generally, CAS has stated that ‘CAS
has to rule on the basis of sports law and cannot invent new sanctions. In other
words, if regulatory documents define sanctions and how they should be applied to
particular offenses, they should be strictly interpreted.’50
CAS’s refusal to endorse ‘inherent’ powers that it would readily affirm if
founded on ‘explicit’ texts illuminates the court’s multi-layered approach to
adjudication. In effect, CAS has created a norm prioritizing athletes’ rights to
compete over federations’ general disciplinary preferences, has recognized that
authoritative texts can trump the norm, and has invoked the norm as a default for
interpreting ambiguous texts. CAS thus creates incentives for regulators to draft
clear rules without constraining what the rules may say. The court’s focus is not
so much on the optimal content of rules as on the transparency and predictability
of the process by which regulators implement their substantive vision. Thus,
rather than creating the novel sports-specific legal regime that the lex sportiva
label contemplates, CAS is fostering an approach to regulation and adjudication
that rests on highly generalized norms of due process and administrative
regularity.
Numerous other lines of doctrine developed in doping appeals illustrate the
interstitial character of CAS’s approach to common law rulemaking. CAS panels
frequently confront cases in which a federation’s rules raise more questions than
they answer. Some rules are sloppily drafted, some are deliberately vague, and some
are the product of underfunded organizations that lack experienced legal counsel and
that are often writing rules in a non-native language. Whatever the cause of a textual
void, CAS often finds itself having to resolve disputes without any guidance beyond
its own intuitions of fairness and overall sense of how a particular regulatory system
was designed to operate. As the same sorts of questions recur in different sports,
CAS’s answers become a form of self-justifying common law—a rule grounded on
intuition in one opinion gains the stature of precedent in the next.51 This common

46

See Tsagaev v. IWF, CAS OG 2000/010, 2 Digest 658.
See Tsagaev at 662, 664 (noting the international federation’s ‘laudable policy objectives’ and
desire to send a ‘message’ about its commitment to the integrity of its sport); Prusis at 579
(‘[T]he Panel wishes to make clear that it has considerable sympathy with the IOC’s position.’).
48
See Prusis at 578 (noting that it would be ‘highly desirable’ for the IOC to amend the Olympic
Charter to grant itself additional disciplinary powers); Tsagaev at 663.
49
See Tsagaev at 663 (requiring an ‘explicit and unambiguous’ textual basis for suspension and
rejecting a claim of ‘amorphous ‘‘inherent powers’’’); Prusis at 578.
50
B v. IJF, CAS 1999/A/230, 2 Digest 369, 375 (citation omitted). See also Rebagliati v. IOC,
CAS OG 1998/02, 1 Digest 419, 424 (antidoping sanctions must be ‘explicit’ in the text of
federation rules).
51
See UCI v. Jogert, CAS 1997/176, Slip Op. at 14 (‘[Although] in arbitration there is no stare
decisis … the Panel feels that CAS rulings form a valuable body of case law and can contribute to
47
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law includes both normative and interpretative components, addressing questions
about the ideal content of antidoping rules, about how to determine the meaning of
disputed texts, and about how to decide which gap-filling principles best fit within a
particular regulatory framework.52
Examples of the gap-filling common law doctrines that CAS has developed
include rules for: determining whether newly enacted sanctions apply retroactively
to offenses committed while a prior set of sanctions were in force,53 pinpointing
the date on which a doping suspension should be deemed to begin,54 applying
vague phrases such as ‘exceptional circumstances’ in rules authorizing mitigation
of sanctions,55 formulating a standard of proof for determining guilt or innocence,56 reconciling conflicting sets of international and national rules,57 and
deciding when an athlete’s two contemporaneous positive tests should be treated
as the same offense or separate offenses.58 Each area of doctrine arises from an
almost instinctual level of legal analysis, resting on general notions of fairness

(Footnote 51 continued)
strengthen legal predictability in international sports law. Therefore, although not binding, previous CAS decisions can, and should, be taken into consideration by subsequent CAS panels, in
order to help [in] developing legitimate expectations among sports bodies and athletes.’). Ironically, the foregoing opinion extolling the virtues of precedent is unpublished.
52
CAS decisions in doping cases have developed a litany of principles to guide interpretation of
ambiguous texts. See, e.g., Hall v. FINA, CAS 1998/218, 2 Digest 325, 327 (stating that rules
‘should be read as a coherent whole’ and that ‘[l]egal texts are presumed not to contain
superfluous words’); UCI v. Jogert, CAS 1997/176, Slip Op. at 19 (adopting principle of ubi lex
voluit dixit, ubi noluit tacuit) (translation: ‘what the law wishes, it states, what the law does not
wish, it keeps silent upon’); Cullwick v. FINA, CAS 1996/149, 1 Digest 251, 259 (adopting an
‘approach to interpretation which seeks to discern the intention of the rulemaker, and not to
frustrate it’); G v. FEI, CAS 1991/53, CAS Compilation 1993 at 54 (noting ‘general principle of
law’ that an ambiguous text must be interpreted ‘contra stipulatorem,’ i.e., against the drafter).
53
See, e.g., UCI & CONI, CAS 1994/128, 1 Digest 495, 509 (stating that CAS panels should
apply newly enacted sanctions retroactively when they are less severe than prior sanctions).
54
See, e.g., Millar v. British Cycling Federation, CAS 2004/A/707, Slip. Op. at 13 (holding that
a suspension period runs retroactively from the first day that a positive doping test rendered an
athlete unable—‘de facto or de jure’—to compete).
55
See, e.g., Edwards v. IAAF, CAS OG 2004/003, Slip. Op. at 17; IAAF v. Federation
Camerounaise d’Athletisme, CAS 2003/A/448, 3 Digest 431, 438.
56
See, e.g., N, J, Y & W v. FINA, CAS 1998/208, 2 Digest 234, 247 (stating that the standard of
proof should be ‘less than [the] criminal standard, but more than the ordinary civil standard’ and
requiring proof of a doping offense to the ‘comfortable satisfaction of the Court having in mind
the seriousness of the allegation which is made’) (citation omitted). Art. 3.1 of the World AntiDoping Code now explicitly incorporates CAS’s common law ‘comfortable satisfaction’
standard.
57
See, e.g., FFTri & ITU, CAS 1993/109, 1 Digest 497 (parsing and prioritizing conflicting
provisions of French national law and the antidoping codes of the French Triathlon Federation,
the International Triathlon Union, and the IOC).
58
See, e.g., Wilkins v. UK Athletics, CAS 2002/A/455, 3 Digest 454, 460 (‘Generally, one must
assume that different positive results constitute separate offenses … [absent] a close factual
connection between the two positive findings.’).
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shared by a panel of arbitrators who often hail from multiple countries with
distinct legal systems. The justifications that panels provide for their common law
rules are thus often abstract, resting on norms such as ‘legal equity’59 or ‘fundamental principle[s] of any democratic regime.’60 The ‘fundamental’ nature of these
rules is limited, however, because CAS has authorized federations to prospectively
override its gap-filling decisions, stating that ‘[i]f the [federation] is of the view
that its rules as presently drafted disclose a lacuna, its remedy is to amend the
rules.’61 CAS’s common law doctrines thus persist both because CAS panels are
willing to apply them and because federations are willing to accept them.

4 Implications
The foregoing sketch of CAS jurisprudence suggests a descriptive conclusion that
invites several normative questions. As a descriptive matter, the gradual accretion
of CAS precedent that is often labeled as lex sportiva can more helpfully be
understood as comprising several distinct approaches to legal analysis that rely on
diverse sources of governing principles. Focusing on each separate component
helps to reveal the strong textualist theme in CAS opinions as well as the subtle
ways in which CAS’s interpretative and interstitial common law doctrines influence each other and influence the content of federation rules. For example, CAS
decisions strongly proclaiming that doping sanctions must be proportional to an
athlete’s culpability may on their face seem to create a sort of free-form lex
sportiva. But closer analysis reveals that the proportionality norm functions more
as a default than a trump, filling textual gaps rather than supplanting texts.
Moreover, many texts now explicitly require at least some proportionality, which
illustrates how common law can shape statutory law.62 Applying the descriptive
model outlined in this essay thus highlights a dynamic and nuanced process of
lawmaking that the lex sportiva label obscures.
Among the many interesting questions that this description of CAS doctrine
raises is why CAS has not been more aggressive about displacing textual rules that
are inconsistent with norms that CAS prefers. CAS’s reluctance to second-guess
textual rules cannot be explained simply on the basis of CAS’s status as an arbitral
forum that derives its authority from the texts that it interprets. Arbitration panels
whose jurisdiction depends on the parties’ consent are understandably hesitant to
declare rights or impose obligations on which the parties did not agree. However,
CAS panels have frequently claimed (but rarely exercised) the power to override

59
60
61
62

Millar v. British Cycling Federation, CAS 2004/A/707, Slip. Op. at 13.
UCI & CONI, CAS 1994/128, 1 Digest 495, 509.
Wilkins v. UK Athletics, CAS 2002/A/455, 3 Digest 454, 462.
See supra text accompany notes 20–29.
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textually required rules that they deem unjust.63 Moreover, CAS could in theory
state prospectively in its choice of law rules that anyone who consents to its
jurisdiction thereby consents to the possibility that a panel will impose a general
due process or equity norm that is inconsistent with an otherwise authoritative text.
Thus, CAS probably could more aggressively constrain the permissible scope of
textual rules, which raises the question of whether it should, and why it has not.
In addition, the fact that CAS’s nominally unique lex sportiva is really an
amalgam of general due process and equity norms tailored to sporting disputes
suggests that future scholarship might explore the question of how extensive this
tailoring should be. The customs and practices of the sports world are not an
immovable object, and general legal norms are not an unstoppable force. Each
must accommodate the other, and when they collide in litigation there will always
be a question of which should yield and to what extent. Developing a theory that
can help answer such questions is a prerequisite to any normative assessment of
CAS’s jurisprudence, as one cannot know if CAS has done an adequate job tailoring law to sports—and sports to law—without knowing the extent to which
alterations are necessary or desirable.
Another interesting question for further research is whether the model outlined
in this essay can describe the jurisprudence of specialized sports courts other than
CAS. Although CAS is the court of last resort for most international sports disputes, many additional sports courts are beginning to develop a sizeable body of
precedent that is ripe for future study. Some of these courts focus on a specific
sport—such as antidoping tribunals in swimming, equestrian, and professional
tennis—and some focus on many sports in a particular country—such as the Sports
Disputes Tribunal of New Zealand and the Sports Dispute Resolution Centre of
Canada. Investigating whether these tribunals operate similarly to CAS (which
would be complicated by the fact that tribunals sometimes apply CAS precedent
and employ CAS arbitrators) would help to illuminate the factors that explain
CAS’s approach to legal reasoning. For example, one possible explanation for the
reasoning in many CAS decisions is that arbitrators are attempting to apply uniform standards to sports in all countries, which tends to encourage reliance on
abstract norms that are not rooted in any particular legal system. This proposition
could be tested by comparing CAS to arbitration tribunals that address cases in
only a single country using arbitrators familiar with that country’s national laws.
Blending analysis of CAS with analysis of other sports courts thus has the potential
to provide a richer understanding of international sports arbitration.
Similarly, integrating analysis of international sports arbitration with analysis of
other forms of arbitration would assist in understanding CAS and its jurisprudence.
Numerous organizations offer private dispute resolution in niches of varying
breadth. Some focus on a single country and a single topic—such as the National
Association of Securities Dealers in the United States—some focus on disputes in
many countries addressing many topics—such as the London Court of

63

See supra notes 25–27.
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International Arbitration—and some have an international reach but a narrow
substantive scope—such as CAS, the International Centre for Settlement of
Investment Disputes, and the World Intellectual Property Association Arbitration
and Mediation Center. Comparing CAS’s approach to adjudication to approaches
that other arbitral tribunals have taken would help to identify which variables—
such as geographic scope, substantive breadth, and composition of panels—are
most relevant to shaping an institution’s identity and output.
In sum, analyzing CAS offers a rich vein of potential insights into international
sports law and international arbitration that remains to be mined. CAS’s jurisprudence fills what until recently was a disturbing legal vacuum in international
sports. Before the creation of CAS, the rights and obligations of athletes and
officials were ill-defined and were enforceable—if at all—only through costly and
lengthy litigation in national courts or in arbitration before tribunals staffed by the
same sports federations whose actions the tribunals were asked to judge. Legal
claims were thus difficult to frame, difficult to pursue, and, for political outsiders,
difficult to win. Since the creation of CAS, rights and obligations have become
more clearly defined and understood, adjudication is more accessible, and arbitrators are more independent. CAS has thus made litigation a more viable remedy
and deterrent than it was twenty years ago, spotlighting legal norms on a stage
where law previously played a more marginal role. The task ahead is to describe,
justify, and critique these evolving norms without relying on illusory labels.
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The Future of International Sports Law
James A. R. Nafziger

Abstract In response to present trends and related issues, international sports law
will continue to grow along the lines of customary practice and interpretation. A
particularly important development is the role of the CAS and the emerging lex
sportiva based on its decisions. Although CAS decisions, as arbitral awards, are
technically lex specialis, many of them have generated precedent-setting opinions
and, in the aggregate, have crystallized specific rules of decision. The lex sportiva
has had broader influence as well. For example, CAS decisions in doping cases
shaped the rules of the World Anti-Doping Code, which, in turn, forms the core of
the UNESCO Convention. The lex sportiva has also provided an authoritative
framework for decisions on athlete eligibility and nationality requirements.
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1 The Globalization of Sports and Sports Law
The globalization of sports competition is a sign of our times. Inspired by the
modern Olympic Games, nurtured by communications technology, and fueled by
high-profile professional athletes and commercial interests, the process of globalization continues apace.1 In this process international sports law is gradually
assuming a prominent role.2

1.1 Baseball as an Example
A good example of this globalization is baseball, which was once considered a
pastime of the United States alone. So isolated was the sport that until recently
baseball teams remained largely impervious to such fundamental requirements
of international sports law as those involving drug testing and related sanctions.3 Times have changed, however. Baseball has gone global. It is now a
national pastime in Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, the Dominican Republic,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Cuba, and Venezuela. In baseball’s ‘‘new world
order,’’4 United States teams compete for survival. For example, during the first
World Baseball Classic, hosted by the United States in 2006, its national team
was scarcely a contender.5 Foreign teams regularly win the Little League

1

The media’s burgeoning interest in the globalization of sports is apparent. In just the month
preceding the author’s presentation on which this article is based, the printed media carried
several noteworthy items in addition to extensive coverage of the 2006 Winter Olympics. For
example, the Wilson Quarterly celebrated its first 30 years of publication by asking ten wellrespected thinkers to speculate on what the next 30 years might bring. The second paragraph of
the symposium invited readers to [t]hink of Barry Bonds, the baseball slugger implicated in the
steroid scandal. We are already debating whether he should go into the record books as the same
sort of human as the people whose records he broke. Now move out a few years. What happens if
the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games feature genetically enhanced athletes dramatically different
from their competitors, as some bioengineers matter-of-factly predict? Garreau 2006, at 32.
Another article, in Atlantic Monthly, forecasts the possibility of rather dire politics in the run-up
to the Beijing Olympics. Lind 2006, at 38. A third article examined the globalization of baseball.
Powell and Schwarz 2006, at 28.
2
The term ‘‘international sports law’’ refers to the process that engages more or less distinctive
rules, principles, procedures, and institutions which govern important consequences of
transnational sports activity. See generally, Nafziger 2004a; Siekmann and Soek 1998.
3
See, e.g., Jenkins L et al. 2004, § 8, at 1.
4
See Powell and Schwarz 2006. Although past United States political or military influence
generally explains this peculiar roster of national converts to the sport, it is obvious from the
roster that politics no longer is relevant.
5
See Editorial 2006, at A24. For a general summary of the World Baseball Classic, see
Marquand 2006, at 1.
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World Series.6 The Caribbean countries have their own ‘‘world series.’’7
Latinos, most of whom are recruited abroad, make up 37% of players under
contract with major league clubs.8 To be sure, the globalization of baseball has
involved strikeouts as well as runs. For example, the demise of the Montreal
Expos in 2004 left Major League Baseball (MLB) with only one Canadian
franchise, the Toronto Blue Jays,9 and in 2005 the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) dropped baseball as an Olympic sport beginning after the
2008 Games.10 The IOC’s decision bespeaks the failure of MLB, still the prime
mover in the sport, to yield its top players for the quadrennial Games at a time
when the IOC is anxious to eliminate sports from the Games that attract only a
marginal global audience. More importantly, however, the IOC was frustrated
with the bad publicity that had been generated by MLB’s failure to establish an
effective program for combating the sport’s notorious reliance on the use of
steroids, amphetamines, and other performance-enhancing agents.11
The IOC’s decision was one of several wake-up calls that prompted the MLB,
which had done nothing about its drug problem until 2002, to move rapidly toward
compliance with international standards. Particularly noteworthy in this development has been the gradual applicability to a professional sports organization of
these standards, as expressed in the World Anti-Doping Code12 and now in the
International Convention Against Doping in Sport.13 No longer is the commercial
structure of professional sports, in terms of player contracts and collective bargaining, a barrier to the requirements of international sports law.
Aside from the serious problem of doping, globalization of the sport introduces the
complications of distance and foreign law to the normal practice of ‘‘baseball lawyers.’’ Routine issues range from the recruitment, retention, and transfer of athletes to
product endorsements by players and avoidance of double taxation. The application of
foreign law and procedures and consideration of varying structures of sports organizations abroad are normally within the margins of a sport lawyer’s practice.

6

See Enc. Brit. 2005 Book of the Year 298 (noting that Curacao had won the Little League
World Series); 2004 book of the Year 293 (noting that a Japanese team had won the Little League
World Series for the third time in five years).
7
See Gould 2006, at C17.
8
Id.
9
See Vecsey 2005, at D2.
10
See Zinser 2005b, at D1. Softball also was dropped from the Olympic roster, partly because of
its association with baseball despite their gender-related and other differences. European support
saved the pentathlon from the IOC dustbin. The last sport to be withdrawn from the Olympic
Games was polo in 1936.
11
See, e.g., Curry 2005, at A1; Jenkins L et al. 2004; Klobuchar 2006, at 12; Sokolove 2006, at
24.
12
World Anti-Doping Agency 2003. For a summary, see Vieweg 2004.
13
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), International
Convention Against Doping in Sport, adopted Oct. 19, 2005, ED/2005/CONVDOP rev. 2, [hereinafter
UNESCO Convention], available at http://unesdoc.unesco.org (last visited May 10, 2006).
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1.2 Other Examples of Globalization
Moving beyond the baseball park, we can see that the world of sports is small,
indeed. Sports activity and related issues are becoming universal. A few recent
examples are illustrative. Two Iranians became the first Muslim women to conquer
Mt. Everest.14
The Pope established a sports department in the Vatican, in part to foster
brotherhood among peoples and in part to respond to doping scandals, fan violence, and corruption in sports.15 A North Korean soccer stadium erupted in
spectator violence after the host team had lost, ironically, to Iran.16 The small
world of sports is also apparent in the frequent transplantation of sports and
athletes. The International Cricket Council is moving its headquarters from London to Dubai.17 Twenty-seven of the 30 teams in the National Basketball Association (NBA) feature at least one non-United States national from any of 82
countries.18 And who knows where Brazilian super-striker Ronaldo, lately of the
U.K., Italy, and Spain, may end up next.

2 Future Developments in International Sports and Sports Law:
the Countdown
Virtually all of these developments raise issues within the ambit of international
sports law. What are the trends? What is the future of international sports law?
What follows is a forecast of the top ten trends in the sports arena that are most apt
to influence developments in international sports law. They are listed in reverse
order of importance.
#10. Popularization of sports programs in the Olympics and other major
international competition
International sports come and go in Olympic and other major international
competitions. Consider, for example, the following sports: lawn tennis, rackets,
roque, lacrosse, tug-of-war, rope climb, Indian club swinging, 60 meter sprint,
five-mile run, 200 meter hurdles, 4,000 meter steeplechase, obstacle swimming,
underwater swimming, plunge for distance in diving (to gain the greatest distance
straight forward in the water), polo, rugby, and motor boating. All of these
activities used to be Olympic events but no longer are.19 The roster of sports
14

Theodoulou 2005, at 7.
USA Today, Aug. 4, 2004, at 11C.
16
Kilborn and Atkins 2005, at 20 (It is ironic that the White House designated these countries as
two of the three forming an Axis of Evil (the third was Saddam Hussein’s Iraq), only to witness
their nationals fighting each other in the soccer stadium).
17
See Fin. Times, Aug.13–14, 2005, at 5.
18
N.Y. Times, Nov. 20, 2005, § 8, at 6.
19
See Nafziger 2004a, at 14 for a more complete list of discarded sports.
15
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featured in international competition continues to evolve. Recent additions to the
Olympic program ranged in popularity during the 2006 Winter Games from the
TV-shunned curiosity of curling to the wildly popular adventure of team-pursuit
snowboarding.
What does the future hold? Fueled by media revenue, corporate sponsorships,
and hugely inflated gate receipts, the future would seem to lie in sports with mass
appeal. The trend is likely to be toward popular pastimes. The possibilities include,
for example, the debut of golf, a revival of some form of rugby or American-style
football, a revival of lacrosse, a revival of motor boating, and even the debut of
such historically blue-collar pursuits as bowling and NASCAR.
Because major competitions such as the Olympic Games are unlikely to
showcase a greater proliferation of sports, however, any new sports will likely only
replace existing ones.
#9. The growing role of government in sports
Sport and politics are inseparable. There is c1early a need to regulate activity in
the sports arena, from eligibility for competition to gambling and spectator violence.
Not surprisingly, the role of governmental intervention varies widely. Most countries
vest regulatory authority and substantial promotion of sports in a governmental
ministry or commission. The United States, however, lacks any federal regulatory
agency or commission. Instead, the anachronistically entitled Amateur Sports Act20
plays a crucial role in coordinating and regulating the role of designated national
governing bodies for each sport and in promoting the objects and purposes of national
sports policy. Instead of a centralized policy institution, as in most other countries,
the United States relies on national governing bodies, the United States Olympic
Committee (USOC), the courts, and mandated arbitration for advancing and
otherwise implementing sports policy. Also, the states are deeply involved in the
regulation and organization of physical education and student competition.
#8. A trade-off between enhanced privileges for top athletes and greater regulation of the privileges
Star athletes have always been privileged. For example, ancient Greek athletes
sometimes received handsome stipends.21 We might note just four kinds of
privileges that athletes enjoy today:
Financial rewards. Loose change in the stadium is nothing new, but the inflated
salaries and bonuses available to professional athletes are a recent phenomenon
that merits attention, however much the remuneration may respond to popular
demand and however much it may encourage achievement by youth. Moreover,

20
The Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act [popularly known and hereinafter cited as
the Amateur Sports Law], 36 U.S.C. §§ 220501-220529 (2001). Despite its name, the Amateur
Sports Act not only extends to professional athletes in open international competition, but
otherwise influences developments and dispute resolution in purely professional competition.
Indeed, few truly amateur athletes remain in major competition if one considers the creeping
professionalization of sport by athletic scholarships, tree training facilities, travel funding,
product endorsements, and prize money for heavy medalists.
21
See Nafziger 2004a, at 186.
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no industry offers more perquisites to its constituents than sports. Prize money, in
particular, has come to overshadow ribbons and trophies as incentives.22 Athletic
success has become lucrative.
Tax relief. Athletes engaged in international competition enjoy not only the
normal relief from double taxation of their prize money and income by multiple
taxing authorities, but privileged characterization of their income. In a recent tax
case, for example, the Australian Federal Court held, first, that an Australian
javelin carrying on a business in addition to her employment with the Queensland
Police Force and, second, that therefore the prize money and grants she had
received were not subject to national income taxation.23
Immigration and naturalization benefits. In the United States, foreign athletes
are eligible for special treatment. If they wish to become permanent resident
aliens, they are eligible for top-of-the-line treatment in the first24 and second
preference categories of employment-based visas.25 These are reserved, respectively, for persons of extraordinary ability and persons who are recognized
internationally as outstanding. The far more common foreign athlete who seeks
only temporary residence in the United States for the duration of a particular
competition or professional season also may receive preferential treatment,
namely, eligibility for ‘‘0’’26 and ‘‘P’’27 non-immigration visas that are specifically
reserved, respectively, for extraordinary professionals and internationally recognized athletes and entertainers.
Another example of preferential treatment under United States law is ‘‘instant
naturalization.’’ Accordingly, Congress may enact special legislation to waive the
normal citizenship requirement of a five-year residency in the United States for a
non-citizen who is not married to a United States citizen. For example, at the end
of December 2005, Congress enacted special legislation that the President
immediately signed into law, enabling a world-class skater from Canada to
become an instant citizen and, just in time, join the United States team for the 2006
Winter Games, where she and her partner vindicated their political sponsors by
winning a silver medal in ice dancing.28

22
In one sample, public and private funding for gold medalists in the 2006 Winter Olympics
ranged from $8,000 (Australia) to 157,000 (Italy). In the United States a gold medal is worth
$25,000 in bonuses. Canada does not provide monetary bonuses to its athletes. Enemark and
Montgomery 2006, at 20.
23
Stone v. FCT, (2003) F.C.A.F.C. 145. See also Betten 2004 (focusing on a decision of the
Netherlands Court of Appeal).
24
Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(1)(A) (2001).
25
Id. at § 1153(b)(1)(B).
26
Id. at § 110 l(a)(15)(O).
27
Id. at § 110 l(a)(15)(P).
28
See Broida 2006, at 4; Rosewater 2006, at D5; Zinser 2005a, at D6 (explaining that this
particular legislation conveniently accelerated citizenship for permanent resident applicants of
‘‘extraordinary ability’’ who had begun their naturalization process before July 2002).
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The United States is not alone in this practice. Qatar, for example, unabashedly
purchases foreign athletes and converts them into citizens in order to bolster the
country’s standing in international competition.29
Waiver of military obligations. South Korea’s prowess in baseball, including
the 2006 World Baseball Classic, is in no small measure due to waivers its top
players receive from otherwise mandatory military service of 26 months.30 An
almost universal variation of this special treatment involves the substitution of
sports training for other assignments in the military. Scandinavian and Russian
cross-country ski teams rely on this practice to prepare their top skiers for international competition.
In the face of mounting skepticism about an unbridled extension of these and
other privileges, the future portends trade-offs in the form of greater regulation
within the sports industry and by the public. In particular, the current system of
financial awards is likely to provoke reforms. One possible response may be salary
caps for both professional teams and individual athletes, as may be tax measures to
curtail extravagant compensation. Tax breaks and gambling activity in sports are
apt to come under increased scrutiny. Just as commercialism has become a fixture
in international sports law, so will international cooperation and agreements on
Financial rewards.
#7. Erosion of national barriers and protectionism
Despite the intervention of governments in the sports arena as well as the
growing saliency of sports and high-profile athletes in the national conscience and
foreign policy, the trend is away from national barriers and protectionism in
international competition. To be sure, national barriers and protectionism will
continue to exist, but they are gradually yielding to the forces of globalization
inherent in international sports law.
The European Union, in the name of economic integration, has contributed
greatly to this trend. The European Court of Justice, in particular, has made several
decisions to this effect. Most famously, in Union Royale Belge des Sociétés de
Football Ass‘n v. Bosman,31 the court in Luxemburg struck down football association rules that limit international transfers and foreign team membership of
players, as violations of the Treaty of Rome and European Union law.
Few sports are any longer strictly within the national domain. Even the patriotically named America’s Cup in sailing, after more than a century of national purity,
yielded reluctantly but inevitably to the internationalizing trend.32 Remaining
redoubts of nationalism, such as sumo wrestling in Japan,33 are under fire.

29

See Ramsamy 2005.
Chass 2006, at C21.
31
Case C-415/93 (1995) 1 C.E.C. 381, 78-83, 86-87. For a thorough analysis of pertinent
European Union law, see van den Bogaert 2005. For subsequent judicial and other Developments
in European Union regulation of sports, see Martins 2004.
32
See Nafziger 2004a, at 95 et seq.
33
See Sumo Quota 2005.
30
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The era of sports boycotts and embargoes of teams and athletes for reasons of
national politics is largely over. Although the United States Department of the
Treasury sought to exclude the Cuban national team from the first World Baseball
Classic in 2006,34 the prospect of public embarrassment and lost recruitment
opportunities for MLB led the government to reverse its decision.35 Looking
toward the future, the two Koreas, continuing along the path to reunification, have
agreed to merge their national teams beginning with the 2006 Asian Games and
continuing with the 2008 Olympic Games in neighboring China.36
#6. Greater precision and objectivity in scoring
Corrupt judging, otherwise known as Skategate in the women’s figure skating
competition at the Salt Lake City Winter Games in 2002,37 as well as the controversial award at the Athens Olympics in 2004 of a gold medal to Paul Hamm
rather than the South Korean Yang Tae Young,38 generated enormous controversy.
Other judging issues further tainted the 2002 Games.39 Skategate, in particular, led
to scoring reforms, with more immediate review of judging and greater use of
cameras and computers.40
Thanks to improving technology and spectator demands, we can expect more
procedures to help ensure objectivity in judging and scoring as well as a nearly
universal use of cameras and computers. The substitution of science for the human
eye and judgment may be controversial, but it is likely to be inevitable within the
ample margins of acceptability to athletes, the sports industry, and the public.
#5. Blurring of the line between true legal issues and field-of-play issues
An emerging question under international sports law is whether field-of-play
decisions by referees should ever be annulled by courts of law. The general rule is
that a change of score or a replay is permissible only when a decision is extremely
incorrect, biased, or unfair. A ruling of the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) is
definitive:
‘‘An error identified with the benefit of hindsight, whether admitted or not, cannot be a
ground for reversing a result of a competition … However, quite apart from the consideration that no one can be certain how the competition in question would have turned out
had the official’s decision been different, for a Court to change the result would on this
basis still involve interfering with a field of play decision.
Each sport may have within it a mechanism for utilizing modern technology to ensure a
correct decision is made in the first place … or for immediately subjecting a controversial
decision to a process of review (e.g. gymnastics); but the solution for error, either way, lies
within the framework of the sport’s own rules; it does not license judicial or arbitral
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interference thereafter. If this represents an extension of the field of play doctrine, we
tolerate it with equanimity.’’41

This ruling leaves open the difficult question of what to do if, on review, an
error is deemed to be extremely incorrect or unfair. One solution, when the review
takes place in a timely manner, is simply to rerun a particular competition. But that
solution may not always be satisfactory. In the run-up to the 2006 World Cup in
football/soccer, for example, the governing international federation, FIFA, ordered
a rematch of a game that Uzbekistan had won 1-0 against Bahrain. The rematch
responded to a complaint by the winning team, Uzbekistan, against a referee’s call,
following which Uzbekistan had unsuccessfully sought to have the final score
changed to a 3-0 victory by default. In both games of the rematch Bahrain held
Uzbekistan to a draw, thereby advancing in World Cup competition at the expense
of the Uzbekistan team. Thus, an attempt to address a disputed call by a referee
and an ill-advised complaint by a winning team ironically rewarded a losing team
whose foul had led to the call.42 With the growing demand for scientific precision
in judging and refereeing, however, one may expect that such interference in fieldof-play issues by sports organizations and courts may become more common.
#4. An expanded role of international marketing and corporate influence
Corporate control over sports and athletes is legion. Even in traditionally
‘‘amateur’’ competition, such control is evident. At the Salt Lake City Games, for
example, Canadian gold medalist David Pelletier was able to get tickets for his
parents only through a fortunate contact with the Cheerios division of Olympic
corporate sponsor General Mills.43 Most major sports events are now scheduled in
accordance with the preference of the broadcast media and corporate advertisers.
Corporate promotion and advertising dominates major sports competition. In
sailing, for example, a team representing landlocked Switzerland won the superexpensive America’s Cup, thanks to an international syndicate, Alinghi, led by a
multi-billionaire heir to a Swiss corporate fortune (and a New Zealand skipper).44
Major sailing competition now includes the ‘‘Emirate Team New Zealand,’’ named
after the Middle Eastern airlines.45 To the consternation of stalwart British football-soccer fans, Tampa Bay Buccaneers owner and corporate raider Malcom
Glazer bought Manchester United46 and Russian billionaire Roman Ambromovich
took over Chelsea.47 What made the corporate raids particularly grating to the
British football public was that both teams have been enshrined in the pantheon of
an English sport that, through much of its history, was locally owned and largely
nonprofessional.
41
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Issues resulting from the corporate patrimony of competition are becoming a
new focus of international sports law. Corporate intervention in the sports arena
generates conflicts between corporate sponsorships and trademarks, on one hand,
and the image rights of individual athletes on the other. Another issue involves
ambush marketing, by which a corporation, without paying requisite sponsorship
fees, seeks to associate itself with a particular competition while avoiding any
technical infringement of the intellectual property rights of the organizer of that
competition.48 For example, a company will run ads before the Olympic Games in
which it welcomes athletes to the venue of the Games and features photos of star
competitors, as if it were somehow bound up with the competition, if not
responsible for it, while carefully avoiding any explicit use of the Olympic name
or symbol of interlocking rings. Fortunately, national legal systems such as those
of South Africa, Australia, and China have enacted tough legislation to combat
ambush marketing. An international convention against the practice, perhaps initiated within UNESCO, might be an appropriate way to rein in this abuse of
corporate advertising capacity.
#3. Gradual merger of the separate domains and legal regimes pertaining,
respectively, to amateurs and professionals
This article earlier noted the rapid submission of MLB to anti-doping standards
that are more in compliance with international sports law.49 This erosion of the old
distinction in major competition between amateurs and professionals is the product
of a broader acceptance of open competition, prize money for all medalists,
endorsements, and so on.
#2. Doping
In 2005, a French exposé alleged that cyclist Lance Armstrong had used EPO in
the year of his first Tour de France victory. This sports for several days.50
Meanwhile, on the baseball diamond, ‘‘Play BALCO’’ seemed to be more
appropriate than ‘‘Play Ball.’’51 Baseball apparently was dropped from the
Olympics after only a short history in that competition partly because of the
MLB’s perceived failure until too late in 2005 to establish an effective anti-doping
program—indeed, MLB did not have any program until 2002—in addition to the
failure of key MLB players to participate in the Games themselves. Sensational
books by José Canseco52 and concerning Barry Bonds,53 as well as congressional
hearings in Washington,54 revealed the widespread use of steroids and intensified
pressures for the reforms that finally occurred when MLB accepted creditable
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testing procedures and sanctions against doping. It is striking that baseball’s new
regulatory regime was influenced by, and has moved toward, compliance with the
standards and procedures of international sports law. This is certainly a significant
development, given the independent role of player contracts and collective bargaining in professional baseball. Overall, one may discern a strong trend toward
the adoption by sports bodies and governments of international standards, practices, and sanctions to combat doping. At the 2006 Winter Games in Torino,
testing involved some 838 urine tests and 362 blood tests,55 representing a 72%
increase from four years before in Salt Lake City.56 Only one positive test resulted
after the Games had begun—namely, Olga Pyleva of Russia, a biathlon competitor
who was promptly stripped of her silver medal.57
The International Convention Against Doping in Sport58 was adopted unanimously by UNESCO at its General Conference in 2005. This is the first time a
legal instrument aimed at eradicating doping is both binding and universal.
It supplies governments with a legal framework for harmonizing anti-doping
efforts. The new Convention stipulates that all the world’s athletes will be subjected to the same rules and regularly scheduled testing, with uniform sanctions for
any infraction. Parties are required to adopt sanctions and other measures in line
with the principles stated in the World Anti-Doping Code.
A particularly difficult problem involves the nearly universal consumption by
athletes of nutritional supplements.59 They are normally accepted, if not encouraged, for use in training and competition. Athletes, however, often blame failed
drug tests on supplements contaminated with prohibited ingredients. A promising
approach to this problem, which the United States Olympic Committee initiated, is
to grant exclusive sponsorship of a supplement in a particular product category to
the first manufacturer who agrees to have every batch of the supplement tested for
the presence of prohibited agents and thereby run the risk of having the supplement
rejected for distribution to athletes.60
Other problems in the international anti-doping effort that will command
attention in the future and thereby engage international sports law include the
following61:
1. Dissatisfaction with the stringent rule of strict liability, regardless of mitigating
or exculpating circumstances, according to which an athlete may be denied an
opportunity to compete in future competition or may be retroactively required
to return a medal after testing positive for a prohibited agent.
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2. The uncertain proportionality of the terms of ineligibility for future competitions that may be imposed on athletes who have failed a drug test. Sports
authorities have been inclined to take account of such factors as minority
age, innocence of the presence of prohibited ingredients in medicine otherwise unrelated to a sports regimen, and innocence of the presence of prohibited ingredients in ingested products prescribed by a trainer or other
sports authority. Although this inclination toward justice in the individual
case is admirable, there is a need for more uniform rules or guidelines in
order to enhance predictability in the exercise of discretion by sports
authorities.
3. Laboratory accreditation standards and transparency of testing. Although drugtesting institutions and procedures have become much more reliable, the
investigative reporting about Lance Armstrong in the French press demonstrates the pitfalls that still inhere in scientific proof of doping.
4. Criminalization of doping violations, as emerged full-blown when the Italian
police raided the dormitory of the Austrian cross-country ski team during the
2006 Winter Olympics.62
5. The development of rules and guidelines for reliance on circumstantial evidence and athlete profiling as substitutes for scientific proof of the use by
athletes of difficult-to-detect and non-detectable drugs.63
#1. The growth of international sports law, the CAS, and other authoritative
institutions
In response to these trends and related issues, international sports law will
continue to grow along the lines of customary practice and interpretation. A
particularly important development is the role of the CAS and the emerging lex
sportiva64 based on its decisions. Although CAS decisions, as arbitral awards,
are technically lex specialis, many of them have generated precedent-setting
opinions and, in the aggregate, have crystallized specific rules of decision. The
lex sportiva has had broader influence as well. For example, CAS decisions in
doping cases shaped the rules of the World Anti-Doping decisions in doping
cases shaped the rules of the World Anti-Doping Code, which, in turn, forms the
core of the UNESCO Convention.65 The lex sportiva has also provided an
authoritative framework for decisions on athlete eligibility and nationality
requirements.
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Lex Sportiva and Lex Ludica: the Court
of Arbitration for Sport’s Jurisprudence
Ken Foster

Abstract What does the jurisprudence of the Court of Arbitration of Sport (CAS)
reveal about international sports law? It is claimed that CAS applies lex sportiva;
distinct universal legal principles of sports law. The author argue that lex sportiva
is an imprecise term covering different concepts. The awards of CAS are studied
and it is argued that five different legal principles are employed: a lex ludica, good
governance, procedural fairness, harmonisation of standards between international
sporting federations and equitable treatment. These principles are then explained
and illustrated by reference to arbitration awards of CAS. It is concluded from this
case law that CAS has several functions and that its work could fit various models
of adjudication. Each of these functions corresponds to a different legal model of
its purpose and in turn to one of the five jurisprudential principles explained in the
article. CAS needs to recognise that it has different functions. The danger is that it
will be seen solely as part of the private regulatory power of international sporting
federations. The imposition of mandatory arbitration by sporting federations may
then appear to be a method of avoiding proper legal processes and standards.
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1 Introduction
One of the claims made for the work of the Court of Arbitration for Sport is that it
is developing a lex sportiva. This jurisprudence, it is argued, is an international
sports law. It is more than the application of international law, or of general legal
principles, to the arbitration of sporting disputes. A distinct jurisprudence is
emerging, it is claimed: a unique set of universal legal principles used by the Court
of Arbitration for Sport in its adjudications.
That the jurisprudence is seen as a separate legal code was articulated in
Norwegian Olympic Committee and Confederation of Sports (NOCCS) & others v
International Olympic Committee (IOC).1 In this award the Court of Arbitration

1
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for Sport considered what the applicable law would be for deciding certain aspects
of the case. They concluded that there were three main sources used by the parties
in their arguments and that therefore they had impliedly agreed that these sources
would govern the case. The sources were the Olympic Charter, Swiss procedural
law and ‘CAS jurisprudence relating to doping cases.’ What is significant here is
the self-reflexive ruling that the Court of Arbitration for Sport has an analytically
distinct jurisprudence. The panel concluded:
‘CAS jurisprudence has notably refined and developed a number of principles of sports
law, such as the concepts of strict liability (in doping cases) and fairness, which might be
deemed as part of an emerging ‘‘lex sportiva.’’ Since CAS jurisprudence is largely based
on a variety of sports regulations, the parties’ reliance on CAS precedents in their
pleadings amounts to the choice of that specific body of case law encompassing certain
general principles derived from and applicable to sports regulations.’2

This is a bold and sweeping claim. In this article, I want to examine it closely
by first arguing that the imprecise use of lex sportiva as a concept confuses
different legal streams that are present in the case law of the Court of Arbitration
for Sport; secondly by studying the jurisprudence of the Court of Arbitration for
Sport to see whether the practice of the arbitrators corresponds to the claim; and
thirdly by using the jurisprudence to illustrate that the Court of Arbitration for
Sport has conflicting functions.

2 What Are the Lex Sportiva and the Lex Ludica?
I have argued elsewhere that the concept lex sportiva is an imprecise term covering
several different concepts.3 It might be helpful initially to distinguish different
uses.
The language used in the Norwegian award above suggests a specific and
limited use for the concept lex sportiva. It talks about principles that are applicable
to sport because they are ‘general principles derived from … sports regulations.’
This implies that the lex sportiva is little more than the proper interpretation and
application of the legislative codes of sports federations. It is thus a lex specialis
that is applicable to the governance of international sport because of its source in
the constitutional order created by sports federations to run sport.
More widely, it might be extended to those general principles that can be
extracted from the diverse practice of sports federations and the codes by which
they govern themselves. The function of the Court of Arbitration for Sport, on this
view, is not only to interpret the legislative codes of sports federations, but to
select the best examples and create a set of harmonised ‘best practice’ standards.
These harmonised standards are then applied to all sports federations, either
2
3

CAS 2002/O/372; para. 65 at fn.15.
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directly in arbitration awards, or indirectly by encouraging changes in these codes
to incorporate the ‘best practice.’ The Court of Arbitration for Sport becomes a
standards council that leads and regulates the practice of international sporting
federations.
This is a narrow but specific use of the concept lex sportiva. It corresponds
roughly to my definition of a ‘global sports law,’ which I would equate with lex
sportiva. This concept has several important elements to it. It is essentially a
transnational autonomous private order. It is constituted by the legislative and
constitutional order created by international sporting federations. It has a formal
contractual basis and its legitimacy comes from voluntary agreement or submission to the jurisdiction of sporting federations by athletes and others who come
under its jurisdiction. It is, therefore, created by, and has its source in, the private
global institutions that govern sport. It is the custom and practice of international
sporting federations. This, it is claimed, gives it autonomy from national legal
systems, either as an immunity from suit or as a directive to national courts that
they are obliged to follow. Global sports law is a private system of governance,
with its own global forum—the Court of Arbitration for Sport—and a unique
jurisprudence.
A further set of principles and rules that can be distinguished, and separated
from the concept of lex sportiva, are what can be termed the sporting law, or rules
of the game. I propose to call these principles lex ludica. These encompass two
types of rules that are distinctive and unique because of the context of sport in
which they occur and are applied. One covers the actual rules of the game and their
enforcement by match officials. The approach here by the Court of Arbitration for
Sport has been to treat these rules as sacrosanct and immune from legal intervention. The second type is what can be termed the ‘sporting spirit’ and covers
those ethical principles of sport that should be followed by sports persons. The
concept lex ludica thus includes both the formal rules and the equitable principles
of sport. They are arguably immune from legal intervention because they are an
‘internal law’ of sport—a private governance that is respected by national courts,
and as such is best applied by a specialised forum or system of arbitration by
experts.
It is also important to exclude from these narrow and specific concepts other
legal principles. The concept does not include principles of international law as
applied to sport nor does it include general legal principles, such as procedural
fairness, as applied to sport. These are independent legal sources that do not need
to be traced back to the practice of international sporting federations. They are
simply legal principles, that as a matter of the ‘rule of law’ in sport, are applicable
to sport. They should, therefore, be applied by any arbitrator who is seized of a
sporting dispute. In the main these legal principles are basic safeguards that ensure
fair treatment of athletes and insist that sporting federations do not make irrational
or arbitrary decisions. They are minimum standards that sporting federations must
meet as private organisations exercising disciplinary power. If these minimum
standards are not met, legal challenges by athletes are likely to be successful
before national courts. The function of the Court of Arbitration for Sport, when it
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is using these general principles of law, is essentially to ensure that sporting
federations do not incur costly litigation. This is achieved by insisting on their
compliance, especially in disciplinary cases. The essence, therefore, of these
principles is that they are general standards that are compulsory on sporting federations as a matter of law. They are thus applicable without being created by the
practice of sporting federations or being expressed in the rulebook. The Court of
Arbitration for Sport expressed it well in AEK Athens & SK Slavia Prague v
Union of European Football Associations (UEFA).4
‘Sports law has developed and consolidated along the years, particularly through the
arbitration settlement of disputes, a set of unwritten legal principles—a sort of lex
mercatoria for sports or, so to speak, a lex ludica—to which national and international
sports federations must conform, regardless of the presence of such principles within their
own statutes and regulations or within any applicable national law.’5

3 The Emerging Jurisprudence of the Court of Arbitration
for Sport
In this section, I want to analyse the awards made by the Court of Arbitration for
Sport to assess what jurisprudence is emerging. I organise the principles into five
main categories:
1. Lex ludica: these are the rules of the game. There is a self-imposed reluctance
on the Court of Arbitration for Sport to interfere with what it considers to be
purely sporting matters. This covers not only the obvious refusal to reopen
decisions made by match officials, but issues that are essentially about the
nature of sport in a wider sense.
2. Good governance: this covers the proper standards that are legally required of
decision making within a private organisation that has disciplinary power over
athletes. Specifically, it encompasses having clear authority in the rules to make
a decision (the ultra vires principle); avoiding arbitrary decision making by
decreeing that a sporting federation cannot be the sole arbiter of the interpretation of its rules; not acting in bad faith; not making such unreasonable
decisions that no reasonable body could have reached them; and using transparent and objective criteria in reaching its decisions.
3. Procedural fairness: these are a set of minimum standards that sporting federations must follow in hearing disciplinary matters.
4. Harmonisation of standards: as an international body, the Court of Arbitration
for Sport tries to ensure consistency. The general principles that it formulates
should apply to all federations. So it harmonises standards. This policy also

4
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entails formulating the principle that international sporting federations have
primacy over national federations, and exercising a supervisory function over
the rulebooks of federations, suggesting amendments where necessary.
5. Fairness and equitable treatment: the Court of Arbitration for Sport has a major
function to achieve fairness in individual cases. This has been especially evident in its approach to penalties. It has disapproved of automatic fixed penalties; followed the principle of proportionality; and required sanctions to ‘fit the
crime.’ It has also, where appropriate, followed the principles of legitimate
expectation and of estoppel.

4 Lex Ludica
4.1 Autonomy for Match Officials
The Court of Arbitration for Sport has consistently maintained that the autonomy
of the officials, who make decisions during the game, is unchallengeable except in
very limited circumstances.
The leading example of this was the award Mendy v Association Interantionale
de Boxing Amateur (AIBA).6 A boxer had been disqualified for a blow below the
belt, which is forbidden by the rules. The boxer protested that the hit was clearly
above the belt and that, therefore, the disqualification was wrong. The protest was
rejected by the governing body and the boxer appealed to the ad hoc division of the
Court of Arbitration for Sport established to hear cases during the 1996 Atlanta
Games. The panel declined to review the decision, arguing that purely technical
rules of the sport were ‘the responsibility of the federation concerned.’7 The panel
said this was necessary because they were ‘less well placed to decide than the
referee in the ring or the ring judges.’8 They relied on a Swiss precedent that
excluded the rules of the game from judicial review because ‘the game must not be
constantly interrupted by appeals to a judge.’9 This award confirms that the Court
of Arbitration for Sport views the match official’s decision as final. Referees make
mistakes, but that is all part of the game, and the players have to accept it as a risk.
The panel nevertheless noted certain limits. They said that, even a technical rule
decision could be reviewed, if there was an error of law, an arbitrary decision, or
malicious intent; and when ‘decisions are taken in violation of … social rules or
general principles of law.’10
6

CAS OG Atlanta 1996/006.
OG 96/006, Digest Vol 1. p. 413 para. 13.
8
OG 96/006, Digest Vol 1. p. 413 para. 13.
9
OG 96/006, Digest Vol 1. p. 413 para. 13.
10
OG 96/006, Digest Vol 1. p. 413 paras. 13–14.
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This principle of autonomy for match officials was further illustrated in Segura
v International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF),11 where the Court of Arbitration for Sport refused to interfere when the Mexican ‘winner’ was disqualified
from the 20 kilometres’ walking event at the Sydney Olympics. They reiterated the
principle that
‘CAS arbitrators do not review the determinations made on the playing field by judges,
referees, umpires, or other officials who are charged with applying what are sometimes
called ‘‘rules of the game’’ … [T]hey are not, unlike on-field judges, selected for their
expertise in officiating the particular sport.’12

This autonomy may not cover the technical equipment operated by the officials.
In Neykova v International Rowing Federation (FISA) & International Olympic
Committee (IOC)13 the losing Bulgarian rower questioned the photo-finish that
placed her second in her event at the Sydney Olympics. The Court of Arbitration
for Sport felt that this was ‘different to that of a typical official’s field of play
decision.’14 But they found it unnecessary ‘to determine to what extent a field of
play decision based on faulty equipment may be reopened,’15 as the rower had not
discharged her burden of proof basing her application solely on television cameras
which, unlike the official cameras, were not placed directly on the finishing line.
Neither does the autonomy for officials extend to a situation where there is a
conflict as to which official has jurisdiction. In Canadian Paralympic Committee
(CPC) v International Paralympic Committee (IPC),16 the Court of Arbitration for
Sport had to decide whether a race referee had the power to order a rerun of the
race when there had been a collision between athletes in the first 200 metres.
The rules made the starter the sole judge of whether to restart the race. The IPC,
as the governing body, objected strongly to the referee’s decision to restart being
challenged, arguing that it infringed their control over technical matters and the
‘rules of the game.’ Nevertheless the Court of Arbitration for Sport upheld the
original result and declared the referee’s decision invalid because he had no power
under the rules. In this particular case, the principle that a sporting federation must
follow its own rule seems to have trumped any principle of autonomy.

4.2 No Unsporting Advantage
A specific application of general legal principles to sporting contexts, especially to
the disciplinary process of federations, can yield satisfactory solutions to most
11
12
13
14
15
16

CAS OG Sydney 2000/13: Digest Vol. 2 p. 680.
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problems in sports law. To that extent, there is nothing distinctive about a supposed lex sportiva. However, there are some contexts where the particularities of
sport are distinctive enough to produce an unusual approach that may fairly be
termed a lex ludica.
The doctrine, seen above, that the match officials have autonomy so that their
decisions during the game cannot be revisited retrospectively is part of this lex
ludica. At one level, this can be seen as part of a general principle that the
autonomy of decision making and governance within a private organisation should
not be challenged—at least by those who have agreed to the rules of that organisation. However, it could also be argued that it is an illustration of another, more
sporting, idea: that the match result is final and cannot be challenged. To allow the
results of matches to be upset retrospectively will create all kinds of difficulties in
tournaments and leagues if it is decided that a previous result can be changed. A
similar problem can occur for sports leagues when a team prematurely quits the
league. Should its past results be expunged so that all previous games are annulled,
or do previous results stand even if this has an arbitrary and unfair effect on the
league positions?
An illustration of this type of sporting dilemma occurred in Czech Olympic
Committee, Swedish Olympic Committee & S. v International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF).17 In the ice hockey tournament, Sweden fielded an ineligible
player, who was not a Swedish national. As a consequence, under the federation’s
rules, Sweden should have forfeited the two matches in which he played. However,
the consequence of applying this rule strictly was that Sweden would have finished
bottom of their qualifying group rather than second. As the later knockout stages
of the tournament were seeded according to the finishing places in the qualifying
groups, this would have given Sweden a more difficult game against Russia. But,
of course, this also meant that Russia, who won their qualifying group, would now
face Sweden rather than a manifestly weaker team as they may have anticipated.
Indeed, the demotion of Sweden—as apparently required by the rule—would
result in all teams being affected and ending up playing different teams. The
federation, therefore, decided not to invoke the rule and let the original positions
stand. The Czech Republic, who now felt that they had suffered adversely, complained and the matter was dealt with by the Court of Arbitration for Sport. Their
complaint was rejected and the original positions allowed to stand. The panel was
clearly unimpressed with a team trying to gain a sporting advantage from another
team’s infraction of the rules. The panel said that the Czechs were
‘singularly ill placed … to insist on the application of a rule in circumstances where its
team had not been in the least affected by the infraction … The Panel finds this stance
offensive to the Olympic ideal of fair play.’18

17
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However, interestingly, the panel said that it would have come to a different
decision had either of the two teams who had lost to Sweden when it fielded the
ineligible player, complained. Then the case would have been different. These
teams were the direct victims and thus had to face higher ranked teams. The panel
said that it would have decided in their favour as against other teams that had
indirectly benefited from the revised league positions. This may be crude justice
but it would have also benefited the Czech Republic. In other words, the Czechs
could benefit if the real victims complained, but if they complained themselves
they were adjudged to be acting in an unsporting manner.
The outcome of the case would have been unsatisfactory whatever decision was
taken. The panel quickly rejected the easy formal legal approach, which would
have simply decided that rules are rules and insisted on their application—whatever the sporting consequences. Instead, it tried to do sporting justice, but still
concluded with a formalistic position—that it all depended on whether the victim
instigated the case by using the equitable concept that one should come with clean
hands. It does, however, give support to the principle that sporting results should
not be reopened and to the principle that players or teams should not try to obtain a
sporting advantage in an unsporting way.

4.3 Team Punishment
Another example of lex ludica is that the principle of autonomy extends to the
sanctions applied by federations for breaches of the rules in team sports, even
when these sanctions infringe individual rights.
In Federazione Italiana Nuoto (FIN) v Federation Internationale de Natation
(FINA),19 there had been violence between the Italian and Croatian water-polo
teams in the World Junior Championships. A FINA committee investigated the
events and imposed sanctions on the Italian team. They disqualified the Italians
from the rest of the championships and excluded them from the next world junior
championships. In a very non-interventionist award, the Court of Arbitration for
Sport examined the applicable regulations as to sanctions and decided that the
rules had been constitutionally established and that FINA had acted within their
rules. The panel laid down general guidance on intervention when the rules have
been correctly followed. They said that
‘the panel … can intervene in the sanction imposed only if the rules adopted by the FINA
Bureau are contrary to the general principles of law, if their application is arbitrary, or if
the sanctions provided by the rules can be deemed excessive or unfair on their face.’20
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Thus, the only question that the panel felt was relevant was whether the rules
themselves, as opposed to their application to these facts, were illegal. The essence
of the complaint by the Italian federation, however, was that the sanctions were not
‘fair and appropriate’ because they missed their target. The guilty individuals were
not punished; indeed, ironically, they could have competed in the next world
championships as members of the senior team. The exclusion from the next
championships was a collective future penalty that punished the innocent and not
the guilty. However, the panel decided that these considerations of fairness and
justice were merely a sporting issue on which the federation ‘is in the best position
to decide which rules are fair and appropriate in light of the facts constituting the
violation.’21

4.4 Expert Knowledge
The reasoning behind the water-polo award is mainly based on the idea that
sporting decisions are best made by those with a technical knowledge of the sport.
This entails a respect by the Court of Arbitration for Sport for such expert opinion.
Australian Olympic Committee (AOC)22 extends this principle of non-interference
further. A company had developed a new full-body swimsuit that increased a
swimmer’s speed by reducing drag. FINA, the governing body, approved its use
for the 2000 Olympic Games. They ruled that its use did not infringe their rule
about artificial devices, which stated that no ‘swimmer shall be permitted to use or
wear any device that may aid his speed, buoyancy or endurance during a competition.’ The swimsuits were not performance-enhancing technology, but merely
an improved swimsuit. Worried about challenges to its use during the games, the
Australian Olympic Committee asked for an advisory opinion from the Court of
Arbitration for Sport. The opinion refused to question the substance of FINA’s
ruling, and was not prepared to query FINA’s interpretation of its rules. The
opinion emphasised procedural issues. As long as the federation had firstly followed its rules and secondly had not infringed minimum standards of due process,
such as an unfair procedure, bad faith or unreasonableness, their technical decision
was immune from legal challenge. This takes the principle of non-interference
well past the boundaries established in the Mendy award. It grants autonomy to
federations over all aspects of the interpretation and application of their rules even
where there is no game-related need for urgency or finality. It is hard to see how
any ‘technical decision,’ at least if taken with respect for due process, can be
challenged before the Court of Arbitration for Sport on the authority of this award
despite the enormous commercial implications that such a ruling may have by
approving or banning the clothing or equipment of a specific manufacturer.

21
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5 Good Governance
5.1 Clear Authority
The need for clear authority for action by a sporting federation in its rules was
shown by R. v International Olympic Committee (IOC).23 The snowboarder, who
won the gold medal for snow boarding at the Winter Olympics of 1998, tested
positive for marijuana and was initially disqualified by FIS, the governing body, at
the insistence of the IOC. The Court of Arbitration for Sport reversed the decision.
Marijuana was not a prohibited substance under the IOC’s Medical Code and is not
banned unless the IOC agrees it with the specific sporting federation. This had not
occurred, and so the panel could find no authority for the disqualification. The
Court of Arbitration for Sport said that ‘if sports authorities wish to add their own
sanctions to those that are edicted by public authorities they must do so in explicit
fashion.’ They ‘cannot invent prohibitions or sanctions where none appear.’ The
sanction here lacked the ‘requisite legal foundation.’24
This principle had also been enunciated in an earlier award USA Shooting & Q.
v International Shooting Union (UIT).25 A panel refused to imply a strict liability
rule into the rules and practice of a sporting federation. They said that
‘the rule-makers and the rule-appliers must begin by being strict with themselves. Regulations that may affect the careers of dedicated athletes must be predictable. They must
emanate from duly authorised bodies. They must be adopted in constitutionally proper
ways. They should not be the product of an obscure process of accretion. Athletes and
officials should not be confronted with a thicket of mutually qualifying or even contradictory rules that can be understood only on the basis of the de facto practice over the
course of many years of a small group of insiders.’26

Related to the need for authority in the rules is the principle that the proper
organ of the federation should take the decision in accordance with the constitutional powers. In Royal Sporting Club Anderlecht v Union of European Football
Associations (UEFA),27 Anderlecht had been found guilty of attempting to bribe a
referee in a European game fifteen years previously. UEFA decided to take disciplinary action against the club. They used the powers given to the Executive
Committee to deal with ‘extraordinary’ matters. The Court of Arbitration for Sport
panel decided that, on the proper interpretation of UEFA’s constitutional documents, the only body able to issue the penalty of a season’s suspension from
European competition was the Judicial Committee of UEFA not the Executive
Committee.
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As there was a time limit of ten years on disciplinary matters, the Judicial
Committee had no longer any jurisdiction and, therefore, the conclusion of the
Court of Arbitration for Sport was that UEFA had no powers to impose the
penalty.

5.2 Interpretation of Rules
The legal interpretation of the rules is a clear function of the Court of Arbitration
for Sport. Where parties disagree as to the proper legal interpretation of a rule, then
the Court of Arbitration for Sport is competent to rule. An example is B. v
International Judo Federation (IJF)28 where the federation tried to disqualify the
applicant and remove his silver medal gained at the world championships because
he had tested positive out-of-competition seven days previously. The applicant’s
argument, upheld by the panel, was that the federation’s rules only allowed disqualification when testing positive during competitions. The panel took the view
that strict sanctions should be interpreted in the athlete’s favour. They said that ‘if
regulatory documents define sanctions and how they should be applied to particular offences, they should be strictly interpreted by the sports authorities and the
CAS.’29 It follows from this narrow approach that the Court of Arbitration for
Sport will not give itself any wider powers than the federation that it is reviewing.
This was exemplified in R v International Basketball Federation (FIBA)30
where a panel agreed that it could not have awarded damages to the applicant if his
case had been successful. It said that this was because
‘the jurisdiction of the CAS can however not go beyond the competence of the body
whose decision the appeal is lodged against … the panel itself is to be considered as an
organ of FIBA.’31

This is not a body that considers itself a court but merely the final stage of the
internal appeal system of the federation.
A similar attitude was displayed in Spanish Basketball Federation (FEB) v
International Basketball Federation (FIBA)32 in a dispute between two national
federations over a basketball player’s nationality. The panel started by asserting
that ‘sports governing bodies are usually established by private contractual
arrangements with their members.’ From this proposition it went on to assert that
the federation was not a court of law but was only empowered to act through the
rules already agreed. From this it followed that
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‘any judicial body subsequently examining such matters should be reluctant to impose on
the sports body a materially different standard … than that which the parties accepted
though their membership of the sports body.’33

This again is close to a view that the arbitrator has no independent powers but
merely confirms any decision, and arguably any interpretation that the federation
makes that is within a rational range of decisions.

5.3 Bad Faith
The presence of bad faith is often cited by arbitrators of the Court of Arbitration
for Sport as a reason for invalidating a decision, or for intervening where otherwise
they would not. Fortunately, awards where this ground has been used to invalidate
a federation’s decision are absent from the published case law. The nearest
example is S v Federation Internationale de Natation (FINA)34 where FINA argued
that an athlete’s sample could be retrospectively retested for drugs by a new
improved procedure. The panel wondered, whilst still dismissing the swimmer’s
appeal, whether this was ‘satisfactory and questions whether FINA’s conduct is
consistent with the principles of good faith which should characterise all dealings
between international sporting federations and the athletes within their
jurisdiction.’35

5.4 Irrational Decisions
A general legal principle used in reviewing administrative decisions is that decisions are invalid when they are so irrational that no reasonable body could have
come to that decision. Again, there appears to be no reported award that turns on
this principle. However, in Canadian Olympic Association (COA) v Federation
Internationale de Ski (FIS),36 the analogous argument of arbitrary decision making
without authority in the rules was rejected. The allocation of spare slots by the
international federation in one of the Olympic events was challenged. The federation had no rules to cover the situation and exercised its discretion. An argument that the absence of rules in itself constituted arbitrary action and an abuse of
discretion was rejected.
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5.5 Transparent and Objective Criteria
The need for transparency and objective criteria in decision making has been
enunciated in cases that have come before the Court of Arbitration for Sport
concerning the selection of athletes to compete in the Olympic Games. In Chiba v
Japan Amateur Swimming Federation (JASF),37 a Japanese swimmer challenged
her non-selection for the Sydney Olympics. She claimed that she had swum a
qualifying time and finished first in the qualifying trials. These two criteria had
been previously announced by the federation. The federation justified her exclusion by a third announced criterion, that a policy of ‘few but best’ would be used to
select amongst those who had met the first two criteria. The Court of Arbitration
for Sport decided that this discretionary criterion justified a conclusion that the
federation had not acted unfairly. The panel did, however, issue a strong statement
that selection criteria should be announced in advance; that professional athletes
have a right to know the criteria; and that federations ‘should pursue a policy of
transparency and open information.’38
This principle seems to have been applied in other awards where athletes have
successfully challenged their exclusion, although each of the awards can be justified on different principles. In Watt v Australian Cycling Federation (ACF) &
Tyler-Sharman,39 the Court of Arbitration for Sport directed the inclusion of the
applicant as the single Australian cyclist in the 3000 metres pursuit event in the
Atlanta games. The federation had already pre-selected her as their nominated
cyclist in this event and so had created ‘expectations in and obligations upon that
individual … [and] should be bound by its choice unless proper justification can be
demonstrated for revoking it.’40 In Beashal & Czislowski v Australian Yachting
Federation (AYF),41 a selection for the Sydney Olympics was referred back to the
federation because it had failed to follow its procedures for nomination and,
because it was a close sporting call, it was possible that this may have made a
difference to the outcome. In Sullivan v Judo Federation of Australia, Judo Federation of Australia Appeal Tribunal & Raguz42 the federation had announced that
selection would be based solely on points awarded for finishing places in three
selection events. On that basis, the applicant had a better score than her rival who
was selected. The federation had retrospectively adjusted its ranking points in
favour of the selected judoka. The panel judged that the federation had no power to
alter its criteria retrospectively, for to do so would defeat a legitimate expectation.
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6 Procedural Fairness
The most consistent line of reasoning in the jurisprudence of the Court of Arbitration for Sport is the need for sporting federations to respect due process. This
has been stressed—at least negatively—in many awards. There have been regular
pronouncements that the decisions of sporting federations can be challenged for
various reasons that constitute an unfair procedure or an unfair hearing. For
example, in AEK Athens & SK Slavia Prague v Union Of European Football
Associations,43 the panel said that ‘under CAS jurisprudence the principle of
procedural fairness is surely among the unwritten principles of sports law to be
complied with by international federations.’
In general, this principle again involves minimum standards that a disciplinary
body needs to observe to avoid legal challenge before national courts. These
include proper and precise notification of the charge; an opportunity to present
their case; cross-examination of witnesses; legal representation; unbiased and
impartial adjudicators; reasons for decisions; and a right of appeal.44 In DeBruin v
Federation Internationale de Natation (FINA)45 there was an allegation of bias.
The Court of Arbitration for Sport said of the internal appeals body that
‘it is always inadvisable, specifically because of the potential to create misunderstanding
or confusion in the mind of the public, for members of a judicial or quasi-judicial body to
discuss publicly their findings, in particular by way of media interviews.’46

The importance of procedural fairness before a federation’s own bodies is
diminished by the practice that the Court of Arbitration for Sport hears cases
anew—‘de novo.’ By giving the athlete a full hearing, any previous procedural
defects are superseded. As the panel in this award put it, ‘issues relating to the
fairness of the hearing before the tribunal of first instance fade to the periphery.’47
However, the majority of these statements have been made in awards that
denied the athlete any review of the sporting federation’s decision but merely
confirmed it. It is much harder to find awards where these reasons have been used
to overturn the decision of a sporting federation. The cynic might conclude that the
role of the Court of Arbitration for Sport has been to ensure, by example and
authority, that sporting federations follow minimum standards of fair procedure.
Given the historic flippancy of many sports administrators towards even basic
notions of natural justice and due process in their disciplinary hearings, this is a not
unworthy aspiration and achievement. It is nevertheless no more that any legal
system would have insisted upon in disciplinary proceedings, at least where there
was some evidence of damage to the reputation of, or economic loss to, the athlete.
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7 Harmonisation of Standards
7.1 Consistency
The Court of Arbitration for Sport clearly sees its role, where appropriate, to
harmonise standards across different sports, especially in relation to doping
offences. By doing so, it sets consistent norms that can be used by other federations. In Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI) v M. & Federazione Ciclistica
Italiana (FCI),48 the panel discussed the problem of suspensions of less than a year,
which cover a ‘dead period’ or close season and so have little effect as a punishment. It concluded that the ‘discussion could be avoided if the UCI would
harmonise its sanctions with other sport federations and provide for minimum
suspensions of at least twelve months.’49

7.2 Primacy of International Sporting Federations
One important principle that has been established by the Court of Arbitration for
Sport is that international sporting federations have the power to review and to
revise the sanctions that have been imposed initially by national sporting federations. Such powers are normally expressly taken by international sporting federations in their rules, but the Court of Arbitration for Sport has been prepared to
imply it as an overriding principle. This allows the process of harmonisation of the
rules and their interpretation to be advanced by the international sporting federation. It also addresses the very real danger in doping cases that a national federation will be too lenient in its treatment of athletes that have tested positive.
In B. v International Judo Federation (IJF) the panel declared
‘[I]t is imperative that that international sporting federations should have the opportunity
to review decisions by national federations in doping cases. One of the purposes of the
power thus vested in the international federation is to avoid the risk that international
competition is distorted in the event that a national federation fails to sanction, or inadequately sanctions, one of its members so as to enable him to participate in an important
competition.’50

A leading example of this principle was Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI)
v S., Danmarks Cykle Union (DCU) & Danmarks Idræts-Forbund (DIF).51 This
essentially was a dispute over who had the power to sanction a Danish cyclist who
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had tested positive for drugs. The Danish National Olympic Committee imposed a
two-year ban. This applied to all races within Denmark.
The international federation, UCI, who only had jurisdiction over international
races, imposed a one-year ban. One of the questions before the Court of Arbitration for Sport was whether the National Olympic Committee had the power to
ban the cyclist from international races for a longer period than the international
federation had. The Court of Arbitration for Sport ruled that, under the Olympic
Charter, National Olympic Committees had to follow the rules of the international
sporting federation and could not insist that the national cycling federation apply
the two-year ban. National Olympic Committees could not claim a jurisdictional
monopoly over their national athletes in international sport. The rules of the
international sporting federation, therefore, prevailed.
An extension of this principle seems to occur during the Olympic Games. Then,
sporting federations appear to accept the overriding jurisdiction of the IOC, even if
they would not otherwise do so outside the Games. Federations accept the IOC’s
jurisdiction by competing in the Games. So in Baumann v International Olympic
Committee (IOC) & International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF),52 during
the Sydney Olympics, the IAAF were deemed to have subscribed impliedly to the
arbitration clause in the Olympic Charter because of their participation in
the Games and their commitment to the Olympic Movement. This was followed in
the later case of Melinte v International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF)53
where an athlete was provisionally suspended by the IAAF after she failed a drug
test, but allowed to enter the Olympic Games pending any appeal. The IOC refused
to allow her to compete. The IAAF took the position that her eligibility to compete
was their right under their rules, and that these rules contained no provision for an
appeal to the Court of Arbitration for Sport. Despite this, the panel took the same
view as in the Baumann case and held the IAAF subject to the IOC’s authority and
thus the Court of Arbitration for Sport’s jurisdiction. A similar result was reached
in the 2002 Commonwealth Games in Manchester. In Guest v Commonwealth
Games Canada (CGC) & Triathlon Canada(TC),54 when the first respondent tried
to argue that they were not covered by the arbitration agreement, the panel reasoned that ‘the concept of a dispute resolution mechanism which may bind only
one party to a dispute would seem to us not only to be unusual, but also unfair.’55
However in Prusis & Latvian Olympic Committee v International Olympic
Committee (IOC) & International Bobsleigh and Tobogganing Federation
(FIBT),56 the applicant, whose ban for doping expired during the 2002 Winter
Olympics, was excluded from them by the IOC. The IOC argued that they had sole
jurisdiction over the question of entry and that such decisions were administrative
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decisions. However, this arbitration panel asserted the autonomy of the international federation, and thus the length of their ban, and overturned the IOC’s
exclusion. They decided that ‘the IOC cannot take any action with regard to a
specific sport which could be regarded as prejudicial to the independence and
autonomy of the International Federation administering that sport.’57 This case is
distinguishable from Melinda’s case because the athlete had served his punishment
and the IOC’s exclusion was an unwarranted additional punishment.

7.3 Best Practice
A side result of the Court of Arbitration for Sport’s principle of harmonisation has
been its willingness to perform an educating role for sporting federations, by
suggesting additions or amendments to existing rulebooks. One example is Federation Italian Nuoto (FIN) v Federation Internationale de Natation (FINA),58 the
water-polo case discussed above. One of the reasons for a collective team punishment was that the federation’s rules did not provide for individual punishments.
Doubtless the historic reason for this apparently strange absence was that it is very
difficult to see underwater fouls clearly in waterpolo.
Nevertheless, the panel regretted the absence of such a rule and added that ‘the
national federation should review their rules to determine whether provisions may
not be adopted, on the individual level, to punish individual players for aggressive
and violent conduct during play.’59 In Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI)
v C. & Federazione Ciclistica Italiana (FCI)60 discussing when a suspension
should start, the panel said the regulations ‘could theoretically lead to a suspension
even before the athlete was granted the right to be heard … As a consequence, the
Panel recommends to review the wording of the provision.’61
An extreme example of this function to suggest amendments occurred in the
2002 Winter Olympics. In two cases athletes challenged their exclusion from the
Games (Canadian Olympic Association (CAO) v Federation Internationale de Ski
(FIS)62 and Bassani-Antivari v International Olympic Committee (IOC).63 The
Court of Arbitration for Sport interpreted its own rules for the Games as not giving
it any jurisdiction in such cases, because the athletes could not have the advantage
of the arbitration clause as they had not signed the entry form containing it. As this
could create hardship and unfairness to the athletes, in Billington v International

57
58
59
60
61
62
63

CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS

OG Salt Lake City 02/001; para. 30.
96/157.
96/157; para. 24.
98/213; Digest Vol. 2 p. 283.
98/213; Digest Vol. 2 p. 283 para.17 p. 289.
OG Salt Lake City 02/002.
OG Salt Lake City 02/003.
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Bobsleigh and Tobogganing Federation (FIBT)64 the panel recommended a review
of the clause in the IOC’s rules. The other closely related function has been the
readiness of some panels of the Court of Arbitration for Sport to issue guidelines as
to best practice. The absence of any rules to cover the situation that arose in
Canadian Olympic Association (CAO) v Federation Internationale de Ski (FIS)65
was commented upon by the panel. They said that the FIS should adopt rules to
avoid the problem in future.

8 Fairness and Equitable Treatment
8.1 Fixed Penalties
The Court of Arbitration for Sport has shown an increasing dislike for fixed
sentences—even for doping offences. The policy of many federations was to have
mandatory sentences in their rulebooks. This sanction combined with a policy of
strict liability meant that different cases were being treated in the same way, and
that individuals were being treated unfairly in that mitigating circumstances were
ignored. For example, FINA used to have a mandatory sentence of four years for a
first doping offence. This was criticised by the Court of Arbitration for Sport in
several awards. In P. & others v Federation Internationale de Natation (FINA) they
said that such a sentence ‘is of dubious justification in view of the fact that it may
be disproportionate in some cases.’66
In the later award B. v International Judo Federation (IJF) the panel said that
‘these regulations leave no discretion for the disciplinary authority to order the period of
suspension to reflect all the circumstances. The case law of the CAS has had occasion to
clarify this matter … According to this case law, it is undesirable to have a fixed tariff
system governing the sanctions in doping cases, a more flexible system being preferred,
that makes allowances for suspensions for periods whose ranges vary as a function of the
athlete’s culpability. The CAS has even held that the doping control regulations of an
international federation, laying down a system of fixed penalties, could be amended to take
account of the specific circumstances of each case provided that such amendment was the
subject of a specific reasoned opinion.’67
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8.2 Proportionality
The Court of Arbitration for Sport’s dislike of fixed penalties can also be seen as an
example of the doctrine of proportionality which has been applied in many awards.
The general principle is that punishments should fit the crime. However, proportionality can be used in other contexts. In AEK Athens & SK Slavia Prague v
Union of European Football Associations (UEFA), there was a long discussion of
the question as to whether, to preserve the integrity of football and to allay the
suspicion of match fixing, it was necessary to have a rule that clubs in the same
ownership could not compete against each other in European competitions. The
panel considered other proposed less restrictive alternatives before concluding that
the measure adopted—a total ban—was not disproportionate.68

8.3 Sanctions—Seasonality
An interesting example of the Court of Arbitration for Sport ensuring that sanctions for disciplinary offences ‘fit the crime’ is the concept of seasonality. In most
sports, there is a close season in which there is no serious competition. Thus a ban
of less than a year can have different sporting and economic consequences
depending on which period it covers. A similar problem can occur in those sports
where the four-yearly Olympics are the sporting peak, for which all athletes aim,
so that even a short ban at the wrong time can have disproportionate effects.
Equally, in professional sports, like football, a year’s ban can have much greater
effect than in other sports.
The Court of Arbitration for Sport has occasionally modified bans to reflect this
seasonality. In Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI) v C. & Federazione Ciclistica
Italiana (FCI), a cyclist’s ban was raised from six months to nine months.69 The six
months ran from September to March and covered—to a considerable degree—the
‘dead period’ when the cyclist would not be competing. In effect, the ban would be
for only three months during the season, below the minimum sanction provided.
This was considered by the panel to be inadequate and it imposed a nine-month
ban so that six months of the competition were covered by the ban. Conversely, in
W. v International Equestrian Federation (FEI),70 an equestrian rider’s ban for
abusing horses was reduced from eight months to six months so that the rider
would be able to compete in the qualifying event for the Olympics. This reduction
was expressly justified because ‘the suspension would have, in practice, an effect
extending well beyond eight months.’71
68
69
70
71
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8.4 Legitimate Expectation and Estoppel
As a general legal principle, penalties should not be imposed upon a person unless
there is a clear rule that defines the offence and the punishment. Where a clear
formal rule is consistently and unambiguously applied, this is not a problem.
Difficulties arise, however, if the disciplinary authority does not always apply the
rule consistently. Then, there will arise a discrepancy between the formal rule and
the actual practice of its interpretation and application. So, if the penalty for a
doping infraction, for example, is not always applied and mitigating circumstances
are successfully pleaded, then athletes may have a legitimate expectation that, in
future, the penalties will be applied in the same manner and that the policy will not
change overnight. If the disciplinary authority wants to alter its policy, it must
publicly announce its change of policy for the future, so that athletes will not be
disadvantaged. The change must be public; disseminated fully to all those who are
likely to be subject to the rule; and not applied retrospectively. A related doctrine
is that of estoppel, as understood by the common law. This doctrine prevents a
person from asserting one thing and then subsequently denying it. By extension, it
allows anyone prejudiced by relying on the original assertion to claim relief. A
good example of estoppel occurred in New Zealand Olympic Committee (NZOC)
v Salt Lake Organising Committee (SLOC) & Federation Internationale de Ski
(FIS) & International Olympic Committee (IOC)72 over the entry of two skiers to
events in the 2002 Winter Olympics. The disputed interpretation turned on whether skiers ranked in the top 500 in any one discipline of downhill skiing could
compete in any of the other three disciplines. The New Zealand Olympic Committee had entered their skiers in two events when they ranked in the top 500 in
only one discipline and this was initially accepted by the Salt Lake Organising
Committee. The Salt Lake Organising Committee, however, tried to refuse their
entries at the Games, arguing that a qualification in the top 500 was needed in each
discipline entered. The panel ruled that the Salt Lake Organising Committee was
estopped from changing their interpretation. The athletes had relied on their entry
and spent time and money preparing for the Games on the assumption that their
original entry was accepted. In International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF)
v United States Track and Field (USATF)73 the Court of Arbitration for Sport
decided that, although there was an obligation under the IAAF’s rules to disclose
the results of domestic doping tests to the international federation, nevertheless on
the facts an estoppel operated. The panel decided that the IAAF had led the
USATF to believe that it had the discretion to promise athletes that the results of
their tests would be confidential.
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9 What are the Court of Arbitration for Sport’s Functions?
9.1 What Law?
These principles of the jurisprudence of the Court of Arbitration for Sport can now
be summarised. I outlined the jurisprudence and organised it into five categories.
• The lex ludica is a concept that is employed to signify that there are sporting
matters that are outside legal intervention, and as such are simply not suitable
for arbitration by the Court. It is a zone of autonomy for match officials and
federations in so far as they are dealing with the rules of the game, a lex ludica
that is defined by its non-application by the Court of Arbitration for Sport.
• The issues of good governance where the Court of Arbitration for Sport’s role is
to set standards, both retrospectively and prospectively, which federations will
be expected to observe on pain of the Court rendering administrative decisions
invalid.
• Procedural fairness using established general legal principles as to what constitutes minimum standards of fairness within private associations when exercising disciplinary power. These are general principles of law as applied to
international sport and the Court will ensure that they are met.
• The harmonisation of standards, and with it the primacy of international federations over their national members, suggests that global standards for regulating sport are being formulated by the Court of Arbitration for Sport. This
represents a lex sportiva, properly so called, because it is a transnational process
arising from international arbitration and these principles could not easily be
formulated in any other forum of dispute resolution in international sport.
• The assertion of fairness and equity entails an attempt to dispense individual
justice within a highly regulated ‘internal law’ of sport. The basis of a true
arbitration system is that it results from contract—from an agreement to arbitrate. However, what the Court of Arbitration for Sport is providing when using
these principles is a final appeal, or a rehearing of the original case, in disciplinary matters against athletes. To this extent, it is much closer to the final stage
of an internal grievance procedure operated by an employer than to a commercial arbitration between two enterprises.

9.2 What Role?
There are a number of possible models of adjudication that could fit the Court of
Arbitration for Sport:
• Court: Despite its name, the Court of Arbitration for Sport is not a court. It is not
a fully-fledged judicial procedure that replaces national courts. Neither is it an
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international court, such as the International Criminal Court, because that would
need national governments to have established it by treaty. Nevertheless, it does
have characteristics that can make it seem as if it is trying to approximate itself
to a court. One is the increasing attempts by its champions to claim exclusive
jurisdiction for it over international sporting disputes. This is now achieved
principally by sporting federations using express clauses that make arbitration
both compulsory and exclusive upon athletes and member federations. Another
is the increasing juridification of the court as its awards become longer, more
closely argued, dependent on precedent and increasingly formalistic. Morris and
Spink (2000) have said that ‘the CAS more closely resembles a court than an
arbitral model in terms of its attitude towards precedent.’
• Arbitration: The most obvious model is that the Court of Arbitration for Sport is
what it claims to be, a private arbitration system. It is formally established as
such and it relies on the formal agreement of the parties to take their dispute to
arbitration for resolution. It has been recognised as an independent and impartial
arbitration system by the Swiss courts. In a judgment of June 2003, the Swiss
Federal Tribunal dismissed the appeal lodged by two Russian skiers against
awards pronounced by the Court of Arbitration for Sport.74 The skiers had been
disqualified, and had their medals removed, by the IOC after the Winter Games
in Salt Lake City for doping. Their federation also banned them for two years.
Their appeals to the Court of Arbitration for Sport were rejected. The Federal
Tribunal also rejected all the arguments of the athletes, and accepted that the
Court of Arbitration for Sport offered the guarantees of independence and
impartiality necessary for recognition as a valid arbitration system. It noted
particularly that the Court of Arbitration for Sport had been accepted by the
international sporting community as the final appeal body under the new AntiDoping Code; this showed that the Court of Arbitration for Sport was trusted
and accepted as impartial. The Tribunal did have minor criticisms about the
incestuous nature of personnel (advocates in one case becoming arbitrators in
other cases) and of the lack of transparency as to which constituency arbitrators
represent. The Tribunal, however, also suggested that, as a matter of good faith,
they would have ruled against the skiers anyway, because they had impliedly
accepted the impartiality of the Court of Arbitration for Sport by taking their
case to it. So athletes are tied by a compulsory clause, when entering the
Olympics, which denies them the right to go to national courts and submits then
to binding arbitration; when they do so, they will be denied any challenge to the
impartiality or legal correctness of that arbitration. An agreement to arbitrate is
increasingly imposed upon athletes and their federations as a precondition of
competition. For some commentators this is an example of mandatory arbitration, which can be defined as binding arbitration imposed by the stronger party
in a relationship on the weaker party by an adhesive contract clause. Mandatory
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arbitration has been criticised as disguised self-regulation75 and as
lawlessness.76
IOC organ: Despite the apparent independence of the Court of Arbitration for
Sport from the IOC, it can nevertheless be suggested that it has a function on
behalf of the IOC. It can be seen as an independent but integrated part of the
system of harmonisation of standards. The IOC increasingly acts a global legislator in international sport, setting common standards. The Court of Arbitration
for Sport can thus be seen as the global forum for resolving those disputes that
arise out of the IOC’s legislation. This aspect of the work of the Court of
Arbitration for Sport is especially evident in its ad hoc decisions during the
Olympic Games, where, as shown above, it has confirmed the primacy of the IOC
even over federations that do not otherwise accept its jurisdiction. The weakness
of this function is that major sports, such as motor racing and baseball, do not
accept the Court of Arbitration for Sport’s jurisdiction.
Final review body: One view is that the Court of Arbitration for Sport is simply
a review body for the decisions of the sporting federations. A strong example of
this approach was Australian Olympic Committee (AOC),77 where the approach
of the arbitrator was to ask whether he had any jurisdiction to review the
decision made by the federation. The key question asked in this advisory
opinion was whether FINA had the final authority to decide whether the
swimsuits were an illegal device under the rules or not. FINA argued in part that
they were the sole and final arbiter of their rules. The arbitrator took a very
formalistic approach, treating FINA as purely a ‘domestic tribunal’ and then
listing the very limited procedural circumstances in which such decisions could
be legally challenged. This is an odd and restrictive decision. It leaves little
scope for intervention and avoids tackling the substantive issues.
Ombudsman: An ombudsman corrects poor administrative practice. By dealing
with individual applications on their merits, by stressing concepts of fairness and
equity, and by insisting that international sporting federations follow good
practice standards, it can be argued that the Court of Arbitration for Sport is
following a dispute settlement model akin to that of an ombudsman. Such a
model would see a high degree of emphasis on athletes’ rights and the
requirement of good governance by international sporting federations.
Lex ludica: On this model, the Court of Arbitration for Sport is an instrument of
self-regulation. It defends the autonomy of sporting bodies. It defines what
sporting matters are legally immune because they form part of the lex ludica.
As Beloff has argued, the function of the lex sportiva is to demarcate realms of
authority in the sporting context. He said that that the foundation principle, the
‘cornerstone’ of lex sportiva, is to allow ‘autonomy for decision making bodies
in sport’ and to establish a ‘constitutional equilibrium’ between courts and

Foster 2003.
McConnaughay 1999.
CAS 2000/C/267; Digest Vol. 2 p. 725.
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sports federations.78 The respect for the autonomy of sporting federations shown
by the Court of Arbitration for Sport is part of a legal tradition that interferes
only in a limited way with decision-making by powerful bodies. The principles
are very similar to the public law principles of common law jurisdictions that
will refuse to intervene in the decision made by public authorities except in very
well defined circumstances. Similarly, these principles are akin to the attitude of
the English courts to the managerial decisions of employers over disciplinary
and dismissal cases, as articulated in unfair dismissal cases. In other words,
there is no challenge to the substance of decision-making; there is an emphasis
on fair procedure and formal powers; and high standards of illegality are needed
to justify intervention
Combining the categorisation of the jurisprudence with the different models of
adjudication allows the table:
Jurisprudential Category

Legal Model

Role of CAS

Lex ludica
good governance
procedural fairness
harmonisation
fairness & equity

autonomy of private bodies
public law review
natural justice
lex sportiva
individual & human rights

non-intervention
ombudsman
final review
IOC organ; supreme court
arbitration

10 Conclusions
The Court of Arbitration for Sport applies general legal principles to sport when it
is dealing with good governance and procedural fairness; it sets minimum standards, if for no other reason than to forestall litigation before national courts.
In this function, it is a form of alternative dispute resolution. But its distinct
jurisprudence is its application of lex sportiva and lex ludica. The danger for the
Court of Arbitration for Sport is that the use of lex sportiva as a concept leads to
the position that its principal function as a ‘supreme court of world sport’ excludes
or modifies the other functions that it performs.
Arbitration systems ultimately get their legitimacy from the contractual
agreement of the parties. When the issues before the Court of Arbitration for Sport
are appeals against the exercise of disciplinary powers over athletes, who are
forced to agree to its jurisdiction, then a contractual model is inoperative.
Mandatory arbitration has many dangers. The power differential between athletes and the federations is obvious. The procedure for choosing arbitrators
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remains opaque. There are specialised counsels, who are themselves often past
arbitrators, and as such have an advantage when they represent federations.
Awards are still not universally published, thereby giving the repeat players
additional advantages.
If the approach of the Court of Arbitration for Sport is non-interventionist as
against international sporting federations, then it appears only to be a private
regulatory power. But the Court of Arbitration for Sport needs to be interventionist
in all of its functions and to limit the zone of lex ludica. It can continue to act as
the supreme court for the interpretation of lex sportiva, but its primary role must be
to ensure individual justice and rights for athletes; this is what will reinforce its
legitimacy and protect its own institutional autonomy and independence.
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present date. Section 3 will focus on the role of CAS in making a lex sportiva, and
it will take into account three different functions: the development of common
legal principles; the interpretation of global norms and the influence on sports lawmaking; and the harmonization of global sports law. Section 4 will consider the
relationships between the CAS and public authorities (both public administrations
and domestic courts), in order to verify the extent to which the CAS and its judicial
system are self-contained and autonomous from States. Lastly, Sect. 5 will address
the importance of creating bodies like CAS in the global arena, and it will identify
the main challenges raised by this form of transnational judicial activity. The
analysis of CAS and its role as law-maker, in fact, allows us to shed light on
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1 Introduction
‘‘Sports law is not just international; it is non-governmental as well, and this
differentiates it from all other forms of law.’’1 Sports rules are genuine ‘‘global law,’’
because they are spread across the entire world, they involve both international and
domestic levels, and they directly affect private actors: this happens, for instance, in
the case of the Olympic Charter, a private act of a ‘‘constitutional nature’’ with
which all States comply2; or in the case of the World Anti-Doping Code, a document
that provides the framework for the harmonization of anti-doping policies, rules,
and regulations within sports organizations and among public authorities.3
Therefore, the global dimension of sport is, in the first instance, normative.
A ‘‘global sports law’’ has emerged, which embraces the whole complex of norms
produced and implemented by regulatory sporting regimes.4 It includes not only
transnational norms set by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and by
International Federations (IFs)—i.e., ‘‘the principles that emerge from the rules
and regulations of international sporting federations as a private contractual
order’’5—, but also ‘‘hybrid’’ public–private norms approved by the World

1
Beloff et al. 1999, p. 5. These authors also note that ‘‘the public’s limitless enthusiasm for sport
and its importance to our cultural heritage makes sports law more than mere private law’’ (id.,
pp. 4 et seq.).
2
See Chappelet Kübler-Mabbott 2008, and Mestre 2009.
3
David 2008.
4
An overview is in Latty 2007, and in Casini 2010.
5
Foster 2003, p. 1 at p. 4, who describes ‘‘global sports law’’ as a ‘‘transnational autonomous
legal order created by the private global institutions that govern international sport,’’ ‘‘a
contractual order, with its binding force coming from agreements to submit to the authority and
jurisdiction of international sporting federation’’ and not ‘‘governed by national legal systems’’
(id., p. 2): put otherwise, this author considers ‘‘global sports law’’ a significant example of
spontaneous global law without a State, according to the definition provided by Teubner ed. 1997,
and Teubner 2001, pp. 197 et seq.
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Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) and international law (such as the UNESCO Convention against doping in sport). Global sports law is made of norms provided by
central sporting institutions (such as IOC, IFs and WADA) and by national sporting
bodies (such as National Olympic Committees and National Anti-Doping
Organizations).
Global sports law, therefore, is highly heterogeneous. It operates at different
levels and it is produced by several law-makers. Amongst those, there is one very
peculiar body, funded in the 1980s, which has become a key actor in the sport legal
system: the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS).6 In the last two decades, the
activity of this institution has become extraordinarily important. The number of
decisions released by CAS has increased to the point that a set of principles and
rules have been created specifically to address sport: this ‘‘judge-made sport law’’
has been called the lex sportiva.7 This formula, which recalls well-known labels
like lex mercatoria or lex electronica,8 has been readily adopted and, indeed, its
meaning has been extended over time: it can be used, in fact, to refer more
generally to the transnational law produced by sporting institutions.9 In spite of
this success, the existence of a lex sportiva is not universally accepted: in 2001, for
instance, the Frankfurt Oberlandesgericht stated that ‘‘[E]ine von jedem
staatlichen Recht unabhängige lex sportiva gibt es nicht.’’10
In this paper, the term lex sportiva is used in a broad sense as synonym of
‘‘global sports law.’’ The formula ‘‘global sports law’’ thus covers all definitions so
far provided by legal scholarship (such as lex sportiva or ‘‘international sports

6

Blackshaw, Siekmann & Soek 2006; Rigozzi 2005, pp. 132 et seq., and Merone 2009.
Nafziger 2006, pp. 409 et seq.; Rigozzi 2005, pp. 628 et seq., and Coccia 1997, p. 605 at p. 621,
adopt instead a wider definition of the lex sportiva, i.e., the incredibly large amount of customary
private norms ‘‘che si sono ormai formate in campo sportivo grazie all’interazione, concretizzantesi soprattutto negli arbitrati sportivi tra le norme degli ordinamenti sportivi e i principi
generali dei diritti statali.’’ See also Beloff 2005, pp. 49 et seq., and Panagiotopoulos 2004b.
8
See Carbone 2006, pp. 227 et seq.; Röthel 2007, pp. 755 et seq., and Witt et al. 2003, in
particular essays by H.-P. Schroeder, ‘‘Die lex mercatoria—Rechtsordnungsqualität und
demokratische Legitimation’’, pp. 57 et seq., and by J. Adolphsen, ‘‘Eine lex sportiva für den
internationalen Sport?’’, pp. 281 et seq. See also, on lex mercatoria, Druzin 2010, and, on lex
electronica, Trudel, pp. 221 et seq.
9
Latty 2007, pp. 31 seq., links the concept of lex sportiva to ‘‘les règles transnationales opérant
dans le domaine du sport’’ e alla ‘‘manière dont elles s’agencent les unes par rapport aux autres,’’
so that it reveals ‘‘la présence d’un ordre juridique transnational sportif unitaire’’ (p. 39). On
sports law as ‘‘transnational law,’’ see also Simma 2006, pp. 21 et seq.
10
Frankfurt Oberlandesgericht, 18 April 2001, D. Baumann/D.L.V., Sport und Recht, 2001,
p. 161; on these aspects see Wax 2009, pp. 173 et seq., who deals with the concept of a lex
sportiva internationalis.
7
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law’’)11 in order to describe the principles and rules set by sporting institutions.
This approach of course raises several problems concerning the very concept of
such a kind of law and its binding force12; other problems include those connected
to wider themes such as the emergence of a ‘‘global private law’’ and the formation
of ‘‘global private regimes.’’13
However, this analysis will not deal with those issues. Instead, it will focus on
the actor that is probably most prominent in constructing global sports law: the
Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS).
The purpose of this paper is to examine the structure and functions of this institution, in order to highlight a number of problems concerning judicial activities at the
global level more generally. Section 2 will outline CAS’ organization and functions,
from its inception to the present date. In particular, this section will show how the
history of the CAS is reminiscent of a famous German novel based on a biblical saga,
‘‘Joseph and his brothers’’ by Thomas Mann.14 Put briefly, CAS was originally the
‘‘favourite son’’ of the Olympic movement’s founding fathers; it subsequently
became the target of its envious ‘‘brothers’’—i.e., the International Federations and
other sporting arbitration institutions—which viewed CAS as a dangerous enemy;
ultimately, CAS defeated its opponents, gained independence and brought normative harmonization, thereby becoming ‘‘the Nourisher’’ (Der Ernährer) of global
sports law. Section 3 will focus on the role of CAS in making a lex sportiva, and it
will take into account three different functions: the development of common legal
principles; the interpretation of global norms and the influence on sports law-making; and the harmonization of global sports law. Section 4 will consider the relationships between the CAS and public authorities (both public administrations and
domestic courts), in order to verify the extent to which the CAS and its judicial
system are self-contained and autonomous from States. Lastly, Sect. 5 will address
the importance of creating bodies like CAS in the global arena, and it will identify the
main challenges raised by this form of transnational judicial activity. The analysis of
CAS and its role as law-maker, in fact, allows us to shed light on broader global

11
According to Nafziger 2004, pp. 1 et seq., ‘‘international sports law’’ means a process that
includes ‘‘a more or less distinctive body of rules, principles, institutions and procedures to
govern important consequences of transnational sports activity.’’ For Foster 2003, p. 4,
international sports law embraces ‘‘general principles of law that are automatically applicable to
sport.’’ According to Olatawura 2008, n. 3–4, pp. 130 et seq., ‘‘international sport law’’ is ‘‘the
specialized branch of transnational law that globally regulates private and public participants
conduct and claims in sport.’’ In French legal scholarship, see Borras 1993, pp. 187 et seq., and
Karaquillo 2006. In Germany, Wax 2009. In Italy, Greppi & Vellano 2006; Giannini 2006,
pp. 441 et seq., who wrote that in sport the term ‘‘international’’ refers to a ‘‘diritto superstatale,’’
so that it does not mean the ‘‘diritto proprio di un ordinamento giuridico a sé,’’ but ‘‘una
normativa interstato e superstato’’ (p. 444).
12
These issues are widely analyzed by Latty 2007, pp. 416 et seq., and Casini 2010, pp. 226 et seq.
13
See Teubner 2004, pp. 71 et seq., and Schepel 2005.
14
T. Mann, Joseph und seine brüder, a four-part novel by Thomas Mann, written from 1926 to
1943: I. Die Geschichten Jaakobs (1926–1930); II. Der junge Joseph (1931–1932); III. Joseph in
Ägypten (1932–1936); IV. Joseph der Ernährer (1940–1943).
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governance trends affecting areas such as the institutional design of global regimes,
with specific regard to separation of powers and the emergence of judicial activities.

2 The Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS): A Novel
The CAS plays a crucial role within the sport legal system.15 It was created in
1983, thanks in large part to the will of Juan Antonio Samaranch, at that time
President of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), who planned to build a
centralized mechanism of international judicial review in sport: the idea was to
introduce a sort of ‘‘supreme court for world sport.’’16 From this point view,
Samaranch followed the path of the father of IOC, Pierre De Coubertin, who was
the first to observe that a sporting institution should, first of all, ‘‘s’organiser
judiciairement,’’ because it must be ‘‘à la fois un Conseil d’Etat, une Cour d’appel
et un Tribunal des conflits.’’17
Nevertheless, the childhood of CAS was not easy. This was mainly due to three
reasons. Firstly, activity at the beginning was not intensive, partially because there
were few cases at that time: doping scandals, for instance, were not a major issue
until the later years of the 1980s. To give an idea, in the 1980s the CAS issued few
decisions per year; during the last decade, there have been over 800 rulings.18
Secondly, in those years the International Federations used to ignore the CAS, and
some of them had their own judicial body. The most significant example is the
International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF), which had its own
Arbitration Panel during the 1980s and the 1990s and only in 2001 did it decide to
disband it in favour of CAS’ jurisdiction.19
Thirdly, according to its original institutional design the CAS was a sort of
judicial branch within the IOC, with the latter maintaining political and financial
control over the former.
After a decade, however, there was a turning point in the history of the CAS.
In 1993, the Swiss Federal Court stated that the CAS did not meet all of the
standards required for international arbitrations, namely the independence of the

15
The history of CAS is illustrated by Blackshaw, Siekmann & Soek 2006, and there especially
in Mbaye 2006, pp. 6 et seq., Simma 2006, pp. 21 et seq., and Reeb 2006, pp. 31 et seq.; see also
Yi 2006, pp. 289 et seq., Rigozzi 2005, pp. 132 et seq., and Wax 2009, pp. 137 et seq.
16
According to K. Mbaye, this formula comes directly from Juan Antonio Samaranch, and it is
reported in the Swiss Federal Court decision A. et B. contre Comité International Olympique,
Fédération Internationale de Ski et Tribunal Arbitral du Sport, 4P.267/2002, 27 May 2003, in
BGE 129 III 445 S. 462. That was the famous case Lazutina/Danilova, in which Swiss Court
aknwoledged that CAS has gained its own independence from IOC after rhe 1993–94 reform.
17
Latty 2007, p. 65, citing Alaphilippe 1993, n. 3, p. 15.
18
For these data, see http://www.tas-cas.org/statistics.
19
Tarasti 2000.
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arbitral body20: this issue would have come to a head had the IOC been a party in a
CAS arbitration, for instance.21 The episode forced the IOC to reform the CAS,
which was re-organized along the lines of the current model (with the so called
1994 Paris Agreement).22
Nowadays the Court of Arbitration for Sport is a permanent arbitration structure, and its mission is to ‘‘settle sports-related disputes through arbitration and
mediation.’’23
It is made of two distinct bodies, both settled in Lausanne (Switzerland): the
International Council of Arbitration for Sport (ICAS) and the CAS.24
The former was created in 1994 in order to provide the CAS with genuine
independence from the IOC. It is a foundation regulated by Swiss civil law; its
board is made of twenty members chosen to represent the Olympic movement and
to ensure its autonomy.25 The task of the ICAS is to facilitate the settlement of
sports-related disputes through arbitration or mediation and to safeguard the
independence of the CAS and the rights of the parties. To this end, it looks after

20
Swiss Federal Court, 15 March 1993, Gundel v. Fédération Equestre Internationale, in BGE
119 II S. 271 et seq.
21
The Court in fact observed that the IOC ‘‘est compétent pour modifier le Statut du TAS; il
supporte en outre les frais de fonctionnement de ce tribunal et joue un rôle considérable dans la
désignation de ses membres. Il reste que, étant donné, d’une part, la possibilité qui subsiste
d’assurer, par la voie de la récusation, l’indépendance de la Formation appelée à connaître d’une
cause déterminée, et, d’autre part, la déclaration solennelle d’indépendance souscrite par chaque
membre du TAS avant son entrée en fonction, de telles objections ne permettent pas à elles seules
de dénier au TAS la qualité de véritable tribunal arbitral … quand bien même il serait souhaitable
que l’on assurât une indépendance accrue du TAS à l’égard du CIO’’ (BGE 119 II S. 280).
22
See Kane 2003, pp. 455 et seq., especially pp. 458 et seq.
23
Articolo S1, Statutes of the Bodies Working for the Settlement of Sports-related Disputes.
Therefore CAS can be likened to institutions such as the International Court of Arbitration (ICC),
the International Centre for the Settlement of the Investment Disputes (ICSID) or, for the USA,
the American Association of Arbitration (AAA).
24
There are also two field offices, one in New York and the other in Sydney.
25
See article S4, Statutes of the Bodies Working for the Settlement of Sports-related Disputes:
The ICAS is composed of twenty members, namely high-level jurists appointed in the following
manner: a. four members are appointed by the International Sports Federations (the IFs), viz.
three by the Summer Olympic IFs (ASOIF) and one by the Winter Olympic IFs (AIWF), chosen
from within or from outside their membership; b. four members are appointed by the Association
of the National Olympic Committees (ANOC), chosen from within or from outside its
membership; c. four members are appointed by the International Olympic Committee (IOC),
chosen from within or from outside its membership; d. four members are appointed by the twelve
members of the ICAS listed above, after appropriate consultation with a view to safeguarding the
interests of the athletes; e. four members are appointed by the sixteen members of the ICAS listed
above and chosen from among personalities independent of the bodies designating the other
members of the ICAS. Some say, however, that these mechanisms would give to the Olympic
movement even more influence on CAS than before: on these aspects, Yi 2006, pp. 316 et seq.
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the administration and financing of the CAS.26 Moreover, the ICAS appoints the
personalities who are to constitute the list of arbitrators and the list of CAS
mediators and can remove them from those lists.27
There are at least 150 arbitrators and at least 50 mediators: the former provide
‘‘the arbitral resolution of disputes arising within the field of sport through the
intermediary of arbitration provided by Panels composed of one or three arbitrators;’’ the latter provide ‘‘the resolution of sports-related disputes through
mediation.’’28
The CAS carries out several different activities.29 It provides mediation,30 and it
also can render non-binding advisory opinions upon request of the IOC, the IFs,
the NOCs, WADA and the organizations recognized by the IOC and the OCOGs,
about any legal issue with respect to the practice or development of sport or any
activity related to sport.

26

According to the article S6, Statutes of the Bodies Working for the Settlement of Sportsrelated Disputes, ICAS adopts and amends its Statute and the Statute of CAS; it looks after the
financing of the CAS; it supervises the activities of the CAS Court Office; if it deems such action
appropriate, it sets up regional or local, permanent or ad hoc arbitration structures; it may create a
legal aid fund to facilitate access to CAS arbitration for natural persons without sufficient
financial means; it may take any other action which it deems likely to protect the rights of the
parties and, in particular, to best guarantee the total independence of the arbitrators and to
promote the settlement of sports-related disputes through arbitration.
27
Before the 1994 reform, the list included only 60 personalities. The personalities designated
by the ICAS appear on the CAS list for a renewable period of four years. The ICAS reviews the
complete list every four years; the new list enters into force on 1 January of the following year. In
establishing the list of CAS arbitrators, the ICAS shall call upon personalities with full legal
training, recognized competence with regard to sports law and/or international arbitration, a good
knowledge of sport in general and a good command of at least one CAS working language. In
addition, the ICAS shall respect, in principle, the following distribution: 1/5th of the arbitrators
selected from among the persons proposed by the IOC, chosen from within its membership or
from outside; 1/5th of the arbitrators selected from among the persons proposed by the IFs,
chosen from within their membership or outside; 1/5th of the arbitrators selected from among the
persons proposed by the NOCs, chosen from within their membership or outside; 1/5th of the
arbitrators chosen, after appropriate consultations, with a view to safeguarding the interests of the
athletes; 1/5th of the arbitrators chosen from among persons independent of the bodies
responsible for proposing arbitrators in conformity with the present article. In appointing the
personalities who appear on the list of arbitrators, the ICAS shall, wherever possible, ensure fair
representation of the continents and of the different juridical cultures. (Articles S13 et seq.,
Statutes of the Bodies Working for the Settlement of Sports-related Disputes). In 2009, the list of
arbitrators included around 300 personalities; some of them appeared also in a special list
regarding soccer (http://www.tascas.org/arbitrators-genlist).
28
Article S3, Statutes of the Bodies Working for the Settlement of Sports-related Disputes.
29
The CAS includes a Court Office composed of a Secretary General and one or more Counsel,
who replace the Secretary General when required (article S22, Statutes of the Bodies Working for
the Settlement of Sports-related Disputes). The activities of the CAS Court Office are supervised
by the ICAS, which appoint the CAS Secretary general.
30
See Blackshaw 2009.
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Its main task, however, is to settle disputes. To this end, the CAS is composed
of two divisions, the Ordinary Arbitration Division and the Appeals Arbitration
Division.31
The Ordinary Arbitration Division constitutes Panels, whose task is to resolve
disputes submitted to the ordinary procedure, and performs, through the intermediary of its President or his deputy, all other functions in relation to the smooth
running of the proceedings conferred upon it by the CAS Procedural Rules.32 The
Appeals Arbitration Division constitutes Panels, whose task is to resolve disputes
concerning the decisions of federations, associations or other sports- related bodies
insofar as the statutes or regulations of the said sports-related bodies or a specific
agreement so provide.33
Arbitration proceedings submitted to the CAS are assigned by the CAS Court
Office to one of these two divisions according to their nature.34 In addition to these
two divisions, there are ad hoc chambers created for the Olympic Games (from
1996) and for other sports events such as the FIFA World Cup.35
This variety of tasks thus produce different models of judicial activities within the
CAS. It resembles a civil law court when it deals with commercial law cases (such as
players transfers), an administrative law court when it has to decide claims against
sporting institutions’ decisions, a criminal law court when it has to balance evidences in doping violations, and even a constitutional court when it must resolve
conflicts between different institutions of the Olympic movement.36 As a matter of
fact, the coexistence of different jurisdictional models is common in international
courts or tribunals: take, for instance, the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB), in
which there are both constitutional features (concerning the interpretation of
Treaties or the protection of fundamental rights) and administrative law and civil law
ones (relating to the review exercised by DSB over decisions and proceedings).37
Lastly, the activities of CAS have increasingly expanded in the last fifteen
years, so that the growing number of its decisions has led to the formation and the
consolidation of a set of principles and rules.38 This complex of norms stems from
both the interpretation of sports law and the creation of new principles specific to

31
Article S20, Statutes of the Bodies Working for the Settlement of Sports-related Disputes.
Articles R27-R37 of the CAS Procedural Rules establish provisions as to Application of Rules,
Seat, Language, Representation and Assistance, Notifications and Communications, Time limits,
Independence and Qualifications of Arbitrators, Challenge, Removal, Replacement, Provisional
and Conservatory Measures.
32
See articles R27-R37 and R38-46, CAS Procedural Rules.
33
See articles R27-R37 and R47-59, CAS Procedural Rules.
34
Such assignment may not be contested by the parties or raised by them as a cause of
irregularity. See Rigozzi & Bernasconi 2007, and Merone 2009, pp. 105 et seq.
35
The early experiences of the CAS Olympic games Ad Hoc division are analyzed by
Kaufmann-Kohler 2001.
36
Latty 2007, p. 296.
37
Marchetti 2008, pp. 933 et seq.
38
Nafziger 2006, pp. 409 et seq.
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sport (such as principle of ‘‘fair play,’’ or that of ‘‘strict liability’’ in doping cases).
This set of principles and rules has been labelled lex sportiva, and it is often relied
upon by CAS panels as well as by other institutions: even the World Anti-Doping
Code refers to CAS awards.
This result is mainly due to the necessity of harmonizing sports regulations
(especially anti-doping rules, which were particularly different from each other
before the adoption of the World Anti-Doping Code) and to the need for protecting
fundamental rights of the athletes within the sport legal system (so that they do not
have to file a case before domestic courts). In order to ensure CAS’ supremacy, all
of the basic legal documents of the sports system set out ad hoc clauses. The
Olympic Charter has established CAS jurisdiction over IOC decisions and
regarding any disputes arising during—and in connection with—the Olympic
Games.39 IFs Statutes and Regulations have introduced specific clauses in which
they devolve disputes to the CAS.40 The World Anti-Doping Code points the CAS
as a judge of last instance in doping cases.41
The CAS Novel thus comes to a happy end. Born as the favourite son of the
IOC, after an initial period of difficulty, it has constantly widened its jurisdiction,
and has finally come to be viewed as a supreme court for sport by all sporting
institutions: IOC, WADA, and even IFs. Through its decisions, CAS has made a
crucial contribution to the emergence of global sports law. It develops common
legal principles among sporting bodies; it interprets and harmonizes sports law;
it reviews sporting institutions’ decisions; it helps affirm the separation of powers
within the sport legal system. The CAS is no longer a child sitting there by the well
(an der Tiefe): it has become ‘‘the Nourisher’’ (Der Ernährer) of global sports law.42

3 The Role of the CAS in Making a Lex Sportiva
Among the different activities carried out by the CAS, some are especially relevant to
the formation of the global sports law. In particular, we can distinguish at least three
different functions. First, the CAS has been applying general principles of law to
sporting institutions, and it has been also creating specific principia sportiva.
Secondly, the CAS plays a significant role in interpreting sports law, thus
influencing and conditioning rulemaking activity by sporting institutions. Thirdly,
the CAS greatly contributes to the harmonization of global sports law, also
because it represents a supreme court, the apex of a complex set of review
mechanisms spread across the world: for instance, doping case decisions issued by
national anti-doping panels can be appealed to the CAS.

39

See articles 15.4, 45.6 and 59 of the Olympic Charter.
See, for instance, articles 62 et seq., of FIFA Statutes, article 36 of FIBA General Statutes or
articles 74 et seq. of UCI Constitution.
41
See, for instance, article 13 of the World Anti-Doping Code.
42
Both expressions are from T. Mann, Joseph and his brothers, supra n. 14.
40
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3.1 Development of Common Legal Principles
The first issue relates to the adoption of legal principles by the CAS. From this
perspective, one can consider, on the one hand, when awards apply or refer to
general principles of law, and, on the other, when awards develop new principles
specifically conceived for sport.
As to the first hypothesis, it is worth noting that CAS often refers to public
international law principles. In the Dodô case, for instance, the Brazilian national
soccer federation (Confederação Brasileira de Futebol) was held responsible for
decisions issued by the Superior Tribunal de Justiça Desportiva do Futebol (STJD),
a body partially independent from the national federation, because of the principle
which states that ‘‘States are internationally liable for judgments rendered by their
courts, even if under their constitutional law the judiciary is wholly independent of
the executive branch.’’43 An other example comes directly from the Arbitration rules
for the Olympic Games, which establish that the CAS ‘‘shall rule on the dispute
pursuant to the Olympic Charter, the applicable regulations, general principles of
law and the rules of law, the application of which it deems appropriate.’’44
Furthermore, the CAS largely adopts public law principles, such as due
process, fairness, duty to give reasons. Therefore, a relevant difference emerges
between other forms of global law or transnational law, such as the lex
mercatoria, and the lex sportiva: while the former adopt principles that are
mostly—if not exclusively—based on private law, lex sportiva, and in particular CAS awards, have mostly developed using and in accordance with public
law principles, particularly those drawn from criminal law and administrative
law.45
The CAS itself, in fact, highlighted that there is ‘‘an evident analogy between
sports-governing bodies and governmental bodies with respect to their role and
functions as regulatory, administrative and sanctioning entities.’’46 This is why the
CAS often reviews sporting institutions’ action by comparing them to public
administration: in the Pistorius v. IAAF case, for instance, the CAS evaluated the
decision making process followed by the IAAF in order to verify whether the
decision challenged by the athlete was ‘‘procedurally unsound.’’47

43
CAS 2007/A/1370, FIFA v/Superior Tribunal de Justiça Desportiva do Futebol &
Confederação Brasileira de Futebol & Mr Ricardo Lucas Dodô, CAS 2007/A/1376, WADA v/
Superior Tribunal de Justiça Desportiva do Futebol & Confederação Brasileira de Futebol & Mr
Ricardo Lucas Dodô, para. 88.
44
See http://www.tascas.org/d2wfiles/document/422/5048/0/rules%20English%20(2008.07.04).
pdf.
45
See Latty 2007, pp. 320 et seq. In CAS-JO[-TUR] 06/008, Isabella Dal Balcon v. Comitato
Olimpico Nazionale Italiano (CONI) & Federazione Italian National Skiing Federation, which
have excluded an athlete from the Olympic team, was judged ‘‘arbitrary’’ and ‘‘unfair.’’
46
CAS 98/2000, AEK Atene & S.K. Slavia Praga v. UEFA, award of 20 August 1999, para. 58.
47
CAS 2008/A/1480, especially paras. 56 et seq.
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The most important example of such principles is probably the principle of due
process. In this regard, the CAS has issued several decisions that have allowed this
principle to be introduced as a fundamental right in global sports law.
In 1995, for instance, the CAS stated that ‘‘The fight against doping is arduous,
and it may require strict rules. But the rule-makers and the rule-appliers must begin
by being strict with themselves. Regulations that may affect the careers of dedicated
athletes must be predictable. They must emanate from duly authorised bodies. They
must be adopted in constitutionally proper ways. They should not be the product of
an obscure process of accretion.’’48 Some years later, the CAS observed that it ‘‘has
always considered the right to be heard as a general legal principle which has to be
respected also during internal proceedings of the federations … Federations have
the obligation to respect the right to be heard as one of the fundamental principles of
due process.’’49 In 2004, the CAS stated that it ‘‘will always have jurisdiction to
overrule the Rules of any sport federation if its decision making bodies conduct
themselves with a lack of good faith or not in accordance with due process.’’50
The importance of this jurisprudence is crucial if we consider that the World
Anti-Doping Code—which recognizes the right of athletes to a fair hearing in antidoping proceedings—entered into force only in 2003.51 From this perspective,
CAS acted as a law-maker, in so far as it brought in the sports legal system the
principle of (procedural) due process.52 The CAS, in fact, has always affirmed its
role in ‘‘curing’’ procedural defects: meaning that such defects can be cured before
the CAS, without necessarily upheld sporting institutions’ decisions.53 However, it

48
CAS 94/129 USA Shooting & Q./Union Internationale de Tir (UIT), 23 May 1995, para. 34.
See also, ex plurimis, CAS ad hoc Division (O.G. Atlanta) 96/005 A., W. and L. v. NOC Cape
Verde (NOC CV), 1 August 1996: ‘‘Any person at risk of withdrawal of accreditation should be
notified in advance of the case against him and given the opportunity to dispute it, in accordance
with the elementary rules of natural justice and due process.’’
49
CAS 2001/A/317 A./Fédération Internationale de Luttes Associées (FILA), 9 July 2001, citing
CAS 91/53 G. v/FEI, award of January 15, 1992, Digest, pp. 79, 86 f.
50
CAS OG 04/009, H.O.C. & N. Kaklamanakis/I.S.A.F., 24 August 2004.
51
On these aspects, Straubel 2002, pp. 523 et seq., and Panagiotopoulos 2004a, pp. 1 et seq.
52
See Lever 1999, pp. 285 et seq., and Mashaw 1986. On substantive due process, Sunstein
2008, pp. 1543 et seq.
53
‘‘According to the constant jurisprudence of the CAS, a procedural violation is not enough in and
by itself to set aside an appealed decision (see CAS 2001/A/345, in Digest of CAS Awards III, 240
and the references quoted therein); it must be ascertained that the procedural violation had a bearing
on the outcome of the case. Whenever a procedural defect or unfairness in the internal procedure of a
sporting body could be cured through the due process accorded by the CAS, and the appealed
decision’s ruling on the merits was the correct one, CAS panels had no hesitation in confirming the
appealed decision’’ (CAS 2004/A/777 ARcycling AG v. Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI), 31
January 2005, para. 56). See also CAS 2006/A/1175, D. v. International Dance Sport Federation,
award of 26 June 2007, para. 18: ‘‘the virtue of an appeal system which allows for a full rehearing
before an appellate body is that issues relating to the fairness of the hearing before the tribunal offirst
instance ‘‘fade to the periphery’’ (CAS 98/211, B. v/Fédération Internationale de Natation, CAS
Digest II, p. 255 at 264, citing Swiss doctrine and case law).’’ See articles R44.2 and R57, CAS
Procedural Rules, which establish provisions regarding Hearing.
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is worth noting that the only case—to date—in which a CAS award has been
successfully challenged before the Swiss Federal Court was because of a due
process violation.54
A different hypothesis is when CAS does not apply a principle of general law, but
creates a ‘‘new’’ principle. This happens, for instance, whenever CAS refers to the so
called principia sportiva, i.e., principles conceived of for sport only, such as ‘‘fair
play’’ or the principle of ‘‘strict liability’’ applied to doping cases.55 This example
provides us with an interesting case of judge-made law at the international level and
highlights some relevant trends in global regimes. In particular, the emergence of
global regulatory regimes and global courts leads to the constitution of autonomous
sets of norms, principles and procedures. In this process, two distinct phenomena take
place: first, these regimes imitate the machinery of the State, selecting principles and
mechanisms that can be adapted to their own contexts; and second, they try to
develop their own legal principles, which are binding within the regime that created
them. The first phenomenon contributes to the development of principles of public
law and administrative law at the global level, through a mimetic process. The second
is an attempt to build autonomous and complete legal orders. This phenomenon,
however, encounters many obstacles; mainly because these regimes often remain in
some ways connected to the State (e.g., the Swiss Federal Court can review CAS
awards according to the 1958 New York Convention).56

3.2 Interpreting Sports Law and Influencing Rulemaking
The second function carried out by the CAS in making a lex sportiva is the
influence it has on sporting institutions’ regulatory activities. This function is
connected with the role played by the CAS in interpreting sports law and it leads
directly to one key question: what is the weight of CAS jurisprudence? Is there any
rule of binding precedent?
Formally, there is no rule of this kind for CAS awards, meaning that no panel is
bound by preceding decisions issued by other panels. However, while reading
through all the awards, panels demonstrate a consistent deference to CAS jurisprudence, which is often referred to by arbitrators. There is an analogy here between the
54

Arrêt of 22 March 2007, that annulled CAS 2005/A/951 Cañas v/ATP, award of 23 May,
because ‘‘le droit d’être entendu du recourant a été méconnu par le TAS. Etant donné la nature
formelle de ce droit … la sentence attaquée doit être annulée, sans égard au sort qui sera réservé
aux arguments subsidiaires avancés par le recourant.’’ Following this decision, CAS has anyhow
confirmed its precedent award: CAS 2005/A/951 Cañas v/ATP, 23 May 2007, Revised award).
55
‘‘Principles of sports law’’ or Principia sportiva are often referred to by the CAS (see, ex
plurimis, CAS 98/200 AEK Athens and SK Slavia Prague/Union of European Football
Associations (UEFA), above, para. 158). The most famous ones are probably the ‘‘fairness and
integrity of international competitions’’ and the ‘‘fair play.’’ On the ‘‘strict liability’’ principle, see
Soek 2007. A complete list of such principles is in Latty 2007, pp. 305 et seq.; see also Loquin
2007, p. 85 at pp. 101 et seq., and Merone 2009, pp. 233 et seq.
56
See Fumagalli 1994, pp. 364 et seq., and Oschütz 2005.
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CAS and other international courts or tribunals, such as the WTO Dispute Settlement
Body: although there is no formal principle of stare decisis in the decisions of the
WTO Appelate Body, it does tend to follow its own ‘‘jurisprudence.’’57
Thanks to this informal but consistent rule of precedent, the CAS exercises a
strong influence on sports law-making. The clearest example comes from antidoping rules. In this case, during the formation process of the World Anti-Doping
Code (both the first and the revised versions), CAS decisions were taken in due
account; and the Code itself, in comments pertaining to specific articles refers to
the CAS jurisprudence.58
Finally, another activity which illustrates the law-making role played by the
CAS is the production of advisory opinions in response to requests from IOC, IFs,
WADA or other sporting institutions. Although these opinions are not binding,
they have the power of moral suasion and can influence the choices of sporting
entities. In this case, the CAS acts like the French Conseil d’Ètat or the Italian
Consiglio di Stato, which do not operate only as judges, but are also called to
advise the legislature. This is a fundamental function of such tribunals, which to
date remains underdeveloped within sporting institutions.

3.3 Harmonizing Global Norms through the Appeals Procedure
Lastly, the third function of the CAS to be considered is that of normative
harmonization. This kind of ‘‘law-making’’ is effected through the appeals procedure. CAS, in fact, represents the apex of a very complex judicial system,
made up of two or even three levels. At the first two levels there are either
national sporting tribunals or international sporting federation tribunals or both;
while at the top level, as the court of last instance, there is the CAS. This kind of
system creates a centralized mechanism of review that seems to be very effective:
it has been working very well, for instance, in doping matters, where CAS can
now intervene after the other two bodies have already reached a decision
concerning a particular case. Thanks to the appeals procedure, therefore,
CAS—that acts like a supreme court—plays a significant role in harmonizing
global sports law.

57
On these aspects, see the trilogy written by Bhala 1999a, pp. 845 et seq., Bhala 1999b, pp. 1 et
seq., and Bhala 2001, pp. 873 et seq. See also I. Venzke’s Paper, pp. 32 et seq., and more
generally Mark Jacob’s Paper.
58
See Comments to articles 3.1 (Burdens and Standards of Proofs), 3.2.4 (as to drawing an
inference adverse to the Athlete or other Person who is asserted to have committed an anti-doping
rule violation), and 4.2.2 (Specific substances).
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In any event, an appeal against the decision59 of a federation, association or
sports-related body may be filed with the CAS insofar as the statutes or regulations
of the said body so provide or as the parties have concluded a specific arbitration
agreement and insofar as the appellant has exhausted the legal remedies available
to him prior to the appeal, in accordance with the statutes or regulations of the said
sports-related body.60
The need for an arbitration agreement represents the legal basis for a CAS
intervention, which is legitimated through mutual agreements, i.e., the same kind
of legitimacy of the entire sports legal system and of private law more generally
(although it can be argued that professional athletes are free to decide about this
once they are affiliated to a sport federation).61
The CAS has ‘‘full power to review the facts and the law,’’62 so that it ‘‘may
issue a new decision which replaces the decision challenged or annul the decision
and refer the case back to the previous instance:’’63 the CAS, therefore, can be
either an appeal judge or a ‘‘Cour de Cassation.’’ The appeals procedure—based
on a review of a decision issued by a sporting body—is another peculiarity of the
CAS, in comparison with other forms of international arbitrations, where contracts
are usually at stake.64 Within the sports legal system, this kind of procedure is
essential for ensuring the equal treatment of athletes and for avoiding excessive
influence of national sporting institutions over cases regarding domestic athletes.65
Moreover, the appeals procedure may be the first time that a case is brought before

59
See CAS 2004/A/748: ‘‘in order to determine whether there exists a decision or not, the form
of a communication has no relevance. In particular, the fact that the communication is made in
the form of a letter does not rule out the possibility that it constitute a decision subject to appeal.
What is decisive is whether there is a ruling—or, in the case of a denial of justice, an absence of
ruling where there should have been a ruling—in the communication.’’
60
R47, Cas Procedural Rules. See, ex multis, CAS 2008/A/1583, Sporting Lisboa e Benfica Futebol
SAD v/UEFA, & FC Porto Futebol SAD; CAS 2008/A/1584, Vitória Sport Clube de Guimarães v/
UEFA, & FC Porto Futebol SAD, award of 15 September 2008, para. 5.1: ‘‘there must be a ‘decision’
of a federation, association or another sports-related body; ‘the (internal) legal remedies available’
must have been exhausted prior to appealing to the CAS; the parties must have agreed to the
competence of the CAS’’; on these aspects, Bernasconi 2007, pp. 261 et seq.
61
Here there is a different international judiciary legitimacy compared with those addressed in
A. von Bogdandy and I. Venzke Paper. This is due to the pecualiar nature of the CAS, that is
neither a Court or a pure Arbitration body.
62
Karaquillo 2007, pp. 33 et seq.
63
R57, Cas Procedural Rules. An in-depth analysis of these issues is in Rigozzi 2005, pp. 552 et seq.
64
See McLaren 2001, pp. 101 et seq.
65
See CAS 96/156, F. v. FINA, award of 10 November 1997, in which the need of ensuring an
international review of national federations’ decisions is underlined.
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a truly impartial body,66 because it often happens that sporting tribunals are not
completely separated from their own federations.67
In any event, the appeals procedure is an arbitration. It implies that the Panel
‘‘shall decide the dispute according to the applicable regulations and the rules of
law chosen by the parties or, in the absence of such a choice, according to the law
of the country in which the federation, association or sports-related body which
has issued the challenged decision is domiciled or according to the rules of law, the
application of which the Panel deems appropriate. In the latter case, the Panel shall
give reasons for its decision.’’68 Moreover, the parties have to accept CAS jurisdiction, that is why sporting institutions’ statutes and regulations establish an ad
hoc clause.69 This confirms that the most significant form of legitimacy of sport
judicial activity is based upon consensus.
Through the appeals procedure, the CAS connects and harmonizes both
transnational and national sports law. This function is thus closely connected to the
development of common legal principles,70 such as legality, fairness and good
faith,71 as well as ‘‘general principles of law drawn from a comparative or common
denominator reading of various domestic legal systems and, in particular, the
prohibition of arbitrary or unreasonable rules and measures.’’72 Therefore, the
CAS, like an international or ‘‘mercatique’’ judge, is ‘‘amené à déduire d’une
comparaison des différent systèmes juridiques nationaux l’existence de règles de
droit positif applicables à l’activité dont il est le juge.’’73

4 The Relationships Between the CAS and Public Authorities
The CAS is an example of a centralized review mechanism over sporting institutions’ activities. It is one of the most experienced among international tribunals,
which are continually growing in numbers.74 The creation of the CAS is also
66
This point is raised by Rigozzi 2005, pp. 552 et seq., who observed that CAS appeal procedure
is not a ‘‘procédure appellatoire à proprement parler.’’
67
CAS 2007/A/1370, FIFA v/Superior Tribunal de Justiça Desportiva do Futebol &
Confederação Brasileira de Futebol & Mr Ricardo Lucas Dodô, CAS 2007/A/1376, WADA v/
Superior Tribunal de Justiça Desportiva do Futebol & Confederação Brasileira de Futebol & Mr
Ricardo Lucas Dodô, paras. 71 et seq.
68
R58, CAS Procedural Rules.
69
And this is what almost all federations did. An exception is in CAS 2006/A/1190, WADA v/
Pakistan Cricket Board & Akhtar & Asif, award of 28 June 2006, regarding cricket.
70
Supra Sect. 3.1.
71
Several cases are reported by Rigozzi 2005, pp. 644 et seq.
72
CAS 98/200 AEK Athens and SK Slavia Prague/Union of European Football Associations
(UEFA), above.
73
Latty 2007, p. 308.
74
See Alter 2008, pp. 37 et seq; for some data, see the Project on International Courts and
Tribunals (http://www.pict-pcti.org/). See also B. Kingsbury’s Paper.
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attributable to the necessity of limiting the intervention of domestic courts in sporting
matters, of which there have been increasing instances since the end of the 1980 s
(largely due to the rise in doping cases and to the commercialization of sports, such as
in the well-known cases of Reynolds and Krabbe).75 National courts’ intervention
was perceived as posing a threat to the autonomy of sporting institutions.76 As a
consequence, in order to strengthen the role of CAS, most of IFs have dismissed their
own arbitrations bodies (e.g. the IAAF), although some of them have retained
jurisdiction over specific matters (for instance, FIFA has not devolved to CAS disputes concerning violations of the rules of the game of football).77 The role of
domestic courts within the sports system, however, brings to the fore another crucial
issue: the relationships between the CAS and public authorities.
It may happen that some of the domestic decisions appealed to the CAS were
taken by public bodies, or even domestic courts. In these cases, CAS can be called
upon to judge the decisions of public authorities.
Sometimes States themselves leave the last word to the CAS: in Italy, for
instance, a specific provision establishes that doping sanctions issued by the
national anti-doping tribunal (a public body) can be appealed to the CAS. In other
circumstances, the CAS itself has resolved the matter, by simply ignoring the
domestic decision.78 In particular, the CAS stated that ‘‘the coexistence of national
and international authority … is a familiar feature, and it is well established that
the national regime does not neutralise the international regime.’’79 Therefore,
national sovereignty—i.e., in this case the power to sanction athletes—‘‘n’a, en
principe, vocation à s’appliquer que sur le seul territoire national’’ and ‘‘la décision
nationale peut toutefois être remplacé par une décision de l’autorité internationale—le TAS—pour que soit assurée la nécessaire uniformité du droit.’’80
75

David 2008, pp. 36 et seq.
Anderson 2000, pp. 123 et seq.
77
See article 63 FIFA Statutes, which establish that disputes regarding the following do not fall
under CAS jurisdiction: ‘‘a) violations of the Laws of the Game; b) suspensions of up to four
matches or up to three months (with the exception of doping decisions); c) decisions against
which an appeal to an independent and duly constituted arbitration tribunal recognised under the
rules of an Association or Confederation may be made.’’
78
CAS/A/1149 e CAS/A/1211, World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) v. Federación Mexicana
de Fútbol (FMF) and Mr. José Salvador-Carmona Alvarez, award of 16 May 2007, citing CAS
96/156, F. v. FINA, award of 10 November 1997, TAS 98/214, B./Fédération Internazionale de
Judo (FIJ), sentence du 17 mars 1999, CAS 2005/A/872, UCI v. Muñoz and Federación
Colombiana de Ciclismo, TAS 2006/A/1119, Union Cycliste Intertationale (UCI) c. L. & Real
Federación Española de Ciclismo (RFEC), sentence du 19 décembre 2006, e TAS 2006/A/1120,
Union Cycliste Intertationale (UCI) c. G. & Real Federación Española de Ciclismo (RFEC),
sentence du 19 décembre 2006.
79
CAS/A/1149 e CAS/A/1211, World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) vs. Federación Mexicana
de Fútbol (FMF) and Mr. José Salvador-Carmona Alvarez, para. 26.
80
TAS 2006/A/1119, Union Cycliste Intertationale (UCI) c. L. & Real Federación Española de
Ciclismo (RFEC), sentence du 19 décembre 2006, para. 30: ‘‘l’autorité des États et l’autorité
sportive internationale ne sont pas en concurrence; au contraire, leurs rôles sont complémentaires’’ (par. 29).
76
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In conclusion, it would be possible in theory that one State impose its own
decisions, during sports events held in its own territory, against the will of the
‘‘autorité internationale,’’ such as IFs or the CAS; however, were this to happen,
that State would not be allowed to host any international sport competition.81
It is worth noting, however, that domestic courts have intervened mostly in
doping cases. From this perspective, the creation of the World Anti-Doping
Agency (WADA) and the formation of a public–private anti-doping regime, followed by the adoption of the World Anti-Doping Code and the signature of the
UNESCO Convention against doping in sport, have minimized the risk of actions
being brought before national judges.82 Furthermore, while looking at the process
of ‘‘nationalization’’ that accompanied the formation of the anti-doping regime,
some scholars have found a relationship of ‘‘international delegation’’ between
States and the CAS.83 This would offer a further explanation of the high effectiveness of CAS procedures, which during the Olympic games are also extremely
fast (cases are solved within 24 hours).84 Lastly, CAS decisions—such as disqualifying an athlete or changing a result—are often very easily executed.85
Thus conflicts between public authorities and CAS are not frequent. Evidence
of this can be found in the low number of claims against CAS awards before the
Swiss Federal Court.86 In 25 years, with around 1000 awards decided, only 30
such claims87 were made against CAS awards, and of those, only one resulted in
annulment of the award in question.88 From this point of view, the Swiss Federal
Court is the ‘‘closing gate’’ of the whole system, and it may be called upon to
decide on an award issued in any part of the world,89 according to the Swiss
Federal Act on Private International Law.90

81

TAS 2006/A/1119, Union Cycliste Intertationale (UCI) c. L. & Real Federación Española de
Ciclismo (RFEC), sentence du 19 décembre 2006, par. 30, cited by CAS/A/1149 and CAS/A/
1211, World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) vs. Federación Mexicana de Fútbol (FMF) and Mr.
José Salvador-Carmona Alvarez, award of 16 May 2007.
82
Casini 2009, pp. 411 et seq.
83
See Ravjani 2002, pp. 241 et seq. On the notion of ‘‘international delegation’’, see Bradley &
Kelley 2008, pp. 1 et seq.
84
Article 18, Arbitration rules for the Olympic Games.
85
Whilst the effects of such decisions might be particularly devastating in terms of money and
reputation. See Mannucci 2010, pp. 229 et seq.
86
See Mitten 2009, and Rigozzi 2005, pp. 655 et seq. As to the USA, Weston 2009, pp. 99 et seq.
87
Mitten 2009, p. 5.
88
Decision of 22 March 2007, Cañas v. ATP Tour, supra n. 54.
89
This is why the New South Wales Court of Appeal, Raguz v Sullivan [2000] NSWCA 240,
dismissed an appeal filed against a CAS award issued in Sydney, observing that this CAS arbitration
rules are ‘‘transnational, universal, global,’’ and their application ‘‘is not dependent on a territorial nexus,
nor is restricted territorially,’’ so that ‘‘this global substantive law is matched by a uniform procedural
law thanks to the choice of a sole seat for all CAS arbitrations’’ (see Sturzaker & Godhard 2001).
90
Article 190, ann. 2, Loi fédérale du 18 décembre 1987 sur le droit international privé. See
Rigozzi 2005, pp. 684 et seq., and Merone 2009, pp. 155 et seq.
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In conclusion, the case of sport shows some divergences in comparison with the
general trends of international law. Some scholars observe that globalization and
the rise of international institutions and their activities produce reactions from
national courts. The latter, due to a lack of review mechanisms at the global level,
have begun to act like review bodies over international organizations.91 The sport
legal system does not fit this paradigm, but, in a certain way, it confirms the
hypothesis. In the past, in fact, national judges sought to fill the gaps in global
sports law, particularly in doping matters. Once both a global anti-doping regime
and a complex judicial system had been created, the role of domestic courts
diminishes. Yet there are still dark zones in the sports judicial system. It has
reached a high level of maturity in doping cases, but not in other fields: such
as for instance the selection process for the Olympic games or the review
over IOC decisions more generally.92 In addition, in some States, particularly
developing countries, national judicial bodies might be influenced by the most
powerful IFs.93
In any event, the sports legal system is equipped with judicial machinery that is
more advanced than in any other private regime, including that of the internet.94
Yet this system is even more effective than other public international law mechanisms (and the CAS has been likened to the ECJ),95 because States do not easily
accept the delegation of powers to an international court96: no such risk exists in
sport, however, given that States are not parties to the disputes.97

5 Towards a Sporting ‘‘Judicial Branch’’?
Judicial activity plays a crucial role in sport and exhibits peculiar features in this
field, as can be seen from the formation of the complex system governed by the
CAS.
Firstly, this system has both review and dispute settlement functions, which can
be carried out by the same institution (i.e., the CAS). Secondly, the high degree of
91
See Benvenisti & Downs 2009, pp. 59 et seq., and Kingsbury 2009. More generally, as to the
relationships between courts, Ahdieh 2004, pp. 2029 et seq.; Shany 2003; Shany 2007, and
Cassese 2009a.
92
Lastly, see the 2009 decisions issued in Canada, by the Supreme Court of British Columbia
and the British Columbia Court of Appeal, regarding the Vancouver Organizing Committee.
93
See Akech 2008.
94
The Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) adopted by ICANN, for
instance, refers to different arbitration body, such as the WIPO Arbitration and Mediation
Center), but does not exclude the right to bring the dispute ‘‘to a court of competent jurisdiction
for independent resolution’’ (article 4, lett. k, UDRP): see Lindsay 2007, pp. 95 et seq.
95
Latty 2007, p. 308.
96
Alter 2008, p. 38, Shany 2009, pp. 73 et seq., and Brown 2007.
97
Ravjani 2002, pp. 244 et seq., who refers to a ‘‘low visibility delegation’’ made by States.
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effectiveness of CAS proceedings and decisions confirms the importance of
granting independence to tribunals and courts as well as the usefulness of creating
a multi-level judicial systems. Thirdly, the sport judicial system illustrates the
integration between supranational and national levels, often realized by involving
public administrations instead of domestic courts. This blurs the dividing line
between the judiciary and the administration; similarly, the adoption of arbitration
proceedings by public bodies blurs the distinctions between public law and private
law.98 Fourthly, the formation of a sports ‘‘judicial branch’’ provides evidence of
the strategic role played by courts and tribunals in global law-making.99
The case of CAS and its system, therefore, allows us to draw some comparisons
between sport and other international regimes.
A first analogy concerns the functions carried out by these kinds of bodies. In the
sports system, as in other international contexts, courts are created both to settle
disputes and to review and control the exercise of powers by international organizations100: this happens in traditional treaty-based institutions (e.g. the ILO)101 and
in private regimes (e.g., the internet).102 At the same time there is an increasing need
to ensure the observance of minimum standards and to protect fundamental rights
(such as in the anti-doping regime).103 A second analogy comes from the strategic
role played by courts at the global level. In many regulatory regimes, judges, panels
or tribunals contribute, as does the CAS, to the development of common rules and
principles: take, for instance, the case of WTO Dispute Settlement Body, which has
been conceived of by some scholars as an example of global ‘‘constitutionalism.’’104
Furthermore, international courts and tribunals increase connections between
regimes.105 From this perspective, CAS has certainly developed many links between
different sports regimes (such as the Olympic, the Anti-Doping regimes, and those of
the several International Federations), although—at least to date—it does not
‘‘dialogue’’ very much with other international courts and tribunals.106
98
This point emerges in several CAS decisions, and it is more generally discussed by Harten
2007, pp. 371 et seq.
99
See Cassese 2009b, pp. 137 et seq.
100
In this way, a universal value of ‘‘judicial review’’ emerges: see Jowell 2007, p. 55 at pp. 62
et seq.; and García de Enterría 2000.
101
Ilo Constitution, articles 26, 27, 28 e 33. See Charnovitz 2000, p. 147 at pp. 175 et seq.
102
Icann Bylaws, Article IV, on ‘‘Accountability and Review’’.
103
See Cappelletti 1994, pp. 39 et seq., who observed an extraordinary expansion of
constitutional and transnational justice, due to the need for controlling political power and for
protecting fundamental rights.
104
Cass 2001, pp. 39 et seq.; more recently Goldstein & Steinberg 2009, pp. 211 et seq., who
refers to the ‘‘emergence of Judicial Lawmaking’’ (pp. 227 et seq.). See also R.B. Stewart’s
Paper.
105
Cassese 2009b.
106
This is mostly due to the ‘‘specificity’’ of sport. However, it is most likely that there will be
soon a more intensive dialogue between the CAS and other courts, such as the European Court of
Justice or the European Court for Human Rights: sports cases that may affect antitrust regulation
or fundamental rights of the athletes, in fact, have been increasing their numbers.
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Global sports law shows that the effectiveness of an international judicial
system also depends on the variety of judicial models that it adopts and the variety
of remedies that it can offer. However, decisions issued by international courts or
tribunals are often to be executed or might be reviewed by domestic courts: this
happens with the CAS, whose awards can be challenged before the Swiss Federal
Court. Nevertheless, once the sports legal system has developed a complex and
formalized global judiciary, independent from the executive, it has reduced the
number of cases reviewed by domestic courts. In other words, the more global
regulatory regimes imitate State systems, the less they will require States’ intervention. A peculiarity of global sports law emerges here, in comparison with other
private or hybrid regimes: sports judicial mechanisms display many more similarities with public international law regimes than with private ones. This is a
further confirmation of the theory that the more complex private regimes become,
the more they will come to resemble public law regimes.107
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Abstract In this Article, we observe that legal regulation of national and international sports competition has become extremely complex and has entered a new
era, which provides fertile ground for the creation and evolution of broader legal
jurisprudence with potentially widespread influence and application. Our principal
aim is to draw these developments to the attention of legal scholars and attorneys
not necessarily familiar with sports law. Specifically, the evolving law of sports is
having a significant influence on the development of international and national
laws, is establishing a body of substantive legal doctrine ripe for analysis from a
comparative law perspective, and has important implications for global dispute
resolution. For example, the global processes used to establish an international
sports antidoping code and to resolve a broad range of Olympic and international
sports disputes (which is rapidly creating a body of global private law) provide
paradigms of international cooperation and global lawmaking. In addition, judicial
resolution of sports-related cases may develop jurisprudence with new applications
and influence. Our objective is to generate greater awareness of the importance of
sports, not only as a worldwide cultural phenomenon and a significant part of
the twenty-first-century global economy, but as a rich source of international
and national public and private laws that provide models for establishing,
implementing, and enforcing global legal norms.
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1 Introduction
This Article is written primarily for legal academics whose teaching and scholarship does not focus on sports law, as well as lawyers and judges unfamiliar with
the subject. Our purpose is not to provide an introduction, overview, or primer to
sports law.1 Rather, it is to alert others to the potential of sports as a driver of legal
change and to encourage participation in the development of sports law by a wide
range of lawyers as an integral part of their diverse professional and scholastic
pursuits.
Legal regulation of national and international sports competition has become
extremely complex and has entered a new era. Its study requires consideration of
multiple areas of law (which may be conflicting) and an interdisciplinary perspective.2 This new era of sports regulation provides fertile ground for the creation

1

Such a purpose may be achieved for United States and Australian law respectively by
consideration of Champion 2009; Healey 2005.
2
See generally Mitten 2009.
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and evolution of jurisprudence with potentially widespread influence and application. However, significant legal developments originating in sport often are not
recognized—much less carefully analyzed—by academics other than a relatively
small group of sports law professors. Because of their broad implications for the
development of law and public policy in other areas, particularly international and
comparative law, as well as global dispute resolution, it is important that legal
scholars, attorneys, and judges be aware of and carefully consider sports-related
legal developments.
Despite the fact that virtually all areas of law (individually and in combination)
regulate sports competition (including broad, important areas such as antitrust,
contract, intellectual property, and labor law), relatively few academics teach a
sports law course or are sports law scholars.3 Although sports-related cases are
well represented among landmark decisions in many areas of law and export
important legal principles into jurisprudence with broader application,4 academic
study of the law regulating sports is relatively new.5 In fact, there is no consensus
among scholars who regularly study the rapidly developing body of law that
governs the sports industries whether ‘‘sports law’’ is a separate body of law or

3

According to the 2009–2010 Association of American Law Schools Directory of Law
Teachers, there are only 120 professors who teach sports law, while there are approximately 340
antitrust law, 1800 constitutional law, and 360 labor law professors. Antitrust, constitutional, and
labor law are three of the most significant areas of public law that regulate sports in the United
States. Ass’n of Am. Law Sch., 2009–2010 Directory of Law Teachers (2009–2010).
4
See generally Lazaroff 2001; Yablon 1994. A number of the landmark rulings of the High
Court of Australia have occurred in the context of sporting activity. See, e.g., Wyong Shire
Council v Shirt (1980) 146 CLR 40 (Austl.) (discussing the standard of care in the tort of
negligence and holding that signage incorrectly identifying ‘‘deep water’’ caused water-skiing
accident on lake); R v Judges of the Fed. Court Austl.; Ex parte W. Austl. Nat’l Football League
Inc. (1979) 143 CLR 190 (Austl.) (discussing the meaning of federal corporations power
conferred by the Australian Constitution s51(xx) and holding that professional football clubs are
trading corporations); Victoria Park Racing & Recreation Grounds Co. v Taylor (1937) 58 CLR
479 (Austl.) (discussing the nature of property and holding that a horse-racing track had no rights
to an event and was therefore unable to prevent radio calls of races originating from a structure
overlooking the track). The late Edward Grayson, widely recognized as ‘‘the father’’ of English
sports law, wrote in 1993 about the peculiar ability of sports to raise novel legal issues on which
high appellate courts could differ. He illustrated this proposition by reference to seven decisions
of the Court of Appeal on sports, which had been overruled on further appeal to the House of
Lords. Grayson 1993a.
5
The first treatises on sports law in both the United States and Australia were not published until
the late 1970s and 1980s. See, e.g., Kelly 1987; Shubert et al. 1986; Sobel 1977; Weistart and
Lowell 1979. The first U.S. sports law casebook (Yasser et al. 1990) was not published until
twenty years ago. The first Canadian treatise was published in 1983. Barnes 1983. Neither author
of this Article took a sports law course during study for his first law degree. Similarly, the
academic study of sports law in leading European countries such as Switzerland, Great Britain,
Germany, France, and Italy did not gain real momentum until the early 1990s, although there are
earlier treatises. See, e.g., Grayson 1988; Klose 1989; Toro and Canepele 1980.
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merely the application of general laws more properly termed ‘‘law and sports.’’6
Nevertheless, regardless of the nomenclature used, ‘‘sports law’’ has a legitimate
place in a law school curriculum because of its challenging legal issues, multidisciplinary aspects, and practical relevance to a large sector of society, as well as
the significant student interest which it generates.7
This Article’s primary objective, however, is not to interest more law professors
in teaching sports law, using sports examples to aid their teaching in other courses,
or becoming sports law scholars (although it may have some or all of those
effects).8 Nor is this discussion targeted at academics already having a keen
interest in sports law. Rather, this Article is addressed to a wider audience of legal
scholars. We believe that the evolving law of sports is having and will continue to
have a significant influence on, and implications for, the development of broader
international and national laws (e.g., intellectual property and human rights laws)
6

For an overview of this debate about the nature of sports law and whether the area displays the
unique and coherent characteristics of a discreet body of law or is one where principles from
more settled legal disciplines are found to have particular applications, see generally Gardiner
et al 2006; Davis 2001; see also Halgreen 2004 (suggesting a framework for determining the
content of sports law).
7
Some U.S. (e.g., Marquette University Law School, Florida Coastal School of Law, and Tulane
University Law School) and Australian (e.g., Melbourne Law School) law schools now offer very
popular specialized programs of study in sports law as part of their J.D. and/or LL.M.
curriculums.
8
Sports provide many illustrations and examples that can be used to facilitate classroom
teaching and learning, including usage by law professors to enhance student understanding of
other legal doctrines. For example, cricket and goaltending can be used to teach cause-in-fact
doctrine in tort and criminal law. See Fraser 2005. Sports also may be used to enliven a drowsy
class by mentioning a judicial opinion or fact scenario involving a sports-related incident or a
celebrity athlete. Sport is a setting in which judges can be carried away (or least depart from their
aura of stateliness) much to the entertainment of students and observers. In Zhu v Treasurer of
New South Wales, a case concerning the tort of inducing breach of contract, the High Court of
Australia in a joint judgment observed in the opening sentence: ‘‘It is a truth almost universally
acknowledged—a truth unpatriotic to question—that the period from 15 September 2000 to 1
October 2000, when the Olympic Games were held in Sydney, was one of the happiest in the
history of that city. The evidence in this case, however, reveals that the preparations for that event
had a darker side.’’ (2004) 218 CLR 530, 535 (Austl.). Regarding American jurisprudence, one
author stated:
‘‘There was something about baseball that turned cerebral judges into pennant-waving
schoolboys; that caused them to lose their judicial bearings, to twist precedents, and to jeopardize
the dignity of the federal courts; and that made it nearly impossible for any litigant to defeat the
baseball establishment. This case was about more than Federal Baseball and Toolson or Justice
Holmes and stare decisis; it was about the grip of the national pastime on the minds of the men in
black robes. This was what Flood was up against as his lawsuit made its way to the Supreme
Court.’’ Snyder 2006, at 223. To use Barry Bonds as another example, several legal issues have
arisen: (1) whether his career home run total should be recognized as MLB’s all-time record in
light of allegations he used and lied about banned performance-enhancing substances, (2)
ownership of the baseball Bonds hit that broke Hank Aaron’s career home run record, and (3) the
application of federal constitutional law to governmental seizure of confidential electronic records
evidencing his positive test for banned performance-enhancing substances. See generally
Fainaru-Wada and Williams 2006.
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and provides a rich source of substantive legal doctrine for analysis from a
comparative law perspective. Moreover, the global processes used to establish an
international sports antidoping code and to resolve Olympic and international
sports provide paradigms of international cooperation between private parties and
governments and lawmaking as well as effective and respected global dispute
resolution. We suggest that awareness of and participation in sports law debates
and developments have become unavoidable dimensions to the pursuit of scholarship in a growing number of other fields.
To illustrate our thesis, we have identified four significant sports law developments and themes, which we will describe, analyze, and explain why each one merits
academic study. First, international sports antidoping rules, especially the World
Anti-Doping Code (WADA Code), provide a paradigm for rapidly creating and
implementing globally accepted legal norms and an example of an international legal
system. Second, the process by which lex sportiva, a developing body of international sports law based largely on private agreements and dispute resolution processes, is being created by the Court of Arbitration for Sport and becoming globally
accepted has wide-ranging implications for global dispute resolution and the
establishment of international legal norms. Third, the emerging propensity of private
agreements between international sports governing federations, a form of global
legal pluralism, to displace national laws raises important issues regarding national
sovereignty. And fourth, judicial resolution of sports-related disputes and sportsspecific legislation may foreshadow how more general national and international
laws will develop and/or how broader public policy issues will be resolved.

2 International Sports Antidoping Law: A Model
for Global Lawmaking
2.1 Overview
International antidoping measures in sport form an impressive system of global
law and regulation. This system is notable because of its large scale and rapid
establishment. Other less readily apparent but nonetheless significant features
include a successful international partnering of private and governmental bodies,
the very high degree of compliance achieved in enforcement of the penalties meted
out for breaches of antidoping rules, and the ways in which some controversial
issues of human rights have been addressed.
The centerpiece of the antidoping system is the International Convention
Against Doping in Sport.9 Adopted by the United Nations Educational, Scientific
9

International Convention Against Doping in Sport, U.N. Educ., Scientific & Cultural Org.
(UNESCO) (Oct. 19, 2005), http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001425/142594m.pdf#page=
2 [hereinafter International Convention].
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and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the Convention opened for signature on
October 19, 2005, and became effective on February 1, 2007. As of December 7,
2009, the Convention had 130 State Parties.10 The Convention is intended to
commit States domestically and at the international level to ‘‘the fight against
doping in sport’’ and obligates signatories to ‘‘adopt appropriate measures’’ which
‘‘may include legislation, regulation, policies or administrative practices.’’11 While
the creation of this treaty obligation correctly implies that significant legal and
regulatory work is necessary to combat sports doping effectively, the Convention
is the culmination of an immense effort led by the International Olympic Committee (IOC), the ‘‘supreme authority’’ of the Olympic Movement, to develop a
harmonized, worldwide set of laws and rules against sports doping.12 A doping
scandal surrounding the 1998 Tour de France cycling race spurred a worldwide
effort to eradicate sports doping, which in a period of less than a decade, resulted
in the following significant events leading to the adoption of the Convention.13
These included the 1999 establishment of the World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA), a private international organization whose mission is to coordinate,
monitor, and promote the worldwide fight against doping in sport, as a joint effort

10
Australia and the United States of America ratified the Convention on January 17, 2006, and
August 25, 2008, respectively. See List of State Parties, UNESCO, http://portal.unesco.org/la/
convention.asp?KO = 31037&language=E (last visited Nov. 6, 2010).
11
International Convention, supra note 9, arts. 1, 5. However, under the laws of both Australia
and the United States, the Convention is not ‘‘self-executing’’ in the sense of automatically
becoming enforceable domestic law. As a general proposition, federal domestic legislation is
required. See generally Medellin v. Texas, 552 U.S. 491 (2008); Richardson v Forestry Comm’n
(1988) 164 CLR 261 (Austl.). Following ratification and in order to comply with the Convention,
Australia replaced its antidoping legislation with the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority
Act 2006 (Cth). Rather than compelling domestic sports leagues and governing bodies to comply
with the WADA Code, the Australian government’s policy has been to (successfully) exert
pressure by means of adverse publicity and threatened withdrawal of financial support. Thus far,
the United States Congress has not enacted enabling legislation. Even if it were to do so, the
flexible terms of article 5 of the Convention would not require Congress to compel U.S.
professional sports leagues and governing bodies to comply with the WADA Code.
12
The modern Olympic Movement consists of those ‘‘organisations, athletes and other persons
who agree to be guided by the principles of the Olympic Charter.’’ The Organisation, Olympic
Movement, http://www.olympic.org/en/content/The-IOC/The-IOC-Institution1/?Tab=1 (last visited Nov. 6, 2010). There are numerous organizations and persons that are part of the Olympic
Movement, including the IOC, International Sports Federations (IFs) (the international governing
bodies for each Olympic sport), National Olympic Committees (NOCs), National Governing
Bodies (NGBs) for each Olympic sport, the World Anti-Doping Agency, the Court of Arbitration
for Sport, and the Olympic Museum, as well as millions of individual athletes, judges, and
coaches.
13
See Voet 2002. On July 8, 1998, Voet was stopped by customs officials on the Franco-Belgian
border. He was the soigneur (trainer) for the Festina cycling team competing in the Tour de
France. A search of his car produced various sophisticated performance-enhancing drugs and
doping equipment. Voet was arrested, briefly imprisoned, and eventually convicted of various
offenses against French law relating to supplying and inciting the use of drugs. Along with other
team management and support staff, he received a suspended jail sentence and was fined.
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of the Olympic Movement and national governments; the making of the March
2003 Copenhagen Declaration on Anti-Doping in Sport, which evinced an international commitment to develop and implement worldwide antidoping rules14; and
the promulgation of the WADA Code,15 which became effective on January 1,
2004, and established a model for international and national sports antidoping
policies and practices.16

2.2 A Brief Review of Antidoping Measures to the Late 1990s
Doping (described briefly as the use of chemical substances and certain other
artificial methods to enhance athletic performance) is not new in sport.17 The
principal arguments against doping have concerned the need to prevent cheating
by athletes and adverse effects on their health.18 At the Olympic level, doping was
condemned by the IOC in 1938. It resolved that any person ‘‘accepting or offering
to supply dope’’ was to be excluded from the Olympic Games and amateur sports
meetings.19 In the postwar years, concerns over doping grew.20 The deaths of some

14
There are 193 national governments that are signatories to the Declaration. List of Signatories,
World Anti-Doping Agency, http://www.wada-ama.org/en/World-Anti-Doping-Program/
Governments/Copenhagen-Declaration-on-Anti-Doping-in-Sport/List-of-signatories/ (last visited
Nov. 6, 2010).
15
For the current edition of the WADA Code (effective Jan. 1, 2009), see World Anti-Doping
Code, World Anti-Doping Agency, http://www.wada-ama.org/Documents/World_AntiDoping_Program/WADP-The-Code/WADA_Anti-Doping_CODE_2009_EN.pdf (last visited
Nov. 6, 2010) [hereinafter WADA Code].
16
For a brief account from an insider, see Pound 2006.
17
See, e.g., Donohoe and Johnson 1986; Houlihan 1999, 33–34; Verroken 1996.
18
However, it has been claimed controversially that these arguments are of relatively recent
origin and that doping was largely tolerated if not accepted for significant periods of time. See
Dimeo 2007. But see Dirix and Sturbois 1999; Fitch 2008 (book review).
19
Dirix and Sturbois 1999, at 14. It should be noted that while the IOC had power to act in
respect of the Olympic Games, it could not make rules of direct application in relation to the
activities of other bodies. Also, chemical testing was not introduced for around another thirty
years.
20
Reports were received of ‘‘obvious signs of the reckless use of medicinal substances’’ at the
Helsinki (1952) and Melbourne (1956) Olympic Games. Dirix and Sturbois 1999, at 13. There is
an earlier report of post-World War II drug use from the London Olympic Games in 1948. Dimeo
2007, at 54.
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cyclists from suspected drug use in the 1960 s were influential in the IOC establishing a medical commission charged with the task of controlling doping.21
Prohibition of and testing for specific drugs commenced in 1968 at both the Games
of the Olympiad (Mexico City) and Winter Olympic Games (Grenoble).22
In the years that followed, antidoping measures expanded in response to the
emergence of new forms of doping and a growing interest in and understanding of
the nature of the problem. Some key features of this expansion included growth in
the number of sports and events subject to doping controls, the development of
reliable scientific techniques for the detection of prohibited substances23 and
methods,24 the accreditation of testing laboratories by the IOC,25 the introduction
of out-of-competition testing26 and increased reporting (often in sensational terms)
in the news media of incidents of doping.27 The importance and increasing
complexity of antidoping rules attracted the attention of national governments. In
turn, this led to judicial28 and parliamentary29 inquiries, domestic legislation

21

The death of a cyclist at the Rome Olympic Games was allegedly the result of the use of
amphetamines. Dirix and Sturbois 1999, at 13. However, this cause of death has been vigorously
contested. Møller 2005. Shortly afterwards in 1961, the IOC established a Medical Commission,
and at the 1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo, attempts were made to test cyclists for doping, but this
led to a boycott. The death of the British cyclist Tommy Smith in 1967 prompted the
reconstitution of the Medical Commission into its modern-day form. Dirix and Sturbois 1999, at
13–14.
22
This was conducted by way of analysis of a sample of an athlete’s urine and this remains the
principal method today.
23
See, e.g., Verroken and Mottram 1996.
24
Prohibitions were extended to include methods of doping such as ‘‘blood doping’’ and
attempts to foil reliable testing ranging from refusing to provide urine samples for testing to the
substitution of ‘‘clean’’ urine.
25
Verroken and Mottram 1996, at 239–41; Dirix and Sturbois 1999, at 33–34.
26
Out-of-competition testing was introduced as a response initially to anabolic steroids, which
could deliver lasting performance-enhancing effects but be cleared from an athlete’s body well
before competition day. Verroken and Mottram 1996, at 238.
27
Perhaps the most notorious incident was the disqualification of Canadian runner, Ben Johnson,
from the men’s 100-meter sprint at the Seoul Olympic Games in 1988. Dubin 1990, 234–309. For
other views of this incident, see Francis with Coplon 1990; Simson and Jennings 1992.
28
See generally Dubin 1990.
29
See, e.g., The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Austl. 1989; The Parliament of the
Commonwealth of Austl. 1990.
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prohibiting doping,30 dedicated antidoping agencies,31 and international treaties32
and arrangements.33
Despite this activity, antidoping efforts were seriously balkanized, possibly
compromised, and faced major shortcomings by the mid to late 1990s. This was
largely because of differences in approach among sports and across national legal
systems as well as the circumstance that not all sports and competitions were affiliated with the Olympic Movement. Although the IOC had provided significant
leadership, there was no uniform list of prohibited substances and methods worldwide. Some sports had no antidoping rules whatsoever. Furthermore, concerns were
widespread that some states and sports paid lip service to the antidoping cause while
systematically pursuing doping practices or shielding transgressing athletes from the
full weight of disciplinary processes by displaying ‘‘hometown’’ favoritism.34
At the center of this somewhat fractured antidoping system rested a number of
key legal disputes. In particular, there was disagreement regarding how to define
the elements of doping offenses (especially the requisite fault or intent and
defenses). The behavior required to commit a doping offense had become more

30

For example, Portugal: Anti-Doping Regulation, Decreto-Lei No. 374/79, de 8 de Setembro
de 1979, Diário de República de 8.9.1979 (Port.); France: Loi 89-432 du 28 juin 1989 relative à la
prévention et à la répression de l’usage des produits dopants à l’occasion des compétitions et
manifestations sportives [Law 89-432 of June 28, 1989 for the prevention and punishment of the
use of doping agents at sporting competitions and events], Journal Officiel de la République
Française [J.O.] [Official Gazette of France], July 1, 1989, p. 8146.
31
Among the first, if not the first, was the Australian Sports Drug Agency established by the
Australian Sports Drug Agency Act 1990 (Cth).
32
See, e.g., Council of Europe, Anti-Doping Convention, opened for signature Nov. 16, 1989,
C.E.T.S. No. 135 (entered into force Mar. 1, 1990).
33
See, for example, International Anti-Doping Arrangement 1997 (IADA), which was a
multilateral agreement between Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, South Africa, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. The member countries in
IADA worked to establish international standards of antidoping practice. About IADA, IADA,
http://www.iada.rf.se/t2aspx?p=105084 (last visited Nov. 12, 2010).
34
The astonishingly evil practices of the former German Democratic Republic (East Germany)
in regard to doping its athletes in the pursuit of political agendas was coming to light. Ungerleider
2001; Franke and Berendonk 1997. It was feared that this practice had spread to female Chinese
swimmers in particular, but whether doping in Chinese sport was state sponsored has been hotly
debated. For commentary on doping and doping scandals in China, see Jinxia 2003; Galluzzi
2000; and Kidd et al. 2001. USA Track and Field (USATF) received strong international criticism
for not reporting alleged breaches of doping rules to the governing international federation. ‘‘[A]t
least thirteen [elite] athletes’’ who were ultimately ‘‘cleared’’ were involved. See, e.g., Pound
2006, at 96. The USATF cited due process and privacy reasons for refusing to make disclosures
unless and until guilt was found. However, critics accused the USATF of favoring its own athletes
because by adopting a ‘‘secretive’’ approach it circumvented the international rules, which
provided for immediate interim suspension pending the outcome of disciplinary proceedings.
Ultimately, the USATF was cleared of any wrongdoing by the CAS, which concluded that the
USATF had not acted contrary to the rules of the governing international federation. Arbitration
CAS 2002/O/401, Int’l Ass’n of Athletics Fed’ns v. USA Track & Field, award of Jan. 10, 2003,
in Digest of CAS Awards III 2001-2003, at 37 (Matthieu Reeb ed., 2004); see also Tygart 2003.
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tightly defined but there was vigorous disagreement over allowing athletes to avoid
responsibility because of ‘‘exceptional circumstances,’’ such as an absence of
knowledge of the prohibition of a substance or absence of knowledge of the
presence of a prohibited substance in ingested medicine, food, supplements, or
drinks.35 There was also significant divergence on the issue of penalties (both as to
length and whether discretion should be granted to the sentencing authority). Most
significantly, seemingly inconsistent rulings by national courts on the enforceability of lengthy suspensions resulted in an uncertain environment for the
development of an internationally coherent approach.36

2.3 Twenty-First-Century World Antidoping Regime Evolves
into International Legal System
Viewed in this historical context, the past decade has been one of momentous
development in the international fight against sports doping. Built on the foundations provided by WADA, the Copenhagen Declaration, the WADA Code, and
the UNESCO Convention, a tightly knit and, with few exceptions, comprehensive
worldwide system now regulates international and Olympic sports’ antidoping
efforts. The IOC and all international sports federations (IFs), the worldwide
governing bodies for each Olympic sport, have adopted antidoping rules that are
‘‘WADA Code compliant.’’37 The national governing bodies (NGBs) for each

35

See, e.g., Tarasti 2000.
See, e.g., Edwards v. British Athletic Fed’n, [1997] Eur. L.R. 721 (Ch.) (Eng.) (holding that a
four-year ban for a first offense was reasonable and proportional by English High Court); Johnson
v. Athletics Can. (1998) 114 O.A.C. 388 (Ont. C.A.) (holding that a life ban for a second offense
was not an unreasonable restraint on trade by the Ontario Court of Appeal); Krabbe v Int’l
Amateur Athletic Fed’n, Landgericht München I [LGM] [Munich Region Court] May 17, 1995, 4
Zeitschrift für Sport und Recht [SpuRt] 161, 166, 1995 (Ger.) decision of the Munich Region
Court of 17 Mar. 1995, SpuRt 161, 166 (1995) (establishing that a two-year suspension is the
maximum permissible in Germany under fundamental rights and democratic principles).
Affirmed by decision of the Munich Region Court of Appeal. Oberlandesgericht München [OLG
M] [Munich Region Court of Appeal] Mar. 28, 1996, Zeitschrift für Sport und Recht [SpuRt] 133,
138, 1996 (Ger.) (holding that a three-year ban was excessive and disproportionate for a first
doping offense). See generally Kaufmann-Kohler et al. 2003.
37
Rule 44 of the Olympic Charter stipulates that the ‘‘World Anti-Doping Code is mandatory for
the whole Olympic Movement,’’ and Rule 26 stipulates that recognition of an IF by the IOC is
dependent upon the IF adopting and implementing the WADA Code. Olympic Charter, rules 26,
44 (amended Feb. 11, 2010), http://www.olympic.org/Documents/olympic_charter_en.pdf (last
visited Nov. 8, 2010).
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sport affiliated with the corresponding IF have acted similarly.38 Many national
sports governing bodies independent of the Olympic Movement have either
voluntarily, or under public and governmental pressure, adopted the model
established by the WADA Code as the basis of their respective antidoping codes.39
The second edition of the WADA Code, which became effective on January 1,
2009, is a relatively brief document of twenty-five articles. It defines various
doping offenses (termed ‘‘rule violations’’),40 establishes procedures for collecting
and testing samples provided by athletes,41 sets minimum standards of due process,42 prescribes penalties,43 and regulates appeals.44 Additionally, the WADA
Code specifies the roles and responsibilities of all major stakeholders45 and provides for education and research functions.46 To facilitate detailed implementation
of the WADA Code, WADA has established a set of international standards
covering the list of prohibited doping substances and methods,47 testing,48 laboratories,49 therapeutic use exemptions,50 and the protection of privacy and personal
information.51
Collectively, the antidoping rules adopted by sports governing bodies constitute
a system of worldwide private rulemaking, which may be without peer in reach

38

Mitten et al. 2009, at 278–80.
Thus far, U.S. professional sports leagues such as the National Football League, National
Basketball Association, National Hockey League, and Major League Baseball (whose respective
drug testing programs are collectively bargained because their players have unionized) and the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (which has unilaterally promulgated a separate drug
testing policy for its more than 400,000 student-athletes) are notable exceptions.
40
WADA Code, supra note 15, arts. 1–4.
41
Id. arts. 5–6.
42
Id. arts. 7–8.
43
Id. arts. 9–12.
44
Id. art. 13.
45
Id. arts. 20–22.
46
Id. arts. 18–19.
47
2010 Prohibited List, World Anti-Doping Agency, http://www.wada-ama.org/Documents/
World_Anti-Doping_Program/WADP-Prohibited-list/WADA_Prohibited_List_2010_EN.pdf (last
visited Nov. 6, 2010).
48
International Standard for Testing 2009, World Anti-Doping Agency, http://www.wada-ama.org/
Documents/World_Anti-Doping_Program/WADP-IS-Testing/WADA_Int.Standard_Testing_2009_EN.pdf
(last visited Nov. 6, 2010).
49
International Standard for Laboratories 2009, World Anti-Doping Agency (2008), http;//
www.wada-ama.org/Documents/World_Anti-Doping_Program/WADP-IS-Laboratories/WADA_
Int.tandard_Laboratories_2009_EN. pdf (last visited Nov. 6, 2010).
50
International Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions 2010, World Anti-Doping Agency,
http://www.wada-ama.org/Documents/World_Anti-Doping_Program/WADP-IS-TUE/WADA_
ISTUE_2010_EN.pdf (last visited Nov. 6, 2010).
51
International Standard for the Protection of Privacy and Personal Information 2009, World AntiDoping Agency, http://www.wada-ama.org/Documents/World_Anti-Doping_Program/WADPIS-PPPI/WADA_IS_PPPI_2009_EN.pdf (last visited Nov. 6, 2010).
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and social significance. As such, it constitutes an important but largely overlooked
element in the emerging concept of ‘‘global law.’’52 This predominately private
legal system is complemented by significant public law elements, including the
UNESCO Convention and other international documents,53 domestic antidoping
legislation,54 and specialized national antidoping agencies.55 It is significant that
the WADA Code, a private arrangement, and the extensive system of international
and domestic private rules based on the WADA Code have been rapidly granted
important legal recognition by the UNESCO Convention and many national
governments.
Some have claimed, ‘‘Nowhere is the interconnection between sport and law
more evident than in relation to doping.’’56 Antidoping measures arguably provide
a rich source of interesting (and often legally controversial) issues warranting the
close attention of academics who might not necessarily look to sport as a fertile
ground for scholarly inquiry.
The success and speed with which global antidoping regulation has been
constructed make a valuable case study for scholars studying the development of
international laws and legal systems. Two features are particularly noteworthy.
First, it establishes an international rule of law applicable to Olympic and international sports competition as well as domestic athletic competition in most
countries. The WADA Code, as interpreted and applied by the Court of Arbitration
for Sport, establishes an advanced global system of justice, which creates a more
or less uniform set of internationally respected and enforceable legal rules.57 The
popularity and reach of sports across cultural, economic, political, and social
divides has the potential to confer on this system of justice a global profile rarely,
if at all, shared by other international systems of justice establishing, for example,
criminal law, antidiscrimination law, or other human rights legal norms.58 As such,
it has a significant capacity to foster appreciation of the need for a uniform
international rule of law, particularly in parts of the world where international legal
52

See infra notes 98–101 and accompanying text.
See supra notes 32–33 and accompanying text.
54
See, for example, China’s 2004 antidoping regulations enacted pursuant to Anti-Doping
Regulations, China Anti-Doping Agency, http://www.chinada.cn/en/contents/64/2046.html (last
visited Nov. 12, 2010). See also Dubin 1990.
55
Some national antidoping agencies such as Drug Free Sport New Zealand, http://
www.drugfreesport.org.nz (last visited Nov. 6, 2010), and the South African Inst. for DrugFree Sport, http://www.drugfreesport.org.za (last visited Nov. 12, 2010) are public entities
established by legislation (respectively the Sports Anti-Doping Act, 2006 (N.Z.) and South
African Institute for Drug-Free Sport Act 14 of 1997). However, not all national antidoping
agencies are state bodies; notable examples of private nonprofit bodies are the Canadian Centre
for Ethics in Sport, http://www.cces.ca (last visited Nov. 12, 2010) and the United States AntiDoping Agency, http://www.usada.org (last visited Nov. 12, 2010), although each is officially
recognized by their respective governments as the national antidoping agency.
56
Houlihan 1999, at 174.
57
WADA Code, supra note 15, art. 13.
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See infra notes 160–167 and accompanying text.
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norms generally are not recognized, as well as a sense of global connectivity and
legal harmony.
Second, scholars may be interested in exploring the reasons for this success,
which may provide a paradigm for solving other pressing international legal issues
on which progress may be foundering (e.g., global warming) or worldwide solutions are needed (e.g., global banking regulation). A possible distinctive feature of
the process for developing an international body of sports antidoping law has been
the important leadership role played by the private sector. This is apparent in the
ability initially to command support for specific antidoping measures within the
ranks of sports worldwide and then to convince governments to participate in
meaningful working partnerships.59 Private international interest groups may have
an inherently superior ability and the necessary flexibility to react more effectively
to worldwide problems compared with national governments, which may lack
international vision, be constrained by domestic politics, and/or be subject to
adverse domestic political consequences if nationalistic interests are compromised.
This is not to preempt other explanations and lessons, but merely to suggest some
lines of scholarly inquiry when examining environmental, economic, and cultural
issues with an international dimension.

3 Lex Sportiva: Lessons for Global Dispute Resolution
and the Creation of International Legal Norms
3.1 Adjudication of Olympic and International Sports Disputes:
The Need for a Specialized International Tribunal
There are national Olympic committees (NOCs) in more than 200 countries or
territories throughout the world that promote, sponsor, and oversee Olympic and
international sports competitions. Each of them must comply with the IOC Charter
and bylaws, as well as the laws of their respective countries. In addition, NGBs,
which oversee and regulate a particular sport in their respective countries, are
required to adhere to the rules of their respective IFs, which oversee and regulate
the sport worldwide, as well as applicable national laws.60 Thousands of athletes
are members of the corresponding NGB for their respective sports, which provides
them with various contractual rights and duties.

59
The tightly knit pyramid structure of the Olympic Movement, combined with its authority to
exclude particular sports from the Olympic Games, have given the IOC the necessary leverage to
exert considerable pressure on international sports governing bodies to adopt the WADA Code. In
addition, the IOC is able to condition a country’s hosting of the Olympic Games on its
government’s adoption, compliance, and enforcement of the WADA Code.
60
See generally Mitten et al. 2009, at 278–80.
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Each international or national sports governing body, as well as each individual
athlete who participates in Olympic or other international sports competitions, has
a ‘‘home’’ country on account of incorporation, domicile, or residence therein and
is both subject to and protected by its domestic laws. Because their respective
home countries and national laws are different, resolution of Olympic and international sports disputes among two or more of these entities (e.g., IOC, IF, NOC,
or NGB) and/or individual athletes by national courts is inherently problematic and
raises complex jurisdictional and choice of law issues. For example, in Reynolds v.
International Amateur Athletic Federation, the United States Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit held that an Ohio district court lacked personal jurisdiction over a
London-based IF in litigation brought by a U.S. athlete domiciled in Ohio, who
challenged a Paris laboratory’s finding that a urine sample he provided in Monaco
tested positive for a banned performance-enhancing substance and claimed that his
suspension from competition violated Ohio state law.61
Because the IOC and each IF seek to apply and enforce a set of uniform rules
consistently worldwide, the prospect of different national courts reaching inconsistent conclusions on the merits of Olympic and international sports disputes is a
significant problem.62 A strong potential for conflicting judicial views exists
because of the divergent approaches of the world’s different legal systems (e.g.,
common law or civil law), possible biases stemming from nationalism and ethnocentrism, and the strength of the principles of judicial independence and rule of
law in the relevant jurisdictions, as well as cultural differences concerning the role
and importance of sports and different national and transnational models of sport
(e.g., European, North American, and Australian).63
If national courts adjudicate these disputes, there is an inherent tension between
internationalism (i.e., the need for international sports to operate under a consistent,
61

Reynolds v. Int’l Amateur Athletic Fed’n, 23 F.3d 1110 (6th Cir. 1994).
In addition, it is questionable whether national courts have the requisite expertise to resolve
international sports disputes. Judge Richard Posner, a prominent federal appellate court judge, has
observed: ‘‘[T]here can be few less suitable bodies than the federal courts for determining the
eligibility, or the procedures for determining the eligibility, of athletes to participate in the
Olympic Games.’’ Michels v. U.S. Olympic Comm., 741 F.2d 155, 159 (7th Cir. 1984) (Posner,
J., concurring).
63
Distinctive U.S. features: separate regulatory authority based on level of competition;
‘‘amateur’’ intercollegiate and interscholastic competition; closed professional leagues; no
national sports ministry or direct federal government regulation; Olympic sports privately funded
rather than state-sponsored training schools that financially support athletes. European features:
central government funding, regulation, and encouragement of sports participation; club sport
model rather than tie to educational institutions; open leagues and promotion and relegation;
hierarchical vertical pyramid. See generally Nafziger 2009. Australian features: influenced by
large geographic size and a smaller market with widely separated population centers; until
relatively recently, entire semi-professional leagues located in each major center; national
professional leagues now established; closed professional leagues; private ownership of
professional teams either nonexistent or new; club sports model rather than university-based
sports; strong government sports development policy; many professional leagues include a New
Zealand based team. See Stewart et al. 2004.
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worldwide legal framework), and nationalism (i.e., the desire of each nation to
preserve its sovereignty and ensure that its athlete citizens are protected by its laws).
Olympic and international sports competition requires uniform and generally
accepted rules governing on-field competition that are interpreted, applied, and
enforced by independent and impartial referees, umpires, or judges whose decisions
are final. Similarly, the resolution of disputes arising out of Olympic and international sports competition also requires an off-field legal system pursuant to which an
independent international tribunal or court with specialized sports law expertise
renders final and binding decisions having global recognition and effect.64

3.2 Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS)
In 1981, Juan Antonio Samaranch, who was the then-current IOC president, envisioned a ‘‘supreme court for world sport.’’65 On April 6, 1983, the IOC established the
CAS, a private international arbitral body based in Lausanne, Switzerland, to provide
a forum for resolving sports-related disputes.66 The CAS is the product of a 1982
working group chaired by Judge Kéba Mbaye, who was an IOC member and judge on
the International Court of Justice.67 Despite the first word of its name, the CAS is not
an international court of law. Rather, it is an arbitration tribunal whose jurisdiction
and authority are based on agreement of the parties.
The Code of Sports-Related Arbitration (Code),68 which is drafted by the
International Council of Arbitration for Sport (ICAS), a group of twenty high-level
jurists, governs the organization, operations, and procedures of the CAS.69 The
Code empowers the CAS to resolve sports-related disputes in the first instance
(i.e., ordinary arbitration, which usually involves commercial matters) and those
arising out of the appeal of a decision of a sports governing body such as the IOC
or an IF (i.e., appeals arbitration).70 The CAS operates an ad hoc Division at the
site of each Olympic Games as well as other major international sports events to

64

See generally Mitten 2009.
Yi 2006, 290 n.7 (quoting Blackshaw 2004).
66
The CAS is recognized under the European Convention on the Recognition of the Legal
Personality of International Non-Governmental Organizations. Blackshaw 2006, at 4 (‘‘CAS
rulings are legally effective and can be enforced internationally.’’).
67
Reeb 2006, at 31, 32.
68
Code of Sports-Related Arbitration, Court of Arbitration for Sport, http://www.tas-cas.org/
d2wfiles/document/3923/5048/0/Code%202010%20(en).pdf (last visited Nov. 6, 2010) [hereinafter Arbitration Code].
69
ICAS currently has two U.S. members, Michael B. Lenard and Judge Juan R. Torruella, and
one Australian member, John D. Coates, who is the ICAS Vice-President.
70
Arbitration Code, supra note 68, §20.
65
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resolve disputes in connection with the event in an expedited manner.71 It also is
authorized to issue nonbinding advisory opinions on sports-related matters.
The ICAS appoints the CAS’s member-arbitrators for four-year renewable
terms and is obligated to ‘‘wherever possible, ensure fair representation of the
continents and of the different juridical cultures.’’72 In appointing CAS arbitrators,
the Code states that ‘‘the ICAS shall respect, in principle, the following distribution:’’ one-fifth from among persons nominated by the IOC; one-fifth from
among persons nominated by the IFs; one-fifth from among persons nominated by
the NOCs; one-fifth from among persons independent of those sports governing
bodies; and one-fifth ‘‘with a view to safeguarding the interests of the athletes.’’73
They must have legal training, recognized competence in sports law and/or
international arbitration, and have good command of at least one CAS working
language (i.e., English or French).74 In addition, CAS arbitrators must be objective
and independent in their decisions and adhere to a duty of confidentiality. Presently, there are approximately 270 CAS arbitrators who generally sit in threeperson panels to hear and adjudicate cases.75
Regardless of its geographical location, the ‘‘seat’’ of all CAS arbitration
proceedings is Lausanne, Switzerland.76 This ensures uniform procedural
rules,77 provides a stable legal framework,78 and facilitates efficient dispute
resolution in locations convenient for the parties. The CAS panel issues a
written award (majority vote governs) giving the reasons for the decision, which
is final and binding on the parties. CAS appeals arbitration (unless the parties
agree otherwise) and ad hoc Division awards are publicly disclosed.
Unlike common law judicial precedent, ‘‘[i]n CAS jurisprudence there is no
principle of binding precedent, or stare decisis.’’79 Ironically, although the CAS is an
arbitral tribunal and the majority of its arbitrators have a civil law background, the
71

These include the FIFA World Cup, Commonwealth Games, and Union of European Football
Associations (UEFA) European Football Championships.
72
Arbitration Code, supra note 68, §16.
73
Id. §14.
74
Id. §14, r. 29.
75
List of CAS Arbitrators Per Nationality, Court of Arbitration for Sport, http://www.tascas.org/d2wfiles/document/452/5048/0/Liste%20nationalit%C21e%2 009.pdf (last visited Nov.
10, 2010).
76
Arbitration Code, supra note 68, r. 28.
77
See Kaufmann-Kohler 1999, 336, 348 (noting that the objective of choosing Lausanne as the
seat of CAS arbitrations is to provide the advantage of a ‘‘uniform procedural regime’’).
78
The Swiss Federal Code on Private International Law, reprinted in Court of Arbitration for
Sport, Code of Sports-Related Arbitration and Mediation Rules app. 3, at 162 (2004) [hereinafter
PIL], requires an arbitration tribunal to resolve a dispute pursuant to the rules of law chosen by
the parties, or absent any choice, according to the law with the closest connection to the dispute.
Article 187. The choice of law rules in the CAS Code are consistent with the Swiss PIL. See infra
notes 128–130 and accompanying text.
79
Arbitration CAS 2004/A/628, Int’l Ass’n of Athletics Fed’n (IAAF) v. USA Track & Field,
award of June 28, 2004, §19.
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rapidly developing body of CAS awards collectively is forming a body of international sports law, which has been described as lex sportiva.80 For consistency,
although it is not bound to do so, ‘‘a CAS Panel will obviously try, if the evidence
permits, to come to the same conclusion on matters of law as a previous CAS
Panel.’’81 This is similar to the judicial process utilized by common law appellate
judges. The CAS Code provides that a CAS award is final and binding on the parties,82 but is subject to limited judicial review by the Swiss Federal Tribunal (SFT),
which has ruled that the CAS is sufficiently independent and impartial for its awards
to have the same force and effect as judgments rendered by sovereign courts.83

3.3 CAS: A Fertile Ground for Academic Study
The twentyfive-year history of the CAS demonstrates how civil and common law
legal systems can function effectively together within an international tribunal to
resolve a wide variety of complex, time-sensitive disputes between parties of
different nationalities. CAS arbitration awards are globally respected adjudications, which generally are validated and enforced by national courts. The CAS
offers guidance regarding the effective structure and operation of international and
transnational dispute resolution bodies, which are increasing in number with
globalization.84

80
Beloff et al. 1999, 7–12; Nafziger 2004, 48–54. But see Erbsen 2006, at 441 (concluding that
it is inaccurate to describe collective body of CAS awards as lex sportiva). For additional
discussion on lex sportiva, see Foster 2003; Foster 2006.
81
Arbitration CAS 2004/A/628, Int’l Ass’n of Athletics Fed’n (IAFF) v. USA Track & Field
(USATF), award of June 28, 2004, §19. See also Arbitration CAS 2008/A/1545, Anderson et al.
v. Int’l Olympic Comm. (IOC), award of July 16, 2010, §118 (‘‘[A]lthough a CAS panel in
principle might end up deciding differently from a previous panel, it must accord to previous CAS
awards a substantial precedential value and it is up to the party advocating a jurisprudential
change to submit persuasive arguments and evidence to that effect.’’).
82
Arbitration Code, supra note 68, r. 59. See infra notes 127–133 and accompany-ing text for a
discussion of the nature and scope of the SFT’s judicial review of CAS awards.
83
A. and B. v Int’l Olympic Comm. (IOC) and Int’l Ski Fed’n (FIS) (Lazutina), 4P.267-270/
2002 (1st Civ. Ct., May 27, 2003) (translation), in Digest of CAS Awards III 2001–2003, at 674
(Matthieu Reeb ed., 1998); G. v Fédération Equestre Internationale, (1st Civ. Ct., Mar. 15, 1993)
(translation), in Digest of CAS Awards 1986–1998 561 (Matthieu Reeb ed., 1998).
Notwithstanding the SFT’s ruling, some commentators question whether the CAS is sufficiently
independent from the IOC and some members of the Olympic Movement. See, e.g., Rigozzi
2005; Pinna 2005, 13–14; Straubel 2005, 1231–32.
84
See The International Judiciary in Context, Project on Int’l Courts and Tribunals, http://
www.pict-pcti.org/publications/synoptic_chart/synop_c4.pdf (last visited Nov. 6, 2010) (listing
several permanent arbitral tribunals).
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One commentator has observed that ‘‘the CAS represents one of the world’s
more successful attempts at bringing order to transnational issues’’85 and is a
‘‘valuable example of how an international tribunal can succeed.’’86 He notes,
‘‘Through creativity and cooperation, sports officials have created a working,
functioning international tribunal that can serve as an example for future efforts at
transnational dispute resolution.’’87 The CAS has been successful because it is a
superior dispute resolution forum than available alternatives, and its decisions are
generally accepted and will be enforced by national courts if necessary.88 Alternative dispute resolution scholars would find it interesting to compare the structure
and operation of the CAS to other international arbitral bodies such as the International Court of Arbitration (which resolves commercial disputes) and the
ICANN Arbitration System (which resolves disputes regarding the ownership of
internet domain names) and to evaluate their relative effectiveness in resolving
disputes fairly, efficiently, and consistently.
For legal theorists, the evolving body of lex sportiva established by CAS
awards is an interesting and important example of global legal pluralism without
states, arising out of the resolution of Olympic and international sports disputes
between private parties.89 It is an emerging body of international law with some
similarities to lex mercatoria, a much older and more well-established body of
international commercial law that has developed in the essentially private domain
of commercial activity based on custom and arbitration awards.90 However, the lex
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Yi 2006, at 290; see also Bingham 2004, 245 (observing that the CAS ‘‘has earned a
reputation for independence and fairness, although it, too, is a mandatory arbitration program’’
and ‘‘is viewed as establishing a consistent body of arbitral authority, a kind of lex sportiva,
because of its combination of expertise and trans-parency’’).
86
Yi 2006, at 291.
87
Id.
88
See infra notes 135–136 and accompanying text.
89
‘‘[The] globalization of law creates a multitude of decentred law-making processes in various
sectors of civil society, independently of nation-states … They claim worldwide validity
independently of the law of nation-states and in relative distance to the rules of international
public law. They have come into existence not by formal acts of nation-states but by strange
paradoxical acts of self-validation.’’ Teubner 1997, at xiii.
90
Arbitration CAS 98/200, AEK Athens v. Union of European Football Ass’n (UEFA), award of
Aug. 20, 1999, §156: ‘‘Sports law has developed and consolidated along the years, particularly
through the arbitral settlement of disputes, a set of unwritten legal principles—a sort of lex
mercatoria for sports or, so to speak, a lex ludica—to which national and international sports
federations must conform, regardless of the presence of such principles within their own statutes
and regulations or within any applicable national law, provided that they do not conflict with any
national ‘public policy’ (‘ordre public’) provision applicable to a given case.’’
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sportiva being developed by the CAS often is not recognized as an illustrative
example of legal pluralism that appears to work well, even by those who staunchly
advocate private adjudication of disputes.91
Now that CAS appeals arbitration procedure and ad hoc Division awards are
becoming more readily identifiable and accessible to the public,92 there are several
broad issues worthy of in-depth academic study regarding the development of this
body of international sports law by a diverse group of international arbitrators with
civil law or common law backgrounds. For example, to gain a comparative perspective, alternative dispute resolution and international law scholars may want to
study the following issues:
1. How do CAS arbitration panels decide cases, and does the panel’s role vary
according to the type of dispute?93 Do CAS panels simply construe the parties’
agreement and applicable rules, exercise ‘‘equity jurisdiction’’ as deemed
appropriate, and/or perform other functions similar to a common law, civil law,
or hybrid legal system? Is there discernable empirical evidence of any factors
that significantly influence which party prevails in particular types of disputes?
2. Considering the plenary power of monolithic Olympic and international sports
governing bodies, which require athletes to submit to final and binding CAS
arbitration as a condition of participation,94 what should be the appropriate role

91

See, e.g., Caplan and Stringham 2008, 528 (asserting that ‘‘[p]ublic courts should, as a matter
of policy, respect contracts that specify final and binding arbitration,’’ but failing to cite the CAS
and its arbitration awards as an example, which would have strengthened their argument).
92
Recently, the CAS Secretary General began posting the full text of current CAS awards on the
CAS Web site and is developing a searchable archive of past awards. Pursuant to an agreement
with the United States Olympic Committee (USOC), the National Sports Law Institute (NSLI) of
Marquette University Law School is developing an electronic summary and index of issues
resolved by CAS awards that will be posted on both the USOC and NSLI Web sites.
93
See, e.g., Erbsen 2006, at 452 (finding a ‘‘strong textualist theme in CAS [doping] opinions’’).
94
In X. (Cañas) v ATP Tour, 4P.172/2006 (2007) (Switz.), ATF 133 III 235, translated in 1
Swiss Int’l Arb. L. Rep. 65, 84–85, the SFT recently observed:
‘‘Sports competition is characterized by a highly hierarchical structure, as much on the
international as on the national level. Vertically integrated, the relationships between athletes and
organisations in charge of the various sports disciplines are distinct from the horizontal relationship
represented by a contractual relationship between two parties … This structural difference between
the two types of relationships is not without influence on the volitional process driving the formation
of every agreement … [E]xperience has shown that, by and large, athletes will often not have the
bargaining power required and would therefore have to submit to the federation’s requirements,
whether they like it or not. Accordingly, any athlete wishing to participate in organised competition
under the control of a sports federation whose rules provide for recourse to arbitration will not have
any choice but to accept the arbitral clause, in particular by subscribing to the articles of the sports
federation in question in which the arbitration clause was inserted …’’
It ruled that mandatory arbitration provisions are enforceable because the CAS provides a swift,
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of the CAS? Should CAS arbitrators have a broad scope of equitable power and
function more like a court by acting as an external regulatory constraint and
ensuring that the legal rights of particular parties (e.g., Olympic and international sport athletes) are protected adequately?95
3. Is CAS jurisprudence functioning as a de facto body of common law legal
precedent and, if so, what are its effects?96 For example, is it reducing the
volume of CAS arbitration proceedings in particular types of disputes as it
establishes a body of lex sportiva?
4. Should the CAS Code be modified (and if so, how?) to improve the fairness and
effectiveness of CAS arbitration as a method of international sports dispute
resolution with global implications?97
Examination of these issues by academics other than sports law scholars may
provide not only valuable research specific to the CAS, but it also may contribute
some important insights regarding the development of alternative dispute resolution systems and/or international legal norms outside the context of sports.

(Footnote 94 continued)
independent, and impartial means of resolving international sports disputes by a specialized
tribunal. However, as a ‘‘counterbalance,’’ an athlete must have a right to have an adverse CAS
award judicially reviewed by the SFT to remedy ‘‘breaches of fundamental principles and
essential procedural guarantees that which may be committed by the arbitrators called upon to
decide in his case.’’ Id. at 86.
95
A CAS panel will not rewrite an international sports governing body’s rules or second-guess
its decisions or policies. Arbitration CAS 2006/A/1165, Ohuruogu v. U.K. Athletics Ltd., award
of Apr. 3, 2007, at 11–12. On the other hand, one CAS panel has recognized the need for ‘‘general
principles of law’’ to govern international sports federations in addition to their own rules or
applicable national law. For example, procedural fairness should be required, and ‘‘arbitrary or
unreasonable rules and measures’’ should be prohibited. Arbitration CAS 98/200, AEK Athens v.
Union of European Football Ass’n (UEFA), award of Aug. 20, 1999, para. 156.
96
One scholar has suggested:
‘‘Consideration should also be given to an organizational structure whereby CAS can address
the development of law in arbitral sporting decisions. CAS decision [sic] are increasingly cited by
parties and arbitral panels as authority for rules upon which to decide cases, yet the persuasive
effect of these citations to arbitral cases is unclear. For CAS to be a true ‘Supreme Court for
Sport,’ it should institute a formal appellate body akin to a U.S. Supreme Court with discretionary
review, to rule on conflicting interpretations of lex sportiva rendered by CAS panels.’’ Weston
2009, 128.
97
For example, considering that Olympic sports organizations currently provide substantial
funding for the CAS and appoint sixty percent of the members of the ICAS, which has the
exclusive authority to appoint CAS arbitrators (many of whom have ties to Olympic sports
governing bodies), is it appropriate to have a closed list of CAS arbitrators? In addition, scholarly
analysis of the current CAS arbitrator conflict of interest rules and SFT rulings regarding the
grounds for challenging a CAS arbitrator’s independence is needed.
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4 International Sports Law, a Form of Global Legal Pluralism,
and Prospects for Displacing National Law98
In Part 3.1, we identified an inherent tension between internationalism and
nationalism in the adjudication of sports disputes arising out of international
athletic competition. The establishment and development of the CAS has provided
an effective mechanism for resolving Olympic and international sports disputes in
an expert and internationally coherent manner, thereby largely avoiding the
problems of inconsistent rulings by national courts unfamiliar with international
sports association governance and rules. In this Part, we will explore another
aspect of the tension between internationalism and nationalism in sports, namely
an actual or potential clash between a developing body of international sports law
and national law.99 This conflict arises primarily in two situations: (1) when
international sports governing body agreements and rules are directly challenged
in domestic courts as contrary to national law and (2) when CAS awards are
challenged as inconsistent with national law in a judicial forum.
It is inevitable that sports governing body rules based on private international
agreements and/or CAS awards at times will create tensions with national laws.
Because sports are a microcosm of society,100 an examination of how these conflicts are being resolved and the corresponding effects is fertile ground for academic discourse. Sports are a crucible for consideration of important global legal
issues and presents an opportunity to examine the intersection between global
alternative dispute resolution, international law, and national sovereignty.101
98

There are, however, some significant areas of law in which displacement is very unlikely
to occur. For example, criminal laws generally apply to sports-related conduct within a country.
The Italian government refused to honor the Turin Olympic Games Organizing Committee’s
promise that Italy’s criminal sports doping laws would not be enforced during the 2006 Turin
Olympics against foreign Olympic athletes. DiManno 2006, at A6; Sheridan 2006, at H2. Visiting
foreign athletes have been prosecuted for violating domestic criminal laws despite the assertion
of a private sports league that player discipline for on-ice violence should be exclusively
an internal governance matter. For example, in 2000, the Boston Bruins’ Marty McSorley
was convicted of assaulting Donald Brashear, a Vancouver Canucks’ player, with a weapon (a
hockey stick) during an NHL game. Mitten et al. 2009, at 926–31 (discussing R v. McSorley,
2000 BCPC 116 (Can. B.C. 2000)). National tax laws also apply to income earned by foreign
athletes within a county’s borders, although it is important to avoid double taxation by multiple
countries. See Betten ed. 2004; Betten 2004.
99
Some other examples are cited in Mestre 2009, 16–18.
100
See generally Mitten 1997.
101
Almost twenty years ago, Professor James Nafziger, a leading international law and
international sports law scholar, observed:
‘‘The much-neglected field of international sports law is changing significantly … The
evolving legal framework has important implications for participants and spectators in both sports
and the international legal process. Among students and practitioners of international law, the role
of nongovernmental sports organizations in gaining governmental and intergovernmental support,
in shaping a still immature body of law, in acquiring a measure of legal personality, and in
responding to new issues is of general professional interest. Athletic competition is a fundamental
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In their introduction to a recent American Journal of Comparative Law symposium issue on Beyond the State: Rethinking Private Law, the authors observe
that ‘‘it is precisely because globalization moves us ‘beyond the state’ that we are,
more than ever, forced to rethink private law and its relation to the state.’’102 One
of the issue’s fifteen articles recognizes—in a cursory and rather oblique manner—
that international sports federation ethical codes and disciplinary sanctions for
violations are a form of global private law.103 Another article briefly notes that
rules regulating economic transactions among sports federation members, such as
player transfers, also constitute global private law.104 However, although Olympic
and international sports competition gives rise to a paradigm example of global
legal pluralism,105 neither article recognizes the two situations in which a developing body of international sports law arising primarily out of the resolution of
disputes between private parties interacts with national law, much less considers or
analyzes this phenomenon from a scholarly perspective.106
(Footnote 101 continued)
human activity whose history has been replete with international problems. Understanding the
peculiar blending of governmental, intergovernmental and nongovernmental authority over
political and other consequences of sports activity is therefore significant.’’ Nafziger 1992, 489
(footnote omitted); see also Nafziger 1996, 149 (‘‘Normative trends thus confirm a growing
commitment of national legal systems to the special processes of international sports law. The
[CAS], in particular, is assuming a central position for avoiding, managing and resolving
international disputes. What remains is for the legal profession throughout the world to take
international sports law seriously.’’).
102
Jansen and Michaels 2008, 527.
103
Wendehorst 2008, 593–95.
104
Basedow 2008, 709–11.
105
Legal pluralism is based on ‘‘the premise that people belong to (or feel affiliated with)
multiple groups and understand themselves to be bound by the norms of these multiple groups.’’
Berman 2007, 1169. ‘‘[M]any community affiliations … may at various times exert tremendous
power over our actions even though they are not part of an ‘official’ state-based system.’’ Id. at
1170. Thus, ‘‘situations [arise] in which two or more state and non-state normative systems
occupy the same social field and must negotiate the resulting hybrid legal space.’’ Id. Conflicts
arising out of overlapping legal rules created by Olympic and international sports private
agreements and national laws must be resolved either by ‘‘reimposing the primacy of territoriallybased (and often nation-state-based) authority or by seeking universal harmonization.’’ Id. at
1162.
106
The tide, however, is changing. In his concluding remarks during the 60th Congress of the
International Association of Legal Science, which was hosted by the Istanbul University Law
Faculty Centre for Comparative Law, in Istanbul, Turkey, on May 13–14, 2010, Mauro Bussani,
Professor of Comparative Law at the University of Trieste, Italy, observed that comparative
sports law is a ‘‘very attractive scientific discipline.’’ He stated:
‘‘[C]onceiving sports law just as a legal specialization, in which national and international legal
doctrines are subject to special deviations, exceptions, exclusions, would be inconsistent with
reality. As my learned colleagues showed us during these two days, sports law can indeed be
viewed as a legal system in itself.…As any legal system, sports law has its own institutions,
procedures, and rules. As most legal systems, it is made up of different layers, which present
themselves as stratified one upon the other. Some of these layers are regionally fragmented, while
others have been internationally harmonized by homogenous practices. Legal solutions often
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4.1 Evolving Judicial Treatment of International
Sports Agreements and Rules: Traditional
vs. Deferential Approach
As the scope and detail of Olympic and international sports rules continue to
expand, they may conflict with national laws, thereby motivating athletes and
others to seek the aid of a national court to overturn the adverse effects of those
rules, at least within their respective home countries. Unless doing so would
contravene valid and applicable choice of law provisions, a domestic court generally will apply its substantive national law in resolving disputes within its
jurisdiction. Therefore, Olympic and international sports agreements and rules
must comply with national law, and some domestic courts have ruled accordingly.
On the other hand, other courts have adopted a deferential approach by refusing to
apply national law to the challenged rules or agreements.
The following 1988 case illustrates the traditional judicial approach. In Barnard
v Australian Soccer Federation, the Federal Court of Australia ruled that the
Australian Soccer Federation (ASF) violated Australian competition law by banning the plaintiff, who played both semiprofessional indoor and outdoor soccer,
from competing in outdoor soccer competitions.107 At the time, the Federation of
International Football Associations (FIFA), the IF for soccer, and the Federaçao
Internacional de Salao (FIFUSA) were rivals for governing authority over the
emerging game of indoor soccer. FIFA sought to extend its control to encompass
indoor as well as outdoor soccer by directing its national affiliated bodies,
including the ASF, to impose bans on players who played in FIFUSA-sponsored
indoor soccer competitions. In turn, the ASF directed its regional affiliate, the
Queensland Soccer Federation, to ban the plaintiff from playing in its outdoor
competitions. Recognizing the primacy of Australian national law, the court
rejected the ASF’s defense that it was contractually obligated to follow FIFA’s
rules and may be disciplined by FIFA for failing to ban the plaintiff.
An analogous example of the traditional approach is the European Court of
Justice (ECJ)’s 1995 ruling applying European transnational laws in Union Royale
Belge des Sociétiés de Football Association ASBL v Bosman, perhaps the world’s
most famous sports law case.108 It involved a successful challenge to the core labor
market rules of soccer, the world’s most widely played and followed sport. The
(Footnote 106 continued)
circulate from one region to the other ones, and frequently this circulation gives rise to legal
transplants and legal borrowing.’’ Mauro Bussani, Professor of Comparative Law at the University of Trieste, Italy, Remarks at 60th Congress of the Int’l Ass’n of Legal Science (May
13–14, 2010) (transcript on file with authors).
107
Barnard v Australian Soccer Fed’n (1988) 81 ALR 51.
108
1995 E.C.R. I-4921 (E.C.J.). The case and its consequences have generated a voluminous
literature in books and articles. See, e.g., Blanpain and Inston 1996; McArdle 2000; van den
Bogaert 2005; Dabscheck 2004, 69; Dabscheck 2006, 1; Morris et al. 1996; Van den Brink 2000a;
Van den Brink 2000b.
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plaintiff was an out-of-contract Belgian professional player who was offered a
contract to play for a French soccer club. The rules of the defendant Belgian soccer
governing body incorporated European Union of Football Associations (UEFA)
regulations establishing a transfer fee system and limiting the number of nonnationals who could play for domestic professional clubs. Despite plaintiff’s
uncontracted status, he needed his former club’s approval to play for a new club,
which was conditioned upon the latter’s payment of a prescribed player transfer
fee. The player transfer fee requirement was part of an elaborate international
system (of which FIFA and UEFA were the main proponents) governing the
movement of soccer players between clubs—a system which an English court
some years earlier had described as ‘‘a united monolithic front all over the
world.’’109 The ECJ held that these rules contravened article 48 of the thenEuropean Community Treaty (now article 45 of the Treaty on European Union
(EU Treaty)), which guarantees European workers freedom of movement between
member countries and prohibits discrimination on grounds of nationality.110
Bosman generated a ‘‘welter of publicity,’’111 but it was an unsurprising result to
informed observers112 because the court ruled that international sports rules and
agreements are subject to applicable transnational laws; here, a regional international treaty is given domestic application.113
In contrast to the foregoing traditional view is the deferential approach of some
courts, which demonstrates a judicial reluctance to apply national laws to Olympic
and international sports rules and agreements. For example, some national courts

109

Eastham v. Newcastle United Football Club Ltd., [1964] Ch. 413 at 438 (Eng.).
The ECJ considered it unnecessary to adjudicate plaintiff’s claim that the rules contravened
articles 85 and 86 (now articles 101 and 102) relating to freedom of economic competition.
111
Morris et al. 1996, at 902.
112
Courts in other countries had long recognized the contrariness of such transfer systems to
laws protecting freedom of economic competition and employment. See, e.g., Mackey v. NFL,
543 F.2d 606 (8th Cir. 1976); Buckley v Tutty (1971) 125 CLR 353 (Austl.); Blackler v N.Z.
Rugby Football League, Inc. [1968] NZLR 547. In Europe, serious doubt existed as well. See,
e.g., Eastham v. Newcastle United Football Club Ltd., [1964] Ch. 413 (Eng.); Janssen Van Raay,
Report of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens’ Rights on the Freedom of Movement of
Professional Footballers in the Community (European Parliament, Session Documents Series A,
Mar. 1, 1989).
113
Bosman demonstrates that court rulings which apply national laws to international sports
rules and agreements can prove to be problematic because they do not accommodate the special
circumstances and needs of international sports. FIFA responded to the ruling by amending its
transfer regulations, which caused some Belgian trade unions to file a complaint with the
European Commission alleging contravention of competition law (articles 85 and 86 of the EC
Treaty—now articles 101 and 102 of the EU Treaty). Following protracted negotiation and
political lobbying, during which FIFA and UEFA were able to convince the Commission of the
special economics and social status of soccer, an agreement was reached on new Regulations for
the Status and Transfer of Players to apply worldwide. See Dabscheck 2004, 69. The
development of the new rules was strongly influenced by European perspectives and it is an issue
worthy of scholarly investigation as to whether the socioeconomic and legal perspectives of Asia
and the Americas have been sufficiently considered in adopting these worldwide rules.
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have refused to apply national laws protecting human rights to international sports
competitions held within their respective country’s borders.
United States courts generally have rejected claimed violations of federal or
state law in connection with Olympic Games hosted by American cities. For
example, in Martin v. International Olympic Committee, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed the denial of a preliminary injunction to
require the organizers of the 1984 Los Angeles Summer Olympic Games to
include 5,000- and 10,000-meter track events for women, which already existed
for men.114 The court rejected plaintiffs’ claims that the failure to include these
events constituted illegal gender discrimination, even though ‘‘the women runners
made a strong showing that the early history of the modern Olympic Games was
marred by blatant discrimination against women.’’115 The majority explained:
‘‘[W]e find persuasive the argument that a court should be wary of applying a state statute
to alter the content of the Olympic Games. The Olympic Games are organized and
conducted under the terms of an international agreement—the Olympic Charter. We are
extremely hesitant to undertake the application of one state’s statute to alter an event that
is staged with competitors from the entire world under the terms of that agreement.’’116
Consistent with Martin, the British Columbia Court of Appeal rejected a similar gender
discrimination claim under Canadian law in connection with the 2010 Vancouver Olympic
Games. In Sagen v. Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010 Olympic & Paralympic Games, the court ruled that the IOC’s decision not to include women’s ski jumping
as an event in the Vancouver Games (while including men’s ski jumping events) did not
violate the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Charter).117 The court held that the
Charter, which regulates only government conduct, did not apply to the IOC’s selection of
events for the 2010 Olympics because it is considered private party conduct. Although the
Canadian government, province of British Columbia, and cities of Vancouver and
Whistler were parties to an agreement with the IOC to host the 2010 Olympics, none of
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Martin v. Int’l Olympic Comm., 740 F.2d 670 (9th Cir. 1984). American courts also have
rejected state discrimination law claims by foreign athletes seeking to march in opening
ceremonies in Olympic Games held in the United States under flags of countries not recognized
by the IOC. See Ren-Guey v. Lake Placid 1980 Olympic Games, Inc., 424 N.Y.S.2d 535 (N.Y.
App. Div. 1980), aff’d, 429 N.Y.S.2d 473 (1980); Spindulys v. L.A. Olympic Org. Comm., 220
Cal. Rptr. 565 (Cal. Ct. App. 1985).
115
Martin, 740 F.2d at 673.
116
Id. at 677. The dissenting judge argued:
‘‘The IOC made concessions to the widespread popularity of women’s track and field by
adding two distance races this year. The IOC refused, however, to grant women athletes equal
status by including all events in which women compete internationally. In so doing, the IOC
postpones indefinitely the equality of athletic opportunity that it could easily achieve this year in
Los Angeles. When the Olympics move to other countries, some without America’s commitment
to human rights, the opportunity to tip the scales of justice in favor of equality may slip away.
Meanwhile, the Olympic flame—which should be a symbol of harmony, equality, and justice—
will burn less brightly over the Los Angeles Olympic Games.’’Id. at 684 (Pregerson, J.,
dissenting).
117
Sagen v. Vancouver Org. Comm. for the 2010 Olympic & Paralympic Winter Games (2009),
98 B.C.L.R. 4th 141 (Can. B.C.). On December 22, 2009, the Supreme Court of Canada refused
appellants’ leave to appeal. Sagen v. Vancouver Org. Comm. for the 2010 Olympic & Paralympic
Winter Games, 2009 CarswellBC 3468 (Can. S.C.C.) (WL).
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these government entities or the Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010 Olympic
and Paralympic Games (VANOC), a federally chartered nonprofit corporation, had the
authority to determine which events are part of the Vancouver Olympics. Rather, ‘‘The
Host City Contract stipulates that it is the IOC that sets the Programme,’’118 and VANOC
is subject to the ‘‘supreme authority of the IOC.’’119 The court concluded, ‘‘[T]he IOC’s
decision not to hold a women’s ski jumping event at the 2010 Games is a decision that has
not been endorsed by VANOC, or by any Canadian government body.’’120

It is important for comparative and international law scholars to be aware of and
analyze the underlying jurisprudential issues raised by Barnard and Bosman,121
which reflect, on the one hand, the traditional judicial view recognizing that private international sports federation agreements and rules are subject to national
and transnational public laws, and Martin and Sagen, which, on the other hand,
represent a deferential judicial view. For example, are Martin and Sagen simply
aberrations from the traditional judicial view, or do these cases constitute the
‘‘camel’s nose under the carpet’’ or the ‘‘thin end of the wedge,’’ thereby signaling
an increasing willingness of courts to defer to private international agreements
such as the rules of international and Olympic sports organizations that may
conflict with national law?122 If the latter, are there sound public policy reasons for
this judicial approach, and what are the future implications for the development of
global law based on other agreements between private parties (including those
involving governmental participation or acquiescence)?
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Sagen (2009), 98 B.C.L.R. 4th para. 21.
Id. para. 9.
120
Id. para. 56.
121
See also U.S. Olympic Comm. (USOC) v. Intelicense Corp., 737 F.2d 263, 268 (2d Cir.),
cert. denied, 469 U.S. 982 (1984) (stating that the Amateur Sports Act, a federal statute, ‘‘cannot
be overborne by the terms’’ of IOC Charter, which ‘‘is not a treaty ratified in accordance with
constitutional requirements’’).
122
This is a current high-profile controversy, of particular interest to scholars studying the
application of national and transnational civil liberties and personal privacy laws in an era of
increasing globalization, which provides an illustrative example of the ongoing dispute
concerning the primacy of national laws versus the need for uniform international sports rules
and agreements. In Part 2.1, we observed that the international antidoping regime has several
features invasive of athletes’ privacy interests. On January 1, 2009, WADA adopted a
‘‘whereabouts rule’’ requiring all elite athletes to provide three months’ advance notice of their
location one hour each day, seven days a week, from 6a.m.–11p.m., so they can be tested out-ofcompetition by WADA without any warning. European Union Sports Commissioner Jan Figel
has demanded that WADA revise this rule to comply with European privacy laws because
‘‘WADA rules do not supersede [the] laws of countries.’’ Casert 2009. In response, WADA
president John Fahey claimed that doing so ‘‘could potentially undermine the fight against doping
in sport.’’ Id. In January 2010, a Spanish court rejected a Spanish professional cyclist’s claim that
the Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI) (the IF for cycling)’s whereabouts rule, which was based
on WADA’s rule, breached his individual rights guaranteed by the Spanish Constitution. See
Press Release, Union Cycliste Internationale 2010.
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4.2 CAS Awards, Lex Sportiva, and the Displacement
of National Law
The Code establishes the following rules regarding the substantive ‘‘law’’ to be
applied by a CAS arbitration panel. In CAS ad hoc Division arbitration, the
governing law is ‘‘the Olympic Charter, the applicable regulations, general principles of law and the rules of law, the application of which it deems appropriate.’’123 For CAS appeals arbitration proceedings, absent agreement of the parties,
it is ‘‘the law of the country in which the federation, association or sports-related
body which has issued the challenged decision is domiciled or according to the
rules of law, the application of which the [CAS] Panel deems appropriate.’’124
Despite having express authority to do so, the CAS rarely relies on national law
other than Swiss law (the IOC, WADA, and most IFs are domiciled in Switzerland) to invalidate Olympic and international sports governing body agreements
and rules.125 For example, recognizing the need for a uniform body of global
sports law, CAS panels generally have refused to rule that athlete doping rules and
sanctions violate the national laws of an athlete’s home country.126 Similarly, in
appeals arbitration resolving other types of disputes, the CAS generally has
declined to apply national laws other than the domestic law of an international
sports governing body’s home country.127
The Swiss Federal Code on Private International Law provides for judicial
review of a CAS arbitration award by the SFT on very narrow grounds.128 The
SFT is authorized to vacate an arbitration award if the CAS panel was constituted
irregularly, erroneously held that it did or did not have jurisdiction, ruled on

123
Arbitration Rules for the Olympic Games, Court of Arbitration for Sport, art. 17, http://
www.tas-cas.org/adhoc-rules (follow ‘‘Arbitration Rules for the Olympic Games’’ hyperlink)
(last visited Sept. 11, 2010).
124
Arbitration Code, supra note 68, r. 58.
125
On the other hand, CAS arbitrators have expressed a willingness to rely on (or to at least
survey) national laws when developing a rule of law to govern a dispute that cannot be resolved
solely by applying a sports governing body’s internal rules. See, e.g., Arbitration CAS 2004/A/
704, Yang Tae Young v. Int’l Gymnastics Fed’n, award of Oct. 21, 2004 (considering the extent
to which courts have been willing to judicially review and interfere with a referee’s application of
the rules of the game or field of play decision).
126
See, e.g., Arbitration CAS 2007/A/1312, Adams v. CCES, award of May 16, 2008 (finding
no violation of Ontario Human Rights Code); Arbitration CAS 2006/A/1149 and 2007/A/1211,
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) Federación Mexican de Fútbol (FMF) and Alvarez, award
of May 16, 2007 at para. 35 (rejecting athlete’s claimed violation of Mexican law); Arbitration
CAS 2006/A/1102, Eder v. Ski Austria, award of Nov. 13, 2006 (refusing to use Austrian law to
invalidate challenged World Anti-Doping Code rules or their application to Austrian athlete by
Austrian national governing body); Arbitration CAS 2005/A/951, Cañas v. ATP Tour, award of
May 23, 2007 (finding no violation of Delaware, U.S. antitrust, or European Union law).
127
Arbitration CAS 2006/A/1110, PAOK FC v. UEFS, award of Aug. 25, 2006 (rejecting Greek
football club’s request to apply Greek law to club licensing dispute with UEFA).
128
See PIL, supra note 78.
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matters beyond the submitted claims, or failed to rule on a claim.129 An award also
may be vacated if the parties are not treated equally by the CAS panel, if a party’s
right to be heard is not respected, or if the award is incompatible with Swiss public
policy.130
To date, the SFT has uniformly rejected all challenges to the substantive merits
of a CAS panel’s decision.131 A CAS award may be challenged on the ground that
it is incompatible with Swiss public policy, but such a claim has not been
successful. The SFT has explained that this defense ‘‘must be understood as a
universal rather than national concept, intended to penalize incompatibility with
the fundamental legal or moral principles acknowledged in all civilized states.’’132
The SFT has ruled that ‘‘even the manifestly wrong application of a rule of law or
the obviously incorrect finding of a point of fact is still not sufficient to justify
revocation for breach of public policy of an award made in international arbitration
proceedings.’’133 It has characterized this standard as ‘‘more restrictive and
narrower than the argument of arbitrariness.’’134
Because the ‘‘seat’’ of all CAS arbitrations is designated as Lausanne,
Switzerland, regardless of the geographical location of the hearing, a CAS award is
a foreign arbitration award in all countries except Switzerland. Thus, CAS arbitration awards require judicial recognition by national courts to be legally
enforceable outside of Switzerland. The United Nations Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York Convention), a treaty to which the United States, Australia, and more than one hundred
other countries are signatories, provides for judicial recognition and enforcement
of foreign arbitration awards, including CAS awards, by national courts.135
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In X. (Cañas) v. ATP Tour, 4P.172/2006 (2007) (Switz.), ATF 133 III 235, translated in 1
Swiss Int’l Arb. L. Rep. 65, the SFT vacated and remanded a CAS award because it violated an
athlete’s right to a fair hearing by not providing reasons for rejecting arguments that his doping
sanction violated Delaware, U.S., and European Union laws. The SFT ruled that CAS arbitrators
must discuss all of the parties’ arguments in their legal analysis of the relevant issues in dispute,
including claims that applicable national or transnational laws have been violated. The panel must
explain ‘‘if only briefly’’ their reasons ‘‘so that the petitioner could be satisfied upon a perusal of
the award that the arbitrators had considered all of his arguments which had objective relevance,
even if it was to dismiss them ultimately.’’ Id. at 98.
130
See PIL, supra note 78, art. 190. See generally Rigozzi 2009.
131
Rigozzi 2009, at 134–41.
132
N., J., Y., W. v. Fédération Internationale de Natation (FINA), 5P.83/1999 (2d Civil Court,
Mar. 31, 1999) at 779.
133
Id.
134
G. v Fédération Equestre Internationale, (1st Civ. Ct., Mar. 15, 1993) (translation) in Digest
of CAS Awards 1986–1998, at 561, 574 (Matthieu Reeb ed., 1998).
135
United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards,
June 10, 1958, 21 U.S.T. 2517 [hereinafter New York Convention]; Ravjani 2009, 251 (‘‘CAS
has had success in having its judgments that arise from contractual disputes enforced, while
[International Court of Justice] judgments arising out of treaties often have trouble being
enforced.’’).
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Article V(2)(b) of the New York Convention states that a national court may
refuse to recognize and enforce an arbitration award if doing so ‘‘would be contrary to
the public policy of that country.’’136 Consistent with the SFT, U.S. courts have
strictly construed the ‘‘public policy’’ defense and have uniformly recognized the
validity of foreign sports arbitration awards, including CAS awards, if the parties had
agreed in writing to be bound by it or participated in the arbitration proceeding.137
Judicial recognition and enforcement of CAS awards under the New York
Convention has the potential to legitimize the development of a body of lex
sportiva thereby supplanting conflicting national laws in 144 countries that have
signed this treaty.138 The lex sportiva established by the collective body of CAS
awards is accorded important legal international standing pursuant to the New
York Convention’s requirement that the integrity of foreign arbitral awards generally be respected and enforced by national courts. This is a very significant
development, especially given the following factors: the monolithic global governing authority of IFs; required consent to CAS jurisdiction as a condition of a
NOC’s recognition by the IOC or athlete’s eligibility to participate in Olympic and
other international sports competitions; and potential conflicts with national laws
that may provide greater substantive legal protection to individuals than are recognized by a CAS award.139
Gatlin v. United States Anti-Doping Agency, Inc., illustrates how international
law may enable a CAS award to effectively displace otherwise applicable national
laws of an athlete’s home country by precluding a court from remedying their
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New York Convention, supra note 135, art. V(2)(b).
Slaney v. Int’l Amateur Athletic Fed’n (IAAF), 244 F.3d 580 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 534
U.S. 828 (2001); Gatlin v. U.S. Anti-Doping Agency, Inc., No. 3:08-cv-241/LAC/EMT, 2008
WL 2567657 (N.D. Fla. June 24, 2008). These cases are consistent with nonsports cases rejecting
claims that a foreign arbitral award should not be enforced because it violates public policy.
Indus. Risk Insurers v. M.A.N. Gutehoffnungshütte GmbH, 141 F.3d 1434, 1445 (11th Cir. 1998)
(finding no ‘‘violation of public policy of the sort required to sustain a defense under …
Convention’’); Parsons & Whittemore Overseas Co. v. Societe Generale de L’Industrie du Papier
(RAKTA), 508 F.2d 969, 974 (2d Cir. 1974) (‘‘Convention’s public policy defense should be
construed narrowly. Enforcement of foreign arbitral awards may be denied on this basis only
where enforcement would violate the forum state’s most basic notions of morality and justice.’’).
But see Dynamo v. Ovechkin, 412 F. Supp. 2d 24 (D.D.C. 2006) (refusing to enforce Russian
arbitration award finding that Alexander Ovechkin is contractually obligated to play for Moscow
Dynamo during the 2005–06 hockey season and banning him from playing for any other club
because Dynamo did not prove Ovechkin agreed in writing to arbitrate the parties’ dispute).
138
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, United Nations
Treaty Collection (Sept. 9, 2010), http://treaties.un.org/pages/participationstatus.aspx (follow
‘‘Chapter XXII’’ hyperlink; follow ‘‘1. Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Awards’’ hyperlink) (listing countries ratifying the Convention).
139
The CAS does provide two important procedural rights to athletes, namely the right to be
heard before an independent and impartial panel of arbitrators, and de novo review of
international sports governing body decisions, which is not constrained by national laws that
would preclude a domestic court from providing the same scope of judicial review. See, e.g.,
Arbitration CAS 2008/A/11574, D’Arcy v. Australian Olympic Comm., award of July 7, 2008.
137
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alleged erroneous interpretation or application by an arbitral tribunal.140 In Gatlin,
a federal district court ruled it did not have jurisdiction to consider Justin Gatlin’s
claim that his four-year suspension imposed by CAS for a 2006 doping offense
violated the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA).141 In an arbitration proceeding held in the United States, the CAS panel determined that Gatlin’s 2006
positive test for exogenous testosterone was his second doping offense (thereby
subjecting him to an eight-year suspension pursuant to an IF’s antidoping rule)
because he previously tested positive for amphetamines in 2001, which was his
first doping violation. Gatlin asserted that characterizing his 2001 positive test,
which resulted from taking prescription medication for his attention deficit disorder, as his first doping offense (even though the IAAF had restored his eligibility
because he was taking it for a legitimate medical reason) violated the ADA, which
the CAS panel rejected.142 However, the CAS panel reduced Gatlin’s suspension
to four years based on its finding that the circumstances surrounding his 2001
doping offense constituted exceptional circumstances justifying a reduction from
the rule’s prescribed eight-year duration.
The court characterized the CAS panel’s rejection of Gatlin’s ADA claim as an
‘‘arbitrary and capricious’’ decision.143 The court found this error did not ‘‘rise to
the level of moral repugnance’’ required by the New York Convention’s public
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Gatlin, 2008 WL 2567657.
Id. However, U.S. domestic sports law generally does not provide athletes with greater legal
rights than the developing body of lex sportiva. Strict liability for Olympic sports doping
violations is permissible. See, e.g., Walton-Floyd v. U.S. Olympic Comm., 965 S.W.2d 35 (Tex.
App. 1998). Monolithic private sports governing bodies may establish ‘‘take it or leave it’’ terms
applicable to their members and athletes as a condition of eligibility to participate in competitive
sports. Nat’l Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Tarkanian, 939 P.2d 1049 (Nev.), cert. denied, 522 U.S.
1028 (1997). U.S. courts refuse to allow state law to directly regulate the internal affairs of
national sports governing bodies. See Flood v. Kuhn, 407 U.S. 258 (1972); Nat’l Collegiate
Athletic Ass’n v. Miller, 10 F.3d 633 (9th Cir. 1993); Partee v. San Diego Chargers Football Co.,
668 P.2d 674 (Cal. 1983). Moreover, the CAS’s de novo review of international sports governing
body rules and conduct exercised is more exacting than the very deferential arbitrary and
capricious standard of review that U.S. courts generally exercise in reviewing domestic sports
governing body rules and conduct. See generally Mitten and Davis 2008.
142
Arbitration CAS 2008/A/1461, Gatlin v. USADA, award of June 6, 2008. In rejecting
Gatlin’s ADA claim, the CAS panel stated:
‘‘The Panel agrees with the IAAF’s argument that there was no discrimination on the basis of a
disability in this instance. The Panel is of the view that in order to constitute a violation,
Mr. Gatlin must have been prevented from competing by virtue of his disability … The Panel
notes from Mr. Gatlin’s own submissions that ‘‘[h]is ADD affected his ability to focus in the
classroom … While Mr. Gatlin’s disability admittedly put him at a disadvantage in the classroom,
it in no way put him at a disadvantage on the track. Indeed, until recently, he was the reigning
100 m Olympic champion.’’ Id. para. 32.
143
Gatlin, 2008 WL 2567657, at *1.
141
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policy exception, which would justify judicial refusal to recognize a CAS
award.144 Rather, the court effectively recognized and enforced the CAS arbitration award by refusing to permit Gatlin to relitigate its merits under the ADA.145
Expressing concern that its ruling ‘‘is quite troubling because … United States
Courts have no power to right the wrong perpetrated upon one of its citizens,’’ the
court observed that Gatlin’s only judicial recourse was to request that the Swiss
Federal Tribunal vacate the CAS award.146
Gatlin is consistent with the general refusal of U.S. courts to review the merits
of claims resolved by arbitration awards.147 Of interest to comparative and arbitration law scholars is the apparent conflict between U.S. courts and the European
Court of Justice (ECJ) regarding public international law and its relation to the
state, specifically whether a final and binding arbitration award should preclude
judicial reconsideration of the merits of the dispute it resolves.148
In Meca-Medina & Majcen v. Commission of European Communities, the ECJ
allowed two professional swimmers (a Spaniard and a Slovenian) to relitigate the
merits of their claim that the Fédération Internationale de Natation (FINA)’s rule
regarding the minimum level of nandrolone (a banned substance) in one’s system
sufficient to establish a doping offense violated European Union law.149 A CAS panel
had previously rejected their contention,150 but reduced on other grounds the fouryear suspension imposed on both swimmers by FINA, the Swiss-based IF for
swimming, for testing positive for nandrolone during the 1999 World Cup swimming

144

Id.
The Gatlin court cited and relied upon Slaney v. Int’l Amateur Athletic Fed’n (IAAF), 244
F.3d 580 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 534 U.S. 828 (2001), in which the United States Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held that a U.S. athlete’s state law claims seeking to relitigate the
same doping dispute issues decided by a valid foreign arbitration award are barred by the New
York Convention. It concluded, ‘‘Our judicial system is not meant to provide a second bite at the
apple for those who have sought adjudication of their disputes in other forums and are not content
with the resolution they have received.’’ Id. at 591. See Weston 2009, at 103–04 (‘‘The United
States has implicitly assigned the protection of the rights of its [athletes] to a private international
tribunal seated in a foreign nation.’’).
146
Gatlin, 2008 WL 2567657, at *1–2. In April 2009, Gatlin settled his claims against all
defendants (USOC, USA Track and Field, the United States Anti-doping Agency, and the
International Association of Athletics Federations) on terms that were not publicly disclosed.
Gatlin Settles Suit with USADA, USOC and Others, Universal Sports, Apr. 14, 2009, http://
www.universalsports.com/news/article/newsid=284396.html.
147
Carbonneau 2008, 239–41.
148
Mitten 2009, at 64–67.
149
Meca-Medina v. Comm’n of European Cmtys., 2006 E.C.R. I-6991.
150
Arbitration CAS 99/A/234 and 99/A/235, Meca-Medina & Majcen v. Fédération Internationale de Natation Amateur (FINA), award of Feb. 29, 2000, paras. 4.4–.10; see also Arbitration
CAS 2005/A/951, Cañas v. ATP Tour, award of May 23, 2007 (concluding that WADA
antidoping rules and sanctions do not violate European law); Coccia 2009 (discussing the
relationship between CAS proceedings and EU law).
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competition in Brazil.151 Rather than appealing the CAS panel’s award to the SFT,
the swimmers brought separate litigation alleging that the subject antidoping rule
contravened European Union competition and freedom to provide services laws.
The ECJ ruled that European Union law applied because FINA’s doping rules
have the requisite effect on economic activity by regulating professional swimming. However, it rejected the swimmers’ claims on their merits because they
failed to prove that the rule regarding the minimum level of nandrolone sufficient
for a doping violation was not disproportionate to FINA’s legitimate objectives of
ensuring that athletic competitions are conducted fairly and protecting athletes’
health. However, it is remarkable that the ECJ did not consider that their European
Union law claims had been expressly rejected by a prior CAS award, which the
swimmers had agreed would be final and binding, or whether the fact that Switzerland, Spain, and Slovenia are parties to the New York Convention should
preclude relitigation of their merits. Although the ECJ’s decision effectively
upheld the CAS award, Meca-Medina establishes precedent that permits future
judicial challenges to the merits of CAS awards based on European Union law.
The potential for a CAS award to displace otherwise applicable national laws of
an athlete’s home country is also illustrated by an Australian court’s decision in
Raguz v Sullivan.152 Citing irregularities in an Australian NGB’s application of
the selection criteria, the CAS ruled that Raguz’s selection for the Australian
Olympic Team should be revoked and that another competitor should be selected
instead. The New South Wales Court of Appeal rejected Raguz’s request that it
reverse the CAS ruling because the court lacked jurisdiction to do so. Curiously,
the court did not base its ruling on the New York Convention, to which Australia is
a party, or the federal legislation that implements it.153 Instead, it relied on
nationally uniform arbitration laws enacted by Australian state legislatures.154
Raguz contracted with the Australian Olympic Committee to resolve any disputes
by CAS arbitration rather than litigation in an Australian court, which is permitted
by the uniform state arbitration laws for an arbitration ‘‘in a country other than
Australia.’’155 Because the seat of all CAS arbitrations is Lausanne, Switzerland,
irrespective of where the arbitration proceeding is conducted, the court held that
state arbitration law precluded it from considering the merits of Raguz’s claims.156
The implication of this case is that, provided the parties to a CAS arbitration
agreement properly invoke the Australian state arbitration laws, the lex sportiva
being developed by the CAS has the potential to displace contrary Australian laws.

151
Arbitration CAS 2000/A/270, Meca-Medina & Majcen v. Fédération Internationale de
Natation (FINA), award of May 23, 2001.
152
Raguz v Sullivan (2000) 50 NSWLR 236 (Austl.); see also Sturzaker and Godhard 2001
(analyzing the Raguz decision).
153
International Arbitration Act 1974 (Cth) (Austl.).
154
Commercial Arbitration Act 1984 (NSW) s 40 (Austl.).
155
International Arbitration Act 1974 (Cth) s 3(1) (Austl.).
156
Raguz v. Sullivan (2000), 50 NSWLR 236, 257 (Austl.).
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Because one of the primary objectives of establishing a private legal regime
to resolve international sports disputes is to create a uniform body of lex
sportiva that is predictable and evenly applied worldwide,157 it is problematic if
CAS awards are not judicially reviewed pursuant to a generally accepted
international standard.158 Because Olympic and international sports competition
occurs on a global basis and involves consensual (and often long-term) relationships, universally accepted rules and dispute resolution methods appear to
be necessary.159

157

See, e.g., Arbitration CAS 2007/A/1298, Wigan Athletic FC v. Heart of Midlothian, award of
Jan. 30, 2008, para. 64 (‘‘[I]t is in the interest of football that solutions to compensation be based
on uniform criteria rather than on provisions of national law that may vary considerably from
country to country …’’).
158
Yi 2006, at 301–02 (‘‘Olympic institutions, as a practical matter, simply cannot defend its myriad of
decisions in the courts of every single member nation.’’). In 2005, a Swiss court in the canton of Vaud
granted a preliminary injunction that suspended a CAS award upholding a two-year disciplinary
suspension imposed by the International Cycling Union (UCI) on Danilo Hondo, a German cyclist, for
his usage of a banned stimulant. Hondo owned a home in the canton of Vaud, and his lawsuit was based
on an obscure Swiss law that permitted a Swiss resident to challenge judicially a Swiss arbitration award
(e.g., a CAS award) in the canton in which he resided. He asserted that the UCI’s strict liability doping
rules, which provided for an automatic two-year suspension for a first offense, violated Swiss law. Yi
2006, at 337–39. The Appeals Chamber of the Court for the Canton of Vaud, as well as the SFT,
ultimately upheld the CAS award, which required Hondo to serve a two-year suspension for his doping
violation. Decision X [Danilo Hondo] v. AMA et consorts & TAS, 4P.148/2006 of 10 Jan. 2007, ASA
Bull. 2007, p. 569 (English translation available at http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=
fr&tl=en&u=http%3A%C2F%C2F www.polyreg.ch%C2Fd%C2Finformationen%C2Fbgeunpubliziert
%Jahr_2006%2FEntscheide_4P_2006%2F4P.148__2006.html). Nevertheless, it is problematic to
give a Swiss local court judicial authority to nullify a CAS award affecting Swiss residents based on its
application of Swiss law; whereas, non-Swiss residents are required to seek vacation of a CAS award by
the SFT on much narrower grounds.
159
See generally Mitten 2009, at 64–67. In his book, How Soccer Explains The World, Franklin
Foer hypothesizes that Americans’ like or dislike of soccer, Europe’s most popular sport, reflects
their differing views regarding globalization. Foer 2004. Those who like soccer believe ‘‘in the
essential tenets of the globalization religion as preached by European politicians, that national
governments should defer to institutions like the UN and WTO.’’ Id. at 245. Those who do not
believe ‘‘that America’s history and singular form of government has given the nation a unique
role to play in the world; that the U.S. should be above submitting to international laws and
bodies.’’ Id. Ironically, U.S. courts have taken a global view that facilitates a uniform body of lex
sportiva; whereas, the ECJ’s Meca-Medina decision threatens its worldwide uniformity and
application. Although U.S. courts have recognized and enforced international arbitration awards
that conflict with national law (albeit reluctantly), it raises the possibility that, in the future, U.S.
judges may apply the New York Convention’s ‘‘public policy’’ defense more broadly in an effort
to protect U.S. athletes’ rights under domestic law if other courts use national or transnational law
to engage in de facto review of the merits of a CAS award.
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On the other hand, the displacement of sovereign national law by lex sportiva
raises important issues worthy of scholarly study.160 For example, is a very limited
scope of judicial review of CAS arbitration awards appropriate based on public
policy considerations, including the need for an international legal regime that
effectively protects all parties’ respective rights and interests? Should an international treaty formally designate the CAS as the world court for sport with a permanent
bench of judges, and would it likely function better than a private international
arbitral tribunal? Although these are sport-specific issues, they may have broader
implications for the resolution of conflicts between national laws and the developing
body of decisions of international tribunals established by private agreement as well
as the identification and establishment of a legal system for developing a global body
of uniform law in particular areas that will be universally respected.

5 Sports as a Harbinger of Future National and International
Law and a Forum for Public Policy Debate
Sports are an important cultural phenomenon in all countries of the world161 and
have a unique ability to attract, entertain, inspire, and challenge a global populace.162 For example, in the United States and Australia (the authors’ respective
160

A Greek law professor suggests that ‘‘public international law could lay down a regulatory
framework for international sporting bodies.’’ Panagiotopoulos 2008, 131. He proposes that the
institutional autonomy of international sports federations and consequently the lex sportiva, and
the corresponding jurisdictional order, should be placed under international scrutiny as to its
legitimacy by what one might call a sports united nations. States must adopt an international
sports charter to establish a truly international lex sportiva, a framework supporting the
institutional autonomy and operation of international sporting bodies. Id. at 139–40 (footnotes
omitted).
161
See generally Allen Guttmann, Sports: The First Five Millennia 1 (2004) (tracing the history
and development of sports from preliterate to modern times and observing that ‘‘[s]ports are a
human universal, appearing in every culture, past and present’’).
162
For example, people throughout the United States experienced powerful emotions upon
learning that Central Washington University intercollegiate softball players Mallory Holtman and
Liz Wallace, in an unprecedented act of sportsmanship, carried Western Oregon player Sara
Tucholsky around the bases during a game in which she hit her first home run, but was unable to
run the bases after seriously injuring her knee. ‘‘It gave gooseflesh to a phys-ed teacher in
Pennsylvania, made a market researcher in Texas weak in the knees, put a lump in the throat of a
crusty old man in Minnesota. It convinced a cynic in Connecticut that all was not lost.’’ Lake
2009. In Australia, an act of extraordinary sportsmanship has been immortalized in a large bronze
statue in the sports district of Melbourne and named as the nation’s finest sporting moment of the
twentieth century. In 1956, John Landy, former 1500-meter world record holder and rival of
Roger Bannister to be the first man to break the four-minute mark for the mile, was competing in
the Australian mile championship in the lead-up to the 1956 Olympic Games in Melbourne. Ron
Clarke, who would go on to ‘‘hold every world record [for distances] from two miles to twenty
kilometres,’’ fell after clipping the heel of another runner. Landy, who was following, tried to
jump clear but with only partial success, and in the process trod on Clarke’s arm with his spikes.
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home countries), sports are a national obsession with millions of participants,
spectators, and fans. Despite geographical distance and language barriers, international sports competitions (e.g., Olympics, FIFA World Cup, World Baseball
Classic) and other transnational sports events (e.g., Commonwealth Games, Pan
American Games) are commonplace. Sports have been envisioned as ‘‘a world
language with many dialects.’’163
Across geopolitical boundaries, sports provide a forum for increased understanding, appreciation, and respect for mutually agreed-upon rules, fair play, and
resolution of disputes among diverse cultures and societies.164 At present, more
countries are members of the International Olympic Movement (205) than the
United Nations (192).165 As Nelson Mandela, the former President of South Africa
and recipient of the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize, has stated: ‘‘Sport has the power to
change the world. It has the power to inspire. It has the power to unite people in a
way that little else does … It is more powerful than governments in breaking down
… barriers.’’166
(Footnote 162 continued)
As other runners passed by, Landy returned down the track to inquire as to Clarke’s well-being
and apologize. By then Clarke had regained his feet and Landy was satisfied the injury was not
serious. Landy returned to the race, chased down the distant field and won! The delay had perhaps
cost Landy a world record. Gordon 2004.
163
MacAloon 2002, 183.
164
Abrams 2005, 40 (‘‘Countries cannot be at play with one another and remain vigilant
enemies, because at the very least there must be an agreement upon the rules for the sport’s
encounter. They compete in what may be termed a ‘friendly spirit.’’’).
165
As of June 2009, there are 205 National Olympic Committees. National Olympic Committee,
Olympic Movement, http://www.olympic.org/en/content/National-Olympic-Committee/ (last
visited Nov. 8, 2009), while there are 192 members of the United Nations. Growth in United
Nations Membership, 1945-Present, United Nations, http://www.un.org/en/members/
growth.shtml (last visited Nov. 8, 2010). Notably, Australian government policy has sought to
foster cooperation in sport between Australia and other countries through the provision of
resources such as facilities and the contribution of expert personnel. For example, the Australia
Africa 2006 Sport Development Programme’s Active Community Clubs Initiative is funded by
the Australian Agency for International Development - AusAID and is delivered by the Australian Sports Commission (ASC). The ASC is the federal agency that governs sport and sport
development in Australia and through its International Relations division aims to assist, create
and sustain opportunities for all people in the community to participate in, and benefit from,
physical activity offered by multi-sport community-based clubs.
Rand Afrikaans Univ. Dep’t of Sport and Movement Studies, An Impact Study on the Active
Community Clubs Initiative, Final Report V (2006), http://www.ausport.gov.au/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0019/304912/2006_Impact_Study__Active_Community_Clubs.pdf.
166
Laureus: Sport for Good Foundation, 10 Year History of Laureus, Ten Years of Laureus
2000–2010: How It All Began, Jan. 2010, at 5 (quoting Nelson Mandela award speech at the 2000
Laureus World Sports Awards (May 25, 2000)), http://www.laureus.com/files/
Foundation%20Magazine_website.pdf. Danny Jordaan, the chief executive of the organizing
committee for the 2010 FIFA World Cup, which was held in South Africa, stated:
‘‘Nelson Mandela struggled for, went to jail for and was released pursuing a vision of a country
that would recognize every human being as equal … We want to move to a united future. What
you need are projects that bind a nation, that carry a common and shared vision. I think that is
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Related to sports’ cultural, economic, and political value, the combination of
extensive media coverage and strong public interest in sports provides enormous
power to convey educational messages to diverse global audiences (i.e., sports
sell). Sports are a means to educate citizens about important social values and to
encourage the public to pursue desirable standards of behavior. Positive values and
ideals, which are intrinsic elements of sports or closely associated therewith, are
promoted to the world’s youth (and older generations) through sports participation
or viewing.167 Sports competition also generates opportunities for academic discourse and public debate on social and ethical issues with broader implications and
effects.168

(Footnote 166 continued)
what the World Cup will do.’’ Longman 2009, at SP1 (internal quotation marks omitted). Similarly, former Pope John Paul II said, ‘‘Sport is spread in every corner of the world … overcoming
diversity of culture and nation.’’ Rushin 2005 (internal quotation marks omitted). For example,
Willye White, an African–American woman who was a member of four U.S. Olympic teams and
competed in international track and field competitions in more than 150 countries, said: ‘‘Before
my first Olympics, I thought the whole world consisted of cross burnings and lynchings … The
Olympic movement taught me not to judge a person by the color of their skin but by the contents
of their hearts. Athletics was my flight to freedom … my acceptance in the world. I am who I am
because of my participation in sports.’’ Mitchell 2007, at 1 (internal quotation marks omitted).
167
The International Olympic Committee works closely with UNESCO to educate young people
about ‘‘Olympic values’’ including the advancement of peaceful relations through sport. See, e.g.,
6th World Forum on Sport, Education and Culture, ‘‘Educating the Now Generation,’’ Busan,
Korea, Sept. 25–27, 2008 [hereinafter Forum]. On June 16, 2009, President Barack Obama
announced the formation of a permanent White House Office of Olympic, Paralympic, and Youth
Sport to ‘‘promote the values of the Olympic Movement and [to] encourage increased youth
participation in athletics.’’ He stated, ‘‘Sports are an important way to instill values, judgment and
teamwork in our nation’s kids, and this new office reflects our commitment to giving all our
children a chance to thrive.’’ Sweet 2009 (quoting President Barack Obama’s Announcement of a
New White House Office of Olympic, Paralympic and Youth Sport (June 16, 2009), available at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/President-Obama-Announces-New-White-HouseOffice-of-Olympic-Paralympic-and-Youth-Sport/).
168
For example, developing science and technology creates an external means of enhancing
individual athletic performance, which raises not only significant legal and ethical issues
regarding sports competition, but also broader issues regarding the use of science to enhance
human intellectual, physical, and psychological capabilities for other purposes. See, e.g.,
Wolbring 2008.
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5.1 Domestic Sports Law’s Influence on the Development
of General National Laws and Public Policy
Leading court rulings in a wide variety of legal fields have originated in the sports
context.169 Thus, sports may be seen as influencing to some degree the development of general legal doctrine. A broad range of legal scholars will not find it
difficult to identify a leading case in their respective areas of interest that involves
sports; whether this is anything other than an entirely predictable consequence of
the prevalence of sports in society could be a matter for scholarly inquiry. Perhaps
sports are well represented because they often generate issues located at the fringes
of legal principle requiring clarification or even development of new law by
appellate courts (i.e., sports can make for hard cases).170
The commercialization of sports has given rise to numerous disputes requiring
courts to apply several areas of general law (e.g., contract, intellectual property,
labor, and antitrust laws) and to reassess their views about external regulation of
the sports industry, which has led to the development of important legal precedent
with much broader application.171 For example, in National Collegiate Athletic
Ass’n (NCAA) v. Board of Regents, the United States Supreme Court established a
widely used rule of reason framework for analyzing the legality of concerted
restraints of trade under the U.S. antitrust laws.172 One scholar has aptly observed
that NCAA ‘‘makes it clear that the Sherman Act applies to nonprofit entities’’ and
‘‘signaled an increasing reluctance by the Court to reflexively rely on per se
antitrust principles and a willingness to at least hear purported justifications for
trade restraints even where competitor collaboration was involved.’’173
Similarly, the Australian High Court’s 1979 landmark decision, R v Judges of
the Federal Court of Australia; Ex parte Western Australian National Football
League, Inc., construing a provision of the Australian Constitution conferring
power on the federal legislature to make laws with respect to ‘‘trading

169

Regarding U.S. law, one commentator has observed:
‘‘In federal law, antitrust and labor doctrine have been significantly shaped by cases originating
in the sports industries. In addition, constitutional principles involving drug testing and search
and seizure have been influenced by sports law cases. On the state level, important tort doctrine
has been and will continue to be affected by disputes arising in the context of sports.
Undoubtedly, other areas of the law will be similarly influenced by sports litigation.’’ Lazaroff
2001, at 2–3. For example, several cases involving athletes have played a significant role in
developing the scope of state law protection of publicity rights and First Amendment limits
thereon. See, e.g., C.B.C. Distribution & Mktg., Inc. v. Major League Baseball Advanced Media,
505 F.3d 818 (8th Cir. 2007), cert. denied, 128 S. Ct. 2872 (2008); ETW Corp. v. Jireh Publ’g,
Inc., 332 F.3d 915 (6th Cir. 2003); see also Sharfman 2003, 365–66 (noting adoption and use of
baseball final offer salary arbitration system to resolve joint venture valuation disputes).
170
Grayson 1993b, 7; Opie 1993, 2.
171
Opie and Smith 1992, 313–17.
172
NCAA v. Bd. of Regents, 468 U.S. 85 (1984).
173
Lazaroff 2001, at 7–8, 15.
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corporations,’’ which arose out of a sports-related dispute, has had significant
implications regarding the development of Australian corporate law.174 By a
narrow majority, the High Court ruled that a corporation’s current activities, rather
than the purpose for its formation, determined whether it is a ‘‘trading corporation.’’175 Two football leagues and one football club were formed as not-for-profit,
community controlled corporations for the purpose of organizing or participating
in sporting competitions. Because all three entities were sufficiently engaged in
business activities in support of their sporting purposes (including the sale of
tickets, media rights, advertising, and catering), the High Court held they constituted ‘‘trading corporations’’ within the terms of the Constitution.176
Whatever may be the degree to which sports cases are represented in leading
judicial rulings, this feature of sports law is likely to retain an ad hoc or random
character because the uncertainties of litigation are important determinants of
which disputes and issues ultimately are resolved by appellate courts. Of greater
significance for present purposes is the emerging capacity of sports to act as a
catalyst for law reform and to provide a venue for public policy debate. We
previously noted that sports have enormous power to convey educational messages
to diverse global audiences because of its extensive media coverage and the
public’s strong interest in sports.177 Consequently, debates over social issues that
occur in the context of sports may have a profound effect on public and governmental attitudes on issues with wider application beyond sports. Thus, it is
important that legal scholars closely monitor sports law developments and participate in sports-related policy debates and legal initiatives; otherwise, broader
legal reform and/or public policy issues in their respective fields may become
shaped or resolved without their timely input.178 Conversely, proponents of issues
having wide social relevance may use sports as a venue for raising and advancing
174

Australian Constitution s51(xx).
R v Judges of the Fed. Ct. of Austl.; Ex parte W. Austl. Nat’l Football League, Inc. (1979)
143 CLR 190.
176
Id. at 210–11 (Barwick CJ), 233–37 (Mason J, with whom Jacobs J agreed), 239–40 (Murphy
J). Implicit in this reasoning is a judicial conclusion that an organization’s simultaneous pursuit of
both sporting and business interests is not incompatible—a conclusion that courts may have been
reluctant to reach at the height of the ethos of amateurism.
177
See Forum, supra note 167; Sweet 2009.
178
In Australia, it is generally accepted that employers may test employees for their use of illicit
drugs such as cocaine, amphetamines, and marijuana, and take preemptive disciplinary action for
purposes of workplace safety. Beyond that, the usefulness of testing has been considered as less
important than protection of employees’ privacy interests. In 2005, that position was significantly
affected when the Australian Football League (AFL) with the agreement of the Players’
Association introduced testing for illicit drug use at any time of the year outside of competition
including the players’ private time. Australian Football League Illicit Drugs Policy, (Feb. 2005)
(on file with authors). (The WADA Code prohibits illicit drugs but only during competition.) The
action of the AFL received widespread attention in the news media and was greeted with
approval by political leaders and the public but little scholarly attention from academics working
in the fields of labor law and civil liberties. This lack of scholarly (and perhaps critical)
evaluation and the willingness of such a high-profile group of employees to accept testing for
175
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their views because of sports’ capacity to draw attention to particular issues or
grievances.
In 1994, David Halberstam, a respected sportswriter, observed:
‘‘[S]ports has been an excellent window through which to monitor changes in the rest of
the society as we become more and more of an entertainment society. I do not know of any
other venue that showcases the changes in American life and its values and the coming of
the norms of entertainment more dramatically than sports. We can learn as much about
race from sports as almost any subject and we can learn what the coming of big money
does to players and to lines of authority more from sports than anything else.’’179

Halberstam stated that the St. Louis Cardinals’ victory in the decisive seventh
game of the 1964 World Series with four black players in the club’s lineup
‘‘represented not just a larger slice of America, but a more just America.’’180 One
of those players was Curt Flood who later achieved legal fame as the unsuccessful
plaintiff in Flood v. Kuhn, in which the Supreme Court affirmed Major League
Baseball’s common law antitrust exemption.181 Flood’s efforts to free himself and
other baseball players of Major League Baseball’s ‘‘reserve system’’ (which provided a club with perpetual rights to a player’s services even after his contract
expired) had parallels with the civil rights movement, and each drew support from
and inspired the other.182
Many nations outlaw racial abuse or vilification as an adjunct to antidiscrimination laws. However, Australia’s racial vilification laws are of relatively recent
origin.183 Before these laws were enacted, racial vilification by players and
spectators was more or less tolerated as a tactic to distract an opponent. On April
17, 1993, during a match between the St. Kilda and Collingwood Football Clubs in
the Australian Football League (AFL), an indigenous Australian who played for
St. Kilda, Nicky Winmar, was racially taunted by the crowd of Collingwood
supporters.184 St. Kilda was unexpectedly victorious and Winmar was instrumental
in that success. Towards the end of the game when the result was certain, Winmar
stood before the crowd, pulled up his shirt and pointed defiantly to his black skin.
Images of this incident were carried by national news media and were probably

(Footnote 178 continued)
illicit drugs by their employers during private time have established an arguably unchallenged
and powerful precedent for employees in other industries.
179
Halberstam 1994.
180
Id. at 28.
181
Flood v. Kuhn, 407 U.S. 258 (1972). For a detailed account of this litigation and its
background, see Snyder 2006. Major League Baseball’s common law antitrust exemption was
limited by the Curt Flood Act of 1998, which provides MLB players with the same antitrust law
remedies as other major league players. 15 U.S.C.A. §26b(c) (2009).
182
Snyder 2006, at 60–62, 115–16. However, some African–American civil rights groups
‘‘failed to make the connection between Flood’s lawsuit and the freedom struggle.’’ Id. at 115.
183
In 1995, amendments to the federal Racial Discrimination Act specifically outlawed racial
vilification. Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) s 18c (Austl.).
184
Warren and Tsaousis 1997, 35–37.
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instrumental in the passage of Australia’s racial vilification laws. Another highly
publicized incident of racial abuse of another indigenous AFL player, together
with impending federal legislation, prompted the AFL to introduce rules and
policies against racial and religious vilification, which included educational programs and a procedure for making confidential complaints and conciliation.185
Although not entirely free of criticism, the AFL’s approach has been so successful
that it is regarded as a model, and the AFL’s strong stance has served to pave the
way for wider public acceptance of the anti-vilification laws and the social policies
they reflect.186

5.2 International Sports Law’s Influence on the Development
of Global Legal Norms and Policies
In this Part, we observe that the rules and commercial arrangements of international and Olympic sports possess a unique capacity to spread legal norms
worldwide because of the growing importance of international sports competition.
International sports law, which includes the developing body of lex sportiva,
illustrates that there are important areas of law in which globalization may create a
need for worldwide uniformity (rather than balkanization by national law) and may
be a harbinger of tomorrow—perhaps international harmonization of more laws
(and the corresponding twilight of domestic law in those areas) as the world
becomes more globalized. The potential of sports to drive international legal
reform has only recently become evident, so our discussion will necessarily
involve a degree of crystal ball gazing. To demonstrate our thesis, we will briefly
consider two areas: intellectual property and anti-ambush marketing laws, and
human rights laws.187
Before we do so, a general observation can be made about how international
sports law may influence the evolution of national laws. It is possible that the
developing body of lex sportiva created by CAS will influence judicial resolution
of purely domestic sports industry disputes and the development of national sports
185
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law by having a trans-judicial effect. It is a technique well known to the common
law for courts to consider the opinions of foreign courts resolving similar issues, as
well as international conventions and practice in the search for solutions to difficult
problems.188 We suggest that it may be appropriate for national courts to consider,
compare, and/or adopt CAS jurisprudence in resolving purely domestic sports law
disputes. For example, perhaps a U.S. court will consider the Pistorius v. International Amateur Athletic Federation CAS award189 as well as the Supreme
Court’s PGA Tour, Inc. v. Martin190 ruling in a future Americans with Disabilities
Act case by a disabled U.S. athlete claiming an American sports-governing body
must modify its rules to enable him or her to participate in an athletic event.

5.2.1 Intellectual Property and Anti-ambush Marketing Laws
Intellectual property and anti-ambush marketing191 laws are the backbone of the
broadcasting, merchandising, and sponsorship agreements that finance international sports competitions and generate several billion dollars.192 Not surprisingly,
the IOC and IFs are increasingly careful to ensure that countries in which
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international sports competitions are held will accord a sufficient degree of legal
protection to their intellectual property, as well as the contract and licensing rights
of broadcasters, sponsors, or merchandisers. This may involve anti-ambush laws
that confer a greater level of legal protection than traditional national trademark
and unfair competition laws that provide legal remedies only from infringement
that creates a likelihood of consumer confusion regarding affiliation, sponsorship,
or endorsement.193 The intense competition among potential host countries and
cities for major events such as the Olympic Games and the FIFA World Cup
ensures a seller’s market, and the bid documents for major events invariably
require high levels of legal protection for the sports organization’s rights. As major
international sporting events move around the globe, they often leave a legacy of
intellectual property reform and related legal developments, which may be specific
to the event or sports organization or perhaps have wider relevance.194
The prospect of being awarded the right to host a major international sports
event may prompt countries that do not have advanced intellectual property law
regimes to revise their laws and policies.195 For example, the enactment of China’s
Regulations on the Protection of Olympic Symbols 2002 (PRC)196 in connection
with the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games coincided with its national government’s
shift away from its previous reluctance to protect intellectual property rights.197 It
has been suggested that India’s hosting of the World Cup of Cricket in 2011 will
necessitate a change in its government’s attitudes regarding anti-ambush legislation.198 This process can also apply to developed countries, especially in regard to
modernizing their copyright laws to protect the digital media that are so important
to sports broadcasting. In addition, legal agreements concerning sports event
digital media rights are likely to have significant broader implications. For
instance, scholars interested in differences between European and U.S. intellectual
property laws should monitor legal developments concerning sports event intellectual property rights, which are strongly influenced by both European-trained
193
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lawyers who represent European-based sports governing bodies such as the IOC as
well as U.S. lawyers representing U.S. broadcasters and media companies.199
In some countries such as Australia and the United States, which have recently
hosted Olympic Games, the level of protection accorded to the Olympic marks
exceeds that generally provided by trademark laws in those countries.200 Given the
success of international and Olympic sports in having host nations introduce antiambush laws,201 some have suggested that it is now time for a standardized
international approach, perhaps through a UNESCO-sponsored convention.202
Even reforms that are specific to the event or sports organization may have significant wider impacts because major global corporate sponsors have the right to
use the intellectual property associated with the sporting event and sports organization, thereby also benefitting from any enhanced legal protections. Given the
perceived importance of stronger intellectual property laws for the growth of world
trade, sport is a player that drives legal reform and economic growth.203

5.2.2 Human Rights Laws
The awarding of the rights to host a major sports event such as the Olympic Games
or the World Cup of Football has come to be linked to some degree directly or
indirectly to the human rights records of the bidders. For disadvantaged groups, the
attention on their country by the world’s news media can be an occasion for them
to bring their circumstances to the notice of a much wider audience and perhaps
embarrass their government into desirable action. Realistically, the capacity of
international and Olympic sports to effect real change in this way is probably quite
limited. The 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin represents a notable failure. Despite
protests from the IOC and even the threat of a possible boycott, the Third Reich
made only token concessions in its campaign of discrimination against Jewish
people generally and in its policy of excluding them the German Olympic team.204
In the lead-up to and during the Beijing Olympic Games, China was the object of
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criticism in the world’s news media over its policies of internet and local news
media censorship and other human rights issues.205 Whether the legacy of the
Games and the attendant international spotlight will include meaningful long-term
change in China in response to these criticisms is hard to assess.
Rather than explore the links between hosting events and human rights, which
are often examined in the numerous histories and evaluations of the Olympic
Movement, we will briefly make some other observations that may be of interest to
scholars.206 The evolving body of international sports law, particularly agreements
among private parties, may create and protect individual rights that currently are
not recognized in some countries, thereby advancing the legal protection of human
rights worldwide. For example, the fifth Fundamental Principle of Olympism
embodied in the Olympic Charter states, ‘‘Any form of discrimination with regard
to a country or a person on grounds of race, religion, politics, gender or otherwise
is incompatible with belonging to the Olympic Movement.’’207 In accordance with
their contractual obligation to comply with the Olympic Charter’s antidiscrimination provisions, each of the 205 NOCs has a legal duty to ensure no Olympic
sport athlete in their respective countries is excluded from sports participation or
discriminated against for ‘‘racial, religious or political reasons or by reason of
other forms of discrimination.’’208 The rules of IFs also may incorporate similar
protections of human rights, which NGBs are required to respect and include in
their respective rules. In accordance with their contractual or membership rights,
individual athletes may be able to require legally their respective NGBs to accord
them a level of human rights protection not otherwise available in their home
countries. For instance, an athlete or official from a country which offers little or
no human rights guarantees who is denied selection to a national team on discriminatory grounds might successfully challenge that decision in a CAS proceeding as a breach of the NGB’s rules and lex sportiva, notwithstanding that
domestic law is not infringed. An IF could take punitive measures against an NGB
that fails to honor a CAS award, which might include suspension of its membership rights and authorization to enter athletes in international sports competitions, which provides a formidable enforcement mechanism that is perhaps more
powerful than judicial compulsion.
An illustration of the effectiveness of international enforcement action based on
private agreement can be found in the area of sports employment rights. FIFA’s
Regulations for the Status and Transfer of Players (Regulations) regulate a number
205
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of aspects of the employment of soccer players worldwide. In the event of dispute
between club and player, the Regulations empower an internal FIFA body, the
Dispute Resolution Chamber, to rule upon it and, if either party is dissatisfied, the
CAS may arbitrate. If a club refuses to comply with the ruling of the Chamber or
the CAS, it may be practically difficult or inconvenient for a player to enforce a
favorable ruling in a court having jurisdiction over the club. As an alternative, a
complaint may be made by the player against the club to the FIFA Disciplinary
Committee, which is empowered to impose a range of penalties including loss of
premiership points (possibly leading to relegation of the club to a lower division of
competition) for the club’s failure to comply with the ruling of the Chamber or the
CAS.209 While these penalties do not directly enforce those rulings, the avoidance
of such penalties serves as a powerful incentive to comply that, as a practical
matter in the world of competitive sports, is far more likely to be more compelling,
efficient, and faster than judicial enforcement.
Given the significant cultural and economic importance of sports globally,
sports law may sow seeds that germinate into the increased national legal protection of human rights, a topic of interest to scholars who study international
human rights law as well as the globalization of law.

6 Conclusion
The evolving law of sports has potentially broad implications for the development
of international, comparative, and national law as well as global dispute resolution,
and these implications often are not recognized or carefully considered. The law of
sports offers fertile ground for academic study by legal scholars as well as those
who teach sports law courses or focus their scholarship on sports law issues. In
addition, attorneys and judges need to be aware that judicial resolution of sportsrelated cases may provide the seed that germinates into jurisprudence with broader
application and more widespread effects. It is our hope that this Article contributes
to greater awareness of the importance of sports, not only as a worldwide cultural
phenomenon and a significant part of our twenty-first-century global economy, but
as a rich source of both international and national public and private laws as well
as lessons for establishing, implementing, and enforcing global legal norms.
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Lex Sportiva and Lex Mercatoria
Boris Kolev

Abstract World sports law, currently referred to as lex sportiva, is deemed to be
an autonomous body of rules having anational character. The concept of lex
sportiva draws an analogy with the concept of lex mercatoria (the law merchant) as
an anational legal system. This article makes a comparison between the historical
developments of lex mercatoria as presented in the book of Harold J. Berman, Law
and Revolution: The Formation of the Western Legal Tradition, on the one hand,
and lex sportiva, on the other hand. This comparison is considered, in the author’s
opinion, very useful for an illustration of the legal situation, in which sport has
found itself to be nowadays, it could provide some clues for the future of sport
governance and could be helpful for the analysis of alternative models of the future
legal development in sport.
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According to Berman by ‘‘world law’’ is meant the common features of the legal
systems of the world, and especially the body of customary law that is gradually
being created by the people of the world in their transnational interrelationships.
Included are many aspects of world economic law, such as bankers’ letters of
credit, negotiable instruments, and documentary trade terms. Included also, inter
alia, is the world sports law enforced by the Court of Arbitration of Sport in
Lausanne, Switzerland, and emerged in result of the uniform application and
interpretation of legal rules in sport due to the activity of CAS.1
The world sports law, currently referred to as lex sportiva, is deemed to be an
autonomous body of rules having anational character. The concept of lex sportiva
draws an analogy with the concept of lex mercatoria (the law merchant) as an
anational legal system. This article makes a comparison between the historical
developments of lex mercatoria as presented in the book of Harold J. Berman, Law
and Revolution: The Formation of the Western Legal Tradition, on the one hand,
and lex sportiva, on the other hand. This comparison is considered, in author’s
opinion, very useful for illustration of the legal situation, in which sport has found
itself to be nowadays, could provide some clues for the future of the sport governance and could be helpful for the analysis of the alternative models of the future
legal development in sport.
Some similarities in the genesis of lex mercatoria and lex sportiva may be
outlined:
1. The formative period of lex mercatoria was according to Berman the late
eleventh and twelfth centuries.2 Necessary condition precedent for its development was the formation of a merchant class, a community of merchants,
which number significantly grew during the said centuries.
From the second half of 20th century onward due to factors like development of
television and other broadcasting means and the followed commercialization of
sport, the latter was transformed from one purely leisure and recreational
activity into professional activity capable to provide enough funds for the living
of its practitioners. In result, a large number of professional sportsmen
emerged and is still growing. Consolidation of the sport movement worldwide
made for the formation of a community—the world community of sportsmen.
2. ‘‘Initial development of law merchant was left largely, though not entirely, to
the merchant themselves, who organized international fairs and markets,
formed mercantile courts, and established mercantile offices in the new urban
communities that were springing up throughout western Europe.’’3
The initial development of international sports law is also attributed to the
rules created by sport federations, formed by sportsmen and sport clubs and
1

Harold J. Berman, Epilogue: An Ecumenical Christian Jurisprudence, Internet Publication,
available at the time of writing at http://www.argobooks.org/berman/ecumenical-christianjurisprudence.html, abstract.
2
Berman 1983, p. 332.
3
Id, at 340.
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enjoying the autonomy of sport. Member associations of FIFA, for instance,
are more than member of the United Nations as FIFA officials usually boast.
The consolidated sport movement established in 1984 their own institution to
settle the sport related disputes—the based in Luisanna, Switzerland Court of
Arbitration for Sport. However, with the commercialization of sport, sport was
necessary to fall within some form of legal scrutiny to guarantee the fair result
of the application of sporting rules in the cases where these rules trigger
economic implications.
3. Uniformity of lex mercatoria across the countries was not achieved at once but
was part of a gradual process. As Berman put it, however, ‘‘the differences
among countries and localities in the law and custom applicable to mercantile
transactions were differences of detail or in the words of William Mitchell
citing also by Berman ‘‘everywhere the leading principles and the most
important rules were the same, or tended to become the same.’’4
The current situation in football within the EU very much resembles the process
towards uniformity of lex mercatoria across the then countries. Number of
states adopted interventionist approach sometimes complying and sometimes
conflicting the sport rules developed by FIFA and national associations.
Whether the differences are of detail should be judged on a case by case basis
4. In addition to the discriminatory treatment under local laws Berman indicates
as a fear experienced by the merchants at that time the ‘‘rapacity’’ of local
taxing authorities towards them.5
Nowadays, the right of the states to levy taxes at their discretion is undisputable
and its limits are specified through bilateral or multilateral agreements
between states. Fear of heavy taxation of the income from sporting activity is
still among the considerations, which players take into account while choosing
their clubs.
5. In the formative era of lex mercatoria the system of law merchant co-existed
with the system of canon law, the law of the church. Cannon law provided for
ecclesiastical jurisdiction in certain matters including mercantile cases, which
met the opposition of merchants. As an example of this resistance was the
decree issued in 1369 by the Doge and Council of Alderman of the city of
Genoa imposing a substantial fine on any person who had recourse to an
ecclesiastical or other court claiming incompatibility of certain conduct with
canon law. Despite of the claims of the church to have jurisdiction over mercantile cases it did not deny merchants their relative autonomy.6
Likewise, the system of lex sportiva coexists with the system of the EU law. The
EU law claims its right to intervene in sport when matters such as mobility and
competition are involved. During long period of time sport world was resisting
any involvement of the EU law and the law in general in sport issues and

4
5
6

Id, at 343.
Id, at 343.
Id, at 345.
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athletes used to be threaten with punishment if decide to refer to the ordinary
courts. Recently in football, although officially recourse to court system was not
denied, in practice the same result was achieved through influence over
players. After starting the battle against the transfer system in football, neither
club wanted to establish any contacts with Jean-Marc Bosman, who was for the
whole world of football at that time a sort of ‘‘persona non grata.’’7 If similar
measures of influence do not produce the desired effect, there is still an option
available—football officials could buy off the interest in the potential lawsuit so
that the claim is never tried before a court. Football rulers further rely on their
own dispute settlement mechanisms including recourse to CAS in order to keep
the relationships in football beyond the scope of any publicly made law either
national or supranational. Recently, after failure of the idea to establish a court
of arbitration for football, UEFA decided to accept the jurisdiction of CAS on
civil law disputes and to avoid recourse to ordinary courts of law this way.8
6. Principles and concepts of the cannon law supported by the new at that time
Romanist legal science were taken over with some modifications by the mercantile law.9
Similarly nowadays, CAS relies on the principles and concepts developed by
the European Court of Justice in sport related cases as well as on the general
principles and concepts developed by the contemporary legal science.
7. Merchants as members of the church were subject to the canon law, but as
members of the mercantile community they were further subject to the law
merchant. In case of conflict between the two bodies of law it was not clear
which would prevail and only time could mediate the conflict.10
Nowadays, sportsmen are subject to the EU law while moving from one
Member state to another and sport associations and clubs as undertakings are
subject to competition rules. At the same time they are subject to lex sportiva
represented by the regulations and jurisprudence of sporting governing and
dispute settlement bodies. It is still not clear in case of conflict which rules will
prevail. Especially as regards the rules of competition certain exemption is
given for the rules of purely sport interest but the borderline with the economic
rule is still vague and only time will show which rules will pass successfully the
EU law scrutiny.
8. Commercial courts included special courts of markets and fairs consisted of
judges elected among the members of the market or fair. The procedure was
marked by speed and informality and justice was to be done while the merchants’ feet were still dusty. Further, the court was to be ruled by equity with
giving a right of a merchant to be heard, professional lawyers were generally

7

Judgment in Bosman concludes in para. 37 that Mr. Bosman has been boycotted by all the
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excluded and also technical legal argumentation was frowned upon.11
During the modern Olympic Games a special ad hoc division of CAS operates,
which is obliged to decide the disputes in extremely short time limits like, for
instance, before the next stage of the competition or in other words from day to
day. Members of this division of CAS might be also persons with high reputation in the sport world and sportsmen involved can be heard. The need for
timely recovery of justice in sport is in paradoxical discrepancy vis–vis the
duration of the procedure before the Court of Justice where sometimes the
issuance of the decision takes around two years.12
9. The participation of merchants in the resolution of mercantile disputes was seen
by Berman not only as reflection of the principle of abstract justice, a legal
ideal, contributing to the equitable solution of individual commercial cases, but
also in negative aspect since it ‘‘helped to insulate commercial law from
ecclesiastical, royal and even urban control and to preserve mercantile privileges.’’13
Participatory adjudication of contemporary individual sport cases reveals the
same negative aspect since it prevents sportsmen from having their disputes
decided by national courts and thus preserves the privileged status of sport
as occupation in comparison with other professions. On the other hand, exactly
as in the case of mercantile law, this is also aspect of the relative autonomy of
sport.
The parallel between the formations of lex mercatoria and lex sportiva further
shows some very important differences, as set out below:
1. The most important such difference lays in the moral, in the conscience of the
then merchants and the present football rulers. As Berman stated ‘‘from the
church’s point of view, the law developed by the merchants to regulate their
own interrelationships, the lex mercatoria, was supposed to reflect, not contradict, the canon law.’’14 Although merchants did disagree with that position of
the church it was also indisputable from merchant’s point of view that merchants were subordinated to the church in matters of moral. No such moral and
conscience could be found in the rulers of the contemporary football as the
most illustrative example of the contemporary sport. These rulers consider
themselves to be above law and they do not respect any influence including
such coming from judges.
2. Merchants were independent individuals united in a guild to protect their
common interests. In the commercialized sport today and in particular in
11
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football, such common interest cannot be found. On the contrary, different and
conflicting interests do exist—these are the interests of sport governing bodies,
sponsors, media and broadcasters, sporting clubs and sportsmen. Such areas of
conflicts are, for example: release of the players for international matches—
between the clubs and UEFA and FIFA; transfer system—between the clubs
and the players; overburdened calendar of international and domestic football
matches—between the players, on the one hand, and the governing bodies and
sponsors, on the other hand; blocked hours for football transmissions—between
national federations and TV broadcasters etc. In this complex situation rules in
sport have to be drafted by an independent organization without financial
interests, however, such organization does not exist in practice for the time
being. That is why football players and clubs do not have any other remedies
against the governing bodies in case of a conflicting rule affecting pervasively
their interests instead of resorting to the national and supranational laws. With
respect to lex mercatoria Berman stressed that ‘‘the integrity of the new system
of mercantile law, that is, the structural coherence of its principles, concepts,
rules, and procedures, derived primarily from the integrity and structural
coherence of the mercantile community whose law it was.’’15 Although
sportsmen formed a community, in fact, their voice is still not heard in the rulemaking process. In other words lex sportiva cannot achieve the structural
coherence, of which Berman spoke in the context of lex mercatoria, unless the
rule-making in sport becomes a result of a transparent and democratic process
representing, safeguarding and balancing the interests of all stakeholders.
3. Lex mercatoria was a customary law ‘‘approved by the authority of all kingdoms and commonweals and not a law established by the sovereignty of any
prince.’’16 Lex sportiva is a transnational law which is not approved by national
states similarly to the EU law in order to have supremacy over national laws.
From the point of view of national laws the rules of international sport organizations are rules established on the basis of freedom of association and
therefore, constitute association law subordinated to the national law. This is
the basic reason why national football authorities have found themselves in a
‘‘legal jungle’’ as to which acts they have to apply—the law of international
federations, national law or the EU law.17 CAS is not internationally recognized
court, but simply arbitration system for dispute settlement, which awards are
subject to the conditions for recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards.
The matter is further complicated when the state apply interventionist approach
and regulate sport in a diverse way.
4. One particularly important aspect of lex sportiva is vested in the fact that
sportsmen are in most of the cases employees. Many national laws preclude

15
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labour disputes from being resolved by way of arbitration. The reason is that
employees as the weaker party would not be at equal footing with the other
party to the arbitration proceedings. Arbitration as a dispute resolution method
is suitable in disputes between independent and equal positioned litigants such
as independent merchants. lex sportiva is probably the first law which is trying
to withdraw one typical relationship of subordination from the jurisdiction of
the national state and regulate it differently.
The comparison of the historical development of lex mercatoria with the now
arising lex sportiva might provide some clues as regards the future development of
sports law and the harmonization of its principles world wide similarly to the
uniformity achieved as regards the sporting rules of the ‘‘world’’ games as for
example is football.
Many of the doctrines and principles of mercantile law are universally recognized and today constitute a part of the domestic law of every nation-state. Berman
indicates as examples the rule that a negotiable bill of lading is a document of title
through whose transfer the risk of loss or damage to goods in transit can be shifted
to subpurchasers; or that a banker’s letter of credit gives an exporter an absolute
right of payment by the confirming bank upon his presentation of the appropriate
shipping and other commercial documents.18 Further, Berman speaks of a world
law of mercantile transactions ‘‘derived from the historically developing customs
of the transnational community of merchants, bankers, carriers, underwriters, and
their lawyers, who for centuries have constituted a world community of ‘friendly
strangers,’ as Lon L. Fuller called them, held together by common traditions and
common trust.’’19 Indeed, today’s world community of merchants possesses its
own law—lex mercatoria and their own arbitral courts to decide the disputes
arisen within that community. In practice, disputes do not reach the national courts
any longer.
Belonging to the international business community today’s merchants consciously and voluntarily accept and observe the rules created by that community.
Many authors including Berman have supported the opinion that the rules of lex
mercatoria may be applied only through the rules of national law, although lex
mercatoria is ‘‘more than merely factual identity or uniformity between national
systems.’’20 In France, for instance, Code of Civil Procedure provided that in
arbitrations involving the interests of international commerce, the arbitrators apply
the rules of law chosen by the parties and in case of absence of such a choice they
may apply the rules they consider appropriate.21 During the draft of the Swiss Law

18
Harold J. Berman, Epilogue: An Ecumenical Christian Jurisprudence, Internet Publication,
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on Conflict of Laws the majority of the drafters agreed that lex mercatoria may be
applied as a law with which the dispute has the closest connection.22
In principal, arbitral tribunals could apply lex mercatoria in two ways, 1. either
through application of a national law (whether explicitly chosen by the parties or
on the basis of the conflict of laws rule), which has incorporated lex mercatoria or
2. through application of lex mercatoria itself as happened in the case Norsolor
S.A. v. Pabalk for instance where ‘‘the arbitrators have applied the law designated
by the conflict of laws rule, which they deemed appropriate, namely, the general
principles of obligations generally applicable to international commerce.23 Such
general principles as good faith and commercial reasonableness are considered
part of lex mercatoria. However, if lex mercatoria is not recognized as an
autonomous body of law under the national law, arbitrators could be deemed of
acting ex aequo et bono without authorization by the parties and the awards are
threaten to be set aside.
National law and national courts still plays very important role in the process of
the enforcement of awards which applied the rules of lex mercatoria.24 It has to be
possible for the national court to apply lex mercatoria as an independent body of
law by virtue of choice of law clause in the contract concluded by the parties. It is
indispensable in this respect that the national law and legal theory must recognize
lex mercatoria as an autonomous body of law, which is not always the case.
Sports law is highly potential to become a world law similarly to mercantile
law. The universally accepted rules of more than 200 games and universally
accepted principles governing competitions at world level, significance of sport for
demonstration of individual and national values, globalization of sport, are part of
the conditions precedent for this to happen. However, the comparison with lex
mercatoria reveals some important differences which might be relevant for the
future development of sports law as a world law.
A statement saying that the community of merchants is held together by
common traditions and common trust does not seem to be applicable to contemporary sport, which, especially in recent years, departs from the Corinthian values
of playing a game because of the love to that game. Nowadays, the result of the
competition does not have only sport implications but further determines who is
going to get better sponsor. Commercialization of sport invoked the need for
protection of different and very often conflicting interests of the stakeholders in
sport. Sport federations are often criticised for pursuing their own commercial
interests without taking into account and sometimes even in detriment of the
interests of sportsmen. FIFPRO, the international trade union of professional
football players, for instance, suspects that football rulers misuse their personal
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contacts with politicians to maintain the sometimes illegal rules drafted by the
football governing bodies in detriment of players.25 The current relations in sport
are everything else but relations of trust.
However, exactly in the view of the conflicting interests in sport the role of
CAS is very important and the consistent resolving of the disputes might significantly contribute to the idea for the creation of an independent body of law capable
to restore and maintain justice in sport. Evidence of the increasing role of CAS are
the more frequent use of arbitration clauses in the contracts between sponsors,
federations and clubs26 the trend for increasing the volume of cases reaching CAS
and the number of sport federations admitting the authority of CAS to resolve the
disputes in their particular sports.
On the other hand, CAS cannot make up for the missing democracy and
transparency in the activity of sport federations. The big problem in sport is
exactly the absence of a good and democratic governance which to give credibility
and fairness to sport regulations and to defend the idea for full autonomy of sport.
CAS is an institution for settlement of civil law disputes, however, it is not an
administrative or constitutional court, before which provisions of sport regulations
could be challenged on the ground of contradiction with acts staying higher in the
hierarchy of the legal instruments. Furthermore, CAS is not entitled to review the
substance of the decision-making process but only the procedure and the power of
the particular bodies to pass the decision in issue. Although CAS has a lot of
common characteristics with international court it is not a court. An opinion has
been expressed that ‘‘CAS could develop into an instrument of ‘constitutional’
review and standard-setting in the realm of international sports law’’27; however,
this is still not the case and the regulations of sport associations may be scrutinized
on the basis of national laws. The incentive for clubs and sportsmen to refer their
cases to the courts as well as their mistrust and suspicion to the federations will
remain present until their interests are adequately safeguarded through their participation in the decision-making process especially as regards matters of primary
concern for them. The lack of democratic rule-making process and credibility in
respect of the actions of sport governing bodies further handicaps the possibilities
for recognition of lex sportiva by the national laws of the states.
Another difference with lex mercatoria is the fact that CAS cannot apply lex
sportiva through the application of the national law of a particular state as could be
the case with lex mercatoria due to the fact that national laws usually have not
incorporated lex sportiva. Very often, certain cases would have diametrically
opposite outcome under national laws in comparison with their potential outcome
under the law of international sport federations based on the principle of freedom
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of association due to conflicting provisions of national sports or employment laws.
lex sportiva may apply to relations in sport also as an autonomous body of law,
which is to be recognized as such by national laws, however, this is still not the
case either. A review of modern court practices would show a third option for
enforcement of lex sportiva—if the rules of lex sportiva constitute mandatory rules
reflecting a public policy so commanding that they must be applied even if the
general body of law to which they belong is not competent by application of the
relevant rule of conflict of laws.28
However, being a private arbitration system and not a universally recognized
court including by the EU Member States by virtue of an international treaty the
CAS awards will be subject to enforcement proceedings in the countries where the
enforcement is sought and, therefore, their conformity with the public policy and
mandatory rules in operation in such countries will be reviewed by the national
courts. In countries like Bulgaria and Hungary, for example, employment related
disputes are not subject to arbitration at all and national courts have exclusive
jurisdiction over employment disputes. It is true that FIFA ensures the compliance
of the parties with the award not through the assistance of national courts but
rather through threatening the parties with disciplinary sanctions. The latter,
however, together with the already mentioned deficits of lex sportiva as a concept,
as well as the mandatory reference to arbitration of players and clubs imposed
through the by-laws of their federations, could threaten the recognition of CAS as
a valid arbitration system and do not in any manner contribute to the idea of an
objective, just, transparent, self-integrated and universally accepted international
sports law or lex sportiva.
Future changes in the global governance of sport making it more democratic
and transparent, future changes in the attitude of sport rulers admitting that they
are subject to the law to the very same extent as any other individuals and legal
entities, the inevitable, in case of absence of the first two, interaction between
sports law and the legal systems of the national laws and the supranational EU law,
as well as the future development of the CAS jurisprudence are the conditions
needed for crystallization, promotion and recognition of the international sports
law as a world law with its own universally harmonized and world valid
provisions.
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Lex Sportiva: Transnational Law in Action
Ken Foster

Abstract Lex sportiva has been much described and it is now clear that the
jurisprudence of CAS has contributed to confirming that there is a clear field of
transnational regulation of international sporting disputes. Within this field many
norms created by international sporting federations and general legal principles are
used and a global sports law has emerged. As a sub-category, there are distinct
principles here that are unique to sport. These could be designated as lex ludica,
precisely because that encapsulates the elusive ‘spirit of the game,’ and distinguishes them from the application of other principles that are external but are
applied to the sporting context as part of a wider lex sportiva.
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1 What’s Interesting About the Concept of Lex Sportiva?
Lex sportiva is a fascinating legal concept, especially to legal theorists as well as
sports lawyers and practitioners, for several reasons.
• It is global, transnational and stateless. It is not just international law but
transnational law1; and CAS has become an important example of successful
global governance. So Yi has argued ‘in a time of increasing global complexity,
the CAS represents one of the world’s more successful attempts at bringing
order to transnational issues … a working, functioning international tribunal that
can serve as an example for future efforts at transnational dispute resolution.’2
• It is an example of global legal pluralism akin to lex mercatoria. Lex mercatoria
is not created by international agreement between states but by private commercial interests. It is not enforced by state sanctions but by arbitral awards that
are recognized by states. In a similar manner Mitten and Opie describe lex
sportiva thus ‘For legal theorists, the evolving body of lex sportiva established by
CAS awards is an interesting and important example of global legal pluralism
without states arising out of the resolution of Olympic and international sports
disputes between private parties. It is an emerging body of international law with
some similarities to lex mercatoria, a much older and well established body of
international commercial law that has developed in the essentially private
domain of commercial activity based on custom and arbitration awards.’3
• As a private contractual order, it has a degree of autonomy. Its norms come from
two main sources. First from the regulations of international sporting federations, which create a private contractual order and also from the WADA code,
which is a hybrid of public–private norms and institutions.
• It is a variety of Alternative Dispute Resolution used to settle international
sporting disputes and so can be seen as part of a wider ‘privatization’ of sports
law, which takes issues away from national courts by reference to contractual
agreement.

1
2
3

On the concept of transnational law see Zumbansen 2006.
Yi 2006, pp. 290–1.
Mitten and Opie 2010, p. 21.
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2 What Is Lex Sportiva?
Is there such a concept to discuss at all? In 2005 CAS itself was not so sure. It said
that ‘the Panel is not prepared to take refuge in such uncertain concepts as that of a
lex sportiva, as has been advocated by various authors. The exact content and the
boundaries of the concept of a lex sportiva are still far too vague and uncertain to
enable it to be used to determine the specific rights and obligations of sports
associations towards athletes.’4
Since that comment there have been no further references to it in the published
awards of CAS until the recent arbitration of Anderson et al. v IOC,5 which
appeared to accept that such a concept exists. In discussing whether team sanctions
were allowed when an individual member of the team was guilty of a doping
offence, the panel said that it did ‘not discard the theoretical possibility that an
established principle of lex sportiva might serve as legal basis to impose a sanction
on an athlete or a team.’6 The panel however found no evidence of such a principle
and concluded that it saw ‘no definite pattern in international sports law that could
support the argument that a general principle of lex sportiva has nowadays—
let alone in 2000—emerged and crystallized to the effect that a team should
inevitably be disqualified because one of its members was doped during a competition. The matter is still subject to the multifarious rules that can be found in the
regulations of the various International Federations.’7 This is an especially interesting use of the concept for it implies that there are principles above and beyond
the contractual rules of international sporting federations that can be employed to
settle cases.
Conversely, there is an emerging academic consensus as to both the existence
and the content of the concept of lex sportiva. For example, Lenard confidentially
claims that ‘That a lex sportiva currently exists is beyond debate. You cannot read
a CAS opinion or a brief to CAS that does not cite prior arbitral opinions.’8
Nafziger endorses this view with a wider notion that lex sportiva has three
essential elements. He says ‘a fully developed lex sportiva would help apply three
values that the principle of stare decisis serves: efficiency of the legal process,
predictability or stability of expectations: and equal treatment of similarly situated
parties.’9
Several authors agree that precedent is a key element in establishing that there
is a lex sportiva, as opposed to individual decisions on the merits by arbitrators.
Kaufmann-Kohler in 2006 appeared to accept that an emerging lex sportiva was
hallmarked by an increasing use of precedent in CAS awards and so concluded that
4
5
6
7
8
9

FIFA v WADA, 2005/C/976 & 986.
Anderson et al. v IOC, 2008/A/1545, published 16/07/2010.
Ibid. para. 128.
Ibid. para. 137.
Lenard 2009, p. 179.
Nafziger 2004a, p. 50.
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‘a coherent corpus of law, some call it lex sportiva, is being built.’10 Mitten and
Davis also stress the significance of precedent in building a body of principles.
They say ‘Nevertheless, although the CAS is an arbitral tribunal and the majority
of its arbitrators have a civil law background, it is ironic that CAS awards are
forming a body of lex sportiva.’11 They later point out that the principle of equal
treatment of cases used by CAS contributes to the development of a set of consistent principles even without the explicit use of precedents.12 CAS itself has
recognized the power of precedent. In Devyatovskiy v IOC13 the CAS panel said
‘In accord with previous CAS rulings on earlier versions of the ‘‘Different Analyst’’ Rule, the Panel applies a strict interpretation of the above rule.’14 This is a
strong acceptance of the need for consistency in interpretation of the rules thus
ensuring equal treatment and fairness to athletes.
From the published academic literature it is possible to see various uses of the
term lex sportiva.
• A narrow view is that lex sportiva and the jurisprudence of CAS are synonymous. What is decided by CAS arbitrators constitutes the corpus of lex sportiva.
The fallacy of this equation can easily be shown by reversing the statement. The
jurisprudence of CAS is wider for it has many sources.15 Many arbitrations are
specifically governed by Swiss law. Each award now specifies the governing
law, which may be a national law other than Swiss. Beyond national laws16 it
can be seen that ‘general principles of law’ and principles derived from ‘the
practices of international sporting federations which have crystallized into a
norm’ are also used. There are even awards that refer to ex aequo et bono as a
guide to decision making.17 This is specifically authorized by the CAS Code
which states ‘The Panel shall decide the dispute according to the rules of law
chosen by the parties or, in the absence of such a choice, according to Swiss law.
The parties may authorise the Panel to decide ex æquo et bono.’18

10

Kaufmann-Kohler 2007, p. 365.
Mitten & Davis 2008, p. 81.
12
Id p. 88.
13
2009 A 1752 Vadim Devyatovskiy v IOC.
14
Id para 5.173.
15
See Foster 2006 for a detailed discussion of CAS’s jurisprudence.
16
In Galatasaray SK v. Frank Ribéry & Olympique de Marseille, CAS2006/A/1180, the panel
said that ‘It is generally agreed by academics and commentators that the parties may choose to
subject the contract to a system of rules which is not the law of a State … However, the parties’
freedom to agree a non-state law also has its limits, which derive from public policy. This results,
not least, from the fact that even an arbitration court which has been authorized to decide ex
aequo et bono is bound by these limits.’ (paras. 6 & 7).
17
See 0001/07 FAT, FIBA Arbitral Tribunal, para.6.1.1.
18
Statutes of the Bodies Working for the Settlement of Sports-Related Disputes (2010 Code)
R45 ‘Law Applicable to the Merits’.
11
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• Conversely there is a view, very well argued by Erbsen,19 that the jurisprudence
of CAS treated as a lex sportiva, includes nothing distinctive that justifies
treating it as a distinctive concept and so CAS functions as no more than a
forum for contractual interpretation of documents. He says ‘Lex sportiva is now
an umbrella label that encompasses several discrete methods of lawmaking,
distilling a medley of variables into an oversimplified motto.’20 Erbsen identifies
four types of norms within CAS jurisprudence:—a norm which applies a clear
interpretation of a contractual text—an offsetting norm which allows the
incorporation of fair and equitable principles to modify formal norms—norms to
assist in the interpretation of ambiguous texts—norms that allow textual gaps to
be filled by using general legal principles.21 He argues that these are functions
that are no more than the normal legal task of interpreting texts and offer nothing
distinctive. CAS does not thereby create a ‘new form of substantive law’ and so
‘the Lex Sportiva label thus overstates the novelty of international sports law
while understating its nuance.’22
• A broader version of this view argues that CAS uses a set of unwritten legal
principles which embody the use of doctrines and sources beyond the written
contractual documents of international sporting federations. This view is distinguishable from that of Erbsen above and is well expressed in the Anderson
award above. Although the lex sportiva is a private legal order created by
contract and reinforced by agreements to arbitrate, this does not mean that it is
expected to be limited to the sole task of interpreting the source documents of
international sporting federations. Lex sportiva thus can incorporate other
sources, norms and principles in the task of interpretation.
• Others argue that lex sportiva is just a branch of international sports law.
Nafziger has consistently argued for this categorization. He wrote in 2004 that it
is ‘limited to arbitral awards within the larger sphere of international sports law.
Although by one interpretation the term is very broad, nearly coinciding with the
term ‘‘international sports law,’’23 the present commentary adopts the normal
limitation of the concept to CAS awards.’24 This implies that it can be seen as
the application of international law principles to the context of sport through the
forum of CAS. Gilson also seems to see lex sportiva as sub-branch of international sports law. He defines it thus ‘CAS awards have been recognized as

19

Erbsen 2006.
Id p. 441.
21
Id p. 442.
22
Id p. 445.
23
Nafziger 2006, p. 862 defined international sports law as ‘the process that engages more or
less distinctive rules, principles, procedures, and institutions which govern important consequences of transnational sports activity.’
24
Nafzinger 2004b, p. 3.
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developing a lex sportiva, that is, a set of guiding principles and rules in
international sports law.’25
An even wider definition is that it is simply the application of general principles
of law to sport. In FCP v FIRS26 the panel said of the most appropriate rules that
‘Ces règles sont constituées pour l’essentiel des principes généraux du droit
applicables au sport (lex sportiva).’27
Alternatively it could be seen as sub-category of arbitration. Carter has
described ‘a developing body of transnational arbitral principles—though not
particular to sports disputes’ which come from the transnational networks of
private actors.28 Unfortunately he does not specify the content of these ‘transnational arbitral principles’ but it does hint at a wider argument about the
privatisation of law and the removal of disputes from courts to arbitration
tribunals.
Casini has recently argued that lex sportiva is included within a ‘global sports
law.’ He argues that a global sports law ‘has emerged, which embraces the
whole complex of norms produced and implemented by regulatory sporting
regimes.’29 Within this definition he then specifies three main sources for this
law. These are the transnational norms set by international sporting federations,
‘hybrid’ public–private norms produced by agencies such as WADA and
international law itself.30 Thus global sports law is highly heterogeneous.31
Casini concludes ‘In this paper, the term lex sportiva is used in a broad sense as
a synonym of ‘‘global sports law.’’ The formula ‘‘global sports law’’ thus covers
all definitions so far provided by legal scholarship (such as lex sportiva or
‘‘international sports law’’) in order to describe the principles and rules set by
sporting institutions.’32
Latty sees lex sportiva as a manifestation of transnational law. He says ‘L’étude
de la lex sportiva nécessite que soit précisée la notion de droit transnational et
établie la pertinence de son application au champ sportif.’33 This is very similar
to lex sportiva as a global sports law.

I have argued elsewhere34 that it is crucial to distinguish between international
sports law and global sports law. This usage limits international sports law to
signifying general principles of law, especially those derived from international
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Gilson 2006, p. 504.
2004/A/776.
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Casini 2010, p. 3.
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law, that are applicable to sport. This means that the field of regulation, international sport under the jurisdiction of international sporting federations, is unique
but not that the applicable law is different, adapted or unique to the context. The
concept of global sports law can then be applied to a unique field of transnational
law and regulation that has distinctive features. These unique features are first that
its norms come from the rules and regulations of international sporting federations,
which even if juridified, are distinct from legal sources; second that its legitimacy
rests on contract; third that it has a unique forum of interpretation in CAS; and
finally but most importantly it is global and transnational outside the review of
national courts giving the decisions immunity and autonomy. Papaloukas likewise
summarises the distinction thus: ‘when one mentions the term Lex Sportiva
meaning a separate, autonomous and independent legal order, one cannot refer to
an international sports law, which by definition should be governing relations
between states. Therefore the term Lex Sportiva should refer to a global sports
system and not an international sports system.’35

3 Characteristics of Lex Sportiva
What then are the characteristics of a lex sportiva? My definition is that it is
characterized as being a private autonomous legal order established by contract
between international sporting federations and those subject to their sporting
jurisdiction and which then emerges from the statutes and regulations of federations as interpreted by institutions of alternative dispute resolution.
Each element of this definition is important. First, there has to be a private and
autonomous order. The constitution of norms that govern sport is assumed to stem
from the quasi legislative role of the international sporting federations rather than
the application of general norms of law or laws of specific national regimes. It is
this key distinction that separates lex sportiva from other legal orders and prevents
it being merely a sub division of national, European or international law. The
claim is further that it is autonomous, reflecting the desire of the Olympic
movement especially but international sporting federations generally to be self
regulating and free from interference by national governments. To be a genuine
transnational legal order requires this degree of autonomy. Lex sportiva claims
immunity from judicial review in national courts.36 The concept implies that it is
outside the jurisdictional competence of national courts, that a conflict between
national law and lex sportiva norms will be resolved in favour of the latter and
even that national systems of regulation are inapplicable.
35

Papaloukas 2008, p. 11.
In the arbitral award 0001/07 FAT the Fiba Arbitral Tribunal said that the contract gave it
exclusive jurisdiction rather than the national courts. It proclaimed ‘One important ‘‘legal effect’’
resulting from a breach of the Contract obligations, is that the FAT, rather than the national
courts, is competent to adjudicate any claims arising out of or related to the Contract.’
36
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Second, it is a contractual order. The fact that now every competitor is theoretically linked by contract to the sporting federation is the legitimising factor of
lex sportiva. This includes an agreement to submit all disputes to the relevant
private arbitration body and normally also a clause that prohibits any proceedings
before a national court. For example37 Article 28 of the Constitution of the
Commonwealth Games Federation provides that
‘1. Any dispute arising under or in connection with the interpretation of this Constitution
or the Regulations shall be solely and exclusively resolved by mediation or arbitration by
the CAS according to the Code of Sports-Related Arbitration.
2. The decision of the CAS shall be final.’

And in the Olympic Games38 also
‘The Appellants accepted the jurisdiction of CAS by signing the declarations described in
Bye-law to Rule 45 of the Olympic Charter:
‘‘I also agree that any dispute arising on the occasion of or in connection with my
participation in the Olympic Games shall be submitted exclusively to the CAS, in
accordance with the Code of Sports-Related Arbitration (Rule 59).’’’

See also the WADA code, which explains in a comment39 in the introduction to
the Code that
‘By their participation in sport, Athletes are bound by the competitive rules of their sport.
In the same manner, Athletes and Athlete Support Personnel should be bound by antidoping rules based on Article 2 of the Code by virtue of their agreements for membership,
accreditation, or participation in sports organizations or sports Events subject to the Code.
Each Signatory, however, shall take the necessary steps to ensure that all Athletes and
Athlete Support Personnel within its authority are bound by the relevant Anti-Doping
Organization’s anti-doping rules.’

Third, the sources of lex sportiva appear to be internal to the sporting order.
To distinguish the concept from international sports law, it is necessary for
lex sportiva to have unique sources for its norms. The main legislative source of
lex sportiva is the rules and regulations of international sporting federations or of
hybrid institutions such as the WADA code.
Fourth, a key feature of lex sportiva is that it results from the jurisprudence of
CAS40 or of other arbitration systems for the sport, such as FIFA’s Dispute
Resolution Chamber.41 For several authors the concept is specifically restricted to
the interpretations of the arbitral institutions which have exclusive power to issue
awards. I am prepared for the purpose of this paper to focus on CAS as the primary
arbitration system of sport but it would be prudent to recognize that there are

37

See CAS2010/O/2039 Fiji Association of Sports and National Olympic Committee v.
Commonwealth Games Federation.
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tribunals beyond CAS, which concentrates on Olympic sports. More interesting
would be the investigation of whether lex sportiva has any independent existence
outside these tribunals, for example in its recognition by national courts. This leads
to the next related question—is there anything in the content of lex sportiva above
its unique source in the constitutions of international sporting federations, and its
exclusive forum for interpretation.

4 Is Lex Sportiva the Application of General Principles
of Law or has it Distinctive Principles?
The difficulty with identifying the uniqueness of lex sportiva is caused partly by
blurring of what is unique. There is firstly a unique content that stems from the
legislative sources of lex sportiva, essentially in the regulations of international
sporting federations. Second there is an exclusive procedure for decisions and
interpretations of those regulations through CAS and related ADR institutions.
Third there is a view that its uniqueness derives from its context. As Erbsen says
‘CAS’s jurisprudence is thus best conceptualized not as an entirely new species of
law, but rather as a subtle adaptation of general legal norms to the idiosyncrasies of
a specific regulatory environment.’42
In many ways the debate about the precise meaning of lex sportiva reflects a
similar debate as to whether the academic discourse is sports and the law, implying
the application of general principles and categories of law to sport, or sports law,
which implies a distinct and different set of rules applying only to sport. Beloff for
example describes it as ‘a hardy perennial. Whether there is such a coherent entity
as sports law, or whether sports law is only a mosaic randomly aggregated from a
variety of what are accepted to be discrete legal areas.’43
The argument for the uniqueness of lex sportiva requires some analytical precision. In my view, the best formula is to reserve lex sportiva for those general
principles that can be extracted from the diverse practice of sports federations and
the codes by which they govern themselves and the principles of interpretation
used by arbitration tribunals to adjudicate. This is merely a uniqueness of context.
The use of distinctive principles applicable to sporting disputes is then best
described as lex ludica. Casini seems to adopt this distinction. He talks of principia
sportiva which occurs ‘when CAS does not apply a principle of general law, but
creates a ‘‘new’’ principle. This happens, for instance, whenever CAS refers to the
so called ‘‘principia sportiva,’’ i.e. principles conceived of for sport only, such as
‘‘fair play’’ or the principle of ‘‘strict liability’’ applied to doping cases.’44 It is
these distinctive principles that are equivalent to a lex ludica, the unique
norms and elements that are only found in the regulation and adjudication of
42
43
44
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sporting disputes. We can treat it as sub-category of lex sportiva if necessary as
long as this distinction is maintained.

5 Lex Ludica: What’s in It?
Under many of the definitions that we have looked at, there is a struggle to identify
and locate the unique elements of lex sportiva. One approach is to argue for a lex
ludica. I have defined this previously as:
‘A further set of principles and rules that can be distinguished, and separated from the
concept of ‘‘lex sportiva,’’ are what can be termed the sporting law, or rules of the game. I
propose to call these principles ‘‘lex ludica.’’ These encompass two types of rules that are
distinctive and unique because of the context of sport in which they occur and are applied.
One covers the actual rules of the game and their enforcement by match officials. The
approach here by the CAS has been to treat these rules as sacrosanct and immune from
legal intervention. The second type is what can be termed the ‘‘sporting spirit’’ and covers
those ethical principles of sport that should be followed by sports persons. The concept
‘‘lex ludica’’ thus includes both the formal rules and the equitable principles of sport. They
are arguably immune from legal intervention because they are an ‘‘internal law’’ of
sport—a private governance that is respected by national courts, and as such is best
applied by a specialised forum or system of arbitration by experts.’45

I would like to broaden this concept of lex ludica to include further issues that
demonstrate the different approach of both regulatory structures and arbitral bodies
to sporting disputes. Lex ludica is the distinctive element of the transnational
private order of lex sportiva, which equates to global sports law. So for example
we could provisionally discuss these issues46:
• That match decisions and results are unchallengeable. The autonomy of sport
requires a final result that cannot be reopened. As Beloff puts it ‘at the heart of
the lex sportiva lies a paradox, namely that one of its key objectives is to
immunise sport from the reach of the law, to create in other words a field of
autonomy within which even appellate sports tribunals should not trespass. The
referee, umpire or other match or competition official must be allowed free play
within his own jurisdiction’47 This also extends to respecting expert technical
decisions as final because of the expertise involved.
• Sporting ideology has always claimed that a key principle of sport is ‘fair
play.’48 FIFA for example has a Fair Play Code. The Laws of Cricket have a
preamble entitled ‘The Spirit of Cricket’ which begins ‘Cricket is a game that
owes much of its unique appeal to the fact that it should be played not only

45
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within its Laws but also within the Spirit of the Game. Any action which is seen
to abuse this spirit causes injury to the game itself.’49 Exactly what is included
within the concept of ‘fair play’ is somewhat nebulous but seems to include
observing the laws, not cheating or acting dishonestly, respect for opponents and
officials, and accepting decisions and results with good grace. One body—the
International Fair Play Committee—defines it as ‘Respect, friendship, team
spirit, fair competition, sport without doping, respect for written and unwritten
rules such as equality, integrity, solidarity, tolerance, care, excellence and joy,
are the building blocks of fair play that can be experienced and learnt both on
and off the field.’50
• Sporting integrity, which is the idea that the competition and the result are
honest and not tainted by cheating or under-performance. There is a major
problem of corruption in sport, especially in those sports that attract substantial
betting, such as football, horse racing and cricket. Here sporting federations
have taking powers to impose restrictions on competitors that might seem
excessive in other areas, such as preventing communication with specified
persons and banning the use of mobile phones in the vicinity of an event. Many
such provisions may be of debatable legality under national laws.
• Punishments for doping and other offences. There are several issues here. One is
the seasonality of the sport; so that bans given at different times of the year may
have different effects in a seasonal sport. In Olympic events athletes aspire to
one big day every four years so that a ban just before the event will have a
disproportionate effect. CAS awards have recognized this differential. Another
issue is whether an immediate suspension from competition is justified whilst a
disciplinary procedure is exhausted.
• A related issue is that of team punishments and whether it is permissible to
punish the team for the infraction of an individual. In FIN v FINA,51 a CAS
panel refused to intervene when the governing body banned the Italian water
polo team from future competitions despite a plea that the sanctions were not
fair and appropriate. Conversely in Anderson et al.52 where the US women’s
relay teams were disqualified because of a doping violation by one of the team.
The other athletes argued that they had unfairly been stripped of their medals. In
deciding the award the panel considered the IOC’s argument that in order to
safeguard sports from cheats they were required to annul any team results
whenever a member of the team is found to have competed while being doped
and that such a principle could be deduced from a general principle of lex
sportiva even as here in the absence of a specific rule. The panel said that ‘the
Panel does not discard the theoretical possibility that an established principle of
lex sportiva might serve as legal basis to impose a sanction on an athlete or a
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team. Needless to say, the existence of such principle must be convincingly
demonstrated and must also pass the mentioned predictability test.’53 The panel
could find no clear evidence and accordingly permitted the athletes to keep their
medals. The WADA Code deals with this issue for doping offences but requires
two offences within a period before team sanctions shall be imposed on the
team.54
• The issue of selection for events has been at the heart of several CAS awards.
In such cases the traditional view that selection for an event was an issue solely
the prerogative of selectors has been challenged and modified so that objective
criteria need to be applied. A related problem is the right of international
sporting federations to place limits on national teams in Olympics. In Boxing
Australia v AIBA,55 a panel discussing the qualification system for the Olympic
boxing tournament described equal opportunities to qualify as a ‘requirement of
a level playing field [that] is a lex sportiva principle to be respected by all sports
governing bodies and protected by the CAS.’56
• The manipulation of nationality for sporting purposes. This can be done in
several ways. Most sports allow looser criteria to qualify as a ‘sporting national’
than to become a citizen. Some athletes can exploit dual nationality. States may
allow the manipulation of citizenship requirements, especially residency rules,
to permit foreign players to become nationals. And in extreme cases whole
squads of athletes have changed nationality for financial reward to compete
under a flag of convenience.57

6 Where Does Lex Sportiva Live?
The argument of international sporting federations is that lex sportiva is
de-localized, that it is stateless and so is outside the jurisdiction and control of
national laws. The policy substance behind this apparently theoretical argument is
that thereby a policy of self regulation by international sporting federations is
strengthened and troublesome litigation by athletes is defeated. Particularly in
relation to bans for doping offences there was a degree of inconsistency in the
approach of national courts with different countries apparently outlawing sentences of particular lengths. Here the freedom to remove these kinds of issues from
the national legal systems into a transnational autonomous regulatory regime as
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established under the WADA Code was much needed. In the introduction to the
2009 Code it is stated that:
‘These sport-specific rules and procedures aimed at enforcing anti-doping rules in a global
and harmonized way are distinct in nature from and are, therefore, not intended to be
subject to or limited by any national requirements and legal standards applicable to
criminal proceedings or employment matters. When reviewing the facts and the law of a
given case, all courts, arbitral hearing panels and other adjudicating bodies should be
aware and respect the distinct nature of the anti-doping rules in the Code and the fact that
those rules represent the consensus of a broad spectrum of stakeholders.’58

This is a bold statement that tries to argue for a sport—specific approach and is
a plea for transnational autonomy because the Code has been created by WADA,
which is a hybrid transnational institution involving national governments as well
as private sporting bodies.
A further leg of the argument for autonomy is the need for a system of harmonized principles to cover international sport. Such harmony cannot be achieved
through the courts of many nations and so it is argued that sport requires a centralized tribunal which can implement the collective will of the international
sporting community.
More legalistically, the notion of immunity for lex sportiva is perhaps simply an
argument that CAS awards will be respected by national courts. The New York
Convention permits mutual recognition and enforcement of awards in the courts of
those nations that have accessed the Convention so long as arbitration awards meet
minimum standards.
In addition the CAS holds to the fiction that all awards are given in Lausanne,
Switzerland thereby giving the Swiss courts the final appeal. In cases such as
Gundel, they have upheld the validity of awards. Rigozzi in a careful recent study
concludes that the Swiss Supreme Court has ‘emphasized that revision is an
extraordinary legal remedy, to be used only in exceptional circumstances’59 and
that consequently ‘for the athletes: the foregoing makes it clear that the CAS is
becoming the only instance where they can assert their rights.’60
Ravjani has argued further that adjudication by CAS is an acceptable delegation
of jurisdiction and competence by national courts to an international tribunal. This
express, arguably in the case of WADA, or implied delegation thus validates the
immunity from national courts that is claimed by arbitration tribunals such as
CAS.
The absence of a further appeal from CAS is crucial. It is reinforced by contractual provisions whereby athletes must agree to forego any right of appeal.
Being able to create and gain recognition for a self regulating micro legal system
of arbitral awards is a considerable achievement. Mitten has concluded that to
achieve the objective of a uniform, world-wide body of lex sportiva, a valid CAS
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award should bar post hoc relitigation of the merits of the parties’ dispute under
national or transnational law in a judicial forum.61
The complex relation between national laws and lex sportiva as declared
by CAS has two aspects. First can national laws be ignored or overturned? A study
by Mitten argues that CAS has refused to ‘use national law to invalidate clearly
articulated international sports governing body rules.’62 Second, would national
courts recognize lex sportiva and accept it in preference to, or in contradiction to,
its own laws and principles in a similar way that international law is treated? In the
nearest recent example the British Columbia Court of Appeals rejected a claim that
the exclusion of women’s ski jumping from the 2010 Winter Olympics was
unlawful discrimination under Canadian law.63 The court refused to intervene
against the IOC for refusing to include the event and concluded ‘There will be
little solace to the plaintiffs in my finding that they have been discriminated
against; there is no remedy available to them in this Court. But this is the outcome
I must reach because the discrimination that the plaintiffs are experiencing is the
result of the actions of a non-party which is [not] subject to the jurisdiction of this
Court.’64

7 Conclusion
To summarize, lex sportiva has been much described and it is now clear that the
jurisprudence of CAS has contributed to confirming that there is a clear field of
transnational regulation of international sporting disputes. Within this field many
norms created by international sporting federations and general legal principles are
used and a global sports law has emerged. As a sub category, there are distinct
principles here that are unique to sport. These I would prefer to be designated as
lex ludica, precisely because that encapsulates the elusive ‘spirit of the game,’ and
distinguishes them from the application of other principles that are external but are
applied to the sporting context as part of a wider lex sportiva.
The now well developed jurisprudence of CAS, which has been accelerated by
the publication of most of its awards, has acquired a status that allows its awards to
be recognized as final and unchallengeable. This confirms the desire of the
international sporting institutions, especially the IOC and WADA, to be selfregulating and autonomous. Nevertheless it is arguable that the lex sportiva
remains valid only within its own community and its own micro legal system. Like
all varieties of global legal pluralism, a question remains as to its relation to other
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Mitten 2009, p. 65.
Id p. 64.
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Sagen v. Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Games
(2009) BCCA 522; 98 B.C.L.R. (4th) 141.
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Id para.132.
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legal systems. National courts have retreated from intervening in sporting matters
since Alternative Dispute Resolution has improved, WADA has proved an
effective hybrid international institution of governance in doping matters and
international sporting federations have juridified their rules and procedures.
However it is noticeable that a reaction is setting in. As Casini argues ‘national
courts … due to a lack of review mechanisms at the global level, have begun to act
like review bodies over international organizations.’65 Transnational law, including global sports law, has the capacity to create private realms of regulation and
justice but such private justice is not necessarily a public good.
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The Principle of Fairness in the Lex
Sportiva of CAS Awards and Beyond
James A. R. Nafziger

Abstract The issues discussed in this contribution might suggest that the principle
of fairness is still too unsettled to be effective as a core principle of international
sports law. However, on the basis of accepted attributes of fairness = impartiality,
equity, good faith, coherence, and so on—the principle can be readily adapted to a
broad range of sports and sports-related issues. Fairness should be fundamental in
the future of sports and the growth of a creditable regime of international sports
law. The challenge is to take the principle seriously and further develop it within a
definitional and institutional framework that already exists.
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1 Lex Sportiva and the Court of Arbitration for Sport
The concept of a lex sportiva refers to a limited body of emerging law that is
roughly analogous to the lex mercatoria or law merchant in international commercial practice and commercial arbitration. These two bodies of law have
numerous similarities, particularly in their origins of general practice and their
development by arbitral tribunals. They also have numerous differences, particularly as the lex sportiva has matured.1
Although the scope of the lex sportiva has been variously defined, sometimes
expansively to embrace most if not all of international sports law.2 Ordinarily,
however, the term is limited to its original definition as a body of rules and
principles derived from awards made by the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS),
primarily, and other formal pronouncements of general practice.
CAS, which is headquartered in Lausanne, Switzerland with branches in New
York and Sydney, celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary in 2009, having arbitrated
well over 700 cases. Its purpose is to provide a specialized body of experts to
decide a broad range of sports-related disputes. By contrast to litigation, the
advantages of CAS, like other arbitral tribunals, include confidentiality, expertise,
flexibility, and simplicity of procedures, speed, reduced costs, and international
effectiveness of an award by CAS. Its arbitral panels, however, do not resolve
technical questions involving the rules of the game, scheduling of competition, or
dimensions of the playing field, for example. Instead, they generally hear three

1

See generally Kolev 2008, at 57 (noting similarities and differences between the ancient
tradition and authority of the lex mercatoria and the recent development of a lex sportiva, in their
respective origins and developments); Haas 2007, at 271, 272; Silance 1998, 86, 87 (noting a
difference in the reception of the term between Latin-based (Romance) languages and other
languages and considering the term in the context of a transnational juridical order).
2
See, e.g., Latty 2007 (drawing upon Judge Philip Jessup’s concept of transnational law that
blends private and public processes and rules).
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kinds of disputes that transcend field-of-play and other technical questions: disciplinary measures against athletes, other issues involving the eligibility of athletes, and commercial issues.
Either individual athletes or sports organizations can bring disputes to CAS for
arbitration. In disputes between athletes and their sports organizations, the interests
of the athletes receive priority. On the issue of an athlete’s strict liability for
doping, for example, the interests of the athlete take precedence over those of an IF
if questions of fact or legal interpretation arise. More generally, CAS will always
have jurisdiction to overrule IF decisions and rules in order to protect the due
process of athletes, even if the IF rules declare those rules and decisions under
them to be nonappealable.3
CAS has three divisions: ordinary arbitration, involving such issues as media
rights and contracts between athletes and their agents or sponsors; appeals arbitration to review decisions by sports bodies, often addressing issues that involve
sanctions against athletes and typically based on choice-of-forum clauses mandated by sports bodies between them and athletes; and ad hoc arbitration during
major sports competition such as the Olympic Games, British Commonwealth
Games, and World Cups. Alternatively, the parties may also submit their dispute to
mediation organized by CAS or authorize CAS to decide the dispute ex aequo et
bono, an approach that would almost inevitably engage considerations of fairness.
CAS also issues advisory opinions concerning any sports-related legal questions
asked by designated organizations such as the International Olympic Committee
and international sports federations.
According to the CAS Rules of Procedure, the parties to a dispute are generally
at liberty to agree on the governing law; in the absence of such choice, Swiss law
applies. Switzerland’s Federal Act on Private International Law governs CAS
arbitrations to the extent that CAS Rules do not otherwise prescribe a particular
procedural rule. CAS awards may be appealed to the Swiss Federal Tribunal, but
the majority of appeals have failed because of the tribunal’s normal deference to
CAS. With a few exceptions, awards generally are not appealeable to courts of
law. This is so as a matter of Swiss law regardless of the actual location of a CAS
hearing and award insofar as the legal seat of CAS proceedings is always deemed
to be in Lausanne, Switzerland.
CAS awards are final and binding on the parties and are enforceable internationally under the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Awards to the extent that it binds a state where enforcement is
sought (as it usually does among nearly 150 parties to the agreement).4 Although
the awards do not constitute precedent in the sense of the common law, they

3

See, e.g., Hellenic Olympic Comm. and Kaklamanakis v. Int’l Sailing Fed’n, CAS 2004/
Athens ad hoc. Div./009 (Aug. 24, 2004).
4
Done June 10, 1958, 330 U.N.T.S. 3.
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provide firm guidance in future cases5 and are gradually forming the body of law
that we call lex sportiva.
The emerging lex sportiva does not address all issues involving sports-related
arbitration, however. Besides issues involving field-of-play decisions, rules of the
game, or other technical questions that are not susceptible to formal arbitration
under international sports law, such issues as the arbitrability of a dispute, the
validity of an arbitration agreement, and judicial relief from arbitral awards do not
normally fall within the lex sportiva. Instead, these issues are subject to the
applicable rules of a particular arbitral tribunal, such as the lex arbitrii of Swiss
law in the instance of CAS. Also, arbitral pronouncements on the civil rights of
athletes or on labor, anti-trust (competition), and other regulatory law generally
fall outside the scope of the lex sportiva, as do any awards that are deemed to
violate mandatory domestic law or public policy (ordre public).
In the end, the important point is that CAS awards are indeed creating
‘‘a unique body of law known as lex sportiva.’’6 Although much of the general
practice is still lex ferenda—that is, law still in the process of formation and
acceptance—lex sportiva rules are evolving steadily, as is the larger process of
international sports law itself.7

2 The Principle of Fairness
A core principle, perhaps the core principle, to inform the lex sportiva and the
larger body of international sports law is fairness. This commentary considers a
broad range of sports-related contexts in which legal issues of fairness arise. The
many examples are by no means definitive. They are intended only to stimulate
further reflection about the role of fairness in guiding the decisions of CAS and
other tribunals and in more broadly addressing fundamental issues of international
sports law. Let us begin with two negative examples, that is, examples of dispute
resolution that in one case rejected and in the other case ignored the principle of
fairness in sports activity.

5

See Int’l Ass’n of Athletics Fed’n v. U.S.A. Track & Field and Jerome Young, CAS 2004/A/
628 (June 28, 2004) (making it clear that although CAS awards do not form a stare decisis, CAS
will try to come to the same conclusion on matters of law as previous panels).
6
2009 Annual Survey: Recent Developments in Sports Law 2010, 541. For a retrospective on
CAS by a leading expert, see McLaren 2010; see also McLaren 2001.
7
This overview of CAS and the lex sportiva draws from more extensive discussion in Nafziger
2004, 40–43, 48–61. The definitive work on CAS is The Court of Arbitration for Sport 1984–
2004 (Blackshaw et al. 2006).
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2.1 The Mercury Bay Case
Twenty years ago, the most famous litigation in the history of the sport of sailing
was tacking in and out of United States courts. Mercury Bay Boating Club v. San
Diego Yacht Club8 concerned an interpretation of the Deed of Gift that established
the America’s Cup in 1851. As later amended in 1887, it has served as the
foundation for sailing’s premier competition, which, in the words of Deed of Gift,
is to be a ‘‘friendly competition between foreign countries.’’ The winning yacht
club becomes the trustee of the Deed and is thereby responsible for planning and
conducting the next competition. The New York Yacht Club, having won every
competition since the first race in 1851, became a sort of everlasting trustee until
1983, when the Royal Perth Yacht Club of Australia won the Cup. Since then,
Australian, New Zealand, American, and Swiss clubs have served as trustees of
this strangely established and organized competition.9 The competition normally
takes place only every few years, based on the initiation of a challenge under the
Deed of Gift. In the 2010 competition, the Golden Gate Yacht Club of San
Francisco won the Cup against a Swiss-based club that had been the trustee.10 The
victorious Golden Gate Yacht Club will therefore stage the next competition.
As of 1988, the load water-line lengths of the competing boats and other terms
of the competition were defined by customary practices and mutual consent provisions. In that year, however, such stability of expectations and cooperation
collapsed after the Mercury Bay Boating Club of New Zealand challenged the San
Diego Yacht Club, which was then the trustee of the Cup. Mercury Bay announced
that it would compete with a boat that was nearly three times as long as the
customary length. The New Zealand gambit virtually invited a radical response by
the San Diego Yacht Club, which obliged by announcing that it would compete
with a multi-hulled catamaran. Mercury Bay then brought a civil action in a
New York court against the San Diego Yacht Club, claiming that its selection of a
catamaran for the race did not comply with the Deed of Gift. The trial and
appellate courts disagreed, ruling that the Deed of Gift did not preclude the San
Diego Yacht Club from entering a catamaran and that the club had satisfied its
fiduciary responsibilities as trustee. The court rejected the admission of extrinsic
evidence, ruling strictly within the four corners of the Deed of Gift.
It is noteworthy that the courts refused to consider the fairness of the strange
race. Instead, the appellate court held that
‘‘[t]he question of whether particular conduct is ‘sporting’ or ‘fair’ in the context of a
particular sporting event … is wholly distinct from the question of whether it is legal …
Questions of sportsmanship and fairness with respect to sporting contexts depend largely

8

557 N.E.2d 87 (1990).
On the history and legal analysis of the America’s Cup, see Nafziger 1992, 510.
10
N.Y. Times, Feb. 25, 2010, at D10 (reports on the victory of the high-tech BMW Oracle
trimaran of the Golden Gate Yacht Club over Alinghi of the Societé Nautique de Genève).
9
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upon the rules of the particular sport and the experience of those knowledgeable in that
sport; they are not questions suitable for judicial resolution.’’11

A strong dissenting opinion12 argued, however, that issues of fairness are
fundamental to a proper interpretation of the Deed, particularly its requirement of
‘‘friendly competition between countries.’’ This view echoed the words of a dissenting opinion in the trial court that ‘‘[t]he 1988 America’s Cup races were
manifestly unfair in every sense. True sportsmanship and the integrity of this great
sport demands far more.’’13 After all, the original settler of the trust had emphasized that ‘‘the governing principle of America’s Cup competition is fairness.’’
Surely, the dissenting opinion is correct, not only on the facts of the Mercury
Bay case itself, but more generally. If we expect fairness from athletes and officials
on the playing field, we should likewise expect that the principle would play a
central role in sports-related litigation. It is surprising, however, how limited the
principle seems to be in guiding the decisions of courts and other decision-makers
in sports-related disputes.

2.2 The Example of the Chinese Gymnasts
Another example of a failure to give formal effect to the core principle of fairness
occurred in a controversy concerning the actual ages of Chinese women gymnasts
who won medals at the 2008 Games in Beijing.14 They were widely suspected of
being underage and therefore ineligible to compete in the Games. Although the
International Federation of Gymnasts (FIG) and the IOC, after investigation, retroactively confirmed their eligibility, it is noteworthy that FIG extended its
investigation to earlier Olympic competition. As a result, the FIG stripped a
Chinese gymnast of her medal, concluding that she was only 14 years old when
she received a medal during the 2000 Games, contrary to the certification of her
eligibility by the Chinese.15 It is also noteworthy that at no time in the process of
review was the standard of fairness explicitly invoked even though it is embedded
in China’s own sports law. Article 34 of that law speaks of ‘‘fair competition’’ and
‘‘sports morality,’’ forbidding organizers of sports competition from ‘‘resorting to
deception or engaging in improper practice for selfish ends.’’ Article 49, in the
interest of fair competition, provides that ‘‘[v]iolations of sports etiquette and rules
in athletic contests, such as fraud and deception, shall be punished by sports

11

557 N.E.2d at 92.
557 N.E.2d at 102 (Hancock, J., dissenting).
13
545 N.Y.S.2d 693, 710 (Kassal, J., dissenting).
14
See Sports Illustrated, Oct. 13, 2008, at 20; Macur 2008, at B13; Vecsey 2008, at B11;
Gymnast Only 13, Xinhua Said in ’07 2008, at 27.
15
Macur 2010.
12
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associations in accordance with their respective rules.’’16 Even though China’s
Sports Law was not in itself capable of governing the outcome of the dispute, its
provision for fair competition and related ethical prescriptions clearly obligated
Chinese authorities to produce credible age documentation.

2.3 The Definition of Fairness
But what exactly is ‘‘fairness’’? We all agree that ‘‘fair play’’ in competition
requires athletes, coaches, and referees to be in full compliance with the rules of
the game on the playing field. Beyond that, however, definitions of the principle as
applied to sports have been disappointing. For example, in 2001 the federal,
provincial and territorial sports ministers of Canada issued a lengthy and elaborate
declaration entitled ‘‘Expectations for Fairness in Sport,’’ but it is essentially
meaningless because of its failure to come to grips with the term ‘‘fairness.’’17
In attempting to develop a meaningful principle of fairness as a core principle of
the lex sportiva and international sports law as a whole, we can generally rely on
standard definitions. According to a leading legal dictionary, ‘‘fair’’ has ‘‘the
qualities of impartiality and honesty; free from prejudice, favoritism, and selfinterest. Just; equitable; even-handed; equal, as between conflicting interests.’’18
We should add two additional elements: acting in good faith and what we can call
‘‘coherence,’’ embracing the values of consistency and uniformity.
For further guidance, we can turn to public international law. A leading commentary on fairness in public international law emphasizes the substantive aspect
of distributive justice and the procedural aspect of right process.19 This distinction
between substantive and procedural fairness is important. Turning first to procedural fairness, as a matter of due process or natural justice, we can identify two
rules: the rule against bias and the right to a fair hearing. In turn, the right to a fair
hearing can be seen to involve seven requirements: prior notice of a decision,
consultation and written representation, adequate notice of applicable sanctions, an
oral hearing, a right to call and cross-examine witnesses, an opportunity for legal
representation, and a reasoned decision.20
A definition of substantive fairness, in the sense of distributive justice, is more
elusive. Of course, in some statutory contexts, such as that of labor and employment law governing claims of unfair dismissal, the principle of fairness is well

16
For an English translation of this legislation, which is subject to revision or replacement, see
Nafziger and Wei 1998, 474.
17
Federal-Provincial-Territorial Sports Ministers, Declaration: Expectations for Fairness in
Sport, August 10, 2001 (Canada).
18
Black’s Law Dictionary 2004, 633.
19
See Franck 1995, 7.
20
See Blackshaw 2009, at 134.
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elaborated in its application to sports.21 But otherwise the meaning of fairness is
somewhat less clear, varying as it does according to the issue. Moreover, many
issues of fairness cannot be pigeon-holed as either ‘‘procedural’’ or ‘‘substantive,’’
particularly those involving organizational and institutional structures. Often
issues are both procedural and substantive, such as in the resolution of disputes
arising out of claims of discrimination. In any event, it will suffice for present
purposes simply to reiterate the qualities of impartiality, equity, good faith, and
coherence in the sense of consistency and uniformity.

2.4 Fairness in Three Contexts
Despite the obvious indeterminacy of the standard definition of fairness, it is
worthwhile to consider its applicability in three contexts of international sports
law: first, organizational and institutional structures; second, the eligibility of
athletes and the conduct of competition; and third, dispute resolution. These three
contexts roughly correspond, respectively, to the time framework before competition, during competition, and after competition.
Sometimes a determination of the appropriate context for applying the principle
of fairness will in itself be significant. For example, the Lisbon Treaty of 200922
specifies the role of the European Union (EU) in sports for the first time in an EU
treaty. Article 165 requires the EU to ‘‘contribute to the promotion of European
sporting issues, while taking account of the specific nature of sport, its structures
based on voluntary activity and its social and educational function … by promoting fairness and openness in sporting competitions’’23 and in other ways. It is
unclear, however, whether this explicit mandate of fairness applies only to the field
of play—that is, to actual competition, as a literal reading of the phrase would
suggest. If so, then the EU mandate of fairness would largely lie beyond the
competence of courts except to review issues involving governmental enforcement
of the mandate. Or does the mandate apply more broadly to matters beyond field of
play that impinge on sports competition but do not occur there—for example, to
the organizational structure of the sports industry in ensuring a fair distribution of
revenue, financial solidarity and stability, an acceptable nationality profile of
clubs, and a general and competitive balance among sports clubs?24 This is a likely
21

See, e.g., Gardiner et al. 2001, 580.
Treaty of Lisbon Amending the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty Establishing the
European Community, Dec. 17, 2007, 500 O.J. (C306) (emphasis added).
23
Id. art. 165.
24
See Weatherill 2010 (mandating, for example, a ‘‘break-even requirement on financial fair
play,’’ according to which a club’s relevant expenses must align with its ‘‘relevant income’’
within stipulated margins in order to accomplish several purposes such as to better ensure that
clubs are in a position to settle their liabilities with players and that they generally benefit football
on a basis of fairness to other football clubs). See also European Parliament, Directorate General
22
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but not obvious interpretation of Article 165. In any event, if the European Court
of Justice and other EU authority expect to apply Article 165 properly, they will
first need to explain its contextual scope.

3 Fairness in Organizational and Institution Structures
3.1 Match-Fixing: Corrupt Betting and Playing-Field Activity
Match-fixing is a serious problem. Corrupt sports betting and gambling activity by
athletes, coaches, and other stakeholders in sports, particularly on the Internet, poses
a serious threat to the fairness of sports competition and therefore to its very
structure.25 In addition, corrupt playing by athletes and the so-called ‘‘black whistles’’ of referees have been all too common recently in the lesser leagues of European
football/soccer. Sumo wrestlers in Japan have also been the subject of match-fixing
controversy. In response to the general problem of corruption in and around the
sports arena, the International Olympic Committee (IOC), as a leading stakeholder
in the supervision of international sports law, has expanded its initiatives to detect
and penalize match-fixing. It has employed International Sports Monitoring, a Swiss
corporation, to monitor and track betting rings around the world. This effort involves
the cooperation of some 400–450 odds-makers, betting firms, and lotteries, and will
also involve an educational program for athletes and officials.26

3.2 Selection of Sports and Sports Events
A second problem of organizational and institutional fairness is a lack of coherent,
impartial criteria for adding or dropping Olympic sports and sports events other
basic rules of a general process. According to the Olympic Charter, each Session,
as the IOC’s Supreme Organ constituted as a general meeting, may add a limited
number of sports to a ‘‘core’’ list of sports in the Olympic program, so long as it
does not exceed a maximum number of sports.27 The Session may also drop sports
from the core list. In 2007, the Olympic Charter was amended to eliminate more
(Footnote 24 continued)
for Internal Policies, Policy Dep’t B: Structural and Cohesion Policies, Lisbon Treaty and EU
Sports Policy Study, Sept. 6, 2010, at 37 (observing that Article 165 may discourage nationality
discrimination in amateur sport).
25
See Hill 2008; see also Hill 2009, at Sports 9; Hughes 2009, at 1; McIlvanney 2009, at 18;
Smith 2009, at 10.
26
See Leicester 2009, at Sports; IOC to Watch for Irregular Betting at Olympics Via a New
Swiss-Based Company, http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/10/04/ap/sportline/main536.
27
These guidelines are established under Olympic Charter Rule 46 (2007) and its Bylaws.
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precise rules that were based on widespread practice and geographical representation on multiple continents. The unfortunate trend has therefore been to vest the
IOC with even more discretion than it already enjoyed. The selection of sports and
sports events for the Olympic program may seem rather trivial, but it is a critical
process, given the centrality and influence of Olympic sports, its nearly universal
allure, and its specific role in shaping the aspirations of young people.
In 2004, the IOC established the Olympic Programme Commission to conduct
systematic evaluations of each Olympic program, including recommendations to
the IOC Executive Board and ultimately to the IOC itself for the inclusion and
exclusion of particular sports and events within particular sports.28 Supposedly, the
Commission applies seven criteria: the history and tradition of a particular sport,
its universality, its popularity, its general image, its implications for the health of
participating athletes, the development of the sport’s international federation, and
the costs of staging a competition in the sport. In each instance, these criteria are to
be considered in assessing the value that a particular sport or event in a sport may
add to global competition. In practice, however, the process has proven to be
arbitrary and shaped by financial considerations. As it turns out, the value added is
expressed more in commercial than sporting terms.
An example of how unsatisfactory the selection process remains is the preliminary decision of the IOC, based on the International Cycling Union’s recommendation, to eliminate from future Games cycling’s signature endurance race
of individual pursuit. IOC President Jacques Rogge explained the decision in terms
of a general shift from endurance events to sprint events. He hinted at the reason
for the decision when he said it would be ‘‘more appealing.’’29 Pat McQuaid, the
president of the cycling union, put it more candidly when he explained that
individual pursuit events do not come across well on television. ‘‘We have to think
about what would be attractive to viewers.’’30
Of course, the latest additions to the Olympic roster of mixed doubles in tennis,
women’s boxing, seven-a-side rugby, and golf are suitable. For example, insofar as
mixed-gender events such as in tennis have come of age, adding women’s boxing is
only fair. But the inclusion of such sports as baseball and softball has also been
suitable since they were added as Olympic sports in 1994. And yet they will be
eliminated after the 2012 Games in London, having been in the Olympic program
for less than twenty years after failing to be included in the 2012 Games in London
or to make a comeback in the 2016 Games scheduled for Rio de Janeiro. Extraneous
issues and the extraordinarily broad discretion that the revised Olympic Charter
vests in the IOC seem to have influenced this result. As to baseball, the issues

28
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See International Olympic Committee 2004 (658 kb).
Sports News, Dec. 10, 2009.
Macur 2009, at Sports.
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included the failure of organized baseball to ensure the participation of its best
players (a problem shared with other sports in the Olympic program) and the failure
of Major League Baseball (MLB) effectively to combat doping before 2002. On the
other hand, softball, a women’s sport in the program, seemed to suffer from a
mistaken guilt by association with baseball, a men’s sport. Why single out these two
sports for exclusion? After all, baseball, at least, is a national pastime in such
countries as the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, Panama, Venezuela, Cuba,
Taiwan, and Japan, and is a dominant sport in Mexico, the United States, Canada,
Micronesia, and elsewhere.
This is not to argue for or against particular sports and events, only for a
coherent standard that will focus on the interests of the athletes themselves and, as
much as possible, will resist the siren call of money and the media. One possible
criterion for selection, among others, might be whether a particular competition
such as the Olympics offers the pinnacle or signature championship in a particular
sport. That certainly is not a criterion today. For example, both of the two most
recent additions to the Olympic program, rugby and golf, have their own pinnacle
or signature championship—the Opens in golf and the World Cup in rugby.
Another criterion for selection might be the number of countries in which a particular sport is truly a national pastime or close to it. Above all, the selection of
particular sports and events must be undertaken with greater integrity and transparency than exists today. We need to maintain the specificity or special nature of
sport as distinct from pure entertainment.

3.3 The Allocation of Financial and Other Resources
Among Different Sports
A recent study surveyed presidents and executive directors of national sports
bodies concerning their perceptions about the allocation of resources among different sports.31 Although the respondents identified a ‘‘need to be competitively
successful’’ as the fairest principle for resource allocation, they perceived that
‘‘equity based on medals won’’ was the most likely principle in practice, to the
effect that ‘‘the rich get richer’’ and sports such as team handball, archery, and
curling suffer. The Chinese Olympic Committee achieved success in Beijing by
targeting lower-visibility sports for long-range development, essentially on the
principle of their comparative advantage and thus potential for competitive success. Whether that approach is taken or not, an over-allocation of resources on

31

Dittmore 2009.
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winning medals may run contrary to the broader vision of international sports law
as a vehicle for promoting and encouraging physical fitness, public participation in
sports, and athletic development.
The effort to allocate resources properly is seriously challenged and complicated, of course, by available funding for minor sports as well as pressures from
the media and the public at large to emphasize the major or big-ticket sports. On
the positive side, the experience at the domestic level indicates that as the major
sports generate surplus revenue, integrated systems of sports such as among colleges and universities in the United States, have incentives to reallocate the surplus
revenue for the development of minor sports.32

3.4 Leadership in Organizing Competition
Yet another fairness issue is the European dominance of the leadership of international sports federations, the IOC, the International Council of Arbitration for
Sport, and CAS. Although some progress has been made in recent years to
diversity leadership, plus ça change, plus cést la même chose.
Of the IOC’s 106 members, 46 (43%) are European, and all but one of the IOC
Presidents since 1894, in the runup to the first Olympic Games, have been
European. In CAS, it is much the same: of 270 members, 125 (46%) are European.
In the International Council of Arbitration for Sport, of 19 current members,
9 (47%) are European, and four of the five members (80%) of the Council’s
governing Board are European.33 What is more, the leadership of the IFs is also
European-dominated.34
This is not at all to suggest that the European-dominated leadership of international sports organizations is monolithic in its decision-making, let alone corrupt, but only to suggest that the leadership is unrepresentative, not always
geographically impartial in decision-making, and very slow to diversify. Perhaps
as importantly, it just looks bad: the governance of international sports still looks
like and operates as a disproportionately European network of old boys and a few
girls.

32
See, e.g., Drape and Thomas 2010, at A1 (reporting on reallocation of revenue of major sports
to a broad range of minor sports by college and university sports directors competing for greater
reputation and status of their comprehensive sports programs within the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)).
33
See http://www.tas-cas.org/arbitrators-genlist; http://www.tas-cas.org/icas-members (last visited Sept. 8, 2010).
34
See International Olympic Committee 2010.
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4 Fairness in Determinations of Eligibility
and in the Conduct of Competition
4.1 Doping Issues
It is elementary that sports bodies must ensure both procedural and substantive
fairness in determining the eligibility of athletes for competition. CAS has made
that clear.35
Doping has been a particularly troublesome threat to eligibility. Sanctions for
violations of anti-doping rules may result in both withdrawal of medals from
athletes and suspensions of their eligibility. More broadly, it has been a persistent
threat to an even playing field for all athletes and to overall fairness in sport.
Trying to combat this threat is enormously challenging, however. One problem
involves rapid advancements in pharmaceutical and genetic technology. Another
concerns the due process and the rights of athletes.36 Four of the most important
current issues of fairness are, first, the ‘‘whereabouts’’ rule; second, the use of
circumstantial evidence against athletes; third, the standard of strict liability; and
fourth, a piggyback sanction that enables the IOC to suspend the eligibility of
athletes beyond the limits of sanctions under the World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA) Code,37 even though it is the core of anti-doping efforts within the
Olympic Movement. Let us briefly look at each of these issues.
The whereabouts rule requires that world-class athletes generally inform their
sports organizations of their whereabouts at all times throughout the year in order
to facilitate out-of-competition testing for performance-enhancing drugs or
masking agents. Multiple failures to do so when such testing has been scheduled
can result in suspension from eligibility for competition. The privacy rights of
athletes implicated by this rule are, of course, very serious and open to court
challenge. Do we really want to establish a sort of police state in sports?38
Circumstantial evidence of doping, such as e-mail messaging and receipts for
payments of drugs, in lieu of laboratory evidence of doping, is also controversial.39
Is it fair? The answer may be ‘‘yes,’’ in fairness to all athletes, by creating a level
playing field. But we may need a more equitable and stable standard of proof than
the current one of ‘‘comfortable satisfaction.’’ As to the third issue—strict liability—the WADA Code establishes health, fairness, and equality as goals. On that
basis, athletes, coaches, and other stakeholders in sports charged with violations of

35
See, e.g., Boxing Australia v. AIBA, CAS 08/A/1455 (April 16, 2008) (insisting that
international sports federations must announce all final qualifications for competition prospectively at a reasonably early stage of the qualification process).
36
See, e.g., Goldstein 2007.
37
World Anti-Doping Agency 2010.
38
See, e.g., Halt 2009.
39
See Nafziger 2005.
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the Code must overcome an evidentiary presumption of strict liability regardless of
the circumstances. The standard for burden of proof is ‘‘the comfortable satisfaction of the hearing body, bearing in mind the seriousness of the allegation
which is made. This standard of proof in all cases is greater than a mere balance of
probability but less than proof beyond a reasonable doubt.’’40 Is that standard
rigorous enough? Is its application sufficiently coherent? In other words, is it
equitable?
In Quigley v. Int’l Shooting Union,41 CAS articulated the rationale for the strict
liability standard as follows:
‘‘It is true that a strict liability test is likely in some sense to be unfair in an individual case,
such as that of Quigley, where the athlete may have taken medication as the result of
mislabeling or faulty advice for which he or she is not responsible—particularly in the
circumstance of sudden illness in a foreign country. But it is also in some sense unfair for
an athlete to get food poisoning on the eve of an important competition … Just as the
competition will not be postponed to await the athlete’s recovery, so the prohibition of
banned substances will not be lifted in recognition of its accidental absorption. The
vicissitudes of competition, like those of life generally, may create many types of
unfairness, whether by accident or the negligence of unaccountable persons, which the law
cannot repair.
Furthermore, it appears to be a laudable policy objective not to repair an accidental
unfairness to an individual by creating an intentional unfairness to the whole body of other
competitors. This is what would happen if banned performance-enhancing substances
were tolerated when absorbed inadvertently. Moreover, it is likely that even intentional
abuse would in many cases escape sanction for lack of proof of guilty intent. And it is
certain that a requirement of intent would invite costly litigation that may well cripple
federations—particularly those run on modest budgets—in their fight against doping.’’

The last specific issue of fairness in anti-doping efforts involves the piggyback
sanction. With reference to the Olympic Charter’s Rules 19 (3.10) and 45, this
ruling of the IOC Executive Board provides that
‘‘Any person who has been sanctioned with a suspension of more than six months by any
anti-doping organization for any violation of any anti-doping regulations may not participate, in any capacity, in the next edition of the Games of the Olympiad and of the
Olympic Winter Games following the date of expiry of such suspension.’’

Can this piggyback sanction be justified, given the understanding that the
WADA Code provides a complete regime of doping control, including sanctions
for violating the Code? Fortunately, a panel of the American Arbitration Association, in the case of the swimmer Jessica Hardy, noted the special precautions she
took in order to avoid violating anti-doping rules as well as the absence of significant fault or negligence on her part, and therefore reduced a two-year suspension of her eligibility to one year. As to the piggyback rule, the panel ruled that
its application to bar Hardy from Olympic competition would violate the funda-
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World Anti-Doping Agency 2010, arts. 2.1 (strict liability basis), 3.1 (burden of proof).
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mental principle of proportionality.42 CAS dismissed WADA’s appeal of this
arbitral award, concluding that the one-year suspension was proportionate to the
offense. As a matter of procedural fairness, CAS reiterated that when the measure
of a sanction is at issue, it will overturn a disciplinary body of a sports federation
in the exercise of its discretion only when the sanction is evidently and grossly
proportionate to the offense.43

4.2 Discrimination
4.2.1 The Case of Oscar Pistorius
Three prominent issues of discrimination in the global sports arena are instructive.
The first issue involves Oscar Pistorius, a South African runner born without
fibulae, who has worn prosthetic legs since he was eleven months old. The
International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF) ruled, however, that competitive running on his ‘‘cheetah’’ legs, which contain springs, violates IAAF rules.
When Pistorius appealed this decision to CAS, the tribunal, after reviewing the
results of scientific testing and analysis, concluded that he had no ‘‘overall netadvantage’’ or metabolic advantage over his competitors.44
But what is the test of fairness, given what was acknowledged to be a substantial measure of indeterminacy in the scientific analysis? On the one hand, the
‘‘cheetah’’ legs would seem to be as fair as oxygen tents, ice-filled vests for
runners before a race to cool their core temperatures, and other technology
employed by runners. Also, expensive medical procedures unavailable or unaffordable in much of the world, such as lasik eye surgery for golfers, would seem to
be no less discriminatory than spring-assisted prosthetic legs. On the other hand,
international sports federations have properly taken measures to avoid too much
reliance by athletes on technology and facilitative wearing apparel. For example,
FINA, the international swimming federation, now bans a large variety of body
suits that were acceptable for a few experimental years, on the basis that the suits
inordinately aid speed, buoyancy, and endurance, in violation of FINA’s standards.45 In doing so, FINA acted in part for reasons of fairness to earlier athletes
who had not benefited from the body suits.
In the end, we are left wondering: what sports equipment, clothing, and training
technology is fair and what is unfair? Clearly, international sports federations need
to take the principle of fairness more seriously and interpret it more precisely.

42

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency v. Hardy, Am. Arb. Ass’n, AAA No. 77-190-00288-08 (May 2,
2009).
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4.2.2 The Case of Caster Semenya
During the 2009 world championships in track and field, laboratory testing raised
questions about the gender of South African runner Caster Semenya. The questions
became front-page features when Semenya easily won the women’s 800 meter
race and the IAAF failed to protect the still-inconclusive laboratory results.
Eventually, the IAAF concluded that Semenya had been eligible for the women’s
event, but questions of both procedural and substantive fairness remained.46 Why
had the IAAF allowed inconclusive test results to be leaked to the media? Why had
Semenya not been granted a medically supervised, therapeutic-use exemption to
enable her to boost her androgen level and suppress her testosterone level, from
which both women and men athletes have benefited? Should naturally mixedgender athletes be allowed to compete in their choice of either men’s or women’s
events?

4.2.3 The Case of the Women Ski-Jumpers
Finally, let us consider an issue of gender equality. Several world-class women
ski-jumpers brought a civil action in the courts of British Columbia, Canada,
claiming that the organizing committee of the 2010 Winter Games in Vancouver
had violated Canada’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Their claim was based on
the Vancouver Olympic Committee’s routine implementation of an IOC decision
to bar women ski-jumpers from the Winter Games. In reaching a final judgment,
the British Columbia Court of Appeal47 first upheld findings of the provincial
Supreme Court48 that the gender-based bar to participation was, indeed, discriminatory; that the organizing committee’s planning, organizing, financing, and
staging of the 2010 Games was tantamount to a governmental activity under a
Canadian constitutional test of an ascribed activity; and that the organizing
committee was therefore subject to the anti-discrimination provisions of Canada’s
human rights Charter in making all local arrangements within its control for the
Winter Games.
The courts held, however, that the organizing committee, in its contractual
relationship with the IOC, could not control the selection of sports or sports events
in the program; it therefore had no discretion to allow women’s ski jumping. The
critical decision-maker was a non-party to the action, namely the IOC, to which
the Charter did not apply. The class action brought by the women ski jumpers
therefore failed. Although the decision is technically reasonable in the context of a

46
For an account of the controversy after its conclusion, see Mackey 2009. For discussion of the
issues and policy options, including therapeutic use exemptions, see Dreger 2009a, at Sports 8;
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conflict between national and international authority and fully in conformity with
the authority vested in the IOC under international sports law, it seems reasonable
to ask whether the outcome was fair.

5 Fairness in Dispute Resolution
The gold standard in resolving sports-related disputes has been set by CAS. The
greatest value of the tribunal is one of ensuring fairness in terms of even-handedness, impartiality, acting in good faith, and coherence. As a matter of distributive justice, it has often applied equitable doctrines such as the lex mitior.
According to that doctrine, if newly applied sanctions against an athlete such as
under the WADA Code are less severe than those in effect at the time of an
offense, the new sanctions must be applied.49 CAS panels have also contributed to
coherence as an element of fairness by turning to the tribunal’s prior awards for
guidance. CAS has been at its best when, for example, it has taken fully into
account its past awards and those of national tribunals to evaluate the fairness, on a
comparative basis of equality, of a proposed sanction against an athlete.50 As a
matter of procedural justice, CAS has insisted that international sports federations
provide for an appeals jury or some equivalent to review decisions involving issues
of compliance with its rules.51 Also, CAS has taken pains to avoid bias in dispute
resolution. For example, in remitting issues for further fact-finding and other
determination by sports bodies, CAS has insisted on reconstitution of decisionmaking panels and tribunals.52
Because CAS is an arbitral body, its decisions have no legal compulsion as
precedent although they do provide firm guidance for future cases as part of an
emerging lex sportiva. Even so, the gradual accretion of awards does not ensure
consistency, an element of fairness, within the larger framework of international
sports law. For example, although CAS itself has been careful to follow precedent
in making decisions about reallocating Olympic medals after a medal winner has
had to forfeit a medal, the IOC has not always followed CAS precedent. In 2009
the IOC decided not to award a gold medal to silver medalist Katrina Thanou of
Greece that the sprinter Marion Jones had won at the 2000 Games in Sydney but
had had to forfeit. The IOC’s decision was based on Thanou’s own disqualification
from the 2004 Games in Athens. This rationale did not follow CAS precedent that
49
See United States Anti-Doping Agency v. Brunemann, Am. Arb. Ass’n/N. Am. CAS Panel,
AAA No. 77-190-E-00447-08 JENF (Jan. 26, 2009) (noting that ‘‘this doctrine is well-established
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previous decisions applying lex mitior).
50
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had limited such a denial of a forfeited medal to only those athletes who had tested
positive in the same Games.53

5.1 The Non-Interference Rule
It has also been difficult for CAS and other tribunals to draw a sharp line between
their competence to hear a dispute and the well-established rule of non-interference. This rule generally precludes judicial or arbitral review of complaints about
rules of the game or field-of-play rules and their enforcement by referees. At the
international level CAS has repeatedly confirmed that the technical rules of each
sport and field-of-play decisions are shielded from arbitral or judicial scrutiny
unless they are capricious, grossly erroneous, or malicious. Another exception to
the non-interference rule involves sanctions against athletes that appear to be
excessive or unfair on their face. Otherwise, according to an award of CAS,
athletes are entitled to ‘‘honest ‘field-of-play’ decisions, not necessarily correct
ones.’’54 Three examples of the non-interference rule are noteworthy in disclosing
problems that the rule may create but that can be corrected.
A first example, unrelated to CAS, is from organized baseball in North
America’s, the MLB. Earlier this year, in what was called MLB’s ‘‘worst call,
ever,’’55 an umpire’s huge error denied pitcher Armando Galarrago of the Detroit
(Michigan) Tigers a rare perfect game. After the game, when video replay confirmed the error, the umpire apologized profusely, but nothing could be done about
it. That is because during a game MLB Rule 9.02(a) prohibits teams from questioning judgment decisions, and Rule 9.02(c) provides that ‘‘[n]o umpire shall
criticize, seek to reverse, or interfere with another unless asked to do so by the
umpire making it.’’56 The only official consolation for Galarrago, who himself was
utterly gracious about the incident, came in the form of a proclamation by the
governor of Michigan that he had, indeed, pitched a perfect game.57 Although
MLB’s use of electronic replay is currently limited to disputed home-runs, the use
of electronic replays will inevitably expand beyond home-run disputes. Until that
happens, however, imperfect umpires will continue to be ‘‘as much a part of this
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Zinser 2009, at B17.
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CAS 2008/A/1641 (Mar. 6, 2009) (also refusing to overturn field-of-play decision).
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sport as imperfect fielders who muff a pop fly or imperfect runners who neglect to
touch a base.’’58
Another case in point involved the gold medal in men’s gymnastics at the 2004
Olympic Games in Athens. A CAS decision confirmed the award of the medal to
the American Paul Hamm despite a patent error in judging that, had it not
occurred, would have given the gold medal to a Korean, Yang Tae Young, and
relegated Hamm to a silver medal. Although the technical basis of the award was
the failure of the Korean Olympic Committee to raise a formal objection in a
timely manner, it was on this occasion that the tribunal also observed that field-ofplay decisions must be honest but not necessarily correct.59
We should reflect further on the scope of this dictum. In the football/soccer
match between France and Ireland to fill the last qualifying slot for the 2010 World
Cup, should the International Federation of Football Associations (FIFA) have
applied the non-interference rule despite the clear evidence of French team
member Thierry Henry’s hand ball in violation of the rules?60 Although at the time
of the incident FIFA applied the rule strictly, it evidently has had some doubts
since the 2010 World Cup. Although FIFA has continued to reject the immediate
use of goal-line technology, it agreed after the 2010 World Cup to consider adding
two goal judges, one at each end of the field, a practice that is already employed by
the Europa League.61 FIFA also holds open the possibility of installing goal-line
technology before the 2014 World Cup.62

5.2 The Taint (Again) of Money
A final example of an issue of fairness involves what was described as Formula
One motor racing’s ‘‘worst scandal.’’63 It began when a member of the Renault
team in the 2008 Grand Prix in Singapore64 deliberately crashed his vehicle in a
way that enabled a teammate to maneuver through the crash scene to victory.
When the matter came before the International Automobile Federation (FIA), its
disciplinary tribunal not surprisingly described the crash as one of ‘‘unparalleled
severity [that] not only compromised the integrity of the sport but also endangered
58
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the lives of spectators, officials and other competitors.’’ A severe penalty was
therefore expected, including probable expulsion of Renault from Formula One
racing. After all, the same tribunal had recently imposed a $100 million fine on the
McLaren Mercedes Formula One team when it admitted stealing secret technical
documents from its rival, Ferrari.
In the Renault case, however, the tribunal simply accepted Renault’s apology
for the deliberate crash, its offer to pay the costs of FIA’s investigation, and its
willingness to make other incidental contributions. The tribunal imposed no fine,
however, and suspended its two-year disqualification of Renault, saying that it
would ‘‘only activate this disqualification if the Renault F1 team is found guilty of
a comparable breach in this time.’’ FIA President Max Mosely went so far as to
assert that it would be wrong to impose an immediate penalty insofar as Renault
had demonstrated that it had no moral responsibility for the crash. How can that
be? What explains FIA’s charitable attitude toward Renault? Quite simply, money
is the explanation. More precisely, the earlier withdrawal of Honda and BMW
from Formula One racing, this ‘‘vast money-making machine’’ as it is known, had
endangered the survival of Formula One racing or at least its capacity to maintain
its customary level of financial support and media attention. Formula One racing
therefore needed Renault more than it seemingly needed to punish Renault. Is that
a fair basis for distinguishing the pseudo-sanction against the Renault team from
the $100 million award against the Mercedes team? At the level of the athletes
themselves, is a mere rap on Renault’s knuckles fair to the competing drivers and
teams in a Grand Prix race?

6 Conclusion
The globalization of sports has been nurtured by the modern Olympic Movement,
facilitated by communications technology, fueled by high-profile professional
athletes and commercial interests, and challenged by difficult problems, such as the
doping of athletes. International sports law, still in its youth, is growing along
discernible lines of authority and dispute resolution such as the lex sportiva formed
primarily by CAS awards.
The most prominent issues within the global sports arena in the immediate
future are apt to include, roughly in general order of importance: (1) the development of effective prevention and control of doping; (2) the expanded role of
international marketing, broadcast media, and other corporate influence; (3) the
full merger of the separate legal regimes pertaining, respectively, to amateurs and
professionals; (4) the further blurring of the line between true legal issues and
field-of-play issues; (5) tensions between national law and national courts, on the
one hand, and the decisions of international sports federations, on the other hand;
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and (6) the growing role of government in sports.65 It is difficult to imagine how
international sports law can respond effectively to any of these and other probable
developments without full attention to the principle of fairness.
The issues discussed in this commentary might suggest that the principle of
fairness is still too unsettled to be effective as a core principle of international
sports law. Quite the contrary is true. On the basis of accepted attributes of
fairness—impartiality, equity, good faith, coherence, and so on—the principle can
be readily adapted to a broad range of sports and sports-related issues. Fairness
should be fundamental in the future of sports and the growth of a creditable regime
of international sports law. The challenge is simply to take the principle seriously
and further develop it within a definitional and institutional framework that already
exists.
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Abstract Certain legal expressions are in everyday use in doctrine or practice, as
if their meaning was obvious, despite the conceptual vagueness that continues to
surround them. The notion of ‘‘Transnational Sports Law’’ undoubtedly falls into
this category. In this contribution, it is demonstrated that, regardless of the
meaning given to the expression, the addition of the adjective ‘‘transnational’’ has
conceptual virtues that provide sports law with a pertinent analytical framework.
The concept of Transnational Sports Law offers a suitable theoretical framework
for the analysis of the system of relations forged between the sporting legal order
and the ‘‘public’’ legal orders—the sole obstacles to the unlimited development of
the lex sportiva.
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Certain legal expressions are in everyday use in doctrine or practice, as if their
meaning was obvious, despite the conceptual vagueness that continues to surround
them. The notion of ‘‘Transnational Sports Law’’ undoubtedly falls into this category. With this contribution, I aim to demonstrate that, regardless of the meaning
given to the expression, the addition of the adjective ‘‘transnational’’ has conceptual virtues that provide sports law with a pertinent analytical framework.
Yet it is still necessary to acknowledge the existence of ‘‘sports law,’’ something which is rejected by a certain school of thought. For E. Grayson, for example
‘‘No subject exists which jurisprudentially can be called sports law. As a soundbite
headline, shorthand description, it has no juridical foundation; for common law and equity
create no concept of law exclusively relating to sport. Each area of law applicable to sport
does not differ from how it is found in any social or jurisprudential category …’’1

Rejecting the idea of sports law, these authors entitle their discipline ‘‘Sport and
the law,’’ which consists of analysing the manner in which the law—namely state
law (e.g., employment law, contract law, criminal law, etc.)—applies to the
sporting domain. At best, certain of these authors recognise that the particularities
of sport give rise to an independent offshoot of state law.2 This restrictive doctrinal
approach can be criticised for at least two reasons:
i. First of all, because it can only be relevant for certain countries—generally
through common law—which have not adopted legislation in the sporting
domain. However, other states—often by tradition of civil law—have legislated
on the subject. This is very much the case for France, which since the second
half of the 20th century, has developed an increasingly dense body of legislation
that is now grouped together in a sporting code3 covering numerous aspects of
sporting activities. The code essentially allocates responsibilities in terms of the
organisation of sporting activities between government, regional authorities,
associations, companies, federations, the National Olympic Committee, etc.,
specifying the rights and obligations of the different parties involved (athletes,
trainers), as well as organising the anti-doping effort; it also regulates the
practice of sporting activities (sports facilities, insurance, hygiene and safety,
etc.) and includes other measures relating to the funding of sport. Through a
system of public service delegation, French law even operates a form of nationalisation of the national federations: although they retain association status
under private law, their decisions are regarded as administrative decisions and
come under the competence of the administrative judge. Undoubtedly, therefore, there exists French sports law of state origin which even attracts to it the
sporting standards of the federations, thus invalidating the theory of ‘‘Sports and
the Law.’’

1

Grayson 1994, p. xxxvii. See also the presentation of the debate given by authors in favour of
sports law: Gardiner et al. 1998, pp. 71 and 72; Parrish 2003, pp. 6 et seq.
2
Davis 2000–2001, pp. 211 et seq.
3
www.legifrance.gouv.fr
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ii. Secondly, the ‘‘Sports and the Law’’ theory is state-centred, ignoring the law
produced by the sporting bodies, whether they are international (the international federations and the International Olympic Committee, in particular) or
national in scope. However, it is these bodies which, even before the states,
organise sporting competition in its manifold aspects (rules of play, technical
rules, qualification of athletes, anti-doping rules, in some cases the status and
contracts of athletes, etc.). Taking the view that these standards cannot claim to
have the quality of legal rules amounts to having a highly restrictive conception
of the law, which is well out of step with the realities on the ground. The
‘‘Sports and the Law’’ theory finds its roots in the state positivism that necessarily links the law to the state, the sole entity capable of imposing compliance through physical constraint.4 However, pluralist theories have shown
that neither power nor law are in essence linked to the state, but that they
manifest themselves in any organised social group, whether it be pre-, infra-,
supra- or para-state.5 From this perspective, it becomes clear that sporting
bodies do indeed produce legal rules—a fact which in no way prejudices their
degree of autonomy with regard to the law emanating from the states.
Having confirmed the existence of sports law, resulting both from public (state
or even, by extension, inter-state) and private sources (the rules of sporting bodies), it is now necessary to analyse what the adjective ‘‘transnational’’ adds to or
takes away from the concept.
An a contrario approach would permit the exclusion of sports law of national
scope from the notion. Once the idea of transnationality involves going beyond a
defined national territory, both the state rules applicable to sport and the rules of
the national sporting bodies have to be set aside. It should, however, be noted that
the rules of the national federations are often merely a transposition of the rules
laid down by the international federations.
Transnational Sports Law can also be distinguished from International Sports
Law,6 as the concept of international law (understood as international public law)
originally refers to the law applicable to inter-state relations. With the diversification of international society, international law these days involves more varied
subjects (intergovernmental organisations and private bodies, to a certain extent),
of which it governs the status or relations. International law still only intervenes
infrequently in the field of sport, so that, logically, the sporting bodies are not
characterised as a subject of international law—with the possible exception of the

4

See the writings of Kant, Hegel, Carré de Malberg, Kelsen etc.
See in particular Romano 2002, particularly p. 81; Virally 1960, chapter XV on the pluralism
of legal orders.
6
Contra, see Nafziger 2004a, 376 p., for whom the conception of International Sports Law is
close to that explained in the first part of this paper.
5
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International Olympic Committee, which has succeeded in obtaining quite unique
status, not dissimilar to that of the International Committee of the Red Cross.7
With the a contrario approach proving insufficient to precisely define the
concept of Transnational Sports Law, a positive definition becomes inevitable. If
we depart the sporting domain for a moment, it appears that the notion of transnational law, very common in legal literature and even in practice, is characterised
by an ambiguity which, far from constituting an obstacle to its application to the
field of sport, on the contrary helps to highlight the diversity of the legal phenomenon that is sports law.
Three meanings can be drawn from this: a wide meaning, based on the theory of
Jessup, covering any rule with external scope (Part 1.); a hybrid meaning, characterising the legal relations between public and private entities (Part 2.); a strictly
private meaning, referring to the sectoral rules produced by self-regulated private
global parties (Part 3.). While the last of these is the most meaningful from a
conceptual point of view, the fact remains that the first two help to illustrate the
varied dimensions of sports law.

1 The Wide Conception: Jessup’s Transnational Law
The spread of the expression ‘‘transnational law’’ within legal circles owes a great
deal to the book of the same name published in 1956 by the renowned American
lawyer Philip Jessup, who went on to become a judge in the International Court of
Justice during the 1960s. Mindful of going beyond the traditional distinctions
between internal law and international law and between public and private law,
Jessup proposes the grouping together under a single description of all rules with
an extra-national dimension:
‘‘I shall use, instead of ‘‘international law’’ the term ‘‘transnational law’’ to
include all law which regulates actions or events that transcend national frontiers.
Both public and private international law are included, as are other rules which do
not wholly fit into such standard categories.’’8
Apart from the rules of public international law and the national rules of private
international law, the concept also encompasses internal law with international
scope—public and private (civil or criminal)—and the principles applied to legal
relations forged directly between private bodies. Defined in this way, transnational
law embraces all legal rules, independently of their origin, that exceed the
framework of a single national legal order. Through this emphasis of the existence
of standards that were little known at the time, such as the law of international
organisations or the general principles resulting from arbitration case law, Jessup

7
8

Latty 2001, xix ? 235 p.
Jessup 1956, p. 2.
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raised the issue of the traditional boundaries of international law, which amounts
to a success still palpable today in terms of the theory of transnational law.
Applied to sports law, Jessup’s Transnational Law would make it possible to
group all standards into a single set ‘‘which regulates actions or events that
transcend national frontiers’’ in the area of sport. The private rules of the international federations and the International Olympic Committee would thus sit
alongside the few rules stemming from the international legal order, such as the
2005 UNESCO Convention against Doping in Sport, the conventions of the
Council of Europe against doping and violence in stadiums, and the texts imposing
a sporting embargo on certain nations (United Nations Convention against
Apartheid in Sport of 10 December 1985, Resolution 757 (1992) of the Security
Council imposing an embargo on Yugoslavia). To this list can be added the
numerous soft law texts adopted by the United Nations General Assembly,
UNESCO and other international bodies.9 Finally, the state rules likely to be
applied to transnational sporting relations, for instance the Swiss law on associations—the IOC and most international federations have their headquarters in
Switzerland—would also come under Transnational Sports Law.
Nonetheless, Jessup’s theory is not intended to be merely descriptive, as his
proposal consists of suggesting that any judge (national or international, public or
private) faced with a dispute transcending state borders may choose the rule of
transnational law which they regard as being most commensurate with reason and
justice for the resolution of the dispute.10 From this perspective, Jessup’s theory
has not met with the anticipated success, insofar as each judge is the organ of an
established legal order that does not leave them the latitude to import external
standards at will. But what about specifically in relation to sport?
There is no doubt that if a sport-related dispute is being heard by a judge at a
state court—which is tending to become rarer due to the more widespread recourse
to arbitration—, they would give precedence to their national law and take the
applicable international law into account only if their Constitution recognised its
value,11 while the laws of another state would be implemented if the mechanisms
of private international law referred to it.12 Similarly, they would apply the laws of
international sporting bodies if so authorised by national law, via an explicit
reference13 or by means of contractual mechanisms. However, under no

9

On international sports law, see the contribution of Andreas Wax in this volume, and Latty
2007, pp. 652 et seq.
10
See Jessup 1956, pp. 106 et seq.
11
In France, article 55 of the Constitution envisages that international treaties have a value
superior to the law.
12
See Loquin 2003, nos 186-95.
13
The French law of 1975 (amended on several occasions since 1984) thus envisaged that the
sports federations were responsible for ensuring ‘‘compliance with the technical and ethical rules
of their disciplines laid down by the international federations, the International Olympic
Committee and the French National Olympic and Sports Committee.’’
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circumstances would a state judge be authorised to draw on a patchwork of
transnational rules potentially concerning the situation in dispute. It is for this
reason that the French Conseil d’Etat traditionally considers the rules of the
international federations to be devoid of legal effect in French law unless they have
been transposed by the national federations.14
At the level of the Court of Arbitration for Sport, this is more of a grey area, as
the CAS’s arbitration rules leave its arbitrators considerable room for manoeuvre.
Within the framework of the appeals process, in addition to the ‘‘applicable regulations and the rules of law chosen by the parties’’ and, secondarily to ‘‘the law of
the country in which the federation, association or sports-related body which has
issued the challenged decision is domiciled,’’ the CAS may apply ‘‘the rules of
law, the application of which the Panel deems appropriate.’’15 In practice, it can be
observed that the CAS’s divisions sometimes have differing interpretations of
these provisions on the applicable law. While all divisions in the first instance
apply the rules of the sporting bodies concerned, some make abundant reference to
state law, sometimes making the sporting rules secondary to this,16 while others
spontaneously free the sporting standards from any national legal order.17 Moreover, at the level of the relevant ad hoc division at the Olympic Games, ‘‘The Panel
shall rule on the dispute pursuant to the Olympic Charter, the applicable regulations, general principles of law and the rules of law, the application of which it
deems appropriate.’’18 The divisions of the CAS therefore enjoy a degree of
freedom of choice in terms of the rules to be applied, which appears to correspond
to Jessup’s recommendations. The theory of Transnational Law is therefore
implemented, at least to a certain extent, at the level of the CAS, not solely in its
descriptive aspects (diversity of the rules applicable to transnational sporting
relations) but also in its operational aspects (application of the most relevant rules
by the judge).

14

See for example the Conseil d’Etat’s advisory opinion dated 20 November 2003, in Revue
juridique et économique du sport, no. 72, September 2004, p. 65: ‘‘The international sports
federations are subject to the legislation of the state where each of them has its headquarters and
the regulations which they lay down do not apply within France’s internal law.’’
15
Art. R58 of the Code of Sports-related Arbitration. ‘‘In the latter case, the Panel shall give
reasons for its decision.’’
16
See for example C.A.S. 94/126, N./F.E.I., 9 December 1998, § 3; C.A.S. 98/208, N., J., Y., W./
F.I.N.A., 22 December 1998, § 9.
17
See for example C.A.S. 92/80, B./F.I.B.A., 25 March 1993, § 10; C.A.S. 2003/A/507, Strahija/
F.I.N.A., 9 February 2004, § 6.1. See Latty 2007, pp. 547 et seq. (distinction made between the
‘‘statist’’ approach and the ‘‘transnationalist’’ approach within CAS case law).
18
Art. 17 of the Arbitration Rules for the Olympic Games (Vancouver 2010). The arbitration
rules for other major international competitions (FIFA World Cup, UEFA European Championship, Commonwealth Games) envisage similar provisions (see for example art. 18 of the
arbitration rules for the final phase of the FIFA World Cup 2010).
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2 The Hybrid Conception: Transnational Law as the Law
Governing Mixed Relations
The adjective ‘‘transnational’’ is commonly used in a specific sense to qualify
relations between a state and a foreign private entity, especially in the context of
investment law. The practice of state contracts (a petrol concession contract, for
instance) gives rise to ‘‘hybrid’’19 or ‘‘asymmetrical’’20 relations between the state
and a foreign private company. The term ‘‘transnational’’ takes into account the
atypical nature of these legal relations in which contractual equality and state
sovereignty are opposed, without in many cases being wholly reduced to either
national or international law. These contracts generally include an arbitration
clause providing for a tribunal to rule on disputes between the parties. This is
commonly referred to as ‘‘transnational arbitration’’ or ‘‘mixed arbitration’’. Much
has been written about the law applicable to disputes of this type by transnational
tribunals: law of the contracting state? International public law? Other rules? In
view of certain decisions reached in disputes of this type where general principles
belonging to no identified legal order have been applied,21 some authors have
posited the idea of transnational law specifically tailored to these mixed relations.22 Since the 1980s, however, the debate has lost its momentum and interest
due to the exponential development of Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs)
between states. With the majority of disputes relating to investments now being
raised on the basis of one of these BITs (even in the absence of contractual
relations between the investor and the state), the transnational courts of arbitration
are almost always called upon to settle disputes by applying international (public)
law.23
How does this hybrid conception of transnationality relate to sports law?
In the first place, Transnational Sports Law understood in this way could offer a
characterisation of the standards adopted by the World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA). This body at the origin of the world anti-doping code and associated
international standards is formed jointly by representatives of the public authorities
and representatives of the Olympic movement.24 Formally at least, the standards
which it produces are acts of private law, since the agency has foundation status
under Swiss law despite its premises being located in Montreal. However, it is not
out of the question to consider that the agency’s mixed composition in a way

19

Douglas 2003, p. 153.
Wälde 2007, p. 94.
21
Most notably the sentence National Iranian Oil Company c. Sapphire, 15 March 1963, ILR,
vol. 35, p. 136.
22
Lalive 1962, pp. 273–302, which talks about an ‘‘autonomous transnational law for state
contracts.’’ V. also Lalive 1964, p. 1008; Leben 2003, pp. 316 et seq.
23
See our chronicle Arbitrage transnational et droit international général published in the
Annuaire français de droit international from 2008.
24
See article 6 of the WADA Statutes and Pound 2002, pp. 53–59.
20
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reflects upon the law which it produces—transnational law in the hybrid sense of
the term. The world anti-doping code and the international standards do not,
however, possess any intrinsic legal force. They have an effect only insofar as the
sporting bodies transpose their content into their own anti-doping regulations,
while the states have adopted the UNESCO convention against doping, the main
objective of which is to recognise the Code. But it is precisely because the
WADA’s global anti-doping programme is the product of co-regulation within the
agency that it can obtain the consent of both the sporting bodies and the public
authorities.
Secondly, and de lege ferenda, the practice of State Contracts referred to above
could effectively be found to apply at major international competitions (the
Olympic Games or the FIFA World Cup, for example). The legal framework
developed for the staging of these events does not guarantee full legal security to
the sporting institutions, which are only contractually bound to the host city (for
the Olympic Games) or to the chosen federation (in the case of the FIFA World
Cup). However, the holding of such events on a country’s soil involves commitments on its part, if only to provide access to its national soil to athletes from all
over the world. The states supply plenty of highly precise guarantees, appended to
the bid and then to the organisation contract,25 but in the event of a state
defaulting, the sporting body risks only being able to count on its own resources to
remind the state of its commitments. In practice, certain ‘‘hiccups’’ crop up now
and then, such as the attempt by the Chinese authorities, on the eve of the opening
of the Beijing Games, to limit accredited journalists’ access to websites deemed by
it to be ‘‘subversive,’’26 a problem eventually resolved via discreet ‘‘Olympic
diplomacy.’’27 Similarly, in the build-up to the 1976 Montreal Games, the Canadian authorities refused to let Taiwanese athletes enter their territory, as their
country was not recognised by Canada.28
Consequently, the international sporting bodies might seek to secure their legal
relationship with the host state by entering into a ‘‘state contract’’ similar to those
which foreign private companies make with the destination states for their
investments. Subject to international law (so as to avoid national law, which the
25
Concerning the requirements of the CIO on the subject, see Latty 2007, pp. 584 et seq. The
state guarantees demanded by FIFA are not included in any public FIFA regulation. However, the
reading of the bid evaluation reports for the 2018 and 2022 World Cups, which include a
paragraph headed ‘‘Legal and Government Guarantees’’, permits the identification of the nature
of FIFA’s requirements in this area. They concern access to the state’s territory for the
competitors and persons affiliated to FIFA, security during the event (and the exclusion of any
liability of FIFA in this regard), currency exchange, FIFA’s commercial rights, the use of national
anthems and flags, telecommunications and the importing of the equipment required for the
event’s organisation. These guarantees are also required to include total tax exemption for FIFA
and its affiliates.
26
Essentially websites of human rights defence bodies or those in favour of a Free Tibet.
27
Internet: sous la pression, Pé assouplit sa position 2008.
28
See the report written by J.-L. Chappelet et al. within the framework of the Enlarged Partial
Agreement on Sport (Council of Europe), Chappelet et al. 2008, pp. 14–15.
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contracting state has the power to amend to its advantage), such agreements
strengthen the position of the private body, which is placed on equal footing with
the sovereign state. The presence of arbitration clauses whereby any dispute is
submitted to transnational arbitration also possesses certain dissuasive virtues
which might suffice to prevent disputes between the body and the state hosting the
event. A proposal of this type was formulated during the 1980 s by the authors of a
study commissioned by the IOC on the improvement of its legal status,29 but it
failed to get past the Olympic drawing-board stage and subsequent changes to
international investment law mean that its revival would not be worthwhile.
Lastly, it has to be acknowledged that the development of Bilateral Investment
Treaties is likely to offer protection to international sporting bodies whose international events must be held on the territory of sovereign states. These treaties
generally contain provisions whereby the state parties guarantee the investor
parties equal, fair and non-discriminatory treatment (national treatment and/or
treatment of the most favoured nation), together with full and complete protection
and security. Some contain a clause concerning respect of the commitments made
vis-à-vis investors, while the freedom of payments and money transfers relating to
the investments is guaranteed. These treaties again offer the investors direct lines
of recourse against the state, usually before the International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) or according to the arbitration regulations
of the UNCITRAL (United Nations Commission on International Trade Law).
It is also worth noting that Brazil, which is due to host the FIFA World Cup in
2014 and the Rio Olympic Games in 2016, concluded a BIT in 1994 with Switzerland, the ‘‘home country’’ of both the FIFA and the IOC.30 Due to Brazil’s
failure to ratify it, the treaty has not entered into force, but there is nothing to
prevent this case being used as a basis for reasoning. If a state, through its
behaviour, was to present an obstacle to the successful staging of the World Cup or
the Olympic Games, or more prosaically, if it failed to fulfil the guarantees provided in terms of freedom of transfer of capital, for example, could the FIFA or the
IOC not invoke its international liability on the basis of a BIT in force? The crucial
and novel legal issue would be to determine whether the sporting competition
could be regarded as an investment, as transnational case law fluctuates on this
definition.31 After all, it has to be acknowledged that the construction of the
infrastructure required to stage the Olympic Games or the World Cup involves
investments made not by the IOC or the FIFA but by local partners not protected

29
Simma and Vedder 1985, study not published but referred to in Latty 2007 pp. 598–599. V.
also the debate on the sedentarisation of the OG, launched at the time of the boycotts, when
several proposals were formulated. Some of them involved the conclusion of contracts between
the IOC and the states, covering the status of the permanent Olympic site and governed by
international law (see Rich 1982, pp. 1–53).
30
Agreement between the Swiss Confederation and the Federative Republic of Brazil
concerning the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments, Brasilia, 11 November
1994.
31
See Sornarajah 2011, pp. 153–163; Yannaca-Small 2010, pp. 243–269.
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by the BIT. Having said that, it is also noteworthy that the Switzerland/Brazil BIT
includes international property rights and expertise in the definition of the
investment,32 which would make it possible to include the international competition within the scope of the treaty. Once past the a priori surmountable obstacle
of the existence of an investment, it would remain to be verified that the state
concerned has indeed breached its international obligations resulting from the
treaty. At the end of the process, the system would enable the body to obtain
recompense for the damage incurred,33 although it is doubtful that the CIO or
FIFA would wish to ‘‘jurisdictionalise’’ their generally peaceful relations with the
states. So the corrective or even simply dissuasive virtues of this mechanism,
which is highly (overly?) favourable to investors, should still not be neglected.

3 The Private Conception: Transnational Law as a Form
of Global Sectoral Self-Regulation
We will now deal with the final manner in which Transnational Sports Law can be
conceived, and in terms of the overall analysis of sports law, it is the most useful of
the three.
Once again, it is in the economic sphere that this specific conception of
transnational law has been developed, to refer to the self-regulation of international economic players. Observation of the contractual practices of private
operators from international commerce and analysis of commercial arbitration case
law in this field have led certain authors to propose the theory of a new lex
mercatoria34 or New Law Merchant35—in reference to the lex mercatoria of the
Middle Ages, developed by market traders as a remedy for the legal insecurity
arising from the multiplicity of feudal laws. The repetition of standard contracts for
commercial uses and the formulation by the arbitrators of general principles of law
are supplying this new lex mercatoria which, for a part of the doctrine, could even
be used in relation to state contracts.36 Taking as a basis the institutionalist theory
of the Italian lawyer Santi Romano,37 the existence of a ‘‘lex mercatoria legal
order’’ concurrent with the legal orders of the states has even been propounded, an
idea which has been written about extensively.38

32

Art. 1er, § 2, of the Switzerland-Brazil BIT of 1994.
These issues will be developed in our study ‘‘Sporting competition and international
investment law. Some legal theories on the approach to the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Rio
Games’’, to be published in the Brazilian Yearbook of International Law, 2011.
34
Goldman 1964, pp. 177–192; Goldman 1987, pp. 113–125.
35
Schmitthoff 1961, pp. 129 et seq.; Schmitthoff 1963, p. 2.
36
See supra Part 2.
37
Romano 2002.
38
See Kahn 1982, pp. 97–107; Loquin 1986, pp. 67–122.
33
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The debate on the lex mercatoria, the existence of which is still debated,39 has
had the merit of promoting the idea that legal communities depending on transnational solidarity are likely to self-regulate outside the framework of state law.
Moreover, the phenomenon is not limited to the economic field, as an examination
of the religious domain shows. The Catholic Church, the most institutionalised of
the three main monotheist religions, is a grouping of a transnational community of
followers subject to the canon law produced by the Church. Like the lex mercatoria, canon law is therefore a manifestation of the legal phenomenon characterised as ‘‘transnational law’’: a law produced by private parties, without
intervention from the states and beyond their borders, and intended to govern
activities within the community concerned. Several transnational legal orders can
be said to exist: commercial, religious … and sporting.
The law produced by the international sporting bodies (International Olympic
Committee, international federations, continental federations, etc.) in effect constitutes a legal phenomenon similar to the lex mercatoria or to religious laws,
insofar as these bodies—which are private entities—are at the origin of globally or
at least extra-nationally-applied rules, designed to govern the system of sporting
competition. Thus the neologism ‘‘lex sportiva’’ is being increasingly used as a
direct reference to the lex mercatoria, either to indicate the set of transnational
sporting rules,40 or in a more limited sense, referring only to the case law of the
Court of Arbitration for Sport.41 Like the arbitrators of international commerce,
the CAS has formulated a whole series of legal principles, either inspired directly
by internal laws or deduced from the necessities of the sporting competition.42
Applying to the Olympic Movement as a whole, these principles combine with the
Olympic Charter and the World Anti-Doping Code to ensure the unity of the
transnational sporting legal order. Considerably more institutionalised, through the
Olympic Movement, than the lex mercatoria, the lex sportiva constitutes a particularly clear manifestation of ‘‘transnational law.’’
The lex mercatoria theory’s sole aim is not to describe the ‘‘internal coherence’’43 specific to the community of economic operators. It encompasses an
‘‘external’’ dimension which requires the verification of its ‘‘survival’’ when it
comes up against state or inter-state standards. This question of the degree of
autonomy of transnational standards is precisely that which is endlessly posed on
the subject of sporting standards. In this regard, the theory of transnational law
offers a framework that makes it possible to understand this question in terms of
relations between legal orders, or ‘‘relations between systems,’’ as Kelsen would
say.44 Santi Romano, who has defended a pluralist conception of the law distinct
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40
41
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See Highet 1989, pp. 613–628; Mustill 1987, pp. 149–183; Wilkinson 1995, pp. 103–117.
See for example Loquin 2003, no. 186–90.
See for example Nafziger 2004b, pp. 3–8.
See Latty 2007, pp. 301 et seq.
Kahn 1982, p. 100.
Kelsen 1926, pp. 227 et seq.
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from Kelsen’s monism, has very specifically insisted on the different relations
likely to be forged between legal orders: a relationship in which one order is the
presupposition of another; a relationship in which several orders which are independent of each other depend on another; relevance granted unilaterally by one
order to another from which it is independent; a relation of succession between
several orders.45
Due to the difficulty of verifying, in a few lines, the degree of autonomy of the
lex sportiva as regards legal orders likely to restrict its effectiveness,46 only a few
main ‘‘trends’’ will be mentioned, concerning the relationship between the transnational sporting legal order and the national, international and European Union
legal orders.
Insofar as the international sporting bodies have internal legal statutes, they are
by nature subject to the legal order of their headquarters. This being so, the
liberalism of Western democracies permits the self-regulation of the associations
as long as they do not come up against the public order of the states concerned.
Even in this last scenario, as regards the multiplicity of sovereignties, the transnational standard deprived of effects on a given territory is likely to continue to be
applied in the rest of the world. What is more, the increasingly widespread recognition of the CAS by sporting bodies is having the mechanical effect of dispensing with the state judge and often with the application of the states’ laws. The
recognition by the states of the World Anti-Doping Code through the 2005
UNESCO Convention against doping is also helping to ensure the application of
the anti-doping standards of the sporting bodies, without the states’ laws presenting an obstacle any longer.
The issue of doping aside, inter-state solidarity is too weak in the sporting field
for the international legal order to be able to channel or even just effectively rival
the lex sportiva. At European Union level, on the other hand, the autonomy of the
lex sportiva is likely to be affected as soon as its standards have an economic
scope, which is increasingly the case with the commodification and professionalisation of sport since the Samaranch era. This is because the integration of
twenty-seven states into a single legal order is permitting the transnational standard to be effectively countered. The loss of autonomy is only limited, however,
due to the recognition of sport’s particularities by European Union law.47
The concept of Transnational Sports Law therefore offers a suitable theoretical
framework for the analysis of the system of relations forged between the sporting
legal order and the ‘‘public’’ legal orders—the sole obstacles to the unlimited
development of the lex sportiva.

45

Romano 2002, pp. 107 et seq.
For a more in-depth examination of this question, see Latty 2007, pp. 415 et seq.
47
See S. Weatherill: ‘‘Fairness, Openness and the Specific Nature of Sport: Does the Lisbon
Treaty Change EU Sports Law?’’ in this volume.
46
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Public International Sports Law:
A ‘‘Forgotten’’ Discipline?
Andreas Wax

Abstract International sports law has still not been fully researched.1 Therefore, it
is no surprise that public international sports law—a key component of international sports law2—has so far received little attention.3 This is, nonetheless,
somewhat surprising, since public international sports law has undergone extremely interesting developments in recent decades.
The aim of the following short paper is to provide a brief overview of the
previously ‘‘forgotten’’ discipline of public international sports law. For this
purpose, a definition of the concept will first be provided, followed by a
description of its main areas of application.
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1 Definition of Public International Sports Law
Defined in a positive manner, public international sports law includes all norms of
public law that apply to legal issues concerning sport and according to which the
subjects of public international law allow themselves to be directly or indirectly
governed. Defined in a negative manner, public international sports law encompasses all the norms of sports law that are not associated with one of the categories
of national law applicable to sport, including the regulations of national or
international sports organisations, European law covering sport or national sports
law. Public international sports law covers only those norms that directly relate to
sport (public international law on sport), regardless of whether sport also is a
means of regulating other issues.
As an element of public international law, public international sports law is
generally integrated in public international law and obtains legitimacy as well as
legal institutions from the larger field. Of particular interest in this regard are the
legal sources of public international law (Article 38 ICJ Statute), which give rise to
immediately binding rights and obligations to the relevant parties based on public
international law.4 They are different from the norms of soft law. Even when they,
in effect, have political and moral weight but no direct binding legal force, they
deserve attention on the basis of their overarching significance for international
sports.

2 The Scope of Public International Sports Law
Specifically, public international law on sport applies to the following five areas5:
the struggle against apartheid and other forms of prejudice and discrimination in
sport, peacekeeping during the Olympic Games as well as preventing football
hooliganism and combating spectator violence in sport, preventing and fighting
doping in sport and the question of recognising a ‘‘right to sport’’ as a human right.
4
5

Vitzthum 2007, S. 1, 56, MN. 113.
For an extensive discussion of this issue, see Wax (especially 2009), pp. 197 ff.
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These five fields of application can, in turn, be divided into two categories: the
struggle against apartheid (general racism) and other discrimination in sport, the
question concerning the recognition of a ‘‘right to sport’’ as a human right and
the prevention of and fight against doping in sport involving the actual practice of
sport. In this case, it is possible to speak of public international sports law in the
strict sense of the term. Ensuring peace during the Olympic Games and preventing
and combating violence in sport (i.e., at sporting events) do not pertain to sports
activities as such but exist in immediate (spatial) relation to them. This category
consequently involves public international sports law in the broader sense. The
main fields of application of public international sports law are outlined below.

2.1 The Struggle Against Apartheid (in South African Sport)
2.1.1 Findings Relating to Public International Sports Law
In 1968, the General Assembly of the United Nations began passing a series of
resolutions to combat apartheid in sport. The essential content of these resolutions
was a call for discontinuing sports relations with the South African apartheid
regime and the South African sports federations practising apartheid.
In passing Resolution 32/105 M of 14 December 1977, the General Assembly
adopted the International Declaration against Apartheid in Sports in a legally nonbinding form; it was largely a summary of the resolutions previously adopted. To
‘‘expose’’ athletes who engaged or intended to engage in sporting relations with
South Africa, the United Nations Centre against Apartheid under the authority of
the Special Committee against Apartheid published a so-called ‘‘black list’’ containing the names of those persons maintaining sporting contacts with South
Africa. In 1988, the ‘‘black list’’ contained the names of more than 3,000 persons
from 56 countries.
After numerous resolutions it was possible to submit a draft of the International
Convention against Apartheid in Sports to the 40th annual meeting of the UN
General Assembly6; the Convention came into effect on 3 April 1988 and contained provisions that went far beyond the requirements of the International
Declaration. The corresponding measures to combat apartheid in sport include the
denial of financial support to sports clubs, teams or athletes, limiting the potential
uses of public sports facilities and the refusal (and withdrawal) of national honours, awards and official receptions for ‘‘South Africa starters.’’ The Convention
also established the Commission against Apartheid in Sport (CAAS) with a role
consisting of monitoring compliance with the Convention. In furthering the
Convention, the General Assembly adopted annual resolutions aimed at fighting

6

GA Res. 40/64 G v. 10.12.1985 (Policies of apartheid of the Government of South Africa,
International Convention against Apartheid in Sports)
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apartheid in sport up to and including 1993, after which it was determined in 1994
that apartheid no longer existed in South Africa. In addition, the UN Security
Council7 and UNESCO8 were involved with the fight against apartheid in South
African sport, in a legally non-binding manner.

2.1.2 Assessment
From the perspective of public international sports law, the struggle against
apartheid in South African sports occurred in non-binding legal form (soft law),
which is why it is (still) not possible to speak of public international sports law in
this regard. However, these resolutions paved the way for the International Convention against Apartheid in Sports, and thus led to an international agreement
(Article 38, paragraph 1a of the ICJ Statute), which is to say to public international
law. Since the Convention directly applies to issues of (international) sport, its
adoption made it possible to speak of universal public international sports law for
the first time.
However, no Western country and, overall, only 60 States (including only 20 of
the 52 independent African states by the end of apartheid) acceded to the Convention. The general rejection of the Convention was essentially due to the
incompatibility of various provisions with the constitutions of many UN member
states. Moreover, some provisions of the Convention were regarded as unacceptable interference in free international sporting activities, since signatory states
could only indirectly influence the sporting activities of states practising apartheid,
and this only by acquiescing to a reduction of their own sports autonomy. The
refusal of many states to ratify the Convention was, however, more than compensated by the fact that even these states were willing to give their consent to
subsequent resolutions from 1986 onward, admittedly without granting them any
legal force but nevertheless expressing the political will to fight against apartheid
in sport. These states were also regularly involved in the boycott of South African
sports ‘‘The effective scope of the Declaration depends on the willingness of states
to apply it.’’
It is fully acknowledged that South Africa’s isolation in international sport
placed it under a great deal of psychological pressure and the experience of the
sports boycott proved to be a fundamentally effective means of peacefully
opposing racial discrimination both in sport and in general.9 As a result, South
Africa began in 1986 to allow mixed-race teams and mixed-race spectators.
Although this practice was criticised as an attempt to deceive world public
opinion, the United Nations viewed it as a successful outcome of its efforts in the

7

SC Res. 569 (1985) v. 26.7.1985 (South Africa).
UNESCO MINEPS II ED-99/MINEPS II/REF.4.E Rec. 4 v. 25.11.1988 (Promotion of sport
for all and its extension to all sections of the population in a spirit of respect for human dignity)
9
Nafziger 2004, p. 228 at p. 229 f.
8
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fight against apartheid (in sport).10 The role of sport in the elimination of
discrimination is given high value. For instance, Nelson Mandela took the
opportunity of the first Laureus Sports Awards in Monaco on 25 May 2000 to
state: ‘‘Sport has the power to change the world, the power to inspire, the power to
unite people in a way that little else can … It laughs in the face of all kinds of
discrimination.’’11 In this respect, the role of public international law should not be
underestimated. The pressure needed to combat apartheid could only be generated
by the international community (even in a legally non-binding form and manner).
Despite all the weaknesses that were held against the International Convention, it
was a clear sign by governments of their intention to confront apartheid (in South
African sport). With the abolition of apartheid, South Africa could then initiate its
return to the international sports family. After the South African NOC was first
re-admitted to the Olympic Games in 1992, a milestone was set in the postapartheid era (of sport): The Rugby World Cup Final in 1995 between South
Africa and New Zealand became a ‘‘celebration of the lifting of apartheid.’’12 The
images showing Mandela in the stands wearing a Springbok jersey, once the
emblem of the superiority of the white population, went around the world. The fact
that South Africa has now finally returned to the international sports family was
ultimately demonstrated by the successful organisation of the FIFA 2010 World
Cup, an accomplishment that is also attributable to public international sports law.

2.2 Ensuring the Peace During the Olympic Games
2.2.1 Findings Relating to Public International Sports Law
The revival of the Ekecheiria (Olympic truce), which was the longest lasting peace
treaty in history13 and, therefore, an example of early public international law14 (in
the domain of sports), along with the tradition of peacekeeping at the Olympics (or
sometimes worldwide during the duration of the Games) has also now been a
commitment of the United Nations since October 25, 1993, when the General
Assembly adopted resolution 48/11.15 Specifically, it calls on member states
to observe the Olympic truce throughout a period from seven days prior to and
seven days after the Olympic Games. This appeal was first ‘‘answered’’ in a

10

UN Chronicle, August 1986, p. 39.
Cited in UNESCO DG/2004/006 v. 19.1.2004.
12
Chappell 2005.
13
Vassilakis, GA/10415 v. 3.11.2005 (Sixtieth General Assembly, Plenary, 43rd Meeting).
14
Jacobs, Annuaire de l’A.A.A. 1972/73, 52: ‘‘An early example of the impact of sport on the
evolution of international law is provided … by the Games of ancient Greece. These Games …
can also be regarded as one of the first steps in the formation of a genuine international law.’’
15
GA Res. 48/11 v. 25.10.1993 (Observance of the Olympic Truce).
11
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cruel manner. On 5 February 1994, exactly seven days before the opening of the
Olympic Winter Games in Lillehammer and on the very day that the Olympic
ceasefire was first implemented in modern times, a mortar shell fired in the
Bosnian civil war caused a devastating blood bath in the market place of Sarajevo.
Undeterred by this terrible event, the UN General Assembly also adopted resolutions for the Olympic Games in Atlanta and Nagano which urged compliance
with the Olympic ceasefire for the period of the Olympic Games. Resolution 54/34
of 24 November 1999 (Sydney) also appealed to world governments to work
together with the IOC in implementing the ceasefire beyond the period of the
Olympic Games as a means of promoting peace, dialogue and reconciliation in
conflict areas.
Resolution 56/75,16 adopted on 11 December 2001 for the Winter Games in
Salt Lake City, contained significantly more limited aims than its predecessors as a
result of the attacks of 9/11. Although until this time the Olympic truce was
supposed to suspend all hostilities during the Olympic Games and beyond, only the
safe passage and participation of athletes in the Games was to be guaranteed. In
contrast to previous resolutions, there was no longer any call for member states to
take initiatives promoting individual and collective compliance with the ceasefire
and to strive for the peaceful settlement of all international conflicts (through
diplomatic solutions) in accordance with the purposes and principles of the United
Nations. In 2003, the General Assembly began to make renewed calls for the
observance of the Olympic truce. In a slight deviation from resolution 56/75, the
goal of the ceasefire was now ‘‘individually and collectively to promote’’ a
‘‘peaceful environment’’ and to ensure the safe passage and participation of athletes and others participants at the Games. Member states were again asked to
cooperate with the IOC in its efforts to use the Olympic truce ‘‘beyond the period
of the Olympic Games’’ as a means to promote peace, dialogue and reconciliation
in conflict regions.
2.2.2 Assessment
First, it is noteworthy that no resolution in the history of the United Nations was
met with more approval than those of the General Assembly calling for the
Olympic truce. Nevertheless, it is not just the widespread support for the resolutions that is remarkable. Regardless of their legally non-binding nature and despite
the ‘‘setback’’ in 1994 involving Sarajevo, they have actually enjoyed a great deal
of success. For example, the IOC and the Swiss Federal Council acknowledged
that the ceasefire proclaimed on the occasion of the Winter Games in Nagano in
1998 was partly responsible for the United States refraining from invading Iraq in
February 1998. Only then was it possible for Kofi Annan to travel to Baghdad

16

GA Res. 56/75 v. 11.12.2001 (Building a peaceful and better world through sport and the
Olympic ideal).
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in order to conclude an agreement with Saddam Hussein on the evening the closing
ceremony of the Games and thus defuse the crisis.17
In terms of public international sports law, it is clear that the appeals by the
General Assembly in the form of its resolutions have no binding legal force. It is,
nevertheless, possible to describe them as public international sports law whenever
such resolutions are based on the customary law nature of the Olympic truce.18
The question is whether this assessment is correct. Here the following distinctions
must be made. To the extent that any appeal to the Olympic truce propagates a
global and lasting peace, an opinio iuris cannot be assumed to exist. This was
made clear by the 2001 ‘‘break’’ with the purposes of the Olympic truce. As
undeniably demonstrated by the practices of certain countries that heed the call for
Olympic peace only to wage war afterwards,19 the element of general observance
required for customary international law is missing here. In complete contrast, the
‘‘narrow’’ concept of the Olympic ceasefire, i.e., the guarantee of safe passage and
participation of all those taking part in the Games in any manner whatsoever, is
recognisable under customary international law. The widely accepted observance
of this qualified local ceasefire might now be viewed not only as a political
concession but also a legal obligation. Assuming such basis in customary law,
there is still a further question concerning the extent to which there are any
appropriate sanctions for non-compliance. Apart from actions that the IOC may
take against warring host countries on the basis of sports law that involve withdrawal of the Games, there are no applicable concrete sanctions available to
address transgressive behaviour relating to the Olympic ceasefire other than those
basic sanctions permitted by public international law. For this reason, codifying
the content of the relevant resolutions in an international convention would yield
no further significance other than that of a symbolic gesture. One undeniable result
would nevertheless be that ‘‘ensuring the safe passage and participation of athletes
and others at the Games’’ would change from a matter of customary international
law to one of public international sports law.
Furthermore, general recognition of a global, lasting but currently utopian truce
on the basis of customary international law would not give rise to public international sports law, since, in contrast to safe passage to and participation at the
Games, such practice involves an area of life apart from sport, namely ‘‘general’’
peace-building and peacekeeping. Without a doubt, sport would be and is one, if not
the most suitable tool for realising the objectives of the United Nations because of
its impact in furthering international understanding. Although it may be a utopian
idea, sport may one day be the key instrument in bringing about lasting world
peace: ‘‘If we can have peace for 16 days, then maybe we can have it forever.’’20

17

Kidane 1999, S. 48, 50.
Latty 2001, pp. 86, 145.
19
Annan 2003, p. 5: ‘‘Just think what could be achieved … if the Truce had as many
practitioners as it has supporters in paper.’’
20
Vassilakis, GA/10415 v. 3.11.2005 (Sixtieth General Assembly, Plenary, 43rd Meeting).
18
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2.3 Preventing and Combating Doping in Sport
2.3.1 Findings Relating to Public International Sports Law
Subsequent to the Council of Europe’s fight against doping that it had been carrying out since the early 1960s and that involved a series of non-binding resolutions and recommendations, a decisive step in terms of public international sports
law was taken in 1989, when the first intergovernmental agreement against doping
was adopted in the form of the Council of Europe Anti-Doping Convention. The
Convention was extended in 2004 by means of a supplementary protocol, which is
the first binding international agreement recognising the competence of WADA
(World Anti-Doping Agency).
An initial foray by the United Nations into doping occurred by means of
ECOSOC in May 1968. In a manner that matched this legally non-binding resolution,21 UNESCO and the UN General Assembly exhibited a loose commitment
to the fight against doping during the previous century. UNESCO’s International
Charter of Physical Education and Sport of 1978 warned athletes against the
dangers of doping. In November 1995, the General Assembly suggested that
member states should cooperate with the Olympic movement to fight against
doping.22 In November 2003,23 an appeal was made to member states to formulate
an anti-doping convention at the universal level, in association with a request by
UNESCO to work in cooperation with other international and regional organisations in order to coordinate the drafting of such an agreement.
The Convention that the General Assembly called for in November 2003 also
met the requirements of the Copenhagen Declaration on Anti-Doping in Sport on
5th March 2003. In this declaration, the states supporting the WADC (World AntiDoping Code) made a commitment to create an intergovernmental agreement to
strengthen the WADC. This commitment ultimately took the form of the International Convention against Doping in Sport initiated by UNESCO.24 After nearly
two years of intensive work, the Convention was adopted on 19 October 2005 and
entered into force on 1 February 2007. As of 1 September 2010, it had been ratified
by 145 countries.
The Convention states that doping can only be effectively combated through
international cooperation and the gradual harmonisation of the anti-doping standards and practices of governmental authorities and private sports organisations.
Signatories agree to adopt appropriate measures to combat doping in sport in
accordance with the principles of the WADC. Close cooperation among

21

ECOSOC Res. 1968/1925(XLIV) v. 23.5.1968 (Doping).
GA Res. 50/13 v. 7.11.1995 (The Olympic Ideal).
23
GA Res. 58/5 v. 3.11.2003 (Sport as a means to promote education, health, development and
peace).
24
GC UNESCO Res. 32 C/9 v. 15.10.2003 (Preparation of an international anti-doping
convention in sport).
22
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Convention signatories and the WADA or alternatively the WADC is already
discernible in this respect. Specifically, Article 4 of the Convention deals with its
relationship with the WADC. Accordingly, the WADC, the International Standard
for Laboratories and the International Standard for Testing are appended as
supplements to the Convention (for informational purposes) without being components of the Convention. They will not, therefore, become public international
law legally binding on signatory states as a result of their incorporation in the
Convention. Unlike the above-mentioned supplements, the WADA annexes to the
Convention such as the Prohibited List and the Standards for Granting Therapeutic Use Exemptions are, under Art 4, para. 3 of the Convention are integral to
its operation. The appending and referencing of these documents may give the
impression that the WADA, a private organisation, is empowered to create public
international law by making changes to these statutes. However, Article 34 of the
Convention indicates that such is not the case by prescribing a special procedure
for amending the annexes to the Convention.
Generally speaking, the Convention (primarily) undertakes the eradication of
doping by implementing preventive measures. There is no provision in the Convention concerning the imposition of sanctions against doping offenders apart from
the explicit single reference to the WADC in Art. 4, para. 2. Article 17 of the
Convention establishes a Fund for the Elimination of Doping in Sport (voluntary
fund). The resources of the voluntary fund are used to support the signatory states
in their development of programmes to combat doping and to implement or to help
cover the costs of implementing the Convention. Article 28 et seq., regulate the
mechanisms needed to monitor the Convention. Just as in the case of the monitoring group established under the Council of Europe Anti-Doping Convention,
Article 28 of the International Convention sets up a conference of parties as a
steering committee. The tasks of the Conference are to promote the purpose of the
Convention, to decide on deployment of voluntary fund resources, to consider draft
amendments to the Convention and to continuously monitor compliance with it.

2.3.2 Assessment
From the viewpoint of public international sports law, it should first be noted that
the fight against doping initially involved discussions among governments
regarding various legally non-binding resolutions and recommendations (soft law).
Regional forms of public international sports law in this area were first visible
when the Council of Europe Convention was adopted in 1989. The law only
reached a universal level in 2007, when the International Convention against
Doping in Sport came into effect. Moreover, active state commitment to any
specific convention based on public international sports law did not occur until the
latter anti-doping convention, as a result of which it is only now possible to speak
of a ‘‘breakthrough’’ in public international sports law.
Both anti-doping conventions indicate that, in contrast to private sports
organisations that use both preventive and enforcement measures to combat
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doping, the international community is mostly confined to schemes for prevention.
In general, both conventions pursue the same objectives: the Council of Europe
Convention expresses the will of member states to take measures in order to
eradicate doping in sport, and the International Convention demonstrates the same
intentions. The primary goal of the conventions is to provide states and international sports organisations with the same anti-doping regulations; this is also
shown by the recognition of the WADA in both the International Convention and
the Supplementary Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention. They both,
therefore, respond to the argument that the prevention of and fight against doping
in principle can only be efficient and fair if the same rules apply to all parties
involved. Among other things, this goal will be achieved by improving the mutual
cooperation of signatory states and the cooperation between states and sports
organisations as well as by adopting uniform standards to fight against doping.
A legal framework should be provided for this harmonisation which provides
governments with legislative, administrative or policy measures to actively combat
doping. These steps involve tasks that can only be performed by states, such as
restricting the availability of prohibited substances. State activity is essential for
any effective curtailment of doping in sport, since the anti-doping measures of
sports organisations do not generally have sufficient scope.
In general, both conventions reveal that the doping problem can only be
effectively addressed if prevention and enforcement are coordinated worldwide.
Preventive measures alone will hardly deter athletes prepared to dope from
resorting to banned substances or methods. The effective combination of antidoping prevention and enforcement can only succeed if the international community and privately organised sports act together. The partnership principle thus
underlies both conventions.
A weakness of both conventions is the fact that they (only) partially entail a
general obligation to take steps to prevent and fight against doping without mentioning any concrete measures. This is, however, not specific to anti-doping conventions and offers countries a certain amount of flexibility, which also means that
there is no guarantee that all signatory states will act effectively in the same manner.
At the very least, the International Convention is still a clear sign of the
international community’s responsibility in the fight against doping. Under certain
circumstances, this endeavour might have also been realised by a larger number of
non-European states acceding to the Council of Europe Convention. Such extension of the European agreement is theoretically possible, but only a few nonmember states of the Council of Europe were actually aware of it. Furthermore,
such an expansion of a European agreement would have also likely given the
wrong sign. The Council of Europe Convention made its (predominantly
European) signatory states aware of the significance of the doping issue.
The International Convention against Doping in Sport, which was also identified as
a ‘‘fundamental step forward in the harmonisation of the fight against doping,’’25
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simply has, however, the necessary universal ‘‘attire.’’ Governments can now
demonstrate that they really want to fight doping all around the world. If sport is
characterised by its universality, its greatest scourge—doping—must also ultimately be universally fought. Insofar as private sports organisations are concerned,
this has been happening for some years by means of the WADC. The (universal)
international community now has the means at hand to meet its self-proclaimed
responsibility. This is the added value that the International Convention has over
the Council of Europe Convention. There is still no answer to the question concerning the extent to which public international sports law is in fact the appropriate
means to alleviate or even eliminate the problem of doping in sport. The will to
undertake collectively the prevention of and fight against doping is certainly
evident: ratification of the Convention is occurring around the world. It is now up
to the signatory states to ensure the practical effectiveness of its provisions.

3 Conclusion
This brief description of each area to which public international sports law applies
makes it clear that public international sports law is a central component of
international sports law. In an era when sport is undergoing steady juridification,
public international sports law represents an appropriate corrective measure made
necessary by the internationalisation of sport. Firstly, the statutes and regulations
of international sports organisations have an appropriate ‘‘doubles partner’’ in the
legal regulations governing international sport. Secondly, international public
sports law is the suitable instrument for regulating international sports (and consequently enhancing their prestige) in those areas that elude the regulatory powers
of international sports federations due to the nature of such organisations. International public sports law can do this simultaneously without affecting the
autonomy of the sport. Therefore, the appeal for public international sports law,
together with international law on sports associations was aptly made nearly
40 years ago, when Luc Silance stated: ‘‘Sport law can only be international, since
we are living in an era of frequent travel and established international relations.’’26
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Is There Such a Thing as EU Sports Law?
Stephen Weatherill

Abstract After Lisbon there is no longer any doubt that the EU has a legitimate,
if subordinate, role in the field of sport. There will be legislation (of a supporting
nature): there will be a budget. And the Treaty does at last contain material capable
of nourishing the Court’s interpretation of the free movement and competition
rules in the particular context of sport. The specific nature of sport is now written
into the Treaty. However, since the Court and the Commission have not in the past
blindly applied EU law to sport as if it were a ‘normal’ industry it remains to be
seen whether Lisbon really changes anything or whether instead it simply confirms
existing practice. That latter seems more probable. So: there is such a thing as EU
sports law, but it is very different from—and much less comprehensive than—any
understanding of sports law at national level. And yet, in so far as the strongest
claim that the label ‘sports law’ is intellectually coherent is built on the inquiry
into how far one should recognise that sport is sufficiently different from ‘normal’
commercial activity to deserve distinct legal treatment, both EU sports law and
national sports law are asking thematically similar questions. And, at both EU and
at national level, the hottest topics in sports law tend to concern disagreement
over whether the applicable legal standards are adequately attuned to the special
features of sport.
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1 Introduction
The simple answer to the question posed in the title to this paper is: yes, there is
such a thing as EU sports law!
But most simple answers tend to mislead, and the risk is real here too. There is
such a thing as EU sports law, in the sense that since the entry into force of the Treaty
of Lisbon on 1 December 2009 sport has been explicitly recognised as an area in
which the EU has authority to intervene. However, this is apt to mislead in two quite
different senses. First, it obscures the point that December 2009 was certainly a
notable milestone in the shaping of EU sports law, but that in fact the relevant
newly-introduced Treaty provisions are cautiously drafted and limited in their scope.
They emphatically do not elevate the EU to the position of general ‘sports regulator’
in Europe. So, in short, one should not get too excited about them. Second, a focus on
the Treaty reforms of 2009 obscures appreciation that for some 35 years the EU has
already exerted an influence on sports governance in Europe. Beginning with its
famous Walrave and Koch judgment in 19741 the Court of Justice has subjected sport
to the requirements of what was then EC law, and is now EU law, in so far as it
constitutes an economic activity. So sport has been brought within the explicit scope
of the EU Treaties only as late as December 2009 but well in advance of that date
sport, though unmentioned by the Treaty, was required to comply with its rules in so
far as it constituted an economic activity—which meant, most prominently, that
sporting practices fell to be tested against the Treaty prohibitions against practices
which are anti-competitive or which obstruct inter-State trade or which discriminate
on the basis of nationality. So an EU sports law (of sorts) developed as a result of the
steady accretion of decisional practice where sporting rules exerted an economic
effect and interfered with the fulfilment of the EU’s mission.
This paper begins by considering the provisions on sport which were introduced
into the EU Treaties by the Lisbon Treaty with effect from December 2009. It then
steps backwards to show how, beginning in 1974, EU law has affected sport
by subjecting its practices to control, initially in the name of promoting free
movement of players across borders and more recently in the name of competition
law. So there was already, pre-2009, a type of ‘EU sports law.’ The EU did not
1
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stipulate how sport should be organised: but it did rule out choices that contravene
the Treaty. The paper then reflects on whether the provisions introduced in 2009
are likely to change the shape of this pre-existing EU sports law. They might! It
then concludes: yes, there is such a thing as EU sports law, and it is of practical
importance and intellectual interest, but it is less systematic and comprehensive
than one would expect to find at national level.

2 The Lisbon Treaty
The overall structural effect of the Lisbon reforms is formally to abolish the
three pillar structure crafted for the EU at Maastricht twenty years ago. From 1
December 2009 the European Union has been founded on two Treaties which have
the same legal value: the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). It is the amendments to what was the
EC Treaty, and is now the TFEU, which grant sport its newly recognised formal
status within the EU’s legal order.
However, inspection of the detailed content of this competence newly granted
by the Member States to the EU is rather deflating, at least for those who would
advocate a more aggressive role for the EU. The details are found in the rambling
Part Three of the TFEU, which is entitled ‘Union Policies and Internal Actions’,
specifically in Title XII of Part Three Education, Vocational Training, Youth
and Sport. Under the post-Lisbon re-numbering the relevant Treaty Articles are
Articles 165 and 166 TFEU.
Article 165 stipulates that the Union ‘shall contribute to the promotion of European sporting issues, while taking account of the specific nature of sport, its structures
based on voluntary activity and its social and educational function.’ And, pursuant to
Article 165(2), Union action shall be aimed at ‘developing the European dimension
in sport, by promoting fairness and openness in sporting competitions and cooperation between bodies responsible for sports, and by protecting the physical and moral
integrity of sportsmen and sportswomen, especially the youngest sportsmen and
sportswomen.’ Article 165(3) adds that the Union and the Member States ‘shall foster
cooperation with third countries and the competent international organisations in the
field of education and sport, in particular the Council of Europe.’
Article 165(4) provides that in order to contribute to the achievement of
the objectives referred to in the Article, the European Parliament and Council,
acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure, after consulting the
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, shall adopt
incentive measures, excluding any harmonisation of the laws and regulations of
the Member States; and that the Council, on a proposal from the Commission, shall
adopt recommendations.
Sport has been included in the Treaty, but there is no intent to elevate the EU to
a position of primary importance. A legislative competence is conferred on the
EU—but a feeble one. What is created is merely a supporting competence for the
EU, the weakest type of the three principal types of competence mapped in Title I
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of Part One of the TFEU. The basic competence descriptor is found in Article 6(e)
TFEU: ‘The Union shall have competence to carry out actions to support,
coordinate or supplement the actions of the Member States.’ The areas of such
action shall, at European level, include (inter alia) ‘education, vocational training,
youth and sport.’ Moreover the provisions are drawn carefully and narrowly,
stressing that the Union shall do no more than ‘contribute’ to the promotion of
European sporting issues. And though legislation may be adopted, it is confined to
‘incentive measures, excluding any harmonisation.’
This cautiously drawn formula is designed to reassure those who fear the rise of
the EU as a sports regulator. The Commission’s 2007 White Paper on Sport,
following the Nice Declaration of 2000, had declared that ‘sporting organisations
and Member States have a primary responsibility in the conduct of sporting affairs,
with a central role for sports federations.’2 The Lisbon Treaty is consistent with
this deferential attitude. The EU’s role, though formally recognised, is plainly
designed to be limited and it lacks concrete shape.
The Lisbon reforms create institutional momentum. May 2010 saw the first
formal meeting of sports ministers within the EU’s structure. An EU budget stream
will be created. It is likely to be small, but the pre-Lisbon position whereby
any sports related project needed to be fitted often awkwardly into some other
project where the EC did hold a competence has been brought to an end.3 The
Commission’s 2007 White Paper on Sport already provided a framework for EU
action, and the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty is likely to help in facilitating
a coherent and financially secure, if modest, pattern of development.

3 EU Sports Law Before 2009
With effect from 2009 the EU is competent to adopt legislation affecting sport.
But, as explained, the scope of that legislative competence is narrow. It certainly
does not allow the EU to usurp the proper place of sports organisations in selecting
their preferred system of governance nor does it envisage the setting aside of
applicable national law. However it is a long-standing accusation of those engaged
in sports governance that the EU damages the autonomy of decision-making that is
so cherished by sports federations. This complaint relates to the requirement that
sporting practices must comply with EU law in so far as they exert economic
effects. EU free movement law and competition law apply to sport (and to all other
economic activities) and in principle they always have done, ever since the entry
into force of the original Treaties in the 1950s. This puts into perspective the
2
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deceptive modesty of the Lisbon reforms. 2009 heralded the advent of the
EU’s—negligible – role as a legislator in the field of sport, but the EU has long
been an influence. It is here, in understanding how and why EU free movement and
competition law has been applied to sport, that one appreciates that there has
emerged a brand of ‘EU sports law.’
The Court has consistently taken the view that in so far as it constitutes an
economic activity sport falls within the scope of the Treaty and sporting practices
must comply with the rules contained therein. But they may comply, even if
apparently antagonistic to the foundational values of the Treaty. In the landmark
decision in Walrave and Koch the Court accepted that the Treaty rule forbidding
discrimination on grounds of nationality does not affect the composition of
national representative sides. Such ‘sporting discrimination’ defines the very
nature of international competition, and EU law does not call it into question.
So EU law applies to sport, but it is not assumed that sport is merely an industry
like any other. There is scope for sport to show why it is special. And it is here, in
assessing the strength of such claimed ‘special’ status, that the EU begins to shape
its own distinctive sports law—one that, more concretely, decides whether there is
enough that is distinctive in the nature of sport to deserve insulation from the
normal assumptions of EU trade law, in particular those provisions which control
obstacles to cross-border trade, anti-competitive practices and discriminatory
practices.
The core of the challenge is well captured by the Court in its famous Bosman
ruling:
‘In view of the considerable social importance of sporting activities and in particular
football in the Community, the aims of maintaining a balance between clubs by preserving
a certain degree of equality and uncertainty as to results and of encouraging the recruitment and training of young players must be accepted as legitimate.’4

The Court, while finding that the particular practices impugned in Bosman fell
foul of the Treaty because they did not adequately contribute to these legitimate
aims, showed itself in principle receptive to embrace of the special features of
sport. So sport’s distinctive concerns were not recognised by the Treaty but they
were drawn in to the assessment of sport’s compliance with the rules of the Treaty.
The story of the manner in which first the Court and more recently the
Commission developed EU law in its application to sport is told in full elsewhere.5
There have been disputes along the way, typically where sports bodies protest that
the EU’s institutions have been insufficiently respectful of sporting autonomy.
At a more theoretical level it has sometimes been left obscure whether sporting
practices escape the scope of the Treaty or whether they fall within it but are
treated as justified.6 Interesting and important though such objections and debates
4
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are, they do not undermine the core of the narrative which is that both Court and
Commission have committed themselves to applying EU trade law with due
appreciation of the legitimate concerns and the special status of sport. This
commitment is persuasively captured by the notion that the institutions have
accordingly sought to shape a type of ‘EU sports law.’
Deliége provides a good example. The litigation concerned selection of individual athletes (in casu, judokas) for international competition.7 Participation was
not open. One had to be chosen by the national federation. If one was not chosen,
one’s economic interests would be damaged. This was a classic case which
brought the basic organisational structure of sport into contact with the economic
interests of participants. The Court stated that selection rules ‘inevitably have the
effect of limiting the number of participants in a tournament’ but that ‘such a
limitation is inherent in the conduct of an international high-level sports event,
which necessarily involves certain selection rules or criteria being adopted.’8
Accordingly the rules did not in themselves constitute a restriction on the freedom
to provide services prohibited by the Treaty. So a detrimental effect felt by an
individual sportsman does not mean that rules are incompatible with the Treaty.
The Deliége judgment is respectful of sporting autonomy, but according to reasoning which treats EU law and ‘internal’ sports law as potentially overlapping.
The application of the Treaty competition rules to sport was a matter carefully
avoided by the Court in Bosman itself. But the Commission came to adopt a
functionally comparable approach to sport: that is, it did not exclude sport from
supervision pursuant to the relevant Treaty provisions but equally it did not rule
out that sport might present some peculiar characteristics that should be taken
into account in the analysis. The Commission’s ENIC/UEFA decision offers an
illustration.9 It concluded that rules forbidding multiple ownership of football
clubs suppressed demand but were indispensable to the maintenance of a credible
competition marked by uncertainty as to the outcome of all matches. A competition’s basic character would be damaged were fans to suspect the clubs were not
playing to win. The principal message here is that sporting practices typically have
an economic effect and that accordingly they cannot be sealed off from the
expectations of the Treaty. However, within the area of overlap between EU law
and ‘internal’ sports law there is room for recognition of the features of sport
which may differ from ‘normal’ industries. That, in short, is where ‘EU sports law’
grows.
Meca-Medina and Majcen v Commission concerned the status under EU law of
anti-doping controls.10 The Court of Justice stated that ‘the mere fact that a rule is
purely sporting in nature does not have the effect of removing from the scope of
the Treaty the person engaging in the activity governed by that rule or the body

7
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which has laid it down.’11 And if the sporting activity in question falls within
the scope of the Treaty, the rules which govern that activity must satisfy the
requirements of the Treaty ‘which, in particular, seek to ensure freedom of
movement for workers, freedom of establishment, freedom to provide services,
or competition.’12 A practice may be of a sporting nature - and perhaps even
‘purely sporting’ in intent—but it falls to be tested against the demands of EU
trade law where it exerts economic effects. But, just as in Bosman, the Court in
Meca-Medina did not abandon its thematically consistent readiness to ensure that
sport’s special concerns should be carefully and sensitively fed into the analysis.
It took the view that the general objective of the rules was to combat doping in
order for competitive sport to be conducted on a fair basis; and the adverse effect
of penalties on athletes’ freedom of action must be considered to be inherent in the
anti-doping rules. The rules challenged in Bosman were not in the Court’s view
necessary to protect sport’s legitimate concerns but in Meca-Medina the Court
concluded that the sport’s governing body was entitled to maintain its rules.
It had not been shown that the rules concerning the definition of an offence or
the severity of the penalties imposed went beyond what was necessary for the
organisation of the sport.
Meca-Medina serves as an authoritative statement of the conditional autonomy
of sports federations under EU law. And in addition, and central to the primary
importance of the ruling, it is an assertion of the need for a case-by-case examination of the compatibility of sporting practices with the Treaty. This aspect of the
ruling was duly emphasised in the Commission’s White Paper on Sport issued in
July 200713 as a basis for rejecting the pleas of sports federations for a general
exemption from the application of EU law. A general exemption is ‘neither
possible nor warranted,’ in the judgement of the Commission.14
There is an EU sports law and policy to be extracted here, albeit that its
character is influenced by the eccentric development generated by the Treaty’s
absence of any sports-specific material and the essentially incremental nature of
litigation and complaint-handling. Formally what is at stake is a batch of decisions
determining whether or not particular challenged practices comply with the Treaty.
One may disagree with the outcomes and, moreover, one may lament the uncertainty of case-by-case adjudication,15 but one can readily discern thematic principles binding together the decisional practice—respect for fair play, credible
competition, national representative teams, and so on. And challenged practices,
ranging from rules against multiple club ownership16 to selection for international
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competition17 to collective selling of broadcasting rights18 to anti-doping
controls,19 survived scrutiny pursuant to EU law. The EU was not competent to
mandate by legislation the structure of sports governance in Europe, and even after
the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in 2009 its legislative reach is not
remotely of this length. But, in the application of the EU Treaty rules on free
movement and competition, EU sports law has taken shape.

4 The Impact of the Lisbon Treaty on Pre-Existing
EU Sports Law
The result of the evolved pattern sketched above is that sports bodies need to
engage with EU law—they need to persuade the Court and/or the Commission of
the virtue of their practices as essential elements in the organisation of sports.
Some are smarter than others. UEFA, in particular, is notable for adapting its
strategy towards a more co-operative model.20 The good sense of this strategy is
all the plainer after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in December 2009.
Sporting bodies can no longer sensibly claim that sport is none of the EU’s
business. And the most intriguing aspect of the newly introduced Treaty provisions
dealing with sport is not the attribution of a legislative competence to the EU.
That, as explained, is unlikely to yield anything striking. The tantalising question
is whether the long-established shape of ‘EU sports law,’ as an accumulation of
decisions concerning free movement and competition law, will be altered as a
result of the Lisbon reform.
Article 165 TFEU stipulates that the Union ‘shall contribute to the promotion of
European sporting issues, while taking account of the specific nature of sport, its
structures based on voluntary activity and its social and educational function.’ One
can readily anticipate that sporting bodies will reframe their defence of established
practices by appeal to (in particular) ‘the specific nature of sport.’ The Treaty—
federations will argue—directs that the specific nature of sport be taken into
account, and who better to grasp and preserve that specific nature than the federations themselves. So the argument that the EU and sport do not overlap is
dead—the argument that from December 2009 the Lisbon reforms should be read
as having created a more generous zone of sporting autonomy is a good deal more
interesting. In comparable vein sporting organisations will doubtless not be slow to
champion sport’s ‘social and educational function’—now recognised at the level
of the Treaty.
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But these arguments are by no means compelling. A response is: in fact the
Court and the Commission have always taken account of the specific nature of
sport, and they have never denied its social and educational function (in some
contexts). As explained, rules against multiple club ownership, systems of
selection for international competition, collective selling of broadcasting rights
and so on have been given a green light under EU law in the past. Another view of
Article 165 TFEU is that it simply codifies the core of the Court’s long-standing
acceptance that sport is special—but that how special it truly is must be determined
on a case-by-case basis.
Lisbon: something new or something familiar? On verra. It is, however, notable
that the Declarations on Sport agreed at Amsterdam and Nice, which, though not
legally binding, are still comparable in content to the Lisbon provisions, were duly
considered by the Court in Deliege21 and in Lehtonen22 but treated as mere
confirmation of its established practice. It resisted any temptation to soften its
approach. In the first ‘post-Lisbon’ sports-related judgment, Bernard,23 the Court
similarly used Lisbon to ‘corroborate’ its own case law, which suggests it is not
minded to alter course—although the judgment is brief on the point. It seems
probable that sport can, at last, rely on explicit wording contained in the Treaty to
structure its argument that sport is ‘special.’ But this is likely to be revealed as no
more than a confirmation of how the Court has always treated sport since Walrave
and Koch.
However, the direction to ‘take account of the specific nature of sport’ does not
exhaust the innovative character of Article 165 TFEU. Article 165(2) provides that
Union action shall be aimed at ‘developing the European dimension in sport, by
promoting fairness and openness in sporting competitions and cooperation
between bodies responsible for sports, and by protecting the physical and moral
integrity of sportsmen and sportswomen, especially the youngest sportsmen and
sportswomen.’ There is material here that could be deployed as part of legal
argument: especially ‘fairness’ and ‘openness.’ Are these candidate principles of
EU sports law? It is at least possible that whereas prior to the entry into force of the
Lisbon Treaty in 2009 one had to dig deep into decisional practice in order to find
‘principles’ of EU sports law, now Article 165 TFEU offers them up in more overt
fashion.
Building a systematic set of ‘principles’ of EU sports law is an attractive
project, and one encouraged by the Lisbon Treaty reforms.24 Beyond that task, one
would wish to inquire further what bite ‘fairness’ and ‘openness’ might offer in
practice. Are they aspirational, or are they operational? Take ‘openness’: is it a
vague aim, devoid of practical legal significance, or can it be made concrete?
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Might be employed to argue for example that EU law, interpreted in the light of
Article 165(2) TFEU, does not tolerate rules that exclude non-nationals from
competitions designed to crown a national champion? Access restrictions vary
state by state, sport by sport, and it is at least possible that recognition of the
promotion of openness as a feature of the European dimension of sport will
strengthen the force of a legal challenge by an excluded participant. Similarly
‘fairness’ may have more than presentational value. The promotion of ‘fairness’
was cited as a rationale of UEFA’s Financial Fair Play Regulations in a written
answer given in 2010 by M Barnier on behalf of the Commission in response to a
Parliamentary Question about debt in European football.25 Admittedly this does
not amount to formal approval of the Regulations, which, as the answer makes
explicit, must comply with basic EU trade law, but as a minimum it shows how the
Lisbon changes, specifically embrace of ‘fairness,’ are re-structuring the way in
which the interaction of EU law and sport is examined—even if this does not
necessarily mean that eventual outcomes will be different.

5 Conclusion
After Lisbon there is no longer any doubt that the EU has a legitimate, if subordinate, role in the field of sport. There will be legislation (of a supporting nature):
there will be a budget. And the Treaty does at last contain material capable of
nourishing the Court’s interpretation of the free movement and competition rules
in the particular context of sport. The specific nature of sport is now written into
the Treaty. One would suppose that sporting bodies would no longer waste time
claiming EU law has no application to their activities and instead seek to rely on
the wording of the new provisions as a basis for minimising the transformative
effect of EU law on their practice. However, since the Court and the Commission
have not in the past blindly applied EU law to sport as if it were a ‘normal’
industry it remains to be seen whether Lisbon really changes anything or whether
instead it simply confirms existing practice. That latter seems more probable.
So the heart of ‘EU sports law’ is the well-established pattern according to
which sporting practices are checked for compliance with EU trade law, most
conspicuously free movement and competition law. This inquiry has always
involved assessment of sport’s special character—and, since 2009, this is
explicitly recognised by the Treaty. However, EU law is far from comprehensive
in its reach. There is very little legislative activity at EU level which concerns
sport directly, and its ‘negative’ effect—the Treaty prohibitions—is focused on
practices which are anti-competitive or which obstruct inter-State trade. The EU
has little to do with defining property rights or contract law or crime. So: there is
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E-4628/2010, available via http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?language=MT&
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such a thing as EU sports law, but it is very different from—and much less
comprehensive than—any understanding of sports law at national level. And yet,
in so far as the strongest claim that the label ‘sports law’ is intellectually coherent
is built on the inquiry into how far one should recognise that sport is sufficiently
different from ‘normal’ commercial activity to deserve distinct legal treatment,
both EU sports law and national sports law are asking thematically similar
questions. And, at both EU and at national level, the hottest topics in sports law
tend to concern disagreement over whether the applicable legal standards are
adequately attuned to the special features of sport.
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1 Introduction
The Lisbon Treaty has for the first time brought sport within the explicit reach of
the Treaties establishing the EU. It is, however, well known that the EU has a track
record of almost forty years in subjecting the practices of sports bodies to the
control of the Treaty rules governing free movement law and competition. So, as a
minimum, the Lisbon Treaty makes a change that looks more dramatic than it
actually is—the Lisbon Treaty marks the first time that sport is explicitly and
unambiguously affected by EU law but the practice of an interplay between EU
law and sport pre-dates Lisbon and is, in short, nothing new. The more awkward
question asks whether Lisbon alters any of the pre-existing practice. In particular,
do the provisions on sport inserted by the Treaty of Lisbon run contrary to the
existing decisional practice of the Court and/or the Commission? For sporting
organisations the hope is that even if Lisbon has not delivered an exemption from
the application of EU law it may nonetheless increase the level of autonomy they
enjoy. This is where the impact of the Lisbon Treaty is and will remain contested,
especially in the context of the Lisbon Treaty’s explicit embrace of the ‘specific
nature’ of sport, a concept that is clearly centrally important yet left undefined in
the Treaty. The purpose of this short paper is to argue, first, that the structure of the
analysis of the compatibility of sporting practices with EU law will be rhetorically
affected by the Lisbon Treaty; and second to agree that it is possible that the
Lisbon Treaty will mark a change in the interpretation and application of free
movement and competition law to sport, but that this is by no means inevitable—
and still less is it necessarily desirable. Using two small-scale case studies, concerning fairness and openness, the paper shows how the Lisbon reforms offer the
possibility of driving EU sports law according to new guiding principles of
interpretation. In judging whether change is helpful, much rests on one’s perception of whether EU law was truly inattentive of sport’s special character in the
first place.

2 The Lisbon Treaty: The New Provisions
The Lisbon Treaty brings sport within the explicit reach of the founding Treaties
for the first time. The effect of the Lisbon reforms is formally to abolish the three
pillar structure crafted for the EU at Maastricht. From 1 December 2009 the
European Union has been founded on two Treaties which have the same legal
value: the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union (TFEU). It is the amendments to what was the EC Treaty, and
is now the TFEU, which grant sport its newly recognised formal status.
In formal terms, it is profoundly significant that the Lisbon Treaty brings sport
within the explicit reach of EU law. The EU does not possess, and never has
possessed, general regulatory competence. Instead it has only the competences and
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powers attributed to it by its Treaties. In the EC Treaty this was stipulated in
Article 5(1) EC, whereas since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty this
‘principle of conferral’ is located in Article 5 TEU. Sport was not a conferred
competence prior to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty—more, it was not
even mentioned in the Treaty prior to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty.
Now it has been added to the list.
However, although the fact of sport’s addition to the list of EU competences is
undeniably important, the detailed content of this competence newly granted by
the Member States to the EU is far less remarkable. The details are located in the
ramblingly huge Part Three of the TFEU, which is entitled ‘Union Policies and
Internal Actions’, specifically in Title XII of Part Three Education, Vocational
Training, Youth and Sport. Sport, as a newly granted EU competence, is inserted
into an amended version of Chapter 3 in Title XI of the old EC Treaty, which was
designated ‘Education, Vocational Training and Youth.’ Under the post-Lisbon renumbering the relevant Treaty Articles are Articles 165 and 166 TFEU.
Article 165 TFEU stipulates that the Union ‘shall contribute to the promotion of
European sporting issues, while taking account of the specific nature of sport, its
structures based on voluntary activity and its social and educational function.’
And, pursuant to Article 165(2), Union action shall be aimed at ‘developing the
European dimension in sport, by promoting fairness and openness in sporting
competitions and cooperation between bodies responsible for sports, and by protecting the physical and moral integrity of sportsmen and sportswomen, especially
the youngest sportsmen and sportswomen.’ Article 165(3) adds that the Union and
the Member States ‘shall foster cooperation with third countries and the competent
international organisations in the field of education and sport, in particular the
Council of Europe.’
Article 165(4) provides that in order to contribute to the achievement of the
objectives referred to in the Article, the European Parliament and Council, acting
in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure, after consulting the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, shall adopt
incentive measures, excluding any harmonisation of the laws and regulations of
the Member States; and that the Council, on a proposal from the Commission, shall
adopt recommendations.

3 Negotiating Lisbon
The detail of these provisions will be examined below, but there is an intriguing
story underpinning the emergence of this wording. It was by no means inevitable
that sport would emerge as a formal EU competence as a result of the process of
Treaty revision which was set in motion by the Laeken Declaration agreed in
December 2001 at a meeting of the European Council in Belgium and which led
via the Convention on the Future of Europe and the failed Treaty establishing a
Constitution to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in December 2009.
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Political ripples had admittedly begun to reach the surface. Sport reached the EU’s
political agenda in a visible manner before the turn of the millennium. However, at
Amsterdam and subsequently, in more sophisticated form, at Nice, all that had
been extracted from the process of Treaty reform was a non-binding Declaration
on sport, couched in aspirational and frankly vague terms. Sports bodies had not
been able to provoke the relevant political actors to grant them an exemption from
EU law—and in fact it appeared they had not even extracted anything conducive to
teasing wider their sphere of autonomy. For the Court, at its first opportunity,
declared the Amsterdam Declaration ‘consistent’ with its own case law.1 Change
was not afoot. At first the Convention on the Future of Europe seemed likely to
offer similar resistance to sporting change. Working Group V on Complementary
Competencies, chaired by Henning Christophersen, concluded in its Final Report,
published on 4 November 2002, that ‘A proposal providing for the adoption of
supporting measures with respect to international sports was not broadly supported’ and sport was consequently excluded from the list of matters which the
Working Group recommended be treated as apt for supporting measures adopted
by the EU.2
But sports bodies are formidably well equipped to burrow beneath the surface.
Both during the Convention on the Future of Europe, which stretched from early
2002 to the middle of 2003, and the subsequent intergovernmental conference
which finally agreed the text of the Treaty establishing a Constitution in late 2004
individuals and organisations representing interests of sporting bodies were able to
gain access to the process of negotiation in order to achieve, first, inclusion of
sport in the text and, second, adaptation of the relevant provisions better to suit the
preferences of sports bodies. This story is told in full elsewhere – the core of the
narrative is the realisation on the part of sports bodies that it was politically
impossible to extract an exemption from the application of EU law but that they
could nevertheless induce a recognition in the Treaty of their particular concerns
and sensitivities.3 That—they hoped— might form the basis for subsequent
attempts to persuade the EU’s institutions—most of all, the Court and the Commission—to soften the grip of EU law on sporting practices. The ultimate prize
was greater autonomy from EU law, if not its total exclusion. And although the
Treaty establishing a Constitution was capsized by its rejection in popular referenda in France and the Netherlands in 2005 its provisions on sport were rehabilitated in the Lisbon Treaty. So what is now Article 165 TFEU, set out above, was
the product of hard bargaining culminating in agreement at the IGC in late 2004,
and the deal on sport was then carefully preserved untouched as the Lisbon Treaty

1

Cases C-51/96 & C-191/97 Deliege v Ligue de Judo [2000] ECR I-2549 paras 41–42; Case
C-176/96 Lehtonen et al. v FRSB [2000] ECR I-2681 paras. 32–33.
2
CONV 375/1/02, http://register.consilium.europa.eu/pdf/en/02/cv00/cv00375-re01.en02.pdf,
last accessed 29 July 2010.
3
Garcia and Weatherill (2011).
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was shoved through the ratification process with calculatedly minimal input from
the sceptical peoples of Europe.

4 New—Or Not So New?
On the face of it, Article 165 TFEU is a major breakthrough for EU sports law.
Sport is for the first time brought explicitly within the scope of the EU Treaties.
And yet Article 5(1) TEU itself is deceptive. The principle of conferral operates
rather differently in practice from normal expectation—most of all, the mere fact
that a matter is not the subject of explicit mention in the Treaty does not mean, and
never has meant, that it is wholly immune from the influence of EU law.
This is because there are two dimensions to the competence of the EU. The first
is positive—or legislative. The EU cannot put in place common rules in a sector
unless the Treaty authorises such legislation. Sport was, prior to the entry into
force of the Lisbon Treaty, devoid of such authorisation and consequently any
sports-relevant legislative activity had to be adopted pursuant to other sectorspecific powers. So, for example, the designation of 2004 as the European Year of
Sport was necessarily presented in the governing legal measure as the European
Year of Education through Sport, based on what was then Article 149 EC on
education.4 In this respect the Lisbon Treaty marks an important change. With
effect from 1 December 2009 legislation directly concerned with sport may be
validly adopted by the EU, and there will be a (small) budget. The Commission’s
2007 White Paper on Sport already provides a framework for EU action,5 and the
entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty is likely to prove important in facilitating a
coherent and financially secure pattern of development—although the limits of
such legislative intervention are drawn with some care, both by Article 165 and by
Article 6(e) TFEU, the master provision governing supporting competences, the
weakest of the three main types of competence conferred on the EU which are
mapped in Title I of Part One of the TFEU.
So much for positive law, or legislation. The second dimension of the EU’s
competence is negative. This involves forbidding practices which run contrary to
the core principles of the Treaty. So practices that are hostile to the free movement
of goods, persons and services across borders are likely to fall foul of the prohibitions contained in the Treaty; so too anti-competitive practices and practices that
discriminate on the basis of nationality. Any sector which has the economic
context necessary to bring it within the scope of the Treaty is subject to the
discipline of these Treaty rules, and it does not matter at all that the sector in
question is left unmentioned in the text of the Treaty. It is here, in the broad scope

4

Dec 291/2003/EC [2003] OJ L43/1.
COM (2007) 391. Full documentation is available via http://ec.europa.eu/sport/white-paper/
index_en.htm, last accessed 29 July 2010.
5
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of EU negative law as a set of legal prohibitions, that sport has long found itself
subject to control rooted in EU law. Lisbon does not change this basic pattern. ‘EU
sports law’—meaning the control of sporting practices pursuant to the ‘negative’
law provisions of the Treaty—has long compromised the autonomy of sports
bodies active on EU territory. Article 165 TFEU does not concern this basic point
of principle at all.
‘EU sports law’ has emerged from the collection of decisions issued by the
Court and more recently the Commission which apply free movement and competition law (in particular) to the sports sector. The decisional practice visibly
accepts the peculiar characteristics of professional sport as relevant to the legal
assessment in the light of EU law. Walrave and Koch,6 famously the Court’s first
venture in the practices of sports bodies, rejected a line of reasoning rooted in
respect for sporting autonomy that would have rigidly separated sports governance
from EC law and preferred instead the view that in so far as it constitutes an
economic activity sport falls within the scope of the Treaty and sporting practices
must comply with the rules contained therein. But they may comply, even if
apparently antagonistic to the foundational values of the Treaty. In Walrave and
Koch the Court accepted that the Treaty rule forbidding discrimination on grounds
of nationality does not affect the composition of national representative sides. Such
‘sporting discrimination’ defines the very nature of international competition, and
EU law does not call it into question.
In its even more famous Bosman ruling7 the Court declared that:
‘In view of the considerable social importance of sporting activities and in particular
football in the Community, the aims of maintaining a balance between clubs by preserving
a certain degree of equality and uncertainty as to results and of encouraging the recruitment and training of young players must be accepted as legitimate.’8

The Court, while finding that the particular practices impugned in Bosman fell
foul of the Treaty because they did not adequately contribute to these legitimate
aims, showed itself receptive to embrace of the special features of sport. So sport’s
distinctive concerns are not explicitly recognised by the Treaty but they are drawn
in to the assessment of sport’s compliance with the rules of the internal market
(in casu, free movement) by a Court which is visibly anxious to identify what is
legitimate in the special circumstances of professional sport. Similarly in
Meca-Medina and Majcen v Commission9 the Court refused to accept that choices
about anti-doping rules in swimming could be exempted from review pursuant to
EU law but the Court in Meca-Medina did not abandon its thematically consistent
readiness to ensure that sport’s special concerns should be carefully and sensitively
fed into the analysis. It took the view that the general objective of the rules was to
combat doping in order for competitive sport to be conducted on a fair basis; and
6
7
8
9

Case 36/74 [1974] ECR 1405.
Case C-415/93 [1995] ECR I-4921.
Para. 106.
Case C-519/04 P [2006] ECR I-6991.
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the adverse effect of penalties on athletes’ freedom of action must be considered to
be inherent in the anti-doping rules. The rules challenged in Bosman were not in
the Court’s view necessary to protect sport’s legitimate concerns but in
Meca-Medina the Court concluded that the sport’s governing body was entitled to
maintain its rules. It had not been shown that the rules concerning the definition of
an offence or the severity of the penalties imposed went beyond what was necessary for the organisation of the sport.
The application of the Treaty competition rules to sport was a matter carefully
avoided by the Court in Bosman itself. But the Commission came to adopt a
functionally comparable approach to sport: that is, it did not exclude sport from
supervision pursuant to the relevant Treaty provisions but equally it did not rule
out that sport might present some peculiar characteristics that should be taken into
account in the analysis. In ENIC/UEFA the Commission concluded that rules
forbidding multiple ownership of football clubs suppressed demand but were
indispensable to the maintenance of a credible competition marked by uncertainty
as to the outcome of all matches.10 A competition’s basic character would be
shattered were consumers to suspect the clubs were not true rivals. The principal
message here is that sporting practices typically have an economic effect and that
accordingly they cannot be sealed off from the expectations of the Treaty. However, within the area of overlap between EU law and ‘internal’ sports law there is
room for recognition of the features of sport which may differ from ‘normal’
industries.
Sale of rights to broadcast sports events has become an extremely lucrative
market in recent years as a result of technological innovation in a sector which has
been aggressively deregulated. This has forced the Commission to develop an
understanding of how arrangements struck between clubs and governing bodies
should be treated.11 In Champions League it accepted that agreeing fixtures in a
league is essential to its effective organisation.12 However, by contrast, an
agreement to sell rights to broadcast matches in common is not essential to the
league’s functioning, because individual selling by clubs is perfectly possible
(though doubtless less convenient and lucrative). So collective selling is a
restriction on competition within the meaning of the Treaty and it damages the
economic interests of, in particular, purchasing broadcasters. Such an agreement
can stand only if exempted according to the criteria set out in the Treaty. The
Commission concluded by giving a green light to the collective selling arrangements, persuaded by the economic advantages consequent on creation of a branded
league product which could be sold in packages via a single point of sale, reducing
transaction costs. So in Champions League—as in Walrave and Meca Medina and
ENIC but not in Bosman—the consequence of subjection to scrutiny pursuant to
EU law was that sporting practices were left undisturbed.

10
11
12

COMP 37.806 ENIC/UEFA, IP/02/942, 27 June 2002.
Weatherill 2006.
Decision 2003/778 Champions League [2003] O.J. L291/25.
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5 ‘Sports Law and Policy’
The previous sub-section merely scratched the surface of a fertile field. There is a
rich literature in this vein, dealing with the accumulated case law and analysing the
extent to which EU law is prepared to concede autonomy to sports bodies in
setting the rules of their game—and in exploiting its commercial worth.13 Part of
this literature involves analysis of the precise jurisprudential basis for the application of EU law, a matter revealing an erratic approach over time by the Court.14
However, looking at the broad picture, a guiding theme which helps one to
understand the structure of these disputes is that typically sporting bodies argue for
the most generous possible interpretation of the scope of the ‘sporting rule’ which
is wholly untouched by the Treaty, and, if the matter is judged to fall within the
scope of the Treaty, they have then aimed to defend their practices as necessary to
run their sport effectively. It is for the Court (or in appropriate cases the Commission) to consider the strength of these claims, and in doing so the EU institutions are forced to reach their own conclusions on the nature of sports
governance—conclusions which are frequently (though not invariably) less persuaded by the need for sporting autonomy than is urged by governing bodies. The
contested area of the debate asks whether—beyond the rhetoric—the Court and the
Commission are genuinely adequately sensitive to the peculiarities of organised
sport. One’s perspective on past practice will affect one’s hopes and fears about
whether the Lisbon reforms will change the law.

6 Assessing the Impact of the Lisbon Treaty
The principal motivation behind the inclusion of sport in the Treaty is not to
elevate the EU to a position of primary importance in the regulation of the sports
sector. There is a new legislative competence—but, as explained above, it is
narrowly drawn, and it is not likely to be generously funded. ‘EU sports law’ is
likely to remain focused on ‘negative law’—the application in a sporting context
of the Treaty prohibitions against impediments to cross-border trade and anticompetitive practices. From the perspective of sporting organisations one would
expect the structure of the debate about free movement and competition law to be
adjusted, in particular in so far as one can anticipate that they will no longer waste
time by denying the EU has any legitimate role in the area of sport—Lisbon kills
that plea—but rather that they will rely on Article 165 TFEU’s stipulation that the
Union ‘shall contribute to the promotion of European sporting issues, while taking
account of the specific nature of sport, its structures based on voluntary activity
13

See, e.g., Parrish 2003; Weatherill 2007a; Szyszczak 2007; Van den Bogaert and Vermeersch
2006. Placing the debate in the particular context of Lisbon, see Weatherill 2011.
14
For extended analysis see Parrish and Miettinen 2007; also Weatherill 2007b.
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and its social and educational function’ to strengthen an argument for enhanced
autonomy. Sport has a ‘specific nature’—and who better to define, protect and
promote that specific nature than sporting bodies themselves? This is likely to be
the post-Lisbon first line of defence—exemption from EU law was a step that was
politically too far but enhanced autonomy is doubtless a welcome second best.
But is this even second best? Is it a change at all? This is the contest to come.
In short, is the reference to the ‘specific nature’ of sport something new, or is it
simply a summary of all the evolved Commission and Court practice? Plainly if
one is seeking to defend sporting practices imperilled by past decisional practice
one will argue that Lisbon constitutes a rebalancing of the law in favour of a
greater degree of respect for sporting autonomy. The alternative view would hold
that Lisbon is in essence a codification of existing EU practice.

7 The Commission’s White Paper on Sport
The Commission’s White Paper on Sport issued in July 2007 reveals clearly that
the Lisbon wording is readily connected to pre-existing practice.15 In the White
Paper the Commission examines aspects of practice explicitly in the light of The
specificity of sport (para. 4.1). It explains that the specificity of European sport can
be approached through two prisms:
‘The specificity of sporting activities and of sporting rules, such as separate competitions
for men and women, limitations on the number of participants in competitions, or the need
to ensure uncertainty concerning outcomes and to preserve a competitive balance between
clubs taking part in the same competitions;
The specificity of the sport structure, including notably the autonomy and diversity of
sport organisations, a pyramid structure of competitions from grassroots to elite level and
organised solidarity mechanisms between the different levels and operators, the organisation of sport on a national basis, and the principle of a single federation per sport.’

It extracts this from the decisions of the Court and it insists that future application of the rules, embracing ‘specificity,’ must comply with the Treaty. Elaboration is provided by the supporting (and well-written) Staff Working Document,
which identifies key features of the ‘specificity of sport’ to include interdependence between competing adversaries, uncertainty as to result, freedom of internal
organisation, and sport’s educational, public health, social, cultural and recreational functions.16 Substantial Annexes, containing detailed legal analysis, deal
with Sport and EU Competition Rules and Sport and Internal Market Freedoms.
The key point, however, is that in so far as concessions are made to sporting ‘specificity’ they are made on terms dictated by EU law; and, moreover,

15

COM (2007) 391. Full documentation is available via http://ec.europa.eu/sport/white-paper/
index_en.htm, last accessed 20 July 2010.
16
Also available via http://ec.europa.eu/sport/white-paper/index_en.htm.
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a case-by-case analysis of sporting practices is required. A general exemption is
‘neither possible nor warranted,’ in the judgement of the Commission.17 This
legal analysis is (quite correctly) heavily dependent on Meca-Medina,18 which is
the only decision of the Court explicitly referred to in the body of the White
Paper. From the perspective of governing bodies in sport there are two principal
objections to this position. The first is that EU law misperceives the nature and
purpose of sport and that it intervenes in an insensitive and destructive manner.
The second is that a case-by-case approach generates great uncertainty for those
involved in the organisation of sport. Such anxieties have been audible for many
years, but Meca-Medina inflamed the debate and the ruling attracted pained
criticism from those close to sports governing bodies19—though other sources
too have expressed anxieties about, inter alia, the expertise of the Court in
Luxembourg to investigate such matters.20 Similarly the White Paper has been
greeted from this perspective with a degree of mistrust from those detecting a
diminished concern on the part of the Commission to take full account of the
supposed special character of sport.21 This is the more general context within
which Meca-Medina has been attacked for stripping away some of the autonomy
to which sports governing bodies regularly lay claim as necessary and appropriate. Such rebukes may be fair, they may be unfair—but the essential contestability of the practice of EU intervention in sport, allied to the deficiencies
and constitutional restraint embedded in the Treaty itself, is plain. So too is the
magnitude of the sums of money at stake.
Again, the key question: does Lisbon change anything? Is greater deference by
the Court and Commission and correspondingly enhanced autonomy enjoyed by
sports bodies the likely consequence?

8 ‘Fairness’ as a Principle of EU Sports Law
Textual analysis of the new Article 165 TFEU is irresistible to the lawyer, even if
ultimately inconclusive pending the attention of the Court. Union action shall be
aimed at ‘developing the European dimension in sport, by promoting fairness and
openness in sporting competitions and cooperation between bodies responsible for
sports, and by protecting the physical and moral integrity of sportsmen and
sportswomen, especially the youngest sportsmen and sportswomen.’ This is a mix
of the obscure, the glib and the self-evident. Sports lawyers have plenty of new
toys to play with—or, put more formally, Article 165 TFEU offers the possibility

17
18
19
20
21

Staff Working Document supra note 16, pp. 69, 78.
Supra note 9.
See, e.g., Infantino 2006; Zylberstein 2007.
See, e.g., Subiotto 2010.
Hill 2009.
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of extracting principles of EU sports law that enjoy more constitutionally deep
roots than those found scattered through the incremental decisional practice of the
Court and the Commission which has been accumulated over several decades since
Walrave and Koch.22
But what force might these principles carry—in particular, what transformative
force? Do they change anything in EU sports law and policy? ‘Fairness’ could be a
vacuous notion which has no legal or policy bite or it could convey a very specific
commitment to competitive balance: sports bodies might argue that practices
which restrain competition should nonetheless be treated as compatible with the
Treaty in so far as they achieve a better balanced distribution of wealth within a
sport as a device to promote ‘fairness.’ In Champions League, mentioned above,23
UEFA, seeking exemption for collective selling of rights to broadcast matches
which in principle amounted to an unlawful restriction of competition contrary to
the interests of buyers, pressed on the Commission the benefits of its financial
solidarity model, which supports the development of European football by
ensuring a fairer distribution of revenue. The Commission expressly declared itself
in favour of the financial solidarity principle, noting also in its Decision its
endorsement in the Nice declaration on sport.24 But since it had already concluded
that the collective selling arrangements were economically advantageous and
therefore justified pursuant to what was then Article 81(3) EC, now Article 101(3)
TFEU, the Commission declared that it had no need to offer any conclusion of the
status of arguments rooted in ‘solidarity.’ For the purposes of the Champions
League Decision, the matter was not relevant. It is, however, a matter that is likely
to recur, and the Lisbon reforms may prove relevant. Collective selling of rights
per se does not improve solidarity. Such improvements will come about only to the
extent that the revenue raised is shared more widely than among the immediate
participants. But, were such distribution to occur in a system which (unlike that
prevailing in Champions League) did not yield sufficient economic benefits to
deserve exemption pursuant to the Treaty, then the vocabulary newly introduced
by the Lisbon Treaty could certainly be deployed as part of a case in favour of a
green light under EU competition law for arrangements that are restrictive of
competition (to the detriment of buyers) but conducive to improved solidarity
within the sport. One would expect a careful examination of the extent to which
the income raised from collective selling is truly applied to the benefit of sporting
‘solidarity’25—but this is part of the detailed analysis. The broader point is that the
Lisbon vocabulary raises intriguing possibilities for using ‘fairness’ to adjust the
orthodox application of the Treaty competition rules in favour of greater sporting
autonomy. In this way the Lisbon Treaty’s explicit embrace of fairness and the

22
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Supra note 6.
Supra note 12.
Supra note 12, para. 165.
For vigorous scepticism see Moorhouse 2007.
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specific nature of sport could be used to tilt the application of EU law in favour of
sport’s (claimed) particular concern for solidarity. This is a battle to come.

9 ‘Openness’ as a Principle of EU Sports Law
Article 165 TFEU provides that Union action shall be aimed at promoting ‘…
openness in sporting competitions and cooperation between bodies responsible for
sports …’ ‘Openness’ is another possible principle of EU sports law. It could be
flabby window-dressing which has no legal bite or it might be employed to argue
for example that EU law, interpreted in the light of Article 165(2) TFEU, does not
tolerate rules that exclude non-nationals from competitions designed to crown a
national champion. The argument—there should be greater openness! This was
mentioned as an issue deserving attention in the Staff Working Document
accompanying the White Paper26 and in 2008, the Commission, answering a
question by MEP Ivo Belet, contented itself with a cautious reply setting out its
basic approach to the application of EU law to sport and promising a study on
access to individual sporting competition for non-national athletes.27 Access
restrictions vary state by state, sport by sport, and it is at least possible that
recognition in the Lisbon Treaty of the promotion of openness as a feature of the
European dimension of sport will strengthen the force of a legal challenge by an
excluded participant.
Similarly it might be argued that the organisation of Leagues along national
lines is not compatible with ‘openness’ as enshrined in Article 165 TFEU in so far
as it leads to the suppression of cross-border club mobility. This issue has attracted
attention on occasion: both the two major football clubs in Glasgow, Celtic and
Rangers, have expressed periodic interest in joining the English league, while
some years ago the English football league club Wimbledon was thought to be
interested in re-locating to Dublin while retaining its status as a member of the
English league. On a narrow jurisdictional point the former case would not appear
to raise questions of EU law, since the border crossing, that between England and
Scotland, is internal to a single member State, the UK, but the latter would fall
within the scope of the Treaty in so far it concerned trade between the UK and
Ireland. There are many reasons why such switching is not encouraged but part of
the reluctance of the football authorities to sanction such changes lies in the
concern to protect Leagues which are, and have long been, based on national
structures. EU law would already encourage such choices to be tested against the
rules of the Treaty—arguably the Lisbon Treaty’s embrace of the principle of
‘openness’ strengthens the case of those seeking to go to law to relax such
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restraints on club mobility. In the summer of 2010 it was reported that French
football club Evian had been refused the option to play home matches a short
distance over the Swiss border at the much better equipped stadium in Geneva.
The French and Swiss national football authorities were in favour, but UEFA was
not—because ‘[t]he organisation of football on a national territorial basis constitutes a fundamental principle and a well-established characteristic of the sport.’28
Adjust the facts by replacing Switzerland in this situation with an EU Member
State and one can readily envisage a challenge based on EU law, nourished by
reliance on ‘openness’ recognised by the Lisbon Treaty—fortified further by the
argument that banning not only switching between national Leagues but even
switching between home venues while retaining membership of a club’s ‘home’
League is a disproportionately restrictive rule.
I do not here argue that clubs in the position of Rangers, Celtic, Wimbledon or
Evian would certainly be able to set aside the rules established by sports federations by relying on EU law. Clearly the national organisation of Leagues does have
and always has had an important role in the organisation of sport. My point is
simply that the Lisbon Treaty offers a new vocabulary apt to challenge the
durability of sporting autonomy in the shadow of EU law. The key question is how
much extra weight, if any, the Lisbon Treaty lends to the force of the legal
arguments. Does it transform our pre-Lisbon understanding of the impact of EU
law on sporting practices? It might: and it is here notable that in contrast to
‘fairness,’ which I have considered above as a means to protect sporting autonomy,
reliance on ‘openness’ tends to strengthen the attack on sporting autonomy by
affected actors.

10 Conclusion
This is merely to scratch the surface of an intriguing debate, but the purpose of this
paper is not to offer a concluded view. Rather, it merely questions whether the
adjustments made by the Lisbon Treaty make any difference. The Lisbon reforms
might alter the outcome, or they might merely re-frame the analysis. Post-Lisbon,
one would expect the football authorities to headline their defence by asserting the
‘specific nature of sport’ recognised by the Treaty as a reason for accepting rules
of this type that one would not expect to find in other industries. Moreover, one
might anticipate that it would be argued that the ‘specific nature of sport’ recognised by the Treaty dictates that the institutions of the EU should adopt a light
touch in reviewing the choices made by sports bodies, who have much greater
expertise in understanding what really is ‘specific’ about sport. It is at least possible that the Court and the Commission will be tempted to show a greater
deference to sporting choices than they did prior to the entry into force of the
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Lisbon Treaty. Moreover, there is, as revealed in this paper, enough meat in the
new provisions —fairness, openness—to feed the smart advocate, whether he or
she is aiming to defend or to attack sporting practices. But the changes are sufficiently ambiguous to rule out confident prediction about what changes, if any,
may emerge. In Bernard,29 the first and so far only ‘post-Lisbon’ ruling of the
Court, the Court simply—and very briefly—used Lisbon to ‘corroborate’ its own
case law, which suggests it is not minded to alter course. The slippery quality of
the Lisbon innovation is such that one can do no more than observe that sport can,
at last, rely on explicit wording contained in the Treaty to structure its argument
that sport is ‘special’ while reflecting that this may be merely a confirmation of
how the Court has always treated sport since Walrave and Koch.
So EU sports law since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty is guided by
candidate ‘principles.’ They may have transformative force and, if they do, the
Lisbon Treaty will prove a true landmark in the growth of an EU sports policy. But
much depends on subsequent practice—and, crucially, it is the EU’s own institutions, most obviously the Court, which will decide future questions of interpretation. Underlying this narrative is the appreciation that for sport to secure
protection from the EU and its legal order it must in some way engage with it, not
dismiss it as irrelevant. The problem for sports bodies is that the place where
resolution of these finely balanced issues occurs remains the place where it has
always occurred: before the Commission or ultimately the Court. Sporting bodies
have achieved a protection of sorts in the Treaty, but they have not escaped the
grip of the EU institutional architecture. This is ‘sporting autonomy’—but on the
EU’s terms. As a result UEFA, in particular, is notable for adapting its strategy
towards a more co-operative model with the EU, especially the Commission.30
The Lisbon Treaty’s ambiguities might serve to push the EU and sporting
organisations closer together as all those involved seek to make sense of the
‘principles’ contained in Article 165 TFEU.
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Abstract This contribution presents the international comparative research that
was undertaken by the ASSER international Sports Law Centre in The Hague in
the previous decade, in most cases in cooperation with other national and in
particular international sports law centres and individual researchers at those
centres or connected with universities. The ASSER experience is used here to
apply and test in practice to sports law research a set of distinctions which are
proposed in general comparative law literature, such as internal and external
comparative law; national and international comparative law; comparative law in
the stricter and wider sense; horizontal and vertical comparative law; and macro
and micro comparative law.
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1 Introduction
Sports law is an independent field of law: it complies with the requirements that
can be set for the existence of fields of law.1 Sports law consists of a private and a
public segment. The private segment is formed by the rules of organised sport.
Organised sport is built up of national organisations for each sport, which are
members of regional (continental) and global federations. This segment is a
hierarchical pyramid with global federations such as the world football association
FIFA at the top, with UEFA as the regional organisation for Europe. There is also
the Olympic Games, under the auspices of the International Olympic Committee,
which heads the national Olympic Committees and with which global federations
cooperate.
The rules of organised sport are largely of a transnational character. For each
sport there is in fact a single legal order in which the national and international
levels are highly integrated. The rules of football, for example, are the same
worldwide and there are uniform regulations for transfers of professional footballers from one club to another.
The private segment of sports law, also known as lex sportiva, forms the core of
the legal field. There is also a public segment that bears far more of an incidental
character in terms of regulations. This consists primarily of national legislation and
a number of regional and universal treaties that relate particularly to sport.
Naturally, sport is in general subject to the national and international public legal
systems. In the European Union, for example, the jurisprudence of the European
Court of Justice has led to the development of what could be described as European sports law.2
Writing from an international private law perspective, Kokkini already stated in
1988 that if one reviews the comparative law publications of recent decades, it is
easy to see that, with the exception of the recognition that comparative law is not a
branch of objective law, such as family law or maritime law, and that it can be
helpful in achieving many objectives, there is as yet no generally accepted theory
about comparative law. Those engaged in comparative law appear to be very
enthusiastic about distinctions. Almost everyone active in the field feels obliged to
introduce at least one new distinction, which, needless to say, reduces the chances
of reaching a consensus about the theoretical principles of comparative law—and

1
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this is not even taking the confusion caused by the use of the same terms to mean
different things into account. A few examples of such distinctions are:
a. internal and external comparative law (comparing legal systems of countries
with the same or a different social system);
b. national and international comparative law (bilateral, between two national
legal systems, or multilateral up to and including universal);
c. comparative law in the stricter and wider sense (the study of normative rules as
such or also including the reasoning of law and the wider environment of the
rules);
d. horizontal and vertical comparative law (comparing legal systems that are
equivalent by law, i.e., sovereign legal communities, or comparing rules of a
‘lower’ and ‘higher’ order, such as national and supranational rules, for
example); and:
e. macro and micro comparative law (comparing legal systems or groups of legal
systems in their entireties or comparing specific parts of different legal
systems).3
The above-mentioned distinctions (hereafter: ‘Kokkini-criteria’) in principle
can also be relevant in the context of (international) comparative sports law
research (‘international’ is used here in the ordinary meaning according to which
comparative sports law per definition is ‘international’; international sports law in
fact is a pleonasm; cf., ‘national’ = bilateral according to ‘Kokkini-criterion’ a);
bilateral means international, between two states (!)). The character of each of
these criteria may be described as follows:
a) internal/external: socio-political;
b) national/international: geographical;
c) strict/lato sensu: literal v sociological/teleological (spirit of the law) legal
interpretation;
d) horizontal/vertical: hierarchic; and
e) macro/micro: scope of the legal comparison. Of course, the follow-up of a)–e)
might be changed in a more logical order: geographical/socio-political/hierarchic/interpretative/scope (this order is used in this article below).
As already stated, one of the few points on which there is consensus among
authors concerns the recognition that comparative law can be helpful in achieving
many objectives. An overabundance of literature has been published about these
objectives, as authors seek to outdo each other in maximising ideals and expectations in relation to comparative law. According to Kokkini, efforts have been

3
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made to place the different objectives of comparative law into two broad categories: theoretical and practical.4
It is remarkable that a criterion regarding the purpose(s), the ratio of legal
comparison is missing amongst the ‘Kokkini-criteria’ themselves. Of course, there
may be a purely academic/scientific or theoretical purpose. However, legal
comparison is a scientific research method for practical purposes too, like unification or harmonization of the law (international perspective), or the national
perspective of improvement of the law also in the light of ‘best practices,’ ‘lessons
learned’ from elsewhere, from abroad. So, an additional criterion as to purpose has
to be formulated: f) theoretical/practical.
From the perspective of contributing to the developing of a theory of legal
comparison, regarding sports law in principle the following options of types of
legal comparison would exist: 1) the comparison between national sporting rules
and regulations (per sport and theme) (‘private part’); 2) the comparison between
international sporting rules and regulations (per theme) (‘private part’); 3) the
comparison between national legislation (per theme) (‘public part’); 4) the combined comparison between 1 and 2 on the one hand and 3 on the other. Additionally, for example the globally valid Laws of the Game (association football)
might be scrutinized for improvement by comparing them with those of other, in
particular comparable team sports (why, for example, not introducing the temporary ban from the playing field which is known from ice hockey, etc. etc.?) The
striking aspect of international) comparative sports law is of course the role played
by what is called here the private segment or part, that is the NGO or transnational
law of sporting organisations. So, in the context of (international) comparative
sports law research, a criterion must be added to the ‘Kokkini-criteria’: g) private/
public (or public/private if as a starting-point is taken that the public part is of a
hierarchically higher legal order and not the circumstance that the private part is
the hard core/inner circle of sports law). Combined, private/public legal comparison could be also a special example of horizontal/vertical comparative research.
The same would apply to the combined thematic comparison between international
(INGO) and national (NGO) sporting rules and regulations (for example, of course
only in case the international rules and regulations are not to be ‘copied’ at the
local level for reasons of hierarchy (cf., for example the WADA Code)). As to the
internal/external ‘Kokkini-criterion’ it should be noted that countries may have
similar social systems at large, but different sporting systems (cf., interventionist
and non-interventionist national sports models in the European Union (and
beyond), see below); the opposite is less imaginable, but might also be true.
In this article, I will present the international comparative research that was
undertaken by the ASSER international Sports Law Centre in the previous decade,
in most cases in cooperation with other national and in particular international
sports law centres and individual researchers at those centres or connected with
universities. The ASSER experience is used here to apply and test the ‘Kokkini-
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criteria plus’ in practice. To the survey will be added an example of the legal
comparison between continental sports systems, the European and North American
ones (re: the ‘Americanization’ debate in Europe). This can be considered macro
legal comparison at the private, NGO (transnational) level, since it concerns
jurisdictions, that is sporting jurisdictions, at large.
In chronological order the following research projects were undertaken and
reported on:
– Klaus Vieweg and Robert Siekmann (eds), Legal Comparison and the Harmonisation of Doping Rules; Pilot Study for the European Commission, Beiträge
zum Sportrecht Band 27, Berlin 2007 [EU commissioned study 2001]5;
– Promoting the Social Dialogue in European Professional Football (Candidate
EU Member States), November 2004 [EU-commissioned study; see also: Robert
C.R. Siekmann in ISLJ 2004/3-4 pp. 31–33];
– Football Hooliganism with an EU Dimension: Towards an International Legal
Framework, November 2004 [EU-commissioned study];
– Janwillem Soek, Sport in National Sport Acts and Constitutions: Definitions,
Ratio Legis and Objectives, The International Sports Law Journal (ISLJ) 2006/
3-4 pp. 28–31 and 33–35 [Netherlands Ministry of Sport commissioned study];
– Robert Siekmann, Study into the Possible Participation of EPFL and G-14 in a
Social Dialogue in the European Professional Football Sector, ISLJ 2006/3-4
[G-14 European Football Clubs Grouping commissioned study];
– Health and Safety in the Sport Sector, May 2009 [EU-commissioned study];
– Study into the Identification of Themes and Issues which can be Dealt with in a
Social Dialogue in the European Professional Football Sector, May 2008
[EU-commissioned study];
– Study into the Identification of Themes and Issues which can be Dealt with in
the European Professional Cycling Sector, October 200 [EU-commissioned
study];
– The Role of Member States in the Organizing and Functioning of Professional
Sport Activities, November 2009 [EU-commissioned study]; see also: Robert
Siekmann and Janwillem Soek, Models of Sport Governance in the European
Union: The Relationship between State and Sport Authorities, ISLJ 2010/3-4
pp. 93–95 and 98–1026;
– The Implementation of the WADA Code in the European Union, August 2010
[commissioned by the Belgian EU Presidency];

5

See also: Bestrijding van doping in de sport: een internationale terreinverkenning in
publiekrechtelijk perspectief [The fight against doping in sport: an international survey from a
public law perspective], October 2001 [Netherlands Ministry of Justice commissioned study].
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– Study on the Equal Treatment of Non-Nationals in Individual Sports
Competitions, December 2010 [EU-commissioned study];
– European Social Dialogue in Professional Basketball (forthcoming)
[EU-commissioned].
And the following books consisting of thematic country-per-country studies of
a comparative European/worldwide nature were published in the ASSER international Sports Law Series:
– I.S. Blackshaw and R.C.R. Siekmann (eds), Sports Image Rights in Europe,
The Hague 2005 (second edition, forthcoming 2011);
– R.C.R. Siekmann, R. Parrish, R. Branco Martins and J.W. Soek (eds), Players’
Agents Worldwide: Legal Aspects, The Hague 2008;
– I.S. Blackshaw, S. Cornelius and R.C.R. Siekmann (eds), TV Rights and Sport:
Legal Aspects, The Hague 2009;
– P. Anderson, I.s. Blackshaw, R.C.R. Siekmann and J.W. Soek (eds), Sports
Betting: Law And Policy (forthcoming);
– R. Siekmann and J.W. Soek (eds), National Models of Sport Governance in the
European Union (forthcoming 2011).
These books were preceded by the following documentary volumes (books) of a
comparative nature:
– Robert C.R. Siekmann and Janwillem Soek (eds), Basic Documents of International Sports Organisations, The Hague/Boston/London 1998;
– Robert C.R. Siekmann, Janwillem Soek and Andrea Bellani (eds), Doping Rules
of International Sports Organisations, The Hague 1999;
– Robert C.R. Siekmann and Janwillem Soek (eds), Arbitral and Disciplinary
Rules of International Sports Organisations, The Hague 2001.
The studies and reports will be presented hereafter according to the criteria of
belonging to the public, private or private/public parts of sports law. In each case,
at the end a typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria’ plus the two additional
ones (theoretical/practical (purpose), and private/public (sports law) will be given.
This in fact will be a typology along the lines of the ‘orientation’ of research. It
should be noted that the results/findings of the research are not delivered here,
being irrelevant in this context. Neither a typology of the methodology used in the
operational/implementation phase of research will be given (cf., desk research and
use of the the internet regarding literature and documentation, distribution of a
questionnaire amongst stakeholders like sport and other pertinent ministries,
national and international sport governing bodies and organisations, etc.). The test
of the studies and reports against the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ focuses on the
starting-point of the research, since the criteria deal with the issue of the point of
departure of research. It is possible that the private and public segments of sports
law are equally represented at the start, but that as a result of research it turns out
that most information available is of a private character, or the opposite conclusion
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might apply. For example, before the WADA Code was adopted in 2004, all
national and international sport governing bodies (per sport) had their own doping
regulations, whereas only a restricted number of countries in the world had a
public law on anti-doping in sport. In the opposite case, health and safety matters
in sport are mainly governed by public law.

2 Studies and Reports: A Survey
2.1 Public Studies and Reports
2.1.1 National Framework Legislation on Sport: National Sports Acts
and Sport Governance (2006) [Hereafter: ‘Sports Acts’]
The study concerned a subject in the public segment of sports law, namely the
phenomenon of national laws of general purport concerning sport, i.e., framework
legislation that governs the relationship between public authorities and organised
sport in a country. Many countries in the world have a national Sports Act, based
on provisions of their Constitutions or otherwise (there are also countries that only
have a Constitutional provision). Furthermore, some countries that do not have
such legislation are considering whether they should introduce it. In December
2001, in the Netherlands Parliament a motion concerning the advisability of
enacting national sports legislation was tabled. As a result of this, the State secretary for Sport requested the sports law section of the Faculty of Law of the Free
University of Amsterdam to deliver an advisory opinion on this matter. The
general question needed answering whether sports legislation at national level
would be appropriate. In the Free University’s opinion of September 2003 it was
concluded that there was no reason to enact national legislation specifically concerning sport. The State Secretary for sport followed this conclusion. Some years
later, however, it became apparent that the Netherlands government was still
struggling with the question of sports legislation which covered different aspects
(funding, football hooliganism, doping, etc.). The starting point was not that a
Sports Act had to be prepared, but that a solid and careful study had to be
undertaken into the usefulness and need for a ‘foundation’ for the sports policy of
the Dutch government. From that perspective, the T.M.C. Asser Institute in
November 2005 was asked by the Ministry of Sport to examine by means of a
‘quick scan’ which countries in the European Union had enacted a Sports Act. In
these Acts, the definition of the term ‘sport’ had to be examined in addition to the
factors which had motivated the various legislators to enact such laws.
With regard to the distinction between countries with and without national
sports legislation, the following should be noted in the context of sport governance
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in Europe. In 2004 André-Noël Chaker published a study on ‘Good governance in
Sport—A European survey’ which was commissioned by the Council of Europe.
The Council of Europe was the first international organization established in
Europe after the Second World War. With 46 Member States, the Council of
Europe currently represents the image of a ‘wider Europe.’ Its main objective is to
strengthen democracy, human rights and the rule of law. The Council of Europe
was the first international intergovernmental organization to take initiatives, to
establish legal instruments, and to offer an institutional framework for the development of sport at European level.7 The study covers the sport-related legislation
and governance regulations of twenty European countries. The aim of this study
was to measure and assess sport governance in each of the participating countries.
For the purposes of this study the term ‘sport governance’ had been given a
specific meaning. Sport governance is the creation of effective networks of sportrelated state agencies, sports non-governmental organisations and processes that
operate jointly and independently under specific legislation, policies and private
regulations to promote ethical, democratic, efficient and accountable sports
activities. The legislative framework of the countries under review was analyzed
according to whether they have references to sport in their constitutions and
whether they have a specific law on sport at national level. There are two distinctive approaches to sports legislation in Europe. Countries have adopted an
‘interventionist’ or a ‘non-interventionist’ sports legislation model. An interventionist sports-legislation model is one that contains specific legislation on the
structure and mandate of a significant part of the national sports movement,
generally speaking including a general national Sports Act. All other sportslegislation models are deemed to be non-interventionist.8
It is a distinguishing feature of law that in time, after a shorter or longer period,
it is amended, replaced or repealed. A new government will have different ideas,
possibly as a result of altered social conditions. This is no different in the field of
sport. Attention to national regulation of sports activities and the role of public
authorities in this has increased considerably in many parts of the world, particularly in the last decade. In the People’s Republic of China, interest in sports law
developed in the run-up to the Olympic Games in Beijing (2008) and various
universities now offer sports law courses and conduct fundamental research. China
has a national Sports Act of 29 August 1995. At the end of 2010, an international
scientific conference was held in Beijing on the reform of the national Sports Act.
Ideally, countries wishing to introduce a national Sports Act, reform the existing
Act or introduce a completely new Act should have a review in which all possible
substantive options are shown for each topic and sub-theme. That model would then
be based on an inventory of all existing national Sports Acts in the world. Such an
inventory could offer public authorities optimal choices. Comparative research
should reveal the differences and similarities between Sports Acts, not only in purely

7
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textual terms (in terms of the letter of the law), but also in the light of the background,
the reasons (ratio legis) for the Act as a whole (see the preamble) and its operative
provisions (see the explanatory government memoranda etc.).
The purpose of this type of study is to create the systematic review outlined
above, which may provide building blocks (components) and their variants for
national framework legislation on sport. Such research has never before been
conducted on a global scale with such a substantive scope. The Asser Institute did
broaden its aforementioned ‘pilot study’ for the Ministry of Sport on its own
initiative beyond the European Union to include 50 countries, but the theme was
limited and did not extend to background information such as official notes etc.
Furthermore, the study is no longer up to date.
For an even better understanding of the significance of the national Sports Acts,
a broader political perspective of these Acts needs to be defined. What is the
national sports policy of the relevant countries? Is there an integrated government
vision of the role and function of sport in society and what are the ideas of
organised sport itself regarding that role and function? After all, national laws are
only a legal instrument to give shape to such policy. The study of national Sports
Acts in this broader light could lead to a typology of different types of national
sport governance models in the world.
N.B. The typology of the legal comparison in this Study according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria
plus’ is as follows: international/external/horizontal/lato sensu/micro/practical/public.

2.1.2 The Role of EU Member States in the Organizing
and Functioning of Professional Sport Activities (2009)
[Hereafter: ‘Sport Governance’]
In December 2009, the European Commission (Employment, social affairs and
equal opportunities DG) commissioned the T.M.C. Asser Instituut (ASSER
International Sports Law Centre) to undertake a study on ‘The Role of Member
States in the Organising and Functioning of Professional Sport Activities.’ The
background of the Study is as follows.
Article 39 of the European Community Treaty (EC Treaty) establishes the free
movement of workers in what became the European Union. It prohibits all discrimination on the basis of nationality. The European Court of Justice has confirmed that professional and semi-professional sportsmen are workers within the
meaning of this Article and consequently, Community law applies to them.9 This
implies the application of equal treatment and the elimination of any direct or
indirect discrimination on the basis of nationality. The Court particularly stated
that Article 39 EC Treaty not only applies to the action of public authorities but
also extends to rules of any other nature aimed at regulating gainful employment in
a collective manner and that obstacles to freedom of movement for persons could

9
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not result from the exercise of their legal autonomy by associations or organizations not governed by public law.10
In light of recent developments in the field of sport, however, certain international sport authorities have advocated the adoption of rules that might be contrary
to Community law and in particular to the free movement-of-workers principle.
National sport authorities, being members of the international sports authorities,
should also apply the rules adopted at the international level. Therefore, the
implementation at the national level of such rules would be contrary to EC law.
For example, the European Commission has published an independent study on
the ‘home-grown players’ rule’ adopted by the European football governing body.
This rule requires clubs participating in the European-wide club competitions—
Champions League and UEFA Cup (as from the 2009/2010 season: Europa
League)—to have a minimum number of ‘home grown players’ in their squads.
Home grown players are defined by UEFA as players who, regardless of their
nationality or age, have been trained by their club or by another club in the same
national association for at least three years between the age of 15 and 21. Compared with the ‘6+5’ rule adopted by the world football governing body FIFA,
which is incompatible with EU law, the Commission considers that UEFA has
opted for an approach which seems to comply with the principle of free movement
while promoting the training of young European players.11 The ‘6+5’ rule provides
that at the beginning of each match, each club must field at least six players who
are eligible to play for the national team of the country of the club. The European
Commission, as guardian of the EC Treaty and within the framework of its
competences, can initiate infringement proceedings before the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) against Member States that have breached Community law.
According to the case-law, an infringement procedure can be initiated against a
Member State if government authorities of that Member State are at the origin of
the infringement.12 As to the actions of private entities, the ECJ has indicated that
Member States might be responsible for breach of EC law by private entities,
recognized as having legal personality, whose activities are directly or indirectly
under State control. Possible criteria that are mentioned in this context are,
in particular the appointment of the members of the entity’s management committee by state authorities, and the granting of public subsidies which cover the
greater part of its expenses.13
Therefore, the fundamental element authorizing the Commission to initiate an
infringement procedure against a Member State is the existence of behaviour
breaching Community law that can be attributed to the State. The same reasoning
applies also in the field of professional sports activities, where in order for the
services of the Commission to launch the infringement procedure, behaviour—
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breaching Community law attributed to the State must be present. Consequently, it
is essential to determine whether and to what extent, Member States participate
directly or indirectly in the organisation of professional sports activities.
Community law on the free movement of workers and in particular Article 39
of the EC Treaty being directly applicable in the Member States’ legal orders,
means that every EU citizen who considers that his/her rights have been violated
might go and seek a redress in front of the national administrative authorities and
jurisdictions. If the application of EU law is at stake, national courts may request a
preliminary ruling from the European Court of Justice, which is entitled to give
rulings about the compatibility of sporting rules with the EU legal order. In the
White Paper on Sport, adopted in 2007,14 the Commission reaffirmed its acceptance of limited and proportionate restrictions (in line with EU Treaty provisions
on free movement and European Court of Justice’s rulings) to the principle of free
movement in particular as regards:
– The right to select national athletes for national team competitions;
– The need to limit the number of participants in a competition; and
– The setting of deadlines for transfers of players in team sports.
In order to improve knowledge of the functioning of sport regulations across the
EU and to outline the general trends in Europe, analysis of national sport legislation is required in order to determine whether and to what extent, Member States
participate directly or indirectly in the organization of professional sport activities,
with a view of clarifying the different levels of responsibility. This country-bycountry analysis is to cover:
a) Organization of professional sport activities: The way in which professional sport
activities are organized with particular focus on whether the organisation is:
– part of general organization of sport activities or whether there are separate
special rules regulating professional sport activities;
– underpinned by general law, framework law or specific rules governing
sectoral sport activities;
– at the level of the state, or has devolved to, for example, the regional/local
level.
b) Organization and functioning of sport authorities: The way in which sport
authorities are organized and function, with particular focus on whether the
sport authorities
– are private actors or whether they act or operate under the auspices of the
State;
– have State participation in any of their responsibilities for the organization of
professional sport activities (for example, nomination of members of
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governing bodies, financing, and adoption of regulations governing professional sport competitions).
c) Discrimination: Whether there are direct or indirect discriminatory rules and/or
practices with regard to Community citizens. The following fields of professional sport activities must be covered: football, basketball, volleyball, handball, rugby and ice-hockey (as to both men and women championships, and in
both first and second divisions).
The final purpose of the study was to determine, on the basis of the information
gathered and the research undertaken, to what extent the organising and functioning of professional sport activities might be attributed to the State in the
European Union.
N.B. the typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ is as follows: international/
external/horizontal/stricto sensu/macro/practical/public.

2.2 Private Studies and Reports
2.2.1 Study Into the Possible Participation of EPFL and G-14 in a Social
Dialogue in the European Professional Football Sector (2006)
[Hereafter: ‘SD EPFL/G-14’]
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether EPFL and G-14, as European
employers’ organizations may participate in a possible Social Dialogue with
FIFPro under the EC Treaty in the professional football sector. An additional
question to be answered was which themes might be relevant to be put on the
agenda of a European Social Dialogue in particular from the perspective of G-14.
One precondition is of course that the objects, the mandate (and the tasks) of
EPFL and G-14 must (implicitly or explicitly) allow them to deal with ‘industrial
relations’ including a Social Dialogue. It was examined whether this is the case on
the basis of the Statutes of both organizations, as presumably the status of
employers’ (interest) organization is a conditio sine qua non for admittance to a
Social Dialogue. In this context, it was also important with regard to EPFL
whether ‘industrial relations’ and Social Dialogue were part of the objectives of
the national Leagues (at the time EPFL had15 members). The national Leagues
could only have mandated EPFL to deal with these aspects at European level if
they themselves were expressly or otherwise empowered under their Statutes to do
so. In view of the question concerning the (in)dependence of EPFL and G-14 in
relation to UEFA and FIFA as well as of the Leagues in relation to the FAs the
objectives of UEFA and FIFA had also to be taken into account.
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The social partner organizations must be able to function freely, without outside
intervention. This may be considered as an implicit condition for meaningful
participation in a Social Dialogue in a free, democratic community of States and in
its individual Member States. In the football world the clubs are affiliated to their
national FA which is represented in the international federations UEFA and FIFA.
This is termed a ‘pyramid model’ with FIFA at the top, UEFA at the European
regional intermediate level and the FAs at the bottom. Football is administered
according to this model. The model consists of levels of administration which
transcend the clubs. The question therefore was whether EPFL and G-14 as clubs’
organizations for the purposes of a Social Dialogue can operate sufficiently
independently from the governing bodies. With regard to EPFL not only the
relationship to the Leagues/members which must have commissioned EPFL to
deal with ‘industrial relations’ including a Social Dialogue is important, but also
the way the Leagues were affiliated to the FAs at the national level.
Apart from that, employers’ and employees’ organizations and EPFL and G-14
alike had to fulfil certain (explicit) criteria which were developed by the European
Commission. In this context, the question could be asked which lessons were to be
learned from previous practice regarding the application of the criteria in other
industrial sectors, for it could be presumed that the (manner of) application of the
criteria in principle also determines their precise meaning and importance. What
was the ‘case law,’ what useful precedent exists?
There is another EU perspective which is even broader than that of the criteria
and which deserved to be examined here. What did it mean for the possibility of
participation of EPFL and G-14 in a Social Dialogue that ‘the specific characteristics of sport’ should be taken into account in the European context (Treaty of
Nice)? Finally, the question of which themes might be particularly relevant for
G-14 in a Social Dialogue was examined.
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ is as follows: international/
external/horizontal/stricto sensu/micro/practical/private.

2.2.2 The Identification of Themes and Issues Which Can Be Dealt With
in a Social Dialogue in European Professional Football (2008)
[Hereafter: ‘SD Football Agenda’]
The White Paper on Sport states that in the light of a growing number of challenges to sport governance, social dialogue at European level can contribute to
addressing common concerns of employers and athletes, including agreements on
employment relations and working conditions in the sector in accordance with EC
Treaty provisions. The Commission encourages and welcomes all efforts leading
to the establishment of European Social Dialogue Committees in the sport sector.
In previous years several initiatives were undertaken by FIFPro, EFFC and the
Asser Institute in the form of EU subsidized studies, seminars and conferences in
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order to promote Social Dialogue in the European professional football sector and
make potential social partner organizations aware of the instrument of Social
Dialogue for settling issues through negotiations between management and labour
by way of a European collective bargaining agreement for their mutual benefit.
Additionally, in the so-called Louvain Report conclusions were presented on the
representativeness of the parties concerned. The Asser Institute undertook a
separate study into the position of G-14 regarding participation in a Social Dialogue at the European level.
In November 2006, at the concluding stage of the campaign, the outcome of a
FIFPro conference in Brussels with all stakeholders, including the international
football governing bodies UEFA and FIFA present, was that consensus in principle
exists about the usefulness of initiating the process to establish an official Social
Dialogue Committee under the EC Treaty. FIFPro and EPFL were prepared to take
the lead.
The purpose of this study was to identify the ‘content’ of a Social Dialogue in
the European professional football sector, once a pertinent Committee would have
been officially established under EU auspices, that is possible themes and issues
which are suitable to be considered and discussed in a Social Dialogue, the formal
framework for setting an agenda of topics being Article 136 et seq. of the EC
Treaty.
The envisaged study was a follow-up to the previous studies that were undertaken to promote Social Dialogue in the European professional football sector in
accordance with Articles 138 and 139 of the EC Treaty. In those studies, inter alia,
social partner organisations at the national level in EU member states and candidate countries were identified and it was investigated whether a Social Dialogue
existed at that level between management and labour. The first phase of operations
was concluded. The second phase was the establishment of a Social Dialogue. This
study was expected to facilitate Social Dialogue in the European professional
football sector by anticipating the third phase in which an agenda for the Social
Dialogue had to be set.
This study would help social partner organizations and other stakeholders at
international and national level to become aware of the possible options regarding
themes and issues which can be dealt with between management and labour in a
Social Dialogue at the European level. The study was expected to facilitate the
start of negotiations once the official Social Dialogue Committee would be
established in the European professional football sector. It would offer social
partner organizations a helpful instrument for determining their thematic framework. A similar effect was mutatis mutandis to be expected with regard to Social
Dialogue in professional football at the national level of EU member states and
candidate countries.
Regarding the executing of this study, the following remarks should be made:
An essential aspect to be researched in this context was to what extent the
agenda and the way of dealing with themes and issues is determined by the fact
that the broader framework of a Social Dialogue in European professional football
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in fact includes pertinent rules and regulations of the international football governing bodies UEFA and FIFA.
The practice in other industrial sectors having an official Social Dialogue
Committee in operation, was studied in order to identify themes and issues which
mutatis mutandis could be usefully introduced also in a Social Dialogue in
European professional football (‘best practices’/‘lessons learned’).
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ is as follows: international/
external/horizontal/stricto sensu/micro/practical/private.

2.2.3 Study Into the Identification of Themes and Issues Which
Can Be Dealt With in Social Dialogue in European Professional
Cycling (2009) [Hereafter: ‘SD Cycling Agenda’]
The White Paper on Sport states that in the light of a growing number of challenges to sport governance, social dialogue at European level can contribute to
addressing common concerns of employers and athletes, including agreements on
employment relations and working conditions in the sector in accordance with EC
Treaty provisions. The Commission encourages and welcomes all efforts leading
to the establishment of European Social Dialogue Committees in the sport sector.
In October 2007 AIGCP (Association Internationale des Groupes Cyclistes
Professionnels), EPCT (International Professional Cycling Teams) and CPA
(Cyclistes Professionnels Associés) announced that they had jointly requested the
European Commission to establish a Social Dialogue Committee in the professional cycling sector in Europe. AIGCP, EPCT and CPA stated that they are
convinced that this Social Dialogue, under the umbrella of the European Commission, will be a good tool to renew and modernize professional cycling and its
governance.
The purpose of this study was to identify the ‘content’ of a Social Dialogue in
the European professional cycling sector, once a pertinent Committee would have
been officially established under EU auspices, that is possible themes and issues
which are suitable to be considered and discussed in a Social Dialogue, the formal
framework for setting an agenda of topics being Article 136 et seq. of the EC
Treaty.
This study would help social partner organizations and other stakeholders at
international and national level to become aware of the possible options regarding
themes and issues which can be dealt with between management and labour in a
Social Dialogue at the European level. The study was expected to facilitate the
start of negotiations once the official Social Dialogue Committee will be established in the European professional cycling sector. It would offer social partner
organizations a helpful instrument for determining their thematic framework.
A similar effect was mutatis mutandis to be expected with regard to Social Dialogue in professional cycling at the national level of EU member states and candidate countries.
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Regarding the executing of this study, the following remarks should be made:
An essential aspect to be researched in this context is to what extent the agenda
and the way of dealing with themes and issues is determined by the fact that the
broader framework of a Social Dialogue in European professional cycling in fact
includes pertinent rules and regulations of the international cycling governing
body UCI.
The practice in other industrial sectors having an official Social Dialogue
Committee in operation, was studied in order to identify themes and issues which
mutatis mutandis could be usefully introduced also in a Social Dialogue in
European professional cycling (‘best practices’/‘lessons learned’).
In December 2008, a ‘riders’ meeting’ was organized in Barcelona in cooperation with CPA to discuss the theme under consideration with representatives of
their national member associations and individual professional cyclists.
In May/July 2009, regional workshops were planned to take place in Madrid,
Berlin, Brussels, Paris and Rome for discussion of the theme under consideration
with stakeholders.
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ is as follows: international/
external/horizontal/stricto sensu/micro/practical/private.

2.2.4 The Equal Treatment of Non-Nationals in Individual Sports
Competitions in the EU Member States (2010) [Hereafter:
‘Non-Nationals’]
This Study was commissioned by the European Commission to an international
research group which was headed by the TMC Asser Institute and further consisted
of Edge Hill University, United Kingdom and Leiden University, The Netherlands.
On behalf of the research team, the Study’s findings were presented by Professor
Stefaan van den Bogaert, Leiden University, at the European Sport Forum in
Budapest (Hungary) on 21–22 February 2011.
In its 2007 White Paper on Sport, the Commission indicated its intention to
launch a study to analyze access to individual competitions for non-nationals.
In the 2008 Biarritz Declaration, the European ministers called on the Commission
to provide clearer legal guidelines on the application of EU law to sport organizations concerning the highest priority problems they face, thereby paying due
attention to the specific characteristics of sport and noting the concerns and difficulties encountered by international, European and national sport organizations
in governing their sport. This study will enable the Commission to answer the EU
sport ministers’ call.
The Court of Justice of the European Union expressly determined in the case of
Ruckdeschel that the general principle of equality is one of the fundamental
principles of EU law. This principle requires that similar situations shall not be
treated differently unless differentiation is objectively justified. With this statement, the Court of Justice has instituted a superior rule of law with general
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application. The fundamental principle of equal treatment finds specific expression, in particular, in the general prohibition of any discrimination on grounds of
nationality, as laid down in Article 18 TFEU and further specified in Articles 45,
49 and 56 TFEU.
The prohibition of discrimination on grounds of nationality has already been
applied on several occasions to the sports sector. It is now established case law that
sport falls under the scope of application of the Treaty in so far as it constitutes an
economic activity. The Court of Justice made this particular statement in Walrave
and Koch, the first ever Court ruling on a sports issue, a case which turned around
nationality discrimination in cycling. The Court displayed sensitivity towards the
specificity of sport, which was later officially recognized in the Nice Declaration
on Sport, ruling that the prohibition of nationality discrimination does not preclude
rules or practices excluding foreign players from participation in certain matches
for reasons which are not of an economic nature and are thus of purely sporting
interest.
The Court has consistently reaffirmed this restriction on the scope of EU law in
subsequent case law (e.g. Donà, Bosman, Deliège), adding that such rules of
‘purely sporting interest’ must remain limited to their proper objectives. This has
for a long time offered matches between national teams shelter from the application of the Treaty free movement and competition rules. In its recent MecaMedina ruling, the Court of Justice refined this approach in a competition law
context, in practice dismantling the concept of rules of purely sporting interest but
replacing the idea with a new test. The Court held that for the purposes of the
application of the competition law rules to a particular case, account must firstly be
taken of the overall context in which the decision was taken or produces its effects
and, more specifically, of its objectives; subsequently, it has then to be considered
whether the consequential effects restrictive of competition are inherent in the
pursuit of those objectives and are proportionate to them. These findings can be
transposed to the free movement context. It constitutes a new standard by which
the Court of Justice of the European Union will in the future evaluate sports rules
and practices.
The Court has also dealt with nationality discrimination at club level in sport.
So far, it has always firmly branded these discriminatory measures as incompatible
with EU law. In the wake of the judgments in Donà and Bosman there appears to
be limited room for sporting federations to treat domestic players more favourably
than foreign players who are protected by EU law. The decisions in Kolpak and
Simutenkov have made it clear that third-country nationals who are legally residing
in a host Member State and can also often rely upon a directly effective equal
treatment provisions contained in international agreements concluded between the
EU and the third-country from which they originate. In these cases, the Court
categorically held that the justificatory arguments relating to the maintenance of a
traditional link between a club and its country or the creation of a sufficient pool of
players for the national team were not such as to preserve the contested nationality
clauses.
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However, by the same token, the Court also acknowledged that the aims of
maintaining a balance between clubs by preserving a certain degree of equality and
uncertainty as to results and of encouraging the recruitment and training of young
players must be accepted as legitimate. The Court has thus not completely shut the
door to all nationality clauses but has left it to the self-regulatory autonomy of the
sporting associations to elaborate rules or practices at club level that are compatible with the requirements of EU law. The European Football Association
UEFA has made use of this opportunity to introduce the so-called ‘4+4’ or ‘homegrown’ rule, which requires clubs to include in their teams a minimum number of
domestically trained players. The CJEU has not yet pronounced on this rule, which
has already received support from the European Commission and the European
Parliament. Conversely, both European institutions appeared reluctant towards the
proposal of World Football Association FIFA to gradually introduce the ‘6?5’
rule, requiring football teams to start official matches with minimum 6 players
eligible to play for the national team of the club. This was generally regarded as
unjustifiable discrimination. Nevertheless, in the 2008 Biarritz Declaration of the
sports ministers of the European Union, the ministers clearly expressed their
interest in further discussion on the initiatives of international federations to
encourage the teams of professional clubs to develop the presence of athletes
capable of qualifying for national teams, in order to strengthen the regional and
national roots of professional clubs, albeit in compliance with EU law. Despite
extensive jurisprudence and countless discussions at political level, the issue of
nationality clauses even in team sports has thus not yet been settled.
Until now, the situation with regard to equal treatment of non-nationals in
individual sporting disciplines has been the subject of much less debate and legal
scrutiny. Traditionally, individual sports have been organized on a national basis
with one sports federation organizing its respective sport within its territory. This
has endowed sport with a distinctly national character. The development of an
internal market supported by free movement and citizenship rights has the
potential to call into question this traditional feature of the so-called ‘European
model of sport.’ This is generating debate amongst some Member States and sports
organizations who are concerned for the purity of national competitions should EU
non-discrimination law apply to their constitutional arrangements. For example,
for cultural reasons it has been suggested that the conferment of ‘national champion’ titles should be reserved for nationals of the Member State within which the
competition takes place. There is also concern at the prospect of some athletes
being able to take part in the national championships of more than one country.
Eligibility rules for international competitions and championships that are based
on the representation of states (legal nationality), are logically a (co)determining
factor for the nationality of sportspersons in competitions at the national level that
are qualifiers for these international competitions.
Rules designed to maintain the purity of national competitions can lead to the
adoption of discriminatory measures. For example, with effect from March 2008
the Belgian Swimming Federation adopted new rules excluding non-nationals
from participating in national swimming championships in Belgium. The report
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provides a comprehensive list of such measures and the sports in which these
restrictions present themselves. Some sports raise specific issues in this respect For
example, the participation of non-nationals in the national championships of sports
with direct elimination, such as tennis or fencing, may exert a more significant
impact on the outcome of the competition than in other sports. Furthermore, the
report specifies the level at which the discriminatory provisions are adopted.
In determining whether the discriminatory measures involve access to sports, the
conditions relating to the actual practice of sports, the determination of national
records, the award of medals or titles, or any other aspect of the sport, the report
investigates the objectives pursued by these measures and the consequences on
each sport of removing the restrictions. In doing so, the report comprehensively
enquires into the ongoing debate within the sports movement concerning the
definition of the ‘specificity of sport’ and its application in EU law to both the
economic and non-economic aspects of sport. This allows for the presentation of a
typological analysis of the discriminatory measures identified.
This typology against which the directly or indirectly discriminatory measures
identified is measured is essentially the same as in the context of discriminatory
measures at club level and primarily consists of the Treaty rules on freedom of
movement. Furthermore, the Treaty provisions on Union citizenship, which is
destined to be the fundamental status of nationals of the EU Member States
(Grzelczyk) is duly regarded in this respect.
According to settled case-law, EU citizens lawfully resident in the territory of a
host Member State who find themselves in the same situation as home State
nationals can rely on Article 18 TFEU to receive the same treatment in law
irrespective of their nationality in all situations which fall within the scope ratione
materiae of EU law. Those situations include those involving the exercise of the
fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty and those involving the exercise
of the right to move and reside within the territory of the Member States, as
conferred by Article 21 TFEU. In addition, where and whenever necessary, also
instruments of EU secondary legislation such as, in particular, Directive 2004/38
on the rights of citizens and their family members to move and reside in the EU
and Regulation 1612/68 are taken into consideration. Essentially, all discriminatory rules are grouped in four different categories: firstly rules of purely sporting
interest; secondly, rules which are inherent in the organization of the sport and
necessary to pursue the objectives outlined and which therefore do not constitute a
restriction of EU law; thirdly, those rules which are discriminatory but capable of
justification and proportionate; and finally those rules which are discriminatory
and cannot be justified and must therefore be dismissed.
Additionally, the report undertakes an assessment of the likely impact of the
Lisbon Treaty which establishes sport as a competence of the EU. Article 165(1)
TFEU provides that ‘The Union shall contribute to the promotion of European
sporting issues, while taking account of the specific nature of sport, its structures
based on voluntary activity and its social and educational function.’ Article 165(2)
adds that Union actions shall be aimed at ‘developing the European dimension in
sport, by promoting fairness and openness in sporting competitions and
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cooperation between bodies responsible for sports, and by protecting the physical
and moral integrity of sportsmen and sportswomen, especially the youngest
sportsmen and sportswomen.’ The likely impact of these provisions on the jurisprudence of the Court is considered. In particular, the report will consider whether
these provisions constitute the legal basis for eliminating the discrimination in
question or a means of insulating such measures.
First, in the Study a full evaluation of the situation per country is provided
concerning the provisions in sports (competition) regulations that are discriminatory based on nationality in the sports disciplines selected, and relating to access
and all other aspects of individual sports competitions. The level at which the
discriminatory provisions identified are adopted (national, regional or local sports
federations) is specified and it is indicated whether they are imposed at lower
levels of this pyramid-shaped hierarchy. Information regarding any regulatory
provisions that are discriminatory on grounds of nationality established under
public administrative decision is provided.
Second, a typology analysis of the discriminatory measures identified is given.
It is indicated whether the discriminatory measures involve access to sports
(participation in competitions), conditions relating to the actual practice of sports,
the award of medals and titles, etc. The various criteria that hamper access to
competitions either directly or indirectly, are listed. A detailed list of the various
objectives identified as underlying the establishment of discriminatory measures is
presented. Particular attention is given to the selection of national champions,
determining national records, the award of titles and medals to nationals, avoiding
the award of national titles to athletes in different Member States, etc.
For the purposes of this Study the term ‘non-nationals’ was defined as follows:
‘citizens, their family members, and workers from other EU Member States, as well as
citizens of States which have signed agreements with the EU that contain non-discrimination clauses, and who are legally employed in the territory of the Member States (third
country nationals).’

The term ‘individual sports competitions’ was defined as follows:
‘national competitions involving individual sportspersons, regarding sports disciplines
practiced in a professional or amateur capacity within the European Union.’

The individual (‘non-team’) sports disciplines that are covered in the Study, are
the Olympic sports disciplines concerned (Winter and Summer Olympics). There
are 26 Olympic sports which are whether individual disciplines themselves or to
which individual disciplines belong: triathlon, modern pentathlon, tennis, table
tennis, badminton, rowing, canoe/kayak, athletics, aquatics, archery, boxing, judo,
shooting, weightlifting, wrestling, taekwondo, equestrian, gymnastics, skating,
luge, biathlon, bobsleigh, cycling, skiing, fencing and sailing (see: www.olympic.
org/en/content/Sports/).
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Partly in the light of the findings of this study, the European Commission
intends to ‘issue guidance on how to reconcile the Treaty provisions on nationality
with the organisation of competitions in individual sports on a national basis.’15
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ is as follows: international/
external/horizontal/lato sensu (cf., ‘objectives underlying the establishment of discriminatory measures’)/micro/practical/private (the public segment concerns a priori illegal
discriminatory regulatory provisions, since they are established under public administrative decision; so they were not part of the legal comparison exercise).

2.3 Private/Public Studies and Reports
2.3.1 Legal Comparison and the Harmonization of Doping Rules (2001)
[Hereafter: ‘Doping Harmonization’]
In 2000, an international research group consisting of sports law experts from the
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg (Germany), the T.M.C. Asser Institute for
International Law, The Hague (The Netherlands), the Max Planck Institute for
Foreign and International Criminal Law, Freiburg i.B. (Germany), and the Anglia
Polytechnic University, Chelmsford (United Kingdom), was asked by the European Commission to undertake a research study on ‘Legal Comparison and the
Harmonisation of Doping Rules’ within the framework of the ‘Pilot Project for
Campaigns to Combat Doping in Sport in Europe.’
The final report of the research study was presented on 7 November 2001 and
was discussed at an international conference in Brussels, which was organized by
the T.M.C. Asser Institute with the support of the Flemish Ministry for Sports
during the Belgian EU Presidency. The conference was attended by representatives
of international sports federations, as well as sports ministries and national sports
organisations from the EU Member States.
The European Commission commissioned the study during the initial stages of
the drafting of a World Anti-Doping Code. In the years following the publication
of the study, work on the World Anti-Doping Code continued and was finally
completed with the adoption of the ‘WADA Code’ in 2003. The study may be
considered to have contributed significantly to the completion of this work, as it
provided the drafters of the Code with an important tool, giving them an overview
of the doping rules and regulations of national and international sports organizations, including a comparative analysis, as well as a survey and analysis of the
relevant public law legislation available. Since the study may be considered to
form part of the travaux preparatoires underlying the WADA Code, which in the

15
Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, Developing the European
Dimension in Sport, COM(2011) 12 final, Brussels, 18.1.2011, p. 13.
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meantime has entered into force and is being applied in practice, the undersigned
consider it necessary that the study reflecting the legal situation in 2001 be published as a book. This publication in particular wishes to promote a better
understanding of the background of the harmonization of doping rules and regulations, the results of which may be found in the WADA Code a milestone in the
campaign to combat doping in sports.
The Study contains a public law part and a part concerning sports rules and
regulations on anti-doping. Both parts are presented in a comparative, thematic
form. The first part consists of a comparative legal analysis of anti-doping activities, in particular with regard to combating doping by means of criminal law in the
15 EU Member States at the time. In the sports rules and regulations part, the
results of the study of the pertinent national instruments in the EU Member States
for the then 35 Olympic international sports—together with the regulations of the
International Olympic Committee (IOC), the International Paralympic Committee
(IPC) and the Olympic international sports federations—were delivered. Aspects
such as the following are considered in this part: definition of doping (description
of the doping offence), the purpose of the ban on doping (arguments against the
use of doping), system of sanctions, etc.16
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ is as follows: international/
external (public level: the EU is to a certain extent a supranational body, but cf., interventionist v non-interventionist national sport models in the EU)/horizontal (on both
levels: public and private)/stricto sensu/micro (one issue: doping)/practical (cf., the
drafting of a WADA Code)/private and public.

2.3.2 Promoting Social Dialogue in European Professional
Football (Candidate EU Member States) (2004) [Hereafter:
‘SD Football (Candidates)’]
In November 2004 the Final Report on the above-mentioned project was presented
by the ASSER International Sports Law Centre to the European Commission. Part
of the project was a comparative legal ‘pilot’ study on the basis of country studies
regarding the above-mentioned subject. In addition to the ‘pilot’ study, in the first
half of 2004 regional seminars were organized in Nicosia (Cyprus and Malta),
Vilnius (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania), Ljubljana (Hungary and Slovenia),
Warsaw (Poland), Prague (Czech Republic and Slovakia), and Bucharest (for the
2007 candidate Member States Bulgaria and Romania).
In this report, three key questions which are relevant in a Social Dialogue
context have been examined:

16

Cf., also Soek 2006.
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1. What is the legal basis for the relationship between a player and the club
(comprising aspects concerning the regulation of sport in the country concerned, termination of contracts, compensation for training and education)?
2. What has the candidate country (now EU Member State plus Bulgaria and
Romania) already done to implement Council Directive 1990/70/EC of 28 June
1999 concerning the framework agreement on fixed-term work concluded by
ETUC (European Trade Union Confederation), UNICE (Union of Industrial
Employers’ Confederation of Europe) and CEEP (Centre of Enterprises with
Public Participation and Enterprises of General Economic Interest)?
3. The possibilities for entering into a social dialogue in professional football.
The project was intended to inform about and thereby promote the concept of
the Social Dialogue and of collective bargaining at the sectoral level of the professional football industry in the EU candidate countries (now Member states plus
Bulgaria and Romania). The aim was to contribute to facilitating the start of
consultations of management and labour at national and Community level and, in
pursuance thereof, the establishment of relevant contractual relations by the
exchange of information and experience on a European basis, in particular
regarding employment contracts and collective bargaining agreements. In addition,
the current EU legal developments concerning labour and sports was presented,
followed by a comparison with the relevant law in the candidate countries.
Differences between the EU and national law were indicated and solutions for
avoiding conflicts were provided. Besides promoting the Social Dialogue in the
professional football sector in the candidate countries the objective of the project
was also to identify the national law that is not in conformity with EU law and to
propose solutions to remove any conflict.
It was expected that the project will be helpful to pave the way for starting the
Social Dialogue in professional football in the EU candidate countries at national
and European level by creating awareness amongst organizations involved of the
possibilities the Dialogue offers for establishing effective industrial relations and,
in particular, by creating common ground amongst management and labour for the
purpose of future negotiations.
This project regarding the candidate countries was carried out in cooperation
with the European Federation of professional Football Clubs (EFFC). It in fact is
an addendum to the similar project that was undertaken by the EFFC with regard
to the 15 ‘old’ Member States in 2003-2004. In the Final Report on that project
proposals are made to the European Commission for the reasoning it could adopt
when dealing with a joint request from organizations who whish to establish a
Social Dialogue Committee in European professional football. These proposals in
principle are also fully applicable to the 10 ‘new’ Member States, being now part
of the family of EU nations.
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ is as follows: international/
external/horizontal/stricto sensu/micro/practical/private and public.
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2.3.3 Football Hooliganism With an EU Dimension: Towards
an International Legal Framework (2004) [Hereafter:
‘Football Hooliganism’]
Under the terms of Article 29 of the Treaty, the European Union’s objective shall
be to provide citizens with a high level of safety within an area of freedom,
security and justice by developing common action among the Member States in
the field of police cooperation. Due to the various international and European
competitions involving both national and club teams and the resultant travelling of
large numbers of supporters together with the associated social and often violent
disorder, football has a highly visible profile. This international dimension has
made it necessary to approach security in connection with football matches in a
way that extends beyond national borders. Within the EU framework, the focus is
mainly on the coordination of police measures (cf., Council recommendation on
guidelines for preventing and restraining disorder connected with football matches,
22 April 1996; Council Resolution on preventing and restraining football hooliganism through the exchange of experience, exclusion from stadiums and media
policy, 9 June 1997; Council Resolution concerning a handbook with international
recommendations for international police cooperation and measures to prevent and
control violence and disturbances in connection with football matches with an
international dimension, in which at least one Member State is involved, 6
December 2001 (previously, 21 June 1999); Council Decision concerning security
in connection with football matches with an international dimension, 25 April
2002).
Apart from the existence of the Council of Europe’s Convention on spectator
violence and misbehaviour at sports events and in particular at football matches,
of 19 August 1985, an international legal framework is still lacking and fundamental legal differences between Member States make it difficult to envisage the
generalized application of restrictions on attendance at matches in other Member
States by persons convicted of football-related offences.
Because of the lack of an international legal framework and the fundamental
legal differences between Member States, tackling transnational football hooliganism in the EU is mainly based on ‘adhocracy,’ i.e., specific cooperation
agreements and policy arrangements between individual Member States in connection with individual international competitions and matches. This results in the
conflation of an ‘instant coordinated approach’ with a ‘permanently coordinated
basis.’
The purpose of the study is to determine what the fundamental legal differences
between Member States (and candidate countries/Member States since 1 May
2004) exactly are and to evaluate what the precise consequences are of the absence
of an international legal framework. On the basis of the results of this research,
recommendations will be made for the development of a common and consistent
international legal framework.
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The following information was collected and analysed for the purposes of this
Study:
– international legislation (treaties, decisions of intergovernmental organizations,
etc.);
– an additional aspect was the transnational law and policy situation of the
country (cf., possible bilateral treaties, agreements, or ad hoc arrangements etc.
with neighbouring countries to control the cross-border movement of groups and
persons concerned).
– all the laws, regulations and administrative provisions constituting the legal
framework of the EU Member States and candidate countries and all the corresponding implementing measures applicable in the event of football hooliganism as well as the official documents (Memoranda, Notes to Parliament etc.)
that form the basis for the Government’s general policy in this field within the
framework of general criminal and administrative law.
– decisions of national and international courts and tribunals;
– the academic literature in respect of the relevant legislation and court decisions;
– rules and regulations of national football associations and UEFA/FIFA as well
as official policy documents regarding ‘football hooliganism.’
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ reads as follows: international/
external/horizontal/stricto sensu/micro/practical/private and public.

2.3.4 Health and Safety in the Sport Sector (2009)
[Hereafter: ‘Health and Safety’]
In September 2008, in the framework of the project ‘Moving forward towards
European social dialogue in the sport sector: Content and Contact’ (CC-project),
EURO-MEI together with its managing partner EASE and its strategic partner the
EOC EU Office (formerly EU Sport Office), commissioned the T.M.C. Asser
Institute for international law, The Hague, The Netherlands, to undertake a comparative research study on health and safety in the sport sector. As the sport sector is
in full development on all levels, not much European research exists so far on this
topic. The project was undertaken in order to extend the knowledge on health and
safety in the sport sector and thereby to help professionalize the sector. The research
was financed by the European Commission through the above-mentioned project.
EASE and EURO-MEI are willing to be proactive to defend the specificities of
the sector through European social dialogue. To prepare their social dialogue,
EASE and EURO-MEI agreed to start with soft issues: issues on which a consensus is easily reached. Health and safety is one of them. The specificities of sport
related to health and safety have not been taken into account yet at the different
levels of the sector. The sport workers (players but also trainers and coaches) in
many European countries are facing a lack of regulation specific to sports
regarding health and safety issues. On the basis of the study and the results of the
Conference on health and safety in the sport sector that was held in Lisbon on
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1 and 2 April 2009 EASE and EURO-MEI would like to find similarities and
opportunities for harmonization and to define best practices in health and safety in
the sport sector. Once the European social dialogue in the sport sector will be
effective, autonomous agreements and process-oriented texts (such as joint declarations) between the European social partners on those issues could provide a
kind of harmonization that could help many countries to address the health, safety
and well-being of workers in the sport sector.
The below comparative survey on health and safety in the sport sector is
descriptive and includes a general listing of health and safety issues in a broad
sense in the sport sector as well as a listing of measures taken to prevent risks and
injuries and promote workers’ (players’, trainers’, coaches’) health (best practices,
innovative actions) on the basis of the research undertaken. It covers relevant
information on the present 27 EU Member States.
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria’ is as follows: international/external/
horizontal/stricto sensu/micro/practical/private and public.

2.3.5 The Implementation of the WADA Code in the European
Union (2010) [Hereafter: ‘WADA Code’]
The fight against doping has become an increasingly important theme on the EU
agenda.
On this subject, the White Paper on Sport published by the European Commission on 11 July 2007 stated the following:
‘The EU would benefit from a more coordinated approach in the fight against doping, in
particular by defining common positions in relation to the Council of Europe, WADA and
UNESCO, and through the exchange of information and good practices between Governments, national anti-doping organisations and laboratories. Proper implementation of
the UNESCO Convention against Doping in Sport by the Member States is particularly
important in this context.
The Commission will play a facilitating role, for example by supporting a network of
national anti-doping organisations of Member States.’

In the past few years, activities in this field have essentially concentrated on the
Code of the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) which is the subject of the
Copenhagen Declaration and the UNESCO Convention against Doping in Sport.
Naturally, the work of the informal European working party, the ‘EU Working
Group on Anti-Doping,’ actively contributes to this.
Despite the increased interest in this subject, in practice the central objective of
the Code, i.e., to ensure harmo-nized, coordinated and effective anti-doping programmes at both an international and national level with regard to the detection,
deterrence and prevention of doping, is still far from being realized for a variety of
reasons. The necessity for a European framework for cooperation in the fight
against doping, on the basis of the Code, therefore requires further study.
An initial requirement for the achievement of strict agreements on a EU level is
that reliable information is available about the state of affairs in each Member State.
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With a view to the Belgian Presidency of the European Union in the second half
of 2010, the Flemish Minister for Sport, Philippe Muyters, asked the T.M.C. Asser
Institute of International Law in The Hague to carry out a thorough study of the
application of the Code within the European Union and to catalogue its findings.
The study’s inventory was undertaken on the basis of information collected
from the relevant government departments and/or agencies with primary authority
in the area of sport in each Member State and the National Anti-Doping Organisations (NADOs) in the European Union. As far as Belgium is concerned, a
distinction was made between the four different authorities authorized to fight
doping, namely: the Flemish Community, the French Community, the Germanspeaking Community and the Joint Community Commission.
N.B. The typology according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria plus’ is as follows: international/
external/horizontal/stricto sensu/micro/practical (the implementation of the WADA Code)/
private and public.

2.3.6 Comparative Continental Sports Law: An ‘Americanization’
of European sports Law?
In the years shortly before the beginning of this century, in sporting and sports law
circles in Europe a discussion started concerning the ‘Americanization’ of European (EU) professional sport. The sports models of North America and Europe
were compared.17 Some of the European sports model’s features appeared to be

17
On 9 March 2000, an Asser Round Table Session entitled The americanisation of sports
law—the American and European sports models compared was organized at the office of law
firm CMS Derks Star Busmann Hanotiau in Utrecht and in co-operation with the Sports Law
Centre of Anglia Polytechnic University and Sportzaken magazine/The International Sports Law
Journal (ISLJ). Participants in the LLM/MA Sports Law Course of Anglia Polytechnic
University, which was hosted by the T.M.C. Asser Institute in The Hague from 8 to 11 March,
attended the Session. Speakers were Dr. Simon Gardiner, Sports Law Centre, Anglia Polytechnic
University, Chelmsford, United Kingdom, Aaron Wise, Siller Wilk LLP, New York, United
States of America, Dr. Martin Schimke, Wessing & Berenberg-Gossler Attorneys, Hamburg,
Germany, James Gray, Pierski, Fitzpatrick & Gray, Milwaukee, United States of America, and
Prof. Dr. Paul de Knop, Free University, Brussels, and University of Tilburg, The Netherlands.
Mr Eric Vilé, CMS Derks, chaired the Session. The Session was sponsored by the FBO, the Dutch
Federation of Professional Football Organisations. Simon Gardiner’s and Paul de Knop’s
contributions were published in The International Sports Law Journal, No. 2, 2000, pp. 17–20.
The official programme explained the Round Table’s topic as follows: ‘In recent years, especially
in the post-Bosman period, professional sport in Europe appears to have been increasingly
influenced by what are regarded as characteristics of the traditional North American model of
sport. The growing commercialisation in European professional football, in particular, makes it
relevant to thoroughly consider the usefulness and adaptability of legal and institutional
instruments that are available in the United States where the major leagues of American football,
baseball, basketball and ice hockey have for decennia now been ‘‘big business.’’ This Round
Table Session examines themes such as the appropriateness of closed leagues and the role of
commissioners, the system of sports franchises, the relocation of clubs, anti-trust law and the
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under threat, as part of a trend which may be labelled ‘Americanization’ in recognition of the lurking desire to eliminate traditional rules of the game (such as
promotion and relegation) which may inhibit wealth maximization on a NorthAmerican scale. Weatherill’s contribution to the debate proceeded from the
assumption that it was realistic to suppose that European sport, particularly football, would become ever more lucrative in the next few years in the wake of the
media revolution, perhaps eventually to the extent that it would compare financially with the dominant sports in North America, but that there are aspects of the
American model that will prove unpalatable in Europe.18
Nafziger observes that comparative legal commentary on the organisational
structure of sports, particularly of professional sports, is substantial and growing.
One of the main themes in Europe has been the relationship between a rather pristine
European Sports Model, as it has been called, and the growing commercialization of
sport. This theme has been expressed variously in analyzing the regulatory power of
the European Union over sporting activity and in contrasting the European Sports
Model with a so-called North American Sports Model. Both models are largely
policy constructs, and the North American Model may simply that which the
European Model is not. Even so, the models help each of us see our own sports
culture as others see it. Although the European Sports Model has been the subject of
many writings, in-depth comparisons between it and the North American Model are
infrequent. Comparing the models highlights core values, sharpens analysis, and
yields new insights. A few preliminary observations may be useful in defining the
models. First, they are just that: models, that is general representations of reality
rather than precise descriptions of organisational structures. Second, a functional
analysis and evaluation of the European Sports Model inevitably must take account
of the legal constraints, particularly European Union law.19
In the context of the debate of an ‘Americanization’or even ‘McDonaldization’
of European sports, it is Halgreen’s belief that the European sports culture is
unique and worth protecting, with its extraordinary mix of amateur and professional, commercial and non-commercial interests alongside each other, serving a
very important role in European societies. However, in a time of increased
internationalization and globalization, it was his realistic assertion that it will not
be possible simply to ‘dismiss’ the American Model of Sport purely for political,
ideological or protectionist reasons. This is because European sport is part of a
global sports economy, and many professional European sports, faced with the

(Footnote 17 continued)
collective selling of broadcasting rights, the phenomenon of club owners, cross-ownership,
sponsoring, licensing and merchandising, the farm system, collective bargaining agreements and
players’ unions, the regulation of the sports agent, the application of salary caps, salary arbitration
and free agents, the draft system, and questions of intellectual property rights. In addition, specific
developments that are taking place in the ‘‘sports industry’’ of the United States and Europe at the
time of the Round Table Session are evaluated.’.
18
Weatherill 2000, pp. 155 et seq., and: Weatherill 2007, pp. 175 and 155.
19
Nafziger 2008, p. 100.
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tough and unfamiliar challenges of a commercialized sports environment, have
already demonstrated a strong tendency to combine the European and American
sports systems in one form or another.20
The ‘Americanization’ debate which from to time comes back to the stage in
Europe, is an example of international comparative legal and organizational
comparison between continents and not individual countries. It concerns nongovernmental sports law, the law of the ‘autonomous’ private sports organizations
which as such is of a transnational character, not public legislation regarding
sports. Of course, European sports law which sets the limits to the sporting law is
the law of a supranational intergovernmental organisation of states, whereas the
North American Model comprises two completely sovereign states, Canada and
the United States of America which set the limits to sport by national legislative
instruments.
N.B. A study on the ‘Americanization’ issue would start from the following ‘Kokkinicriteria’ qualifications: international (or: national = bilateral?; two sports systems on
both sides of the Atlantic ocean, including on the one hand Canada and the United States
of America, and on the other the public international organisation EU with now 27
Member States); external (!); horizontal; stricto or lato sensu; macro (!); theoretical or
practical (practical: when the North American Football League (NFL; American rugby)
established a branch in Europe, it could have been useful to first have available a study on
the state of affairs in European (EU) sport in an organisational and legal sense); and
private (cf., public: EU law, i.e., the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice has
adjusted the European sports model to some extent in the past decade by opening it up, as
it were into a more liberal, ‘American’ direction; however, at the opposite, in North
American pro sports there do exist closed leagues with salary caps, drafts, etc. for promoting a level playing field).

3 Summary and Conclusion
The European Union regularly commissions legal comparative research in areas of
sports law. Such research serves to provide a picture of which private and possibly,
public sport rules exist in areas of sports law in the Member States. The surveys
are intended to provide information that can be used by the European Union for
relevant policy development. According to the new sport provision in the Lisbon
Treaty, Article 165, any harmonization of the laws and regulations of the Member
States by the European Union is excluded. Of course this type of studies and
reports still could theoretically (scientifically, academically) be used for unification/harmonization purposes. Used outside the EU framework the ‘Doping harmonization’ study is a clear example of a harmonization report; the ‘WADA Code’
study—by monitoring of the implementation of the Code—in fact also fulfills this
purpose. On the other hand, there are possible studies and reports which are meant

20

Halgreen 2004, pp. 16–17.
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to be used by an individual country by way of ‘best practices’/‘lessons learned’
from abroad. The ‘Sports Acts’ study is a study of this ‘national’ type.21 The
national/international (= bilateral/multilateral) ‘Kokkini-criterion’ is now here
finally deleted as having turned out to be meaningless at least in the context of
(international) comparative sports law; bilateral also means international and why
not trilateral etc. research if and when a country looks for inspiration abroad to
revise its Sports Act or other relevant legal instruments?! Instead of this distinction, it is a much better option to use this criterion in the sense of ‘best practices’
(national) v unification/harmonization research. So, now we have three new criteria: practical/theoretical, national/international (in a new meaning) and private/
public added to the ‘Kokkini-criteria’ (plus) whereas one criterion: national/
international (in the old meaning) has disappeared (minus).
Table: Typology of the Asser research studies and reports according to the ‘Kokkini-criteria’
plusminus (or: minusplus) (in chronological order)
studies and
internal/ horizontal/ stricto/
micro/ practical/
national/
private/
reports
external vertical
lato sensu macro theoretical international public
Doping
harmonisation
SD football
(candidates)
Football
hooliganism
Sports Acts
SD EPFL/
G14
SD football
agenda
Health and
safety
SD cycling
agenda
Sport
governance
WADA Code

external
external
external
external
external
external
external
external
external
external

Non-nationals external

21

horizontal stricto
sensu
horizontal stricto
sensu
horizontal stricto
sensu
horizontal lato sensu
horizontal strict
sensu
horizontal stricto
sensu
horizontal stricto
sensu
horizontal stricto
sensu
horizontal stricto
sensu
horizontal stricto
sensu
horizontal lato sensu

micro

practical

micro

practical

micro

practical

micro
micro

practical
practical

international private/
public
international private/
public
international private/
public
national
public
international private

micro

practical

international private

micro

practical

micro

practical

international private/
public
international private

macro

practical

international public

micro

practical

micro

practical

international private/
public
international private

Several years ago, the Asser Institute was requested by the Singapore Sports Council who
referred to the ‘‘Sports Acts’’ study (2006) for the Netherlands government, to present a research
proposal for the purpose of the revision of the Sport Council Act (1973). Particularly, because of
the Singaporese ambition to create in the country a podium for the staging of international
sporting mega events the question was whether the adoption of a new Sport Act could be drafted
and how. The Asser Institute then proposed a worldwide study along the lines of what is
described as follow-up research in the paragraph on the ‘‘Sports Acts’’ pilot study, supra
section 2.1.1.
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N.B. The ‘Americanization’ debate is an example of continental comparative sports law
(Europe/North America). Its typology is emphatically ‘external’ and ‘macro.’

Sports law is two- or double-layered: there are private and a public segments—
the (I)NGO part of the law on the one hand (sporting rules and regulations) and
legislation as well as treaties on the other hand. The specific institutional characteristics of organized sport are ‘juridified’ by and in its own, private rules and
regulations. In the context of comparative law research, this crucial feature of
sports (law) may be characterized as an example of ‘sport specificity.’ So, the
double stratification of sport and thereby sports law is the major, core aspect of
(international) comparative sports law. Minor specific characteristics are a result of
adapting the initial ‘Kokkini-criteria’ to organized sport and sports law. ‘External’
means in the sporting context for example research into interventionist versus noninterventionist states, not only in Europe but also worldwide. ‘Macro’ means In the
sporting context comparative research into sport governance at large regarding
national and/or international sport governing bodies (cf., the comparison between
legal systems or jurisdictions of national states under the law of nations). Like in
the inter-state context, this may also apply to comparative research regarding
several crucially differing types of sports governance (see, the ‘Americanization’
debate). If sport governance is macro, Sports Acts research is relatively micro.
Generally speaking, sport governance in the private segment concerns internal
sport governance (‘intra sport’), whereas Sports Acts concern the relationship
between state and national organised sport which may be characterised as external
sport governance (‘intra state’). So, there are two (interrelated) types of sport
governance.
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What is Sports Law? A Reassessment
of Content and Terminology
Robert C. R. Siekmann

Abstract Can sports law be considered as an independent substantive area of
the law, does it enjoy recognition as such, and if so, why? This is actually the
primary question that requires answering, because the answer to this question is
not unchallenged. The question of what sports law is can then be addressed.
This contribution is structured as follows: 1) Does sports law, a sports law,
sports law as an area of law exist? 2) What does sports law consist of? 3) a
reassessment of content and terminology, and 4) what is the ‘hard core’ of
sports law? In summary, it can be concluded that: 1) sports law exists, 2)
according to the ‘sources theory’ which in fact is presented in this address, it
comprises a public and a private part, 3) it is proposed to name the public part
lex sportiva (sporting law) and the private part lex ludica (sportive law), and 4)
the ‘hard core’ of sports law is chiefly ‘judge-made law’: of the European Court
of Justice (now: Court of Justice of the EU) as the public judge—at least from
a European (EU) perspective, or court (regional), and of the Court of Arbitration for Sport as the private court (global).
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1 Introduction
What is ‘sports law’? This is a question often asked by students, academics,
lawyers and lay persons. Anyone attempting to formulate an answer often searches
in vain for a response that is compelling and demonstrates some modicum of
understanding of what ‘sports law’ is. Perhaps the difficulty in articulating a
response is, in part, a result of uncertainty related to what information is being
sought. Is the question as to what ‘sports law’ is intended to focus attention on the
content of the practice of ‘sports law’? In other words, which substantive areas of
practice fall under the rubric of ‘sports law’? Or is more particularly the role of the
sports lawyer intended as the principal focus? In this regard, perhaps what is
sought is information concerning the services provided by a lawyer in this field.
Finally, perhaps the inquirer seeks an answer to a more fundamental consideration:
does such a thing as ‘sports law’ exist?1
In other words, can sports law be considered as an independent substantive area of
the law, does it enjoy recognition as such, and if so, why? This is actually the primary
question that requires answering, because the answer to this question is not
unchallenged. The question of what sports law is can then be addressed. This address
is structured as follows: 1) Does sports law, a sports law, sports law as an area of law
1

Cf., Davis 2001, p. 211.
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exist? 2) What does sports law consist of? 3) a reassessment of content and terminology, and 4) what is the ‘hard core’ of sports law? The reassessment includes my
own vision of the subject matter and issues that go to make up sports law, partly in the
light of a presentation of existing, previous positions and views in this regard.

2 Does Such a Thing as ‘Sports Law’ Exist?
Beloff says that the question of whether a lex sportiva—which he apparently uses
literally in the sense of ‘sports law’ here2—exists is a persistently recurring theme.
Whether a cohesive set of rules exists or whether sports law is nothing more than a
mosaic arbitrarily constructed from a diversity of generally accepted and separate
areas of law—the law of obligations, torts, intellectual property, administrative
law—is the subject of continuing debate. The issue is not purely academic, a
qualification which cynics are inclined to use for an issue of no practical importance. Proponents of the first argument (sports law does exist) supposedly do so
partly out of a wish to enhance the status of the subject,3 which does not necessarily mean that advocates of the latter argument (sports law does not exist) can be
said to be motivated in any way by a wish to belittle that status. Nonetheless, those
who advocate the existence of ‘sports law’ clearly choose Latin terminology in
order to lend the subject a semblance of classical antiquity, sometimes using the
alternative term lex ludica,4 even though this is a rather unfortunate choice since it
might come across as faintly ludicrous if incorrectly translated (‘playful law’). The
question of whether ‘sports law’ exists is not of enormous importance, but nor is
unimportant according to Beloff.5 Mitten and Opie remark that the academic study
of the law regulating sport is relatively new. In effect, they say, there is no
consensus amongst scholars and academics who regularly examine the rapidly
growing body of rules and case law that governs the sports industry as to whether
‘sports law’ is an independent area of the law or merely the application of general
legislation, which would better be labelled as ‘sport and the law.’ The debate
revolves around the question of whether the area displays the unique and coherent
characteristics of a separate collection of rules or whether principles from more
established legal disciplines merely appear to be finding particular or special
application.6 Davis has outlined a possible assessment framework for answering
this question in relation to the subject of ‘sport and the law.’ But before defining

2
3
4
5
6

See also infra under 3.1. Lex Sportiva.
By way of oratio pro domo.
Cf., also supra under 3.4. Lex ludica.
Beloff 2005, p. 49.
Mitten and Opie 2010, pp. 3–4 and n. 6, p. 4.
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that framework, those criteria, he comments that there are, roughly speaking, three
views or positions.
a. the traditional view that ‘sports law’ does not exist: no separately identifiable
body of law exists that can be designated as sports law and the possibility that such
a corpus of law will ever develop is extremely remote; according to this interpretation, ‘sports law’ is nothing more and nothing other than an amalgamation of
elements from different substantive areas of law that are relevant in the context of
sport; the term ‘sports law’ is then incorrectly chosen since sport as an activity is
governed by the legal system as a whole7;
b. the moderate position contends that ‘sports law’ has the capacity to develop
into an independent area of law; in 2001, when Davis’ article is published, proponents of this view identify developments that would appear to point in that
direction; they draw attention to the de facto unique character of certain issues in
sport that require specialised analysis and the in some cases unique application of
the law to sport; and:
c. ‘sports law’ is a separate area of the law; supporters of this view highlight the
increase in legislation and court case law specific to sport as a sign of this. Commentators argue that those who view sports law merely as an amalgamation of
various other substantive areas of the law ignore the present-day reality that very few
substantive areas of the law fit into separate categories that are distinct from and
independent of other substantive areas of the law; overlaps exist not only within
sports law, but within other areas of law as well; the inter-disciplinary nature of sports
law has in any event not helped the case for establishing the existence of a separate
legal discipline; the supporters of this view argue, additionally, that the unwillingness to recognise sports law as a specific body of law appears to reflect the inclination
of some intellectuals not to take sport seriously. In this regard, they emphasise the
tendency to marginalise the academic study of sports rather than treat it as any other
form of business.
‘The debate on the existence of sports law as an independent field of law is not
extraordinary given that questions about the legitimacy of new fields of law are not
uncommon. Similar controversy accompanied the emergence of ‘computer law,’
for example. Such diverse areas of the law as employment law, health law and
environmental law ensured similar fates until they became generally recognised as
specific fields of law. The process of recognising a new area of the law is slowmoving, because it is connected with a fundamental process of change in society.
Inherent in this process of transformation is the development of new behavioural
patterns and forms of cooperation that seek acceptance. Whether a particular field
of law ought to be recognised as such is not an exact science. The process of
identifying, designating and naming areas of the law is a complicated matter and is,
to a certain extent, often arbitrary; there is no official recognition procedure. It is a
process whereby legal practitioners and academics determine that the law is

7

The classical representative of this position is the eminence grise of sports law in England,
Grayson 1994, p. XXXVII. A recent publication in this tradition is, for example, Donnellan 2010.
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increasingly being applied to a new area of society. According to Davis,8 at the end
of the day, the answer to the question of whether sports law is recognised as an
independent area of the law may depend on the perceptions of those practising,
teaching and conducting academic research into that sports law.

2.1 Assessment Framework
Which factors or criteria can be applied in order to determine whether an independent legal area exists?
Davis lists no fewer than eleven in his article. While these factors are a guide,
their meticulous application need not necessarily provide a definitive answer to
the question of whether an independent sports law discipline exists. The factors
are:
1. unique application by courts of law from other disciplines to a specific
context;
2. factual peculiarities within a specific context that produce problems, requiring
specialised analysis;
3. issues involving the proposed discipline’s subject matter must arise in multiple, existing, common law or statutory areas;
4. within the proposed discipline, the elements of its subject matter must connect, interact or interrelate;
5. decisions within the proposed discipline conflict with decisions in other areas
of the law and decisions regarding a matter within the proposed discipline
impact another matter within the discipline;
6. the proposed discipline must significantly affect the nation’s (or the world’s)
business, economy, culture or society;
7. the development of interventionist legislation to regulate specific
relationships;
8. publication of legal casebooks that focus on the proposed discipline;
9. development of law journals and other publications specifically devoted to
publishing writings that fall within the parameters of the proposed
field;
10. acceptance of the proposed field by law schools; and:
11. recognition by legal associations, such as bar associations, of the proposed
field as a separately identifiable substantive area of the law.
Davis himself has not applied this assessment framework explicitly and systematically to sport. If we nonetheless apply the above criteria, which are not
always clearly formulated, to ‘sport and the law’ then there is no doubt that we can

8

Davis 2001, pp. 211–214.
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conclude in 2011 that an independent area of the law exists that is fully deserving
of the name ‘sports law.’
The above listed factors particularly concern the internal cohesion within
the area concerned and its own, special, independent character which distinguishes the area from the legal environment. This is probably most systematically expressed in the term ‘sport specificity’ that has been developed in the
context of European law. This term indicates the extent to which the European
Court of Justice in particular has recognised exceptions to regular law, because
in some cases the rules of organised sport cannot be dispensed without this
rendering it impossible to complete sports competitions in a correct and proper
fashion.9 A now classic example, in consequence of the Lehtonen case,10 is the
recognition of only two periods during a competitive season within which
professional footballers can move from one club to another (in the summer,
after the end of the season, and during the so-called winter break).11 As such,
this rule is contrary to the freedom of movement of workers in the European
Union, but without this rule there would be a risk of falsification of competition
because, for example, a club that is in danger of relegation could suddenly and
at the last moment be bolstered by an injection of funds by external backers
which are not available to their competitors at that time. This would compromise the existence of a fair and even competition for all participants. It is
clear that the particular characteristics of sports organisations deserve special
attention, which can lead to exceptions if these exceptions are unavoidable.12
Factors 1 and 2 are consequently met. Conflicts (see factor 5) are not always
settled in favour of the sports rule, however. A good example is the 6+5 rule
adopted by FIFA. The rule implies that only 5 foreign players may be selected
per team in any match; the other players must be domestic players. This rule
discriminates on the basis of nationality and can therefore not be applied within
the European Union. Such a rule is not indispensable in order to guarantee a
strong national team, for example. Talented young or experienced domestic
players can also improve abroad. The Dutch national team is a good example
of a team comprising many international players who ply their trade in the best
foreign leagues, thereby strongly benefiting the standard of the national team.
The special nature of sport is also expressed through the application of factor 7.

9

The concept of the ‘specificity of sport’ has also become established beyond European Sports
Law (see infra under 3.6.) on a worldwide scale, for example in the FIFA player’s status and
transfer regulations, the rules of the FIFA Dispute Resolution Chamber (DRC) and pertinent CAS
jurisprudence (cf., the Webster, Matuzalem and De Sanctis transfer ‘buy-out’ awards of CAS).
10
Case C-176/96.
11
So-called transfer windows.
12
Apart from that, in this author’s opinion, the old-fashioned tradition of one transfer window
(between two full competitions at the start of the football season) would be sufficient and fair,
since it prevents the composition of teams being changed during the winter break which unduly
distorts the initial balance of strength between clubs during competition.
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There are many countries in the world with a general, national Sports Act.
Such countries are generally considered as belonging to the group of interventionists. The so-called Football Act (Voetbalwet) aimed at combating
unwanted behaviour by supporters and other acts of vandalism is an example of
special regulatory provisions in the Netherlands. The international community
similarly makes its voice heard: anti-doping conventions have been accepted by
the Council of Europe and UNESCO, for example.
There is also broad compliance with the other factors, which are partly of a
practical rather than substantive legal nature, such as the publication of legal
casebooks, specialised journals, academic teaching and research, as well as the
existence of specialised associations, at many places around the world (see factors
8 to 11, inclusive).13
There is also sufficient institutional connection or interrelationship in organised
sport (cf., factor 4). Around the world organised sport is structured pyramidically,
with the universal organisations for each sport, such as FIFA for football and the
IOC for Olympic sports, at the top. There is a ‘world court’ for sport, the Court of
Arbitration for Sport (CAS) which is located in Switzerland, and a World AntiDoping Agency (WADA), in which the international community is also officially a
stakeholder. Which leaves factor 3, the second part of factor 5 and factor 6. Matters
that are sport-related occur in many different fields of law. Sports law has an interdisciplinary character, and according to this factor that would argue in favour of
the existence of an independent field of law rather than against it (factor 3). It is
evident that internal decisions of sports organisations sometimes impact on another
matter within the field of law of which the rules of organised sport form an
inextricable part. If, for example, FIFA were to repeal its agents’ rules, that would
automatically have repercussions for the rules relating to player transfers as a
whole (factor 5.b). Finally, it goes without saying nowadays that sport, and hence
sports law, are of considerable economic, cultural and social importance at a
national as well as international level. In England, professional football is labelled
an ‘industry,’ reflecting the fact that football has become a marketable product and
a business sector in its own right. Thanks to commercialisation and the sale of TV

13

Mitten and Opie (Mitten and Opie 2010, p. 3 en noot 3) comment that in spite of the fact that
almost all areas of the law—individually and in combination—regulate competition (including
broad and important areas such as competition law, the law of obligations, intellectual property
law and employment law), relatively few academics teach sports law or are scholars of sports law.
According to the AALS (The Association of American Law Schools) Directory of Law Teachers
2009–2010, there are only 120 professors teaching sports law, while more than 340 are
specialised in competition law, 1800 in constitutional law and 360 in employment law. These
three fields of law are the main areas of public law regulating sport in the United States. So, there
is scope for a greater focus on sport on these fields of law. See the website of the ASSER
International Sports Law Centre (www.sportslaw.nl. under ‘The Centre’) for a global listing of
International and National Sports Law Associations, Sports Law Centres and Sports Law
Journals.
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rights, huge sums of money now pass hands in professional sport.14 Events such as
the Olympic Games and the Football World Cup are watched by billions of people
around the world (factor 6).
In summary, there is sufficient phenomenological and legal inter-relationship
and external distinctness to designate ‘sports law’ an independent substantive area
of the law.

3 What Is ‘Sports Law’?
That such a thing as ‘sports law’ exists in 2011 would therefore appear to be a
wholly justifiable position to take, at least when one adheres to the assessment
framework provided by Davis. The following question may now be asked: what is
sports law, what are the elements of sports law, what can it be deemed to cover?
Firstly, however, an observation, in particular regarding the nature of sports
law. Beloff says that a distinction can be made between ‘horizontal law’—a body
of rules which applies across the full range of relevant human activity—and
‘vertical law,’ which is a body of rules driven by a single human activity. Torts or
competition law fall into the first category. Sports law, like aviation law and
banking law, falls substantially into the latter.15
Focused literature research then reveals that the following distinctions are
explicitly made or the following terminology is explicitly used to designate sports
law, or sections of it: lex sportiva, global sports law, transnational sports law, lex
ludica, public international sports law (‘the law of nations of sport’) and European
sports law. These categories are discussed successively below. It is noticeable that
the term lex sportiva repeatedly occurs in one meaning or another as if it were a
benchmark in this regard. Incidentally, all the authors are, of course, adherents to the
position that sports law does exist as an independent substantive area of the law.

14

Real Madrid, for example, tops the world ranking list of clubs in terms of annual turnover for
2010 with more than EUR 438 million. The total turnover of all professional clubs exceeded four
billion euros for the first time last year (according to data from accountancy firm Deloitte, as
published in NRC Handelsblad on 11 February 2011).
15
Beloff 2005, p. 52. For example, in the context of the topical fight against sporting fraud, in
particular match fixing in relation to legal or illegal sports betting within the framework of
national or international organised crime, a distinction can be made between measures that are
horizontally applicable (e.g., to episodes of corruption in the private sector, independently of the
different business sectors concerned) and measures that have been specifically adopted to address
sporting fraud and match fixing in particular (‘vertical law’); cf., Negotiated procedure EAC/25/
2011, Study on the legal framework applicable to sporting fraud, notably match-fixing, in the EU
Member States, European Commission, Directorate-General for Education and Culture, Annex
1—Terms of Reference, para. 3.2., p. 4.
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3.1 Lex Sportiva
Nafziger comments that the arbitral decisions and opinions of the CAS in
practice provide guidance in later cases, strongly influence later awards and
often function as precedent. By reinforcing and helping to elaborate established
rules and principles of international sports law, the accretion of CAS awards is
gradually forming a source of that body of law. This source is referred to as
lex sportiva. He adds that the concept of a lex sportiva is normally limited to
the case law of the CAS.16 Foster points out that the CAS itself has recognised
the existence of precedent effect in accord with its own earlier arbitral
awards.17,18
Casini says that the number of arbitral decisions made by the CAS has
increased to the point that a set of principles and rules has developed relating in
particular to sport: this ‘judge-made law’ has been given the name lex sportiva.
This name, which calls to mind well-known designations such as lex mercatoria or
lex electronica, has been readily adopted and its meaning has been extended over
time, effectively in order to refer more generally to the transnational law produced
by sports organisations.19
Foster comments that in 2005 the CAS was not so sure whether a concept of lex
sportiva exists at all. The CAS said that it was not prepared to take refuge in such
uncertain concepts as that of a lex sportiva, as had been advocated by various
authors. The exact content and the boundaries of the concept were still far too
vague and uncertain to enable it to be used to determine the specific rights and
obligations of sports associations towards athletes.20 Since this comment of the
CAS there had been no further references to it in the published awards of the CAS
until the recent arbitration of Anderson et al. v IOC,21 which appeared to signal the
acceptance that such a concept exists.22
Erbsen comments that the CAS has developed a fascinating body of case law
that unfortunately has acquired a misleading name that obscures its nuances. An
increasingly popular interpretation of the history of the CAS in the first two
decades of its existence suggested that the CAS had created an entirely new body

16

Nafziger 2004b, p. 3; See also: Nafziger 2004a, p. 48.
Devyatovski v IOC, 2009 A 1752.
18
Foster 2010, p. 20; paper presented during the Lex Sportiva Conference at Pelita Harapan
Universitas (UPH), on 22 September 2010 in Jakarta, Indonesia, organised in collaboration with
the Indonesia Lex Sportiva Instituta and with the support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Indonesia, the National Olympic Committee, the T.M.C. Asser Instituut and the Indonesian
football league.
19
Casini 2010, p. 3.
20
FIFA v WADA, CAS 2005/C/976 and 986.
21
CAS 2008/A/1545.
22
Foster 2010, p. 20. However, see previously also, CAS/2004/A/704, suggesting that CAS
decisions constitute a lex sportiva that subsequent CAS panels should consider.
17
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of international sports law called lex sportiva. Commentators do not agree on what
lex sportiva means, but many share the belief that it exists. The term’s inscrutability increases its allure, combining the legitimising cachet of Latin with the
malleability of obscure concepts such as ‘lex’ and ‘sport.’ Erbsen goes on to say
that the concept of a lex sportiva cannot meaningfully describe or explain the
jurisprudence of the CAS. When it was first used, the term evoked visions of an
emerging, new form of sports regulation that probably helped the CAS to gain
recognition and establish itself as a respected and authoritative tribunal. The term
has outlived its usefulness, however. Lex sportiva has become a collective name
that encompasses many different types of lawmaking and unites a diverse collection of variables under an over-simplified motto. Descriptive and normative
scholarship in relation to the CAS would benefit from a more subtle interpretation
of how the CAS has adapted general legal principles to the circumstances of
disputes involving athletes and sports officials. According to Erbsen, the idea that
the resolution of international sports disputes through arbitration is creating a lex
sportiva had gained increasing resonance over the previous decade. The term lex
sportiva, which was only thought up in 1990,23 now appears in the CAS’ official
descriptions of itself, in the case law of the CAS, in articles by academic
specialists in sports law and academics who study general international law, in
textbooks, in lectures, speeches and presentations given by sports officials and
informally at academic conferences and gatherings of experts in this field. There is
nonetheless considerable disagreement about the sources of law and the forms of
reasoning that are encompassed by lex sportiva, with Erbsen referring in particular
to Foster (see below) and Nafziger (see above). The increasing use of lex sportiva
as an amorphous euphemism for legal innovations affecting international sport
causes problems, he says.24

3.2 Global Sports Law
Foster wonders whether a definable concept called ‘international sports law’ exists
and proposes that a distinction be made between ‘international sports law’ and
‘global sports law.’ International sports law can be applied by national courts.
Global sports law, on the other hand, implies a claim of immunity from national

23

Maclaren says that the term lex sportiva was coined by the acting Secretary General of the
Court of Arbitration for Sport. Matthieu Reeb, at the time of the publication of the first Digest
with awards of the CAS in the period 1986–1998, in: McLaren 2001, p. 379, footnote 11; in the
introduction to the Digest of CAS Awards II 1998–2000, Reeb writes that the Digest of CAS
Awards 1986–1998 recorded the creation of a lex sportiva through the arbitral awards of the CAS
(p. XXX). The term lex sportiva is not a pure Latinism, since the adjective ‘sportiva’ is not Latin,
the term lex sportiva obviously was created by analogy with lex mercatoria; see generally, Kolev
2008, pp. 57 and 60–62.
24
Erbsen 2006, pp. 441, 443–444.
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law. Foster states that some authors have used the concept of lex sportiva in a
superficial manner to describe what is happening with the globalisation of sports
law. He argues that lex sportiva should be equated to global sports law. To define
lex sportiva as global sports law is to express that lex sportiva is a label for
permanent self-regulation by international sports federations. It is a claim for nonintervention by national legal systems as well as international sports law and thus
opposes the regulation of international sport by public law. Foster further explains
his position that it is necessary to distinguish between the concepts of international
and global sports law as follows. International law deals with the relations between
states. International sports law can therefore be described as the principles of
international public law that are applicable to sport. Global sports law, by contrast,
can be provisionally defined as a transnational autonomous legal order created by
the global private institutions that govern international sport. Its main characteristics are, firstly, that it is a contractual legal order and, secondly, that this legal
order is not governed by national legal systems. It could therefore be described as a
legal order ‘without a state.’ It is a sui generis set of principles that have developed
from transnational legal norms based on the rules of international sports federations and the interpretation of those rules. This is a separate legal order that, from a
global perspective, is autonomous. It implies that international sports federations
cannot be regulated by national courts and governments. They can only be regulated by their own internal institutions or by external institutions which they
themselves have installed or mandated for that purpose. Foster considers the
fundamental distinction between international and global sports law to be crucially
important. He reports that various authors have recently argued for the distinctiveness of international sports law and in doing so have described it as lex
sportiva. This usage confuses and merges international sports law with global
sports law, contrary to his own definitions.25
Foster comments further that one of the claims made for the work of the CAS
is that it is developing a lex sportiva. The jurisprudence of the CAS is an
‘international sports law,’ it is argued. It involves more than the application of
international law or of general legal principles to the resolution of sports disputes. A distinct jurisprudence is emerging, it is claimed: a unique set of universal legal principles that is used by the CAS in its adjudications. According to
Foster, the concept lex sportiva is an imprecise term covering several different
concepts. It can be helpful to distinguish different uses. The lex sportiva is little
more than the proper interpretation and application of the regulations of sports
organisations—a lex specialis that is applicable to the governance of international sport because its source exists in the constitutional order created by sports
federations to administer sport. In a wider sense, the lex sportiva can be
extended to those general principles that can be derived from the diverse practice
of sports federations and the rules and regulations by which they govern
themselves. This is a restricted, but specific use of the concept of lex sportiva.

25

Foster 2003, pp. 1–2, 8.
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Foster says that it corresponds roughly to his own definition of a global sports
law, which he equates with lex sportiva. This concept has several important
elements. It is essentially a transnational autonomous private legal order. This
legal order is constituted by the regulatory and constitutional order established
by international sports federations. It was created by and has it origin in the
private global institutions that govern sport and consists of custom and practice
of international sporting federations. Global sports law is a private system of
governance with its own global forum, the CAS.26
Casini says that sport rules are genuine ‘global law,’ because they are spread
across the entire world, they encompass both international and national levels and
they directly affect private actors. Hence the global dimension of sport is, in the first
place, normative. A ‘global sports law’ has emerged, which consists of the whole
body of norms and standards that have been set and are implemented by sports
organisations. Global sports law encompasses the rules that have been set by central
sports institutions such as the IOC, the international sports federations and WADA,
and by national sports associations such as national Olympic Committees and
national anti-doping organisations. Global sports law, therefore, is highly heterogeneous. Casini uses the term lex sportiva in the broad meaning of ‘global sports
law.’ So the term ‘global sports law’ includes all the definitions that academics have
so far provided to describe the principles and rules of sports organisations.27

3.3 Transnational Sports Law
Latty analyses the self-regulation of transnational sport taking the concept of ‘transnational law’ as the starting point: law made by private parties, without the
intervention of states and across their borders, and intended to regulate activities in the
community concerned. This analysis shows that the lex sportiva is constructed from
the legal systems of the international sports federations which are, to a certain extent,
centralised by the legal order of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), assisted
by the activities of the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) and the World
Anti-Doping Agency (WADA). The lex sportiva is comparable to the lex mercatoria
and the canon law of the global Catholic Church. They constitute global, extranationally applicable rules. Latty evaluates the degree of autonomy of the lex sportiva.
Largely freed from national rules and only embodied in a decentralised international
legal order, the lex sportiva is nonetheless substantially restricted by European law.28
26

Foster 2006, pp. 420–421.
Casini 2010, pp. 2–4.
28
Latty 2011, paper presented during the Lex Sportiva Conference at Pelita Harapan Universitas
(UPH), on 22 September 2010 in Jakarta, Indonesia, organised in collaboration with the Indonesia
Lex Sportiva Instituta and with the support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia, the
National Olympic Committee, the T.M.C. Asser Instituut and the Indonesian football league. See
also: Latty 2007.
27
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3.4 Lex Ludica
According to Foster, the rules of the game (‘sporting law’) can be distinguished as
an independent set of norms and standards, separate from the concept of lex
sportiva. He proposes to call these principles lex ludica.29 They encompass two
types of rules that are unique because of the context of sport in which they occur
and are applied. One type covers the actual rules of the game and their application,
or enforcement, by referees and other match officials. The second type is what can
be termed the ‘sporting spirit’ and covers the ethical standards that should be
respected by sportsmen and women. So, the concept of lex ludica includes both the
official rules of the game and the principle of fair play in sport. They are principles
of ‘internal’ sports law and governance.30

3.5 Public International Sports Law
Wax points out that public international sports law, a central component of
international sports law, has so far received little attention. Defined in a positive
manner, public international sports law can be considered as including all norms of
international public law that are applicable to legal issues concerning sport and
according to which the subjects of international public law allow themselves to be
directly or indirectly governed. Defined in a negative manner, public international
sports law includes all norms that are not connected with the rules and regulations
of national and international sports organisations, EU sports law or national sports
law. Public international sports law relates in particular to the following four areas:
the struggle against apartheid and other forms of discrimination in sport, peacekeeping during the Olympic Games and preventing and combating violence in
connection with sporting events (matches), the prevention of and fight against
doping in sport and the question of recognising a ‘right to sport’ as a human right.
These four areas can, in turn, be subdivided into two categories. The struggle
against apartheid (against racism in general) and other forms of discrimination, the
question of the recognition of a ‘right to sport’ as a human right as well as the
prevention of and fight against doping in sport involving the actual practice of
sport: in these cases, it is possible to refer to a public international sports law ‘in
the strict sense’ of the term. Peacekeeping during the Olympic Games and preventing and combating violence in connection with sporting events (matches) by
contrast do not pertain to the practice of sport as such, but are directly related to

29

In the CAS award AEK Athens and SK Slavia Praha v UEFA, lex ludica is described as a set
of unwritten legal principles, a sort of lex mercatoria for sports (CAS 1998/200 at para. 156); see
also, CAS 2009/A/1768 at para. 5.2, with reference to CAS 1998/200.
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Foster 2006, p. 421.
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them (in a spatial sense). This category involves public international sports law ‘in
the broader sense.’
Public international sports law is a key component of international sports law. At a
time when sport is becoming increasingly ‘juridified,’ public international sports law
is the appropriate means of correction for which the internationalisation of sport
currently has a need. On the one hand the statutes and regulations of the international
sports organisations find their ‘doubles partner’ in public international sports law for
the regulation of international sport. On the other, public international sports law is
the suitable instrument for regulating international sport in precisely these areas (and
hence for achieving its goals) which depending on the nature of the issue manage to
evade the powers of the sports organisations, argues Wax.31

3.6 European Sports Law
Does such a thing as European (EU) sports law exist? Weatherill says that the
simple answer to this question is ‘yes,’ but that simple answers tend to be misleading, and that this is the case here, too. There is such a thing as EU sports law in
the sense that since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1 December 2009,
sport has been explicitly recognised as an area in which the European Union has
authority to intervene. However, this observation can be misleading in two quite
different senses. Firstly, it ignores the fact that while December 2009 was certainly
a notable milestone in the shaping of EU sports law, the relevant newly introduced
Treaty provisions are in fact cautiously drafted and limited in their scope. They
emphatically do not elevate the EU to the position of ‘sports regulator’ in Europe.
So one should not get too excited about these provisions. Secondly, a focus solely
on the Treaty reforms of 2009 fails to recognise that for some 35 years the EU has
already exerted an influence on sports governance in Europe. Beginning with its
famous judgment in Walrave and Koch in 1974, the European Court of Justice has
subjected sport to the requirements of what was then Community (EC) law and is
now EU law, in so far as it constitutes an economic activity. So sport was not
brought within the explicit scope of the EU Treaties until December 2009, but well
before that date, sport, though unmentioned by the Treaty, was required to comply
with its rules in so far as it constituted an economic activity. That meant, primarily,
that sporting practices were to be tested against the prohibitions in the Treaty
against practices which are contrary to fair competition, which obstruct inter-State
trade or which discriminate on the basis of nationality. So an EU sports law (of
sorts) has developed as a result of the steady accretion of case law where sporting
31
Wax 2010, pp. 25, 28; paper presented during the Lex Sportiva Conference at Pelita Harapan
Universitas (UPH), on 22 September 2010 in Jakarta, Indonesia, organised in collaboration with
the Indonesia Lex Sportiva Instituta and with the support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Indonesia, the National Olympic Committee, the T.M.C. Asser Instituut and the Indonesian
football league. See also: Wax 2009.
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rules exerted an economic effect and interfered with the fulfilment of the EU’s
mission. The EU did not stipulate how sport should be organised, but it did rule out
choices that contravened the Treaty. The core of EU sports law is therefore an
established pattern with sporting practices being checked to determine whether
they comply with the commercial law of the EU, and most clearly in relation to
freedom of movement and competition law. When making this assessment the
special characteristics of sport have always been taken into account, and since
2009 that is explicitly recognised in the Lisbon Treaty. However, EU law is
anything but broad in scope. There is very little legislation at EU level that pertains
directly to sport, and its ‘negative’ effect—the Treaty prohibitions—is primarily
focused on practices which are anti-competitive or which obstruct inter-State
trade. The EU has little to do with determining property rights, contract law or
crime. So there is such a thing as European, or EU, sports law; it is of practical and
intellectual interest, but it is quite different from and far less systematic and
comprehensive than one would expect of sports law at national level.32

3.7 Summary
A further analysis of the above overview of the different views about what ‘sports
law’ is, what forms part of it, reveals the following picture. The first thing to note
is that the concept of a lex sportiva evidently plays a crucial role. It is also the
oldest term in the debate. However, different authors interpret it differently.
Nafziger adheres to the ‘classical’ view that the concept of a lex sportiva is
restricted to the ‘judge-made law’ of the CAS. Erbsen, incidentally, is of the
opinion that the term is an unfortunate choice. He also observes that different
meanings are attached to lex sportiva, which does nothing to aid clarity in relation
to it.
Foster has introduced the concept of a ‘global sports law,’ suggesting that the
concept of a lex sportiva be equated with it. Latty talks of a ‘transnational sports
law’ in this connection. Both essentially understand the same thing by it, namely
the rules and institutions of the international sports organisations and the
accompanying jurisprudence, or case law. Their interpretation of the concept lex
sportiva is therefore broader than that of Nafziger since it covers more than just the
jurisprudence of the CAS. In addition, Foster uses the term lex ludica to refer
chiefly to the rules of the game themselves.
Wax has emphasised the importance of assigning public international sports law
its own place within international sports law. Finally, European (EU) sports law
can be distinguished as a regional public variant (Weatherill).

32

Weatherill 2010b; also in: The International Sports Law Journal (ISLJ) (2011) pp. 38–41. See
also: Weatherill 2007.
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4 A Reassessment of Content and Terminology
4.1 Content
It is evident from the above that the debate in literature concerning what ‘sports
law’ is has so far taken place in a manner that is barely conducive to creating
clarity. There is still no cohesive vision that systematically compares and assigns a
place to all possible elements and aspects. The purpose of this contribution to the
debate is therefore to introduce structure in terms of content and terminology so as
to engender a reassessment of them which will dispel the existing lack of clarity
regarding the subject matter.
First and foremost, it may therefore be assumed that ‘sports law’ (or ‘a’ or ‘the’
sports law, if one wishes) does exist as a separately identifiable field, and hence
substantive area of, the law. The concept ‘sports law’ is nevertheless made up of
the elements ‘sport’ and ‘law.’ It is ‘the law of sport.’ The first question is
therefore: what do we understand by ‘sport’ in this connection? This is followed by
the question of what we understand by ‘law’ in this context.
What is ‘sport’? In order to answer this question there is no need here to further
examine existing (abstract) definitions of the concept of ‘sport’ and the choice
between them. We can limit ourselves in this connection to referring functionally
to one of the factors in the assessment framework of whether sports law exists,
namely: that the various aspects of the subject matter in question connect, interact
or interrelate (factor 4). The existence of such a connection, interaction or interrelationship is most clearly evident in the institutional structure of organised sport.
Organised sport is transnational by nature. National associations for each sport are
affiliated with regional, continental and international, global sports federations.
This produces a pyramid, with, taking football as an example, in the Netherlands
the Dutch football association, the KNVB, regionally UEFA and globally FIFA in
charge. Organisationally and administratively, the sports world spans national
borders. In addition to national championships, there are also European and world
championships in each sport. Alongside this there exists an Olympic Movement
and there are Olympic Games which unite all Olympic sports recognised as such,
with the IOC at the head. Both nationally and internationally, organised sport
constitutes an independent social sector. ‘Sports law’ therefore pertains above all
to the law that applies to organised sport represented in the structure as outlined.
This can be both amateur and professional sport. It encompasses, at all levels of
the pyramid, competitive sport in which championships can be contested and won.
This means that recreational sports or leisure sports that are not practised
competitively or in any organised sense, however important they may be from a
social perspective, will not initially be studied in the context of sports law. That is
not to rule out the study of this type of practice of sport, which may also include
physical education at school, in advance, however. But there is little sense in
conducting an academic debate about the precise definition of the concept of sport
in this regard. The boundaries are fluid. There is also a grey area between what
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constitutes ‘sport’ and what is simply a ‘game.’ A response must naturally be
formulated where an issue of law arises in relation to what constitutes a ‘game’
also. A person who goes out jogging on the road in an independent capacity only
needs to observe the rules of the road and is not subject to any sporting rules. The
essence of sport, and hence of sports law, is to be found however in the sport that is
encompassed by the most suitable response to the question in factor 4 of the
assessment framework.
That brings us to the question of what ‘law’ is in relation to ‘sport.’ In principle
it can be stated that in the widest sense (lato sensu) all ‘law’ that pertains to
‘sport,’ as the latter concept is explained further above, constitutes ‘sports law,’ is
‘sports law.’ So this includes not just all the rules and regulations that have been
drawn up by organised sport itself, but also all other law that has been accepted by
national states and the international community in order to regulate ‘sport.’ This is
supplemented by the combined jurisprudence of courts or other law-administering
bodies of organised sport itself as well as that of ‘ordinary’ courts,33 both national
and international. If we label the law of sport itself as the ‘private’ part of sports
law then it seems obvious to designate all other law as ‘public.’ Naturally, the
private, or autonomous part, has a public base: it concerns the application of
general public law, in particular in the context of the law of associations, to the
specific social sector known as sport or it is law that has, at least by definition,
been created in the public context. Sports organisations too cannot disengage
themselves from the regular jurisdictions of which they are a part. If one were to
bring together all existing law within a single framework containing the various
areas of the law and then were to introduce sport into this framework, a picture
(configuration) would emerge comprising a great many blank spots of varying
severity. These are all those areas that are not covered by ‘sports law’ or where the
law has not been applied to sport. The International Court of Justice and the
International Criminal Court in The Hague, for example, have never yet had any
involvement with sport, nor is it really conceivable that it should, although nothing
should be ruled out in advance, of course.34 Sports law therefore relates solely to a
single, specific social sector.
Although the public part of sports law is of an incidental nature and the private
part structural, we choose to begin with a further explanation of what can be
considered as belonging to the public part because this relates to the environment
of sport, how it is placed within a broader social framework, and is by definition of
a higher legal order. The rules and regulations which sport has set itself are
intended to legislate the sector from within and therefore constitute the private
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Civil courts as well as criminal courts.
Cf., as an example of a casus belli—in the new meaning of legal proceedings on war—an
event such as the border conflict which El Salvador and Honduras waged with one another in the
1960s following a series of football matches which escalated out of control (casus belli in the
traditional sense) (see Kapuściński 1978).
34
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core or essence of sports law. The public part can be divided into national and
international sports law. The clearest example of national sports law in a public
sense is the national Sports Act which exists in some fifty countries. There are also
countries that have included a provision on sports law in their Constitution.35 This
is legislation of general application that is intended to define the position of sport
in society and hence to regulate the relationship between government and sport
(‘sport governance’). It is customary to distinguish between interventionist and
non-interventionist countries.36 The Netherlands belongs to the latter group and
therefore has no provision in its Constitution, let alone a Sports Law. Within
Europe it is the southern countries such as France, Portugal, Italy and Spain where
governments traditionally have more involvement with sport. Countries where
sport is still in its infancy in terms of organisation and/or where sports law is still
in the first stage of development attach great importance to having a Sports Law.
Indonesia and China are random examples in this regard.37 Apart from national,
general Sports Laws there are also examples of special legislation aimed at a
particular field. A well-known example is the Dutch law that specifically targets
football hooliganism, also commonly referred to as the Football Act, and which
has been drafted along the same lines as its English counterpart.38 There are also
special Anti-Doping Laws in Europe and elsewhere.39 An example of national
sports legislation that caused a lot of commotion at the time of the 2010 Football
World Cup in South Africa is the criminalisation of participation in acts of ambush
marketing (the ‘Bavaria girls’).
In addition to public national sports law, there also exists public international
sports law. The revival of the ekecheiria, the longest lasting truce in history and
hence international law from the earliest times (in the field of sport), has seen the
United Nations engage in international peacekeeping during the Olympic Games
of the modern era through a series of resolutions which since 1993 have
consistently been passed with a view to preserving the ‘Olympic Peace’ at the
forthcoming Olympic Games.40 Between 1968 and 1993, standard resolutions
against apartheid in sport were adopted by the General Assembly of the United
Nations. 1977 saw the adoption in New York of the International Declaration
against Apartheid in Sports, followed by a corresponding UN Convention in 1985.
The UN Security Council imposed a sports boycott against South Africa due to
35

See Soek 2006a, pp. 28–31 and 33–35.
Chaker 2004, pp. 9–11.
37
See: Law Number 3 Year 2006 of the Republic of Indonesia concerning National Sports
System. In China, the 1995 Sports Law is currently being reviewed, see Nafziger and Wei 1998,
pp. 453–483.
38
See Coenen 2009, pp. 59–61 and 64–65; Pearson and James 2009, pp. 535–554.
39
See Koch 2007, pp. 95–158 (Part II.B: Public Law).
40
Wax 2010, p. 26. Jacobs 1975, p. 52, says that the Games of Greek antiquity were an early
example of the influence of sport on the development of international law and that these Games
can therefore also be seen as one of the first steps towards the creation of true international law
between ethnically related, but completely autonomous city states.
36
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apartheid. The global UNESCO Convention of 2005 aims to combat doping in
sport. At a regional level, the Council of Europe adopted an anti-football
hooliganism convention as early as 1985, followed by an anti-doping convention
in 1989.41 And the sports provision in article 165 of the Lisbon Treaty is another
recent example of ‘public regional sports law’ which can, incidentally, be
classified under European (EU) sports law.42 At EU level also sports boycotts have
been imposed in the past, an example being that against Nigeria.43 Finally,
reference is made in this connection to the international Nairobi Treaty on the
protection of the Olympic Symbol of the five rings (1981).
The rules and regulations which sport has set itself in a self-regulatory capacity
(the private, autonomous, non-governmental part of sports law) can be divided
firstly into Olympic law and the law of the national, regional and international
organisations for each sport.44 The law of the Olympic Movement (Lex Olympica)
is laid down in the Olympic Charter and everything associated with it.45 The law
of the sports organisations can be divided into the rules of the game (in football:
Laws of the Game), which are identically applicable around the world, on the one
hand, and Constitutions, rules and regulations pertaining to administrative
(institutional) and thematic aspects of the sport concerned, on the other. The
competition regulations can also be included in this category.46 Many rules have a
transnational character, meaning that they are compulsorily applicable up to
national level, or ought to be converted into a corresponding set of national rules
and regulations. A good example in this regard, in the anti-doping field, is the
WADA Code, which to a certain extent can also be characterised as ‘semi-public’
because national governments are officially involved in administering the WADA
and the Code has effectively been legitimised by the UNESCO Convention against
doping in sport.47 The doping rules of the Netherlands Institute of Sports Judicial
Administration (Nederlandse Instituut Sportrechtspraak) are an almost entirely
faithful copy of the WADA Code, which must therefore be largely or fully
41
For the activities of the Council of Europe in the field of sport, see Siekmann and Soek 2007.
Regarding the combating of football hooliganism in the European Union, see Football
Hooliganism with an EU Dimension: Towards an International Legal Framework 2004; also:
Mojet and Siekmann 2009, pp. 499–533.
42
See Siekmann and Soek 2005; see in particular regarding the ‘sports article’ in the Lisbon
Treaty: Lisbon Treaty and EU Sports Policy 2010. See also, Weatherill 2010a, pp. 11 and 14–17.
For a comparison of types of ‘continental sports law’ see Nafziger 2008, pp. 100–108; see also:
Weatherill 2000, pp. 155 et seq.; also included in Weatherill 2007, pp. 155–176. See in general
also, Siekmann and Soek 2011, pp. 41–51 and 54.
43
See Siekmann 2008, pp. 121–124.
44
A distinguishing feature of international sports federations (Ifs) amongst (private) international organisations is their ‘normative’ functions, which possibly contributes one more, minor
argument to consider ‘sports law’ as a separate area of law.
45
See Mestre 2009.
46
See Siekmann and Soek 1998.
47
See Casini 2009, pp. 421–446; See also Siekmann 2011a, pp. 89–96. See in general: David
2008.
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complied with in its application. In the past each national sports association and
international sports federation had its own doping rules, until, in 2004, harmonisation was achieved by means of the WADA Code.48 Further well-known
examples, in the field of football, are the rules regarding the status and transfer of
professional footballers and regarding players’ agents, which are about to be
abolished as such.49 At a regional level, reference can be made, for example, to the
safety and security regulations of UEFA, the European football federation, which
are of particular importance in combating football hooliganism.
In sport, the role fulfilled by criminal law and ‘ordinary’ courts in civil disputes
in regular society is assigned to disciplinary bodies and forms of arbitration at the
various geographical levels for each sport.50 In this system, the Court of Arbitration for Sport performs the general function of ‘International Court for Sports,’
while also acting as the appeal court in doping cases and ad hoc during Olympic
Games.51 Football has its own important international body for resolving disputes
in transfer matters: FIFA’s Dispute Resolution Chamber.52

4.2 Terminology
‘Sports law’ can therefore be considered as consisting of public and private
national, regional and international (in the sense of: universal, global) sports law.
Strictly speaking, the term lex sportiva could be used to cover the concept of sports
law in its entirety, since lex sportiva means literally ‘sports law’ and as such is a
neutral designation. The ‘exotic’ Latin nature of the name means it could also be
deemed ideally suited to this designation, since this lends it a very clearly distinctive and exclusive character (cf., lex mercatoria). The term purportedly
underlines that sports law is something distinct, a separately identifiable field, and
hence substantive area of, the law. However, several objections may be raised
against the use of lex sportiva in this general, broad meaning. For example, that
this innovation goes too far, leading as it does to further terminological confusion,
and that is in no one’s interest. From a purely academic perspective this may be
correct: after all, every researcher is entitled to develop his own, new conceptual
framework as well as what he considers to be appropriate terminology in that
regard, provided he gives his reasons for doing so. In this case, however, it would
not be very practical to act in this way. Firstly: sports law, or sections of it, is not
48

Siekmann et al. 1999. See also Soek 2007, pp. 159–561 (Part III: Sport Rules and
Regulations).
49
See Siekmann et al. 2007; see also Martins and Reiter 2010, pp. 7–12. Roberto Branco
Martins is initiator and director of the Dutch professional football players’ agents association
ProAgent and general manager of the European Federation of Football Agents (EFAA).
50
See Siekmann and Soek 2001. See also: Blackshaw 2009.
51
Blackshaw et al. 2006.
52
See Weger 2009.
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taught at university level anywhere under the name lex sportiva.53 In literature,
moreover, we find agreement on one thing at least, namely that lex sportiva, while
it may not pertain exclusively to the jurisprudence of the highest judicial body in
sport, the CAS (Nafziger), nonetheless in any event encompasses nothing more
than the autonomous rules of organised sport itself and the associated jurisprudence (private sports law) (Foster, Latty). It is important not to disrupt a
conceptual framework that has already developed and about which, as in this
case, consensus exists to a certain extent, in advance with one’s own brand of
reasoning. A pragmatic approach is preferable here. In the private meaning, lex
sportiva is ‘global sports law’ (Foster), or even better ‘transnational sports law’
(Latty), which should then not be limited in its meaning to the global, or at least
the international and regional level. Lex sportiva can—to continue the Latin
terminological thread—indeed be said to consist of lex sportiva internationalis
(universalis), regionalis and nationalis. Thanks to the transnational, cross-border,
or even supranational character, if one will, of the private part of sports law, this
part of sports law constitutes de facto a single, continuous body of law. Anyone
referring in a general sense to international sports law is implicitly also referring
to its national variant. Unlike international public law, private sports law knows
no boundaries. There is nothing comparable to the sovereignty of national states
in the sports world. While sport may be organised along national lines, the
boundaries between the associations are in effect nothing more than dotted lines
(by comparison, national boundaries rather are solid lines). The clearest example
of this is provided by the rules of the game for each sport. The rules of football as
adopted and expounded by FIFA are the same all over the world, making it
unique.
As law consists not just of legislation, but also of jurisprudence, or case law
(‘judge-made law’), I prefer the meaning of the use of lex sportiva in the broad
sense rather than the use of the term in the strict sense (CAS). Law, however, is
not just formal, written law, but also practice out of which customary law may
have arisen. This is addressed rarely, if at all, in the ‘sports law debate,’ however.
But this source of law can also operate in the private sector. An interesting
example of the question of whether customary law can be said to exist is
provided by the rules of football. It is customary, it is seen as a moral duty (fair
play), for a player possessing the ball to hit the ball out of the play if an opponent
is lying injured on the ground and is unable to play on. It is then customary, the
opponent has the sporting duty, not to give the ball to one of his own players
from the throw-in, but to return it to the other team that had kicked the ball out of
play. The party with the throw-in derives the right to throw-in the ball again from
the fact that the other team had knocked the ball out of play, constituting an
infringement: the ball should remain in play, otherwise it is not possible to play
53

Jakarta (Indonesia) is the only place to have a Lex Sportiva Instituta. It was founded several
years ago by Dr Hinca Pandjaitan, a honorary member of the Hague International Sports Law
Academy (HISLAC(a)) which was established in Djakarta in September 2010, and is the private
initiative of a law firm that is not officially connected with any university.
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football. This unwritten rule may well be ‘soft law’ rather than customary duty
and law, since the referee does not have the power to enforce this unwritten rule
of fair play. Or can he claim this power by innovatively invoking the principle of
‘unsporting behaviour’ (formerly: ungentlemanly conduct) in disrespect for the
game, which is explicitly provided for by the laws of the game (Law 12)? After
all, the custom of giving the ball back is based on a gentlemen’s agreement. But
how then should the game be restarted? By having the throw-in taken by the
other team? The laws of the game make no provision for this. By awarding a
direct free kick to the other team? That is not possible, since the ball is not then
validly returned into play. The player taking the throw-in could be given an
official caution (yellow card), if one were to reason along these lines. Or is the
offence deemed to have taken place at the moment the teammate receives the
ball, so that a free kick would be possible? But who should then be shown a
yellow card: the player taking the throw-in, or the player receiving the ball from
the throw-in, or both? Very rarely is a throw-in taken ‘mistakenly’ or
‘incorrectly’—even in professional football. When it does happen, it is greeted by
loud disapproval from opponents and spectators alike.54 The custom of hitting the
ball out of play when an opponent is injured is under pressure nowadays,
however, because it is increasingly assumed in professional football that it is the
referee’s duty to stop play. That is indeed true, but only in case of serious
injuries. There is therefore a tendency to play on when an opponent is lying
injured on the pitch. Might he just be feigning injury, for example, in order to
break up the opponent’s rhythm? Professional footballers do not throw the ball
straight to an opposing player, anyway, but to a teammate who then kicks the ball
as far as possible towards the opponent’s goal or another safe area, so as not to
incur any disadvantage from the custom. That teammate, of course clearly could
be sanctioned by the referee for unsporting conduct in disrespect for the game.55
The rules, or laws, of the game are distinguished as a separately identifiable
category of sports law (Foster). However, I consider lex ludica—a similarly
‘exotic’ term, due to its evidently Latin roots—not as a type of sports law
alongside lex sportiva, but rather as a part of it, a subspecies. The direct interrelationship is best illustrated by the example of the footballer who is ordered to
54

A famous example of the ball not being returned to the other team occurred on 13 February
1999 during the FA Cup tie between Arsenal and Sheffield United, when Nwankwo Kanu,
making his debut for Arsenal, mistakenly took a ball from a teammate that was intended for the
opponent and crossed it for Marc Overmars to score the winning goal. Arsenal manager Arsène
Wenger subsequently offered to have the match re-played. This happened, and Arsenal won again
2-1.
55
The in-depth study of the Laws of the Game of Association Football in a historical and
comparative (in particular, team sports) perspective will be undertaken by this author in the
coming years. Especially, the Laws on the off-side rule and offences (‘fouls and misconduct’) are
of critical importance, the latter for the benefit of their further improved application also to be
examined from the perspective of generally recognised principles of criminal law (cf., the
concepts of carelessness, recklessness and excessive force already having been introduced in Law
12). See, in this context, Rous and Ford 1974.
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leave the field of play after being given a red card by the referee and who can
subsequently be given a one or two match ban as a disciplinary measure. That rules
of the game which are not as such assessed by any ‘ordinary’ court are most
autonomous in practice may be a particular feature of those rules, but that does not
justify them being considered as an entirely independent category, or even being
excluded from sports law. On the contrary, without the Laws of the Game sports
would be non-existent and, as a consequence the same would apply to sports law!
So, from this perspective lex ludica in fact might be considered as the hard core of
sports law.
In my opinion, ‘sports law’ in the broader sense consists of more than lex
sportiva and the subspecies lex ludica. It should also be seen as encompassing the
public part (national, regional and international). There is no generally accepted,
specific terminology in use for this part and its sub-parts. The German term
Sportvölkerrecht (Wax) is so far the only suggestion, but when translated into the
lingua franca of international sport, English, it is rendered quite unusable in a
terminological sense: ‘public international sports law,’ ‘the law of nations of
sport’? And we shouldn’t forget the national variant also (‘public national sports
law’ or ‘national public sports law’?). On the other hand, ‘European sports law’
(Weatherill) has become a standard term. We know that this does not refer to the
private regional variant of lex sportiva.
In order nonetheless to produce a comprehensive nomenclature for the entire field
of ‘sports law,’ one might wish finally to consider the following solution, as an
attempt to unravel the terminological knot. Admittedly, it is a theoretical, purely
academic solution that runs contrary to what is generally understood by the terms lex
sportiva (the laws of sport) and lex ludica (the rules, or laws, of the game). Lex
sportiva would then stand for public sports law (the ‘law’ that governments set on
sport), which can be divided into lex sportiva nationalis and lex sportiva
internationalis (or regionalis, such as European (EU) sports law), and lex ludica
which would then designate sporting rules and the rules, or laws, of the game (the
‘law’ that sport sets for itself), which might also be divided into lex ludica nationalis,
internationalis (or regionalis), with the Laws of the Game belonging qualitate qua to
the lex ludica internationalis. This solution would be based on the idea that we only
have two ‘termini technici’ available to us in sports law: lex sportiva and lex ludica
(with additionally Lex Olympica, of course, as the designation for the law relating to
an international series of competitive events). The advantage of using the neologisms
lex sportiva and lex ludica in this sense would also be that they are commonly used
international technical terms which, as Latinisms, do not require translation into
various national languages. As such, they are even more suitable than the umbrella
label ‘sports law,’ which is derived from the lingua franca of sport, English. From this
perspective, lex sportiva might be distinguished in English with ‘sporting law’ and
lex ludica with ‘sportive law’ (‘game-law’) so that the triplet sports law/sporting law/
sportive law would arise, in which case the oral pronunciation of each of these terms
in practice must be very clear, of course! Finally: why use the term lex sportiva for the
public part and the term lex ludica for the private part? Could they not just as easily be
used differently, namely the other way round? The reason is that, in terms of their
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literal meanings, lex ludica is closer to sport as a game (and that is, after all, the basis
of sport as it is practised, see: the ‘hard core’ constituted by the rules, or laws, of the
game) and lex sportiva as a more general, more neutral term is, as it were, by
definition further distanced from this designation and lends itself more readily to
association with ‘government.’
The sharp ‘bright line’ definition and designation of an area of the law could,
incidentally, also be added as an additional (X) factor to Davis’ assessment
framework (no. 12). If this X factor is then applied to the present area, ‘sports law,’
then the outcome is not entirely positive, as is evident from the above.

5 The Hard Core of Sports Law
In Davis’ assessment framework, which I took as my reference point in order to
determine whether such a thing as ‘sports law’ exists, to which the answer was
‘yes,’ it is evidently factors 1, 2, 5 and 7 (unique application of law from other
disciplines to sport; specific, and from a legal viewpoint problematical, context of
sport; conflictual nature of the rules of sport with other areas of the law;
interventionist legislation for sport, which would also therefore include
conventions by way of international legislation) that chiefly determine the
response to this question. They can be considered as the ‘hard core’ of the
assessment framework. These are all factors or criteria that determine the distinctive nature of an area of law relative to the legal environment of other areas of
the law. They are therefore not only relevant for determining whether sport and
law make up ‘sports law,’ in other words whether sports law exists, but it can also
be argued that they determine where the ‘hard core’ of the content of sports law
might be found (stricto sensu). The core of why sports law exists, sports law is sui
generis, also constitutes the core of what sports law is, what makes it special. Of
course, all sports law—as described above in 4.1 and furnished with its own
terminology in 4.2—is by definition special, since it pertains to all law that is
related to sport. But that should not be a reason in itself to practice sports law as an
intellectually interesting, academic discipline. I am not therefore concerned here
with this sports law ‘in the broader sense.’ What interests me is the dynamism that
occurs when sporting rules are tested against the general norms of regular society,
and what the outcome then is or could/should be. How do the rules by which the
subculture of organised sport regulates itself fit into the legal framework of the rest
of society? From the perspective that has been outlined, the emphasis is therefore
placed on the study of ‘judge-made law.’ As, globally, the Court of Arbitration for
Sport (CAS) is both the ultimate and the key body in this regard, it is understandable that Nafziger is keen to use the term lex sportiva solely for the jurisprudence of the CAS.
Sporting rules are applied and interpreted by the CAS—also including in the
light of regular general public legislation and regulations. The disputableness of
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some CAS awards, however can be illustrated by the following example.
According to the disciplinary law of UEFA, the European football governing
body, clubs are responsible for the conduct of their supporters. In the ‘football
hooliganism’ case of Feyenoord Rotterdam versus UEFA,56 the CAS confirmed
this rule, even in those cases where the club is not to blame for the misconduct
of its fans. UEFA’s rule and the arbitral award of the CAS, which confirms the
rule, are clearly incompatible with the fundamental principle under the rule of
law and of criminal procedure of ‘no punishment without guilt.’ In his Rotterdam doctoral thesis on sports law,57 Soek successfully defended the position
that disciplinary procedural law in relation to doping offences must be considered as pseudo-criminal law and the praesumptio innocentiae set forth in
Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights is applicable to dopingrelated disciplinary law and that consequently the application of the principle of
‘strict liability,’ with its presumption of ‘automatic’ (risk) liability, is contrary
to this.58 In this case, the CAS upholds a sporting rule in spite of all the
objections raised (the club had done everything possible and was simply not
reasonably able to prevent this misconduct; the so-called supporters were not
members of the club, or even of the official supporters club and, moreover, the
European match at which they caused a disturbance took place abroad, in
France). It is, however, uncertain whether this sporting rule would stand the test
of criticism before a public court.
The CAS produces ‘judge-made law’ of private origin and thereby contributes
to the development and refinement of sports law. The CAS is usually regarded as a
sufficiently independent body, although in actual fact it is closely affiliated with
international organised sport, and the IOC in particular. As far as I am aware,
incidentally, the jurisprudence of the CAS has not yet resulted in the ‘exportation’
of specific legal doctrine or principles to other sectors and areas of the law in order
to enrich them.
European sports law is largely based on the ‘judge-made law’ of the
European Court of Justice. The jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice
stretches from the ‘landmark cases’ Walrave via Bosman and Meca-Medina59 to
the most recent Bernard (Olympique Lyonnais) case regarding compensation
for clubs providing training to players in professional football.60 This has led to
the development of a body of case law based on the underlying principle of
respect for the autonomy of the sports associations and their rules, provided that
these rules and decisions are sustainable in the light of the particular characteristics of the sport, and hence granting exceptions to EU law is justifiable and
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CAS 2007/A/1217.
Soek 2006b.
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For a detailed elaboration of this issue in relation to the Feyenoord/UEFA case, see Mojet and
Siekmann 2009, pp. 530–531.
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Case C-36/74, Case C-176/96 and Case C-519/04, respectively.
60
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proportional.61 The question of so-called ‘sport specificity’ was also addressed
in the Bernard case. The European Court of Justice accepted in principle, in
this regard, that compensation for providing training to talented young footballers is necessary in order to keep the profession going, although such a
mechanism actually conflicts with the freedom of movement of workers to
change employer. Weatherill62 questions the judgment. The prospect of
receiving compensation for providing training might equally well encourage
universities or supermarkets to recruit new talent and to train young employees.
Why is football any different, and ought this really to be allowable in this
sector?
The European Court of Justice does not always endorse the existing sporting
rules and decisions. It sets out the limits of what is permissible and what is not
permissible. The clearest example of a rejection of sporting rules was, of course,
the well-known Bosman case which led to the abolition of the transfer system and
the nationality clauses in professional football in Europe. This ruling caused
nothing short of a revolution in professional football since it meant that footballers
were henceforth free to move on after the expiry of their contract without their
‘new’ club being entitled to any fee from their ‘former’ club and regardless of their
nationality in so far as they moved as an EU citizen within the EU. Many open
questions have been clarified by the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice, due to a sporting rule being held up to the light. The European Commission
also has made a contribution in this regard in its decision-making, particularly with
regard to the collective selling of TV rights in relation to competition law. Nevertheless, numerous questions remain open as to whether a particular sporting rule
is indeed compatible with EU law. A recent example may serve to illustrate this. In
recent years, the European Commission has received a raft of complaints from
individual sportsmen and women about discrimination on the basis of nationality
when competing in individual events in another EU Member State. The question of
whether one may take part in national championships in other EU countries is, of
course, highly explosive in this context. Is the scope of the ban on discrimination
so wide that it also allows one to ‘hack into’ sporting events that were traditionally
reserved for subjects, ‘nationals’ of the country in question? It is a question that
has disturbed the peace of mind of the sporting world, although there are countries
(Scandinavia) where this is already possible in specific sports disciplines. Anyone
required to answer these types of question finds themselves also having to respond
to the preliminary, non-legal demand for the facts. A sports lawyer must know a
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See Parrish and Miettinen 2008. In the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice
regarding ‘sports betting’ (nine cases from Zenatti (1999) to Carmen Media (2010)) it is not
‘sport specificity’ (rules and regulations of sports organisations), but rather national lottery
legislation and policy that is tested against EU law. The subjecxt of sports betting as part of
European Sports Law (ESL) is sports-related, but not ‘sports-rule’ related and as such it looks like
to belong to the marginal topics of ESL. See also Siekmann 2011b, pp. 97–99, 102–117 and 120–
121, and also in Anderson et al. 2011.
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Weatherill 2010c, pp. 3–6.
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lot about how sport is structured, how it works, including in practice. Although he
need not have smelled for himself the proverbial odour of the locker room that is
nonetheless considered an advantage also when applying for a job within the
sector. Aspects that are evidently relevant in this case are, for example, the
question of the relationship between the national championships in question and
qualification for European and World Championships and the Olympic Games.
This is important since in order to be allowed to compete at this level, the
sportsman or woman must hold a national passport of the country he or she is
representing. If a sportsman from another country then blocks his or her progress
during the national championships that also grant direct international qualification
in the particular sport in question, this would constitute a falsification of competition. This can occur if a fellow countryman has not met a better foreign competitor and he thereby wins the national championships, for example. Swimming is
a non-contact sport, so there will not be any problems there. You swim to register
your own time in your own lane. Or might there be psychological (warfare)
problems as in any sporting match? Judo and fencing, however, are non-timed
‘combat sports’ in which participants eliminate each other in a series of knock-out
rounds. If you find yourself in the half of the draw with the better foreign competitor then you will not reach the final. Tennis and badminton are also examples
of sports, although of a non-contact character, with eliminating or knock-out
rounds, as is boxing, of course. The conclusion must be that it is easier to justify a
ban on participation in ‘qualifying’ national championships by non-national
competitors in such sports, thereby possibly enabling an exception to be made to
EU law.63

6 Conclusion
In summary, it can be concluded that: 1) sports law exists, 2) according to the
‘sources theory’ which in fact is presented in this address, it comprises a public
and a private part, 3) it is proposed to name the public part lex sportiva (sporting
law) and the private part lex ludica (sportive law), and 4) the ‘hard core’ of sports
law is chiefly ‘judge-made law’: of the European Court of Justice (now: Court of
Justice of the EU) as the public judge—at least from a European (EU) perspective,
or court (regional), and of the Court of Arbitration for Sport as the private court
(global).
Additionally, and from a different perspective, it can be argued that the Laws of
the Game (the term is here used in a generic sense) are in fact the ‘hard’ core of
63
See: Study on the equal treatment of non-nationals in individual sports competitions,
Commissioned by the European Commission to the T.M.C. Asser Instituut and Edge Hill and
Leiden Universities, December 2010. See for the Study’s Introduction, Analysis, Conclusion and
Recommendations, and Executive Summary, The International Sports Law Journal (ISLJ) 2011/
1-2, pp. 152–172.
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sports law. They then are surrounded by the regulations of the sport governing
bodies at the national, regional, and global levels. Together they form the lex
ludica (sportive law). In this circular model, the lex ludica is surrounded by the lex
sportiva at the various levels.
Ipse dixi.

6.1 Postscript
‘But I forget myself and run beyond my bounds. Though yet, if I shall seem to have
spoken anything more boldly or impertinently than I ought, be pleased to consider that not
only Folly but a woman said it; remembering in the meantime that Greek proverb,
‘‘Sometimes a fool may speak a word in season,’’ unless perhaps you expect an epilogue,
but give me leave to tell you you are mistaken if you think I remember anything of what I
have said, having foolishly bolted out such a hodgepodge of words. ‘Tis an old proverb, ‘‘I
hate one that remembers what’s done over the cup.’’ This is a new one of my own making:
I hate a man that remembers what he hears. Wherefore farewell, clap your hands, live and
drink lustily, my most excellent disciples of Folly.’
Erasmus of Rotterdam, The Praise of Folly, 1509; translated by John Wilson, 1668

7 Annex
7.1 The Etymology of the Terminus Technicus Lex Ludica: Where
It Comes From?
In 2001, Maclaren wrote that the term lex sportiva was coined by the acting
Secretary General of the Court of Arbitration for Sport, Matthieu Reeb, at the time
of the publication of the first Digest of CAS decisions stretching over the period
from 1986 to 1998.64 Other than in the Introduction to Digest I which is silent on
the matter,65 in the introduction to the Digest of CAS Awards II 1998-2000, Reeb
writes that the Digest of CAS Awards 1986-1998 recorded the creation of a lex
sportiva through the arbitral awards of the CAS.66 The neologism lex sportiva is
not a pure Latinism, since the adjective ‘sportiva’ is not Latin, the term lex
sportiva obviously was created by analogy with the medieval lex mercatoria
(merchant law).67

64
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67

McLaren 2001, p. 379, footnote 11.
Reeb 1998.
Berne 2002, at p. XX.
See generally, Kolev 2008, pp. 57 and 60–62.
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In 2005, Beloff argued that the proponents of the proposition that there is such a
coherent entity as sports law, clearly adopt the Latin phraseology to endow the
subject with a spurious antiquity—sometimes using the alternative term lex ludica—‘although that carries with it in mistranslation unhappy overtones of ludicrousness.’68 [In mistranslation? As we shall see below ludicus in fact is a
neologism which was meant by its author to be cognate with ludus so it would not
mean ‘playful,’ but ‘sporting’ or ‘sportive.’]
In 2006, the T.M.C. Asser Institute and T.M.C. Asser Press published the book
The Court of Arbitration for Sport 1984-2004,69 including ken Foster’s contribution on ‘Lex Sportiva and Lex Ludica: the Court of Arbitration for Sport’s
Jurisprudence.’70 Foster says that a further set of principles that can be distinguished, and separated from the concept of lex sportiva, are what can be termed
the sporting law (italics added; RS), or rules of the game: ‘I propose to call these
principles lex ludica.’71
Now I wondered what the origin of this term is. By whom was the term lex
ludica invented and when (cf., lex sportiva and Reeb)? In my further research, it
turned out that Foster did not have a precedent or source when inventing it. He was
trying to follow up a suggestion that he had made in a previous article where
he had distinguished various types of international sports regulation from the
‘internal’ law of sport. There he distinguished the technical rules of sport from the
‘ethical spirit of sport.’ In the chapter for the CAS Book he used the term lex
ludica and then employed it to cover both the formal rules of a sport and the
equitable spirit of the sport.72
Ludus in classical Latin meant, inter alia, ‘game,’ but if one looks in the Latin
dictionaries, one will not find the adjective ludicus, which must be derived from
the substantive ludus (in Medieval Latin it neither existed.) I asked Prof. Joan
Booth, Latin Language and Literature, Department of Classics, Institute of Cultural Disciplines, Faculty of Humanities, Leiden University, The Netherlands, for
confirmation whether the words ludicus already existed in classical Latin as an
adjective derived from ludus. She replied as follows: ‘The short answer is ‘‘no.’’
The classical Latin adjectival form cognate with ludus is ludicer- cra -crum (the
masculine form ludicer is in fact not attested), but it does not mean what you
would like it to mean. It means ‘‘sportive’’ in the sense of ‘‘jesting,’’ ‘‘fun.’’ See the
entry in The Oxford Latin Dictionary.’ So, in the standard dictionary of classical
Latin, The Oxford Latin Dictionary, the word ludicus is missing. Also a quick
online scan in the ‘Library of Latin Texts’ which does not only contain classical
texts, but also a number of medieval ones, the word cannnot be found. Johann
Ramminger’s online-database ‘Neulateinische Wortliste’ [Neo-Latin Vocabulary]
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does not list the word. Of course the term lex ludicra (with an ‘r’) would have been
possible as to form, but not as to content (meaning). so, in fact the term lex ludica
is a neologism of modern times, like lex sportiva!
Now there is a famous substantial paragraph on what sports law is, in the CAS
award of 20 August 1999 in AEK Athens and SK Slavia Prague v. UEFA,73 which
reads as follows:
‘The Panel is of the opinion that all sporting institutions, and in particular all
international federations, must abide by general principles of law. Due to the
transnational nature of sporting competitions, the effects of the conduct and deeds
of international federations are felt in a sporting community throughout various
countries. Therefore, the substantive and procedural rules to be respected by
international federations cannot be reduced only to its own statutes and regulations
and to the laws of the country where the federation is incorporated or of the
country where its headquarters are. Sports law has developed and consolidated
along the years, particularly through the arbitral settlement of disputes, a set of
unwritten legal principles—a sort of lex mercatoria for sports or, so to speak, a lex
ludica—to which national and international sports federations must conform,
regardless of the presence of such principles within their own statutes and regulations or within any applicable national law, provided that they do not conflict
with any national ‘‘public policy’’ (ordre public) provision applicable to a given
case. Certainly, general principles of law drawn from a comparative or common
denominator reading of various domestic legal systems and, in particular, the
prohibition of arbitrary or unreasonable rules and measures can be deemed to be
part of such lex ludica …’
In particular, the use of the words ‘so to speak, a lex ludica’ in the CAS award
would point into the direction of the verdict’s auctores intellectuals, who were the
Panel’s Italian President Prof. Masssimo Coccia (Rome) and his German coarbitrators Dr Christoph Vedder, who is now Professor of Public Law, European
Law, Public International Law and Sports Law at the University of Augsburg, and
Dr Dirk-Reiner Martens (Munich). In my further research it finally turned out that
Prof. Massimo Coccia in this, from an EU competition law perspective crucial, socalled ENIC case concerning multiple ownership of professional football clubs74 in
fact invented the term lex ludica.
To put it simply, while he was writing the award he realized that the expression
lex sportiva did not make any linguistic sense, given that ‘sportiva’ is an Italian
word (not Latin) coming from the English word ‘sport’ coming from the French
original ‘desport.’ So he tried to substitute lex sportiva with something more
accurate from a Latin point of view. Ludi (singular ludus) were the ‘Games’ which
were held in ancient Rome on various occasions and, besides the ludi with gladiators (a minority of them and mostly in the imperial age), there were ludi with
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equestrian competitions, wrestling competitions, human races and the like. For
example the Ludi magni (also known as Ludi capitolini) were held every year since
389 b.c. around mid-October and included competitions of physical strength, runs,
equestrian races, musical and poetry contests. So he thought that lex ludica could
be more accurate but he used it exactly as a synonymous of lex sportiva, not
meaning something else (while he saw in the literature an attempt to identify
different notions).
However, at the time he did not do any Latin research; he was too busy finishing the award (which was already very complex in itself) and he simply relied
on his classical studies in the high school (in the Italian ‘Liceo Classico’ many
hours are devoted to Latin and ancient Greek and he excelled in those subjects).
In any event, the attempt to have a new term used failed and in his subsequent
awards and scholarly writings. He also started using the expression lex sportiva.
When something has gained widespread use there is no point in contesting it. It is
much more interesting discussing on what actually is or is not, rather than on how
to call it. However, I think that para. 156 of the CAS award remains of fundamental importance for all students of sports law. It may still be qualified as an
essential contribution to discussing the (re)assessment of content and terminology
regarding sports law, in a nutshell.
My conclusion is that the term lex ludica was invented by two different
scholars, the first in Italy and the other in England, who—not knowing about each
other’s deed — at different times coined the same term.
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